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are only going to repair your own electronic equipment or operate
your own repair business, this book will show you how the easy
and accurate way. Although no one piece of test equipment can
make every test in critical situations, the DMM is a very necessary
piece of test equipment that should be in every home and on every
service bench.
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Chapter 1

How to Use the Portable DMM
The digital multimeter (DMM) is fun to work with. Troubleshooting
is fast and accurate—with no guesswork. This small pocket meter
does so many tests well. Of course, no test instrument is any bet
ter than the person operating it. Just learning how to operate and
use the DMM may save you time and money.
Today, a large variety of digital multimeters are available prac
tically anywhere and many cost less than $150.00. In fact, some
may be purchased for less than $50.00. This meter is so small it
may fit right in the service grip or your coat pocket. The DMM
tests are definitely more accurate than the VOM or VTVM (Fig.
1-1). Besides accurately checking resistance and voltage, the diodetransistor tests may be made right in the circuit. Critical current
tests and even electrolytic capacitors may be checked in most cir
cuits with the DMM.
BASIC OPERATION

Most DMM’s have a liquid-crystal display (LCD) that can be
seen in very dark rooms or very bright sunlight. The small meter
is ideal for the radio-TV technician, engineer, hobbyist, or home
owner who demands a very accurate and reliable test instrument.
The DMM operates well on the service bench, laboratory, or in
the field. Some meters are equipped with rotary function switch
or push-button operation.
1
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Fig. 1-1. The digital multimeter (DMM) is a valuable tool in taking resistance,
voltage, and current measurements. Some DMMs have added features such
as diode-transistor and capacitor tests.
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These meters are very rugged and may give several years of
trouble-free operation under heavy duty-servicing. The biggest fail
ure with the DMM is the breaking off of test leads, since the me
ter is used so much in TV servicing. Most meters have a built-in
overload protection of voltage and resistance ranges protected
against voltage transients and overload conditions.
Many of these multimeters may operate with the same battery
for over 2000 hours because the low current circuits and liquidcrystal digital display have a very low circuit drain. Under typical
use a battery should last up to two years. In fact, the DMM may
be left on overnight without any telltale signs. Even when the 9-volt
battery becomes very weak you can still see the digital display with
very light numbers. In some models the decimal point in the digital
display blinks when 200 hours of battery life remain. Most testers
turn off with the function or a separate off/on switch.
Maximum display readout are always one digit less than the
marked range. For example, the 200-ohm resistance range reads
between 0.000 and 199.9 ohms. When higher resistance is measured
on the range, the OL (over-range indication) will show on the
display. Likewise, with the 2 Vdc range, the voltage starts at .000
and measures up to 1.999 volts. You do not have to worry about
a higher voltage damaging the needle pointer or meter of a regular
VOM. Simply rotate the function switch to a higher voltage range.
2

The dc voltage and current readings have automatic positive
and negative polarity symbols. You do not have to worry about swit
ching test leads or accidentally selecting the wrong polarity. The
correct voltage polarity is shown in front of the voltage reading.
In some models an instant ohm sign (Q) appears to the top left hand
corner indicating correct ohm measurements. When the ohm sign
is erratic, poor probe contacts or intermittent tests are noted. The
ohm sign will disappear at the break of contact before the digital
readout goes to zero. Other models have an audio tone to alert the
user when the resistance measurement is erratic.
AUTO RANGING

Some DMM have an autoranging method of determining the
range of the meter. When the meter is turned on, the DMM is in
the autorange mode. A switch selects the correct function to be
measured. When the test leads are connected, the overrange (OL)
indication lights up if the autorange is not high enough. Push the
autorange button until a reading is noted on the display. The over
range display (OL) will go off when the correct reading is found.
Separate range scales are not switched into the DMM circuits
like other meters. The rotary function switch selects only voltage,
current, ohmmeter, and diode tests. The correct measured value
is selected by the overrange feature. For example, if a dc voltage
was to be measured, turn the function switch to the dc voltage
range. Now, measure the voltage. If the voltage is too high, the
overrange (OL) display will be seen. Now press the overrange but
ton for a higher reading.
CONTINUITY BEEPER OR TONE

A constant tone sound or beeper noise may be heard in some
DMMs when taking diode and continuity tests. The tone test may
quickly indicate intermittent open and poor test lead connections.
Often with a low resistance measurement the beeper or tone is con
stantly heard. The sound starts and stops quickly. No beeping sound
is heard with open or high resistance circuits.
SEVERAL TO CHOOSE FROM

There are many different DMMs to choose from. Each may
have added features compared to one another. But all digital meters
have accurate voltage and resistance measurements. The lower
3

powered models may measure only voltage, resistance and c^J'
While others may have a diode-transistor test, insta-ohms quic^ yyiC^1
tinuity test function and audio tone alert. Choose the one S**
includes diode-transistor tests if you are servicing solid'
equipment.
BECKMAN TECH 300 AND 310

__
The Beckman Tech 300 and 310 model have 0-200 ohm to ^
megohm resistance range with a 2-volt up to 1500-volt dc volta^ ^
range. All resistance ranges are low power ohms, which allow
curate measurements of in-circuit resistance checks. Accurate re
sistance measurements may be made even in circuits where
resistors are directly shunted by typical silicone diodes and tran
sistors (Fig. 1-2). Basic dc voltage accuracy is rated at 0.25%. The
dc voltage range extends from 0 to 1000 volts. A diode test func
tion is found in both models, allowing accurate measurements of
forward voltage drop across diodes and transistor junctions, even
in circuits where semiconductors are directly shunted with resistors.
Since most digital meters have readings that change rather
slowly the instant ohm symbol and audible tone alert signal indicate
erratic resistance measurement. The instant ohm symbol is found
in the Tech 310 model but not in the Tech 300 meter. A Beckman
Tech 320B model has an insta-ohm continuity which starts a single
audible tone burst of approximately 3500 Hz concurrent with the
insta-ohm display.

Fig. 1-2. The Beckman Tec 310 DMM is a very accurate and useful test instru
ment for taking in-circuit or out-of-circuit measurements of critical components.
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The insta-ohm feature appears in the left-hand corner of the
Beckman Tech 310 model. When the technician selects the ohmmeter function, the symbol will appear with a shorted test lead or
with the resistance measurement. After the probes are removed
or the resistance is open, the symbol disappears long before the
digital readout goes to zero. The instant ohm feature is quite handy
for indicating the condition of an electrolytic capacitor.
Five decoded dc voltage ranges have full scale readings, begin
ning with 200 millivolts up to 1500 volts dc, selected by a single
function selector switch. The accuracy of all dc voltage ranges is
noted at ± 0.25% which is great in solid-state servicing. Be very
careful not to measure voltages above the 1500 V range. Do not
use the DMM to measure voltages in the damper, horizontal out
put tube, or high voltage circuits of the solid-state TV chassis.
The ac voltages are measured with the 200 millivolts, 2 V, 20
V, 200 V and 1000 V ranges. Again be careful not to exceed the
1000 Vac range. All voltage ranges are protected by the circuit
design. Spark gap voltage protection gives protection above the
1500 V range. The spark gap will arc over preventing damage to
the meter circuits.
Six resistance ranges measure from 200 ohms full scale to 20
megohms with accuracy of ± 0.5 percent. Resistance measurements
within the circuit are very accurate with all ohmmeter
measurements of the low power type. Even an emitter bias resistor
of less than one ohm is accurately measured. The speaker im
pedance in ohms is quite close to the actual resistance measure
ment of the voice coil. When 5% resistors were checked on the 5
k and 5 megohm range, the meter readings were right on the nose.
A diode test can quickly be made by switching the function
switch to the diode symbol. The diode test is a far better reading
than the regular resistance measurement of the VOM or VTVM.
The normal diode will have a measurement in the forward bias
polarity and an average (OL) in the reverse polarity (Fig. 1-3). The
defective diode may be found to be open or leaky. Accurate tran
sistor conduction measurements can be made using the diode test
with a defective transistor indicating leakage or open conditions
between any two elements.
Current ranges for both dc and ac current are 200 mA, 2 mA,
20 mA, 200 mA, 2 A and 10 A. All current readings are taken from
the common and “A” jacks, except a separate jack is provided for
the 10 amp reading. Most current measurements have an accuracy
of 1 percent to 1.5 percent, plus 3 digits.
5
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Fig. 1-3. The silicon diode can be quickly checked for normal, open, and leaky
conditions with the DMM. The normal diode will indicate a measurement witft
forward bias polarity and an over-range (OL) with reversed polarity.

TRIPLETT MODEL 3550

The Triplett model 3550 is a handheld meter with six functions
32 ranges with ac and dc and hi/low-ohms diode check on all ranges.
Simply push in the correct button for each selected range (Fig. 1-4).
Overload protection of all ranges is protected with a special 2 A,
250 V fuse arrangement—no nuisance fuse blows in volt and ohm
ranges. This model is turned on with a separate off-on switch. An
audible continuity tone in found in the Triplett 3500 model.

-g Ts:
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Fig. 1-4. The Triplett DMM model 3550 features a push-button range selector
for only $85.00. Besides regular voltage, resistance, and current tests a hilow ohm-diode check may be selected.
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The dc voltage range starts at 200 mV, 2 V, 20 V, 200 V and
1000 Vdc while the ac voltage range is similar except the highest
ac voltage range is 750 Vac. Dc voltage accuracy is within a ± .25
percent. Ac voltage accuracy is with a ± 1.0%. When higher volt
age is measured on the present scale, the overrange indication is
a blinking display with polarity indicated.
The ohmmeter ranges start at 0-200, 2 k, 20 k, 200 k, 2000
k and 20 megohms with ± .0175% accuracy up 2000 k range. The
20 megohm range has an accuracy of ± 2.0%. The ohmmeter sym
bol and selected ranges are activated by pushing the correct push
buttons. Both voltage and ohmmeter readings are common with
two jacks while the current range has a separate jack that works
with the common black lead. A hi-power ohms-diode check is found
in this DMM.
The dc milliameter has a range of 0-2mA, 20 mA, 200 mA and
2000 mA with a ± 1.0% accuracy. The ac milliameter current range
is the same except with a ±2.0% accuracy with ±3 digits of all
ranges, except the 2000 mA range which is ± 3.0% accuracy.
The Triplett meter uses a 9 V battery with a typical life of 500
hours. A Lo-Bat indication appears the LCD during the last 20%
of battery life. This meter is enclosed in a high input thermoplastic
case with no-slip finger tread surface finish. Replacement test loads
can be purchased for $2.00.
RADIO-SHACK MODEL 22-189

Here is a low priced LCD Digital Multimeter found at RadioShack for $49.95. This little meter has a dc voltage range of 1000
volts and up to 500 volts on the ac voltage range. There are four
resistance scales, 2 k, 20 k, 200 k, and 2000 k ohms. The current
ranges are from 2 mills to 2 amperes. A separate switch turns on
the diode-junction test (Fig. 1-5).
Low battery voltage is automatically detected and displayed.
Two small penlight cells power the DMM. Effective overload and
transient protection are found on all ranges. Overrange is indicated
on each separate range. The latest IC display technology is used
to achieve the lowest possible component count, ensuring reliability,
accuracy, stability and rugged construction.
The diode test is used to check the continuity of most diodes
and transistors. If the diode junction is good, the display will show
a value. Try reversing the polarity when overrange occurs. If over
range still occurs, the diode or transistor is open. The diode or tran7

Fig. 1-5. There are many low-priced Japanese DMMs that are sold by wholesale
firms and catalog outlets. This Radio-Shack model 22-189 has all the features
of most DMMs including a diode test.

sistor is leaky with a small or zero reading. Reverse the test leads
and check once again.
CONTINUITY CHECKS

Continuity tests are quick and accurate. They are usually made
with a low resistance component, broken wires, and pc wiring.
Rotate the DMM to the low-ohm scale. Make sure the test leads
are in the ohm and common terminal of the meter. Touch the test
leads together for a shorted measurement (.000). If the overrange
(OL) display comes on recheck the meter settings and test leads.
The DMM containing a beeper or musical tone is very helpful
in taking continuity tests. A beeping or continuous tone may be
heard with low-ohm continuity measurements. Suspect a broken
connection or circuit if the sound stops. The intermittent beeping
sound may indicate an intermittent break or erratic connection.
RESISTANCE TESTS

Accurate resistance tests may be made with the DMM in or
out of the circuit. Measuring resistors in circuits containing tran
sistors and diodes is quite accurate with most meters. The digital
multimeter quickly and accurately checks the critical tolerance of
8

emitter resistors transistor circuits. The resistance measurements
of coil windings found in the TV chassis are very valuable. Com
parable resistance measurements of stereo tape heads in the
cassette or 8-track player may determine if the tape head is defec
tive or not (Fig. 1-6).
Rotate the selector switch or push the correct resistance range
to measure the resistance of a given component. Make sure the
test leads are in the ohm and common jack of the DMM. For ex
ample, place the probe tips across the suspected resistor. If the
resistor has a resistance of 330 ohms, rotate the selector to the 2
k-ohm range. The overrange display (OL) will come on when us
ing the 200-ohm scale. The resistor is either open or has increased
in resistance if the average display lights up. Suspect a burned
resistor if the reading is less than 300 ohms. Remove and test the
resistor out of the circuit for a change in resistance.
VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS

The DMM is ideal in measuring critical voltage in the solidstate circuit. A normal silicone transistor may have a forward bias
of 0.6 volts, while the normal germanium transistor has a forward
bias reading of 0.3 volts dc. You can quickly determine if a tran
sistor is open or leaky with a forward bias voltage reading between
base and emitter terminals. Accurate voltage measurements can

Fig. 1-6. The DMM makes comparable stereo tape-head resistance
measurements of the cassette or 8-track player. Both tape readings should
be quite close.
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Fig. 1-7. A very low reading on the DMM indicates a leaky or shorted tran
sistor. Here the leakage between the emitter and collector terminal is approx
imately 1 ohm.

be made in transistorized circuits.
Check the voltage measurements on the schematic diagram
when taking voltage measurements. Rotate the function switch to
the desired voltage range. If the overrange display comes on, turn
to a higher voltage scale. Most DMMs will indicate the correct volt
age polarity without changing test leads. Both ac and dc voltages
may be made from the same test jacks with selector voltage
settings.
DIODE-TRANSISTOR TESTS

Rotate or push the selector switch to the diode test range.
Locate the base terminal of the suspected transistor. Place the red
probe (+) to the base terminal. Now, touch the collector terminal
with the black lead. Notice the meter reading. Quickly touch the
emitter terminal with the red probe still at the base terminal. Both
transistor measurements are quite close with a normal transistor.
A very low reading indicates a leaky or shorted transistor (Fig. 1-7).
No reading between any two elements indicates the transistor junc
tion is open. Reverse the test leads to check a pnp transistor.
Diodes are checked in the very same manner. Rotate the func
tion switch to the diode range. Place the black probe (-) to the
cathode terminal of the diode. A normal silicone diode reading will
indicate only an overrange measurement with reverse test leads
10

(Fig. 1-8). No measurement indicates the diode is open. A leaky
or shorted diode will show a low reading in both directions. With
various DMMs the diode test may be combined with an audio tone
or chirp.
CAPACITOR CHECKS

Electrolytic capacitors may be checked with the 20 k-ohm range
of some digital multi-meters. With the Beckman 310 model the ohm
symbol (fi) will come on with a charge and discharge reading as
the capacitor discharges through the meter. Often, the reading will
increase until the overrange (OL) readjust appears on the meter.
Then afterwards, the ohm symbol will disappear.
Now, reverse the test leads across the capacitor. The reading
may go to zero and charge up again until the overrange readout
appears. The charging and discharging of the electrolytic capaci
tor with the insta-ohm symbol and overrange readout may indicate
the condition of the capacitor. A capacitor with an open or driedup condition may not charge or discharge. Of course, smaller ca
pacitor values have a shorter charge and discharge rate.
Small electrolytic capacitors under 1 /tF may not produce a
quick indication on the DMM, except the meter ohm symbol may
stay on for a few seconds. Very small bypass capacitors (under

Reg.
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<SW1
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3T

MC78L

■» B+ 12 V
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Fig. 1-8. The normal diode will show a resistance measurement with the black
test probe at the cathode and the red test lead at the anode terminal. The over
range display (OL) will appear with reversed test leads.
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Fig. 1-9. Electrolytic capacitors may be checked with some DMMs on the 20-k
range. The Beckman Tech 310 has a valuable insta-ohm symbol for making
in-circuit capacitor measurements.

.01/iF) may not show a reading on the ohm symbol of the DMM.
The condition of a normal electrolytic capacitor may show the
charge and discharge rate with the presence of the insta-ohm
symbol.
Place the function/range switch in the 20 k-ohm range position.
Connect the red test lead to the voltage ohm input jack and the
black test lead to the common test jack. Discharge the capacitor.
Now, place the test leads across the capacitor (Fig. 1-9). If the instaohm symbol (fl) appears briefly and then disappears, the capacitor
is accepting the charge. The capacitor is open if the insta-ohm sym
bol does not appear. A low resistance reading will be displayed if
the capacitor is leaky.
WARNINGS

Never apply voltage above the range of the DMM, if possible.
Be careful when taking voltage measurements within the horizon
tal output and high-voltage transformer sections of the TV chassis.
Never take any high-voltage measurements of the TV chassis with
the DMM. Do not take voltage readings around the damper highvoltage circuits in the TV chassis. Inspect the test leads for cracks,
breaks or worn insulation areas. The test jacks are pushed way
down into the meter to prevent shock hazard to the operator. The
overrange readout will always appear with voltages exceeding the
selected range.
Always connect the DMM leads in series with the load when
12

making current measurements. Never connect the multimeter
across a voltage source with current readings. Either the overload
fuse will blow or you damage the unit being tested.
DIGITAL MULTIMETER TIPS

□ When the meter will not go to zero or may show a fraction
of an ohm with the test probes touching, suspect a poor connec
tion at the banana plugs or jacks. Clean the contacts and bend ba
nana plugs outward to make better connections.
□ Erratic measurement may be caused by loose plugs or bro
ken test cable leads. Short the test probes together and flex the
leads. Replace or repair the broken test leads when an erratic
measurement is found with shorted test leads. The zero reading
should not change with good test leads.
□ If no shorted measurement if found with test probes to
gether, suspect broken cable leads or plugs. In many cases one of
the test plugs have pulled out. Push down both plugs into the me
ter case.
□ Keep an extra set of test leads handy because the DMM
is used so much in servicing. The only trouble with these small in
struments are bad test leads after constant use.
□ Always discharge large filter capacitors after shutting down
the TV chassis before taking resistance measurements. Some
voltages may be left in the circuit you want to test and will give
a erroneous resistance measurement.
□ Always use the low-voltage range when testing transistors
and IC’s with the high-low diode resistance measurement. This may
prevent damage to these components with in-circuit tests.
□ Don’t worry about leaving the DMM on overnight as these
units operate up to 2000 or 3000 hours of constant use before chang
ing the battery. A weak battery may show portions of or missing
numbers. Notice how dark and distinct the numbers are after in
stalling a new battery.
□ Check the fuse and battery if the meter does not indicate
on the LCD display. Do not attempt to do any other internal repairs.
Send the meter to the factory for correct service and callibration.
WHERE AND WHAT TO PURCHASE

Select the right DMM for your own needs. There are many
good digital multimeters on the market. You may find that all have
accurate voltage, current, and resistance measurements. In others,
13
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added features are found for a given servicing job. Learn about
various DMMs by reading laboratory write-ups in electronics and
mechanical magazines. You may want to send for different
literature specifications from the DMM manufacturer. Here is a
listing of several DMM manufacturers
A. W. Sperry Instruments, Inc.
PO Box 933
Smithtown, NY 11787
BBC Metrowatt Goerz
6901 W 117th Ave.
Bromfield, CO 80020
Beckman Instruments, Inc.
250 Harbor Blvd.
Fox 1000
Fullerton, CA 92634
B & K Dynascan Corp.
6460 West Cortland St.
Chicago, IL 60635
Calrod Electronics, Corp.
819 No. Highland Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90038
EICO Electronic Instruments
108 New South Road
Hicksville, NY 11801
Fluke, Inc.
PO Box C9090
Everett, WA 98206
G. C. Electronics
400 South Wyman St.
Rockford, IL 61101
Heath Company
Dept. 050-132
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
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Hichock Electrical Instrument Co.
10514 Dupont Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44108
Hitachi Corp.
175 Crossways Park West
Woodbury, NY 11797
Keithly Instrument, Inc.
28775 Aurora Road
Cleveland, OH 44139
Krista Radio Instrument
P.O. Box 3423
Torrance, CA 90510
Philametic
40 INIP Drive
Inwood, NY 11696
Radio-Shack—check at local stores
Simpson Electric Co.
853 Dundes Ave.
Elgin, IL 60122
Soar Corporation
1126 Cornel Ave.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
Triplett Instruments
Bluffton, OH 45817
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Chapter 2

Testing Diodes,
Transistors, and ICs
The small pocket DMM is one of the quickest and most accurate
test instruments to check any diode or transistor. The diode and
transistors may be checked in or out of the circuit. Within minutes
all diodes and transistors may be tested in the suspected section
of a TV or any other electronic device. Because transistors and
diodes cause most of the problems the electronic chassis, service
time may be cut in half. Let’s give it a try.
CHECKING THE FIXED DIODE

The defective germanium or silicon diode may be tested with
the DMM. Check the diode for open or leaky conditions. This in
cludes switches, rectifier, and detection diodes. Simply rotate the
function switch of the DMM to the diode test. Place the test probe
across the diode leads for a resistance reading. When the black lead
(-) is connected to the cathode or positive terminal of the diode,
you should have a continuity measurement (Fig. 2-1). No reading
will be obtained if the diode is open. Now, reverse the test leads.
The normal diode will not show a continuity measurement with
reversed leads (Fig. 2-2). Suspect a leaky diode with a reading in
both directions.
Remove one end of the suspected diode from the circuit and
take another measurement. Discard the diode if a reading is found
in both directions. Go a step further if the diode only shows a
measurement with the negative terminal at the collector terminal.
16

Fig. 2-1. With the black lead connected to the cathode (+) terminal of the diode
you should have a resistance measurement if the diode is normal. The diode
is open with no reading.

Switch the function knob to the 2 k ohm resistance scale. Notice
if a reading is shown with the negative probe at the anode or
negative terminal of the diode. Rotate the diode to the 20 k-ohm
scale. Replace the diode if a reading is found in both directions on
the high ohm scale (Fig. 2-3).

No
reading
+

+

9
Black A Red

Silicon diode

Silicon diode
Normal tests

Fig. 2-2. No reading should be obtained with reversed test leads on the diode.
Suspect a leaky diode with a measurement in both directions.
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Fig. 2-3. Check the suspected leaky diode with the 20 k-ohm scale. Replace
a diode with a reading in both directions.

ZENER DIODE TESTS

Usually the zener diode is found in the power supply and
regulated voltage circuits. Because the zener diode works in a cir
cuit for accurate voltage regulation, they may operate a little
warmer than most diodes. Most defective zener diodes are found
to be leaky rather than open. Always check the voltage dropping
resistor preceeding the zener diode after locating a leaky diode.
The zener diode may be tested in the same manner as any other
diode. When leakage is found in both directions across the diode,
remove one end from the circuit for accurate continuity tests. Check
the diode with the diode test and the 20 k resistance scale of the
DMM. If in doubt with the reverse measurement, replace the
suspected diode. Most zener diodes found in the TV and consumer
electronic equipment are of the 1-or 5-watt variety.
DETECTION DIODES

Diodes found in the early detection circuit of a TV or radio cir
cuit may be of the germanium type. You will find only silicone
diodes in the present day electronic equipment (Fig. 2-4). These
diodes may be the common 1N34 or 1N60 types. Both diodes may
be tested with the diode test of the DMM. Germanium diodes may
have a lower resistance reading than the silicone types.
Remove one end of the diode detector if a continuity measure18

ment is found in both directions. The reversed reading may be
caused by low-ohm resistors or coil windings within the detection
circuit, producing an erroneous measurement. Be careful not to ap
ply too much heat from the soldering iron or you may damage these
small diodes. Use a heat sink or a pair of long-nose pliers when
soldering the terminals. A good detection diode will show only one
reading in one direction, either on the diode test or with the 20 kohm measurement.
TESTING DIODES IN THE
LOW-VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY

All fixed diodes in the low-voltage power supply are silicon
types and are quickly checked for normal or leaky conditions with
the diode test of the DMM. For normal test, switch the meter to
the diode test and place the black probe to the positive cathode ter
minal of the diode with the red probe at the anode (-) terminal.
You should have a normal resistance reading on the meter. A very
low resistance measurement may indicate a leaky diode. Now,
switch the probe tips. A good diode will not have a reading in the
opposite direction. You may assume the transistor is leaky if it
shows a reading in both directions.
Beware of leakage reading of the low-voltage diode when placed
on a transformer full-wave rectifier circuit. A leakage reading may
be obtained by feeding through one leg of the transformer winding.
Remove one end of the diode for accurate diode tests. Each tranFixed
diode
TR53
23C2839

i-f-2
I

l_L

C63 d—
.022

R60

at

A/W

Audio
output

1 k

R66
560 ft
V

B+

rh

8V

Fig. 2-4. Fixed detection diodes may be checked in the same manner as any
other diode with the DMM. These diodes may be the common 1N34 or 1N60
types.
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Fig. 2-5. The normal diode test in the bridge rectifier will have a measurement
in only one direction of two corresponding leads.

sistor should test normally in a bridge rectifier circuit, unless one
or two diodes are leaky.
You may find four separate diodes or all diodes in one compo
nent of the bridge rectifier circuit. The bridge rectifier component
has four leads from the top hat symbol. The normal diode tests in

Fig. 2-6. A leaky bridge rectifier diode may have a shorted or low-resistance
reading in both directions. These leaky measurements are usually under 10
ohms.
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the bridge rectifier will have a reading only in one direction of two
corresponding terminal leads (Fig. 2-5). All normal readings of each
diode should be quite close in resistance.
A leaky bridge diode may have a shorted or low resistance
reading in both directions (Fig. 2-6). Simply reverse the test probe
when a low measurement is found between the two terminals. A
shorted or leaky bridge diode will have the same resistance in both
directions. Replace the entire bridge rectifier component when one
leaky diode is located. If another bridge rectifier is not available,
four single 2.5 amp diodes may be connected in a bridge circuit
configuration (Fig. 2-7).
DUO-DIODE TESTS

The duo-diode rectifier is found in the AFC control circuits of
the horizontal oscillator circuits. In most TVs this diode is of the
selenium variety. The duo-diode component has two separate diodes
wired in a common cathode or series arrangement within one body
(Fig. 2-8). You may find two separate silicone diodes in the same
circuit of the latest TV chassis.
Test the duo-diode component the same as any other fixed
diode. Place the black probe (-) to the common or positive ter
minal of the diode with the red probe (+) to the anode terminal
of the diode. A very high resistance measurement will be regis
tered on the meter. No reading should be noticed when reversing
the test leads. A high resistance reading in both directions indicates
C136

1000
C145

f—*

>

120 Vac

---- >

Bt

Fig. 2-7. Four single 2.5-amp diodes may be connected in a bridge circuit when
a standard bridge rectifier component is not available.
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Common cathode

Series

Fig. 2-8. The duo-diode component has two separate diodes wired in a com
mon cathode or series arrangement in one body. Resistance readings may
be over 500 k with the DMM.

aleaky diode. Replace the leaky diode.
The regular resistance measurement of the duo-diodes is a great
deal higher than any silicone diode. After the regular diode test,
check both diodes in each direction with the 200 k scale (Fig. 2-9).
You may have a measurement in one direction and not in the other,
indicating a normal duo-diode. Most duo-diodes have a resistance
reading above 200 k. Now, check the diodes on the 2 meg scale.
For example, if one reading is 130 k and the other is 65 k on the
2 meg scale, double-check both diode reading of the duo-diode com
ponent. If the measurement is way off between the two diodes, re
place it. Both diodes should have the same comparable resistance,
if normal.

Duo-diode

<-

No
reading

+

Black

Red

ft

Black

Normal
measurement

Fig. 2-9. After the regular diode test, check both diodes in each direction with
the 200-k scale. If no reading, move up to the 2-meg range.
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Fig. 2-10. The damper diode is found in the collector circuits of the horizontaloutput transistors of the TV chassis. The new damper diode must be rated
above 1400-volts peak voltage.

CHECKING THE DAMPER DIODE

The damper diode is found in the collector circuits of the
horizontal output transistor (Fig. 2-10). In the early TV chassis when
the damper diode replaced the damper tube, the diode was made
up of several layers of germanium diodes. Of course, this large diode
will not show a regular diode measurement except if it’s leaky. Use
the 20 meg ohm scale. This diode has a high peak voltage rating
and must not be replaced with just any fixed diode.
Today, the damper diode is a silicone type and may be tested
as any fixed diode. Often the leaky damper diode will open the pro
tection fuse of the horizontal or low-voltage power supply. Most
damper diodes will become leaky or shorted. Very seldom do they
become open. One quick test to check the damper diode in the TV
chassis is to place the negative probe on the body of the horizontal
output transistor and the positive probe to ground. You should have
a normal diode reading unless the output transistor is leaky (Fig.
2-11). Remove the screws mounting the horizontal output transistor
and take a reading across the damper diode. The leaky damper
diode will show a very low resistance measurement in both
directions.
PNP OR NPN?

The polarity or type of transistor may be determined with the
diode or transistor test of the DMM. If you do not have a schematic
or the transistor numbers are smeared and not clear on the body
of the transistor, you can quickly find out if the transistor is a pnp
or npn type. Start by assuming the middle terminal of the transistor
is the base terminal. Since most transistors are the npn type, place
the red probe (+) to the base terminal (Fig. 2-12). Now, go to the
23

Fig. 2-11. Check the damper diode in the circuit by measuring and taking the
diode test from the body of the horizontal output transistor. Place the negative
probe to the body of the transistor and the red probe to the TV chassis.

Normal npn transistor
O

Red

O

Black

Red

Black

Fig. 2-12. The npn transistor can be identified with the red probe at the base
and the black probe on the emitter and then the collector terminals. A normal
npn transistor will show a comparable reading on each terminal.
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other two terminals and notice if the measurement is about the
same.
To determine if the transistor is a pnp type, place the black
probe (-) to the base terminal. If you do not know what any one
of the terminals are, the base terminal will have a reading com
mon to the emitter and collector terminals (Fig. 2-13). When you
receive a reading with the negative terminal common to the other
two, you may assume you have located the base terminal and the
transistor is a pnp type. A npn transistor will have a common
measurement if the red probe (+) is placed on the base terminal.
Remember the collector terminal of a npn type will have a positive
voltage reading, while the pnp transistor has a negative voltage
reading on the collector terminal. Suspect a leaky transistor if all
three terminals have a low reading between any two terminals.

Top-hat
transistor

C
E
O B

Red

Black

Bottom
view

Black

Normal pnp transistor

Fig. 2-13. Always, the base terminal is common to the emitter and collector
terminals. With the black probe at the base, and a comparable resistance
reading on the emitter and collector, the transistor is a pnp type.
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TRANSISTOR OPEN MEASUREMENTS
The normal transistor may have a comparable resistance
reading between base and collector and base and emitter terminals.
Actually, a simple transistor is the equivalent of two diodes con
nected back-to-back in the transistor case. Hence, most transistors
may be accurately tested with the diode test of the DMM. You may
quickly tell if the transistor is a npn or pnp type and if the tran
sistor is good with the diode test. The defective transistor is either
open, leaky, or it may be intermittent.
When the correct terminals are noted of a suspected transistor,
start first with the npn test. Place the red probe (+) to the base
and the black probe (-) to the emitter terminal (Fig. 2-14). Switch
the two test leads if no reading, the transistor may be a pnp type.
Double check the schematic to see if the transistor is a npn or pnp
transistor. If the transistor is a npn type and the red probe is at
the base terminal, you should get a resistance reading between base
and emitter terminals. No reading, indicates the transistor is open
between these two elements.
Now place the black probe (-) to the collector terminal with the
Normal power transistor test

C
O
E

B

Bottom view

C-metal
boty

.o.

i
1st test

2nd test

Red

tt

Black

Red

fl

Black

Fig. 2-14. Start with the npn test since most transistors are now of this type.
Place the red probe to the base terminal and the black probe on the emitter
and then the collector terminal for comparable resistance measurements.
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Fig. 2-15. An open transistor will not have one of the readings with the base
as common terminal. The open measurement may occur from base to emitter
or base to collector.

red probe ( + ) still at the base terminal. You should have a com
parable resistance reading to the base and emitter measurement
(Fig. 2-15). If not, the transistor is open between base and collec
tor terminals. Double-check the same test procedures because a
poor connection of either terminal may give a poor or no resistance
measurement. It is possible for an internal intermittent connection
inside the transistor to test normal with the diode and transistor
test. The transistor may break down under actual circuit loading
conditions.
TRANSISTOR LEAKAGE TESTS

When testing a transistor for normal measurement you may
find a transistor has a very low reading, indicating leakage between
two elements. In some cases the transistor may have a normal tran
sistor diode test, but when the test leads are reversed, the tran
sistor shows leakage. In Fig. 2-16 the normal diode-transistor test
on a power output transistor indicates heavy leakage between base
and collector terminals. When the DMM is switched to the 200-ohm
scale, the resistance measurement is slightly over 101 ohms.
Besides leakage between collector and base terminals you may
find leakage between any two or all of the transistor elements. First,
check the transistor for normal tests. Next, check for leakage be
tween any two elements. If a low reading is noted in the diode27

Fig. 2-16. With the normal diode transistor test of a power-output transistor,
the measurement indicates a heavy leakage between base and collector ter
minals. When the DMM is switched to the 200-ohm scale, the resistance
measurement was 101 ohms.

transistor tests switch the DMM to the 200 or 2 k scale for actual
leakage in resistance (Fig. 2-17). If in doubt, go to the 20 k-ohm
scale and check for leakage in the reverse direction. Replace the
leaky transistor if any reading is noted on the 20 k-ohm scale in
both directions.

Fig. 2-17. If a low measurement is noted in the diode-transistor test, switch
the DMM to the 200-ohm or 2 k-ohm scale for actual leakage resistance.
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Fig. 2-18. A vertical output transistor shows a very low reading on the diode
test between the base and emitter terminals, indicating leakage.

In Fig. 2-18 a vertical output transistor shows a very low
reading on the diode test. The low reading is found between base
and emitter elements. The same low reading is found with swit
ched test leads. Actually with this low measurement, the resistance
is only 1 ohm on the low ohmmeter scale (Fig. 2-19). This tran
sistor has a dead short between base and emitter terminals. You

*

VTfe

Fig. 2-19. The same transistor measurement on the low-ohm scale of the DMM
is only 1 ohm indicating a direct short between base and emitter terminals.
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may assume all transistors are normal with a diode-transistor test
if there is no measurement with reversed test leads and it does not
indicate a resistance reading on the 20 k-ohm scale of the DMM.
CHECKING THE TRANSISTOR IN THE CIRCUIT

All transistors may be checked with the diode-transistor test
while in the circuit (Fig. 2-20). Suspect a leaky transistor or a lowresistance component within the circuit with a low measurement
between base and the other two elements. The transistor is
definitely leaky with a comparable reading between all three
elements. A low reading may be obtained when a coil, low-ohm
resistor or diodes are found in the path of any two elements with
a low-diode reading.
Quickly, rotate the meter to the 2 k-ohm scale and take another
reading. If no measurement, proceed to the next transistor for test.
In case the reading is low, remove the corresponding element lead
from the circuit. Check the schematic for a low-resistance path be
tween the two terminals. For instance, if a 650-ohm reading is found
between the base and emitter terminals, remove the emitter ter
minal from the circuit with solder-wik. The transistor may be
removed and tested out of the circuit. But a quick method is to
remove only the corresponding leaky element with the base ter
minal. Now, just resolder the emitter terminal with no leakage

Fig. 2-20. All transistors may be checked with the diode-transistor test while
in the circuit. A normal transistor will show a comparable measurement be
tween the base and collector and base and emitter terminals.
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measured between the emitter and base terminal. Replace the leaky
transistor when the same low-resistance measurement is found with
the emitter terminal removed from the circuit.
1C COMPONENTS TESTS

Since the IC component may be made of several transistors,
diodes, and resistors within one component, the suspected IC can
not be checked with the diode test of DMM. Except the IC compo
nent may be tested in the circuit with accurate voltage and
resistance measurements of all IC terminals. First, take accurate
voltage measurements and record them for each terminal. Com
pare these voltage readings with those marked on the schematic.
Look for a big change in voltage measurement.
Next, take a resistance reading between each terminal and
chassis ground. Check the circuit for possible low-ohm resistors,
or coils in the IC circuit when a low reading is noticed. Remove
one terminal of the possible low-reading component and take an
other reading. If removing the resistor or coil from the circuit does
not make any difference, suspect a leaky IC. Check the resistance
measurement between any two terminals. The accurate resistance
measurement may locate a leaky capacitor or component tied to
the IC terminals, instead of a suspected IC component.
The suspected IC component may be checked by injecting a
signal into the input terminal and monitoring the output terminal.
Inject the rf signal from a signal generator with IC circuits in AM/i-f
and detector circuits. In audio circuits, check the sound at the in
put and output terminals with the external audio amplifier. Replace
the defective IC when no or a very low signal is found on the out
put terminal.
REMOVING AND INSTALLING THE IC COMPONENT

After locating the defective IC component, the old part must
be removed and replaced with a good component. Extreme care
must be exercised when working around other components near
the IC terminals. Here are ten quick steps in removing and replac
ing the defective IC.
□ Check where terminal 1 is located before removing the IC.
Terminal 1 may be marked on the IC component or at the pc wir
ing side. If no numbers are found, locate the V section of the molded
IC component and mark this on the pc board.
□ Turn the chassis over and use a 100-watt or larger solder31

ing gun with material to pick up the solder from the terminal con
nections. Solder-wik may quickly remove the excess solder.
□ Start at one end and apply heat as the braided wik is placed
near the soldered terminals. Now, go on the opposite side of the
line of terminals and pick up the excess solder. Likewise, use the
same method on both rows of terminals.
□ Carefully inspect each terminal. Apply the iron and solderwik to any terminal that is not free. Use the point of a pocket knife
and flick the IC terminal to see if it is completely free. You may
have one or two terminals still with some excess solder on the pc
wiring.

□ Pry the old IC from the top of the board with a pocket knife
or screwdriver blade. Often, the defective IC is always found under
objects in which a IC puller may not have room to lift the compo
nent out of the holes.
□ Clean off all IC holes with the soldering gun and solder
remover material. Check for removal of soldered connections close
to the IC holes. Resolder all of these possible loose connections.
□ Double-check for terminal 1 of the new replacement and
for correct mounting on the pc board. You may damage the new
replacement if it is installed backwards. Bend over a terminal at
each end of the IC so it will not fall out when soldered.
□ Choose a low 30-watt or small soldering iron to solder each

Fig. 2-21. Choose a 30-watt or smaller soldering iron when soldering each ter
minal of the IC. Here the battery-operated soldering iron is ideal.
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terminal. The battery-type soldering iron is ideal (Fig. 2-21). Ap
ply the small diameter solder on the opposite side of the iron tip.
Make a good soldering connection but do not leave the iron on the
junction too long.
□ Clean up around and between each terminal with the back
edge of the pocket knife or a small steel brush. Run the blade be
tween each terminal so the connections are not soldered together
or points of solder may be touching another terminal.
□ Finally, take a resistance measurement between each ter
minal and a corresponding tie point of the pc wiring. You may have
a break between the foil and terminal connection when removing
or replacing the defective IC.
CONCLUSION
At first, the procedure for testing transistors with the diodetransistor test of the DMM may appear a little complicated. After
making several transistor tests all transistors may be checked within
minutes. The diode-transistor tests are quite accurate with the
DMM. Not only does the pocket DMM take accurate resistance
and voltage measurements, you may quickly locate the open or
leaky transistor or diode. Actually there are not many possible
defective components left in the chassis, when a eighty-five per
cent of the problems are already eliminated with the digital
multimeter tests.
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Fifty-One Easy
Solid-State TV Tests
More time may be spent servicing the TV chassis than any other
electronic product. This is true because there are many different
circuits and components to break down. Of course, there is always
the difficult one which takes a little longer. With correct test equip
ment, quick isolation, and important service tests, each section may
be repaired within minutes. Here are six different TV sections with
common trouble symptoms and actual case histories.
THE POWER SUPPLY

Practically all circuits in the TV chassis depend on voltage sup
plied by the low-voltage power supply. In some TV sets the low
voltage may be taken from a winding of the flyback transformer.
Insufficient or no low voltage from the power supply source may
indicate a no-sound no-picture symptom. Intermittent chassis opera
tion may be caused by overheated components in the power supply.
Unusual raster symptoms and pictures may be caused by poor filter
ing of the low-voltage circuits. Over-loaded conditions in the power
supply or other circuits may cause the fuse to open or the circuit
breaker to kick out.
DEAD: NOTHING WORKS

Suspect an open fuse or circuit breaker with a dead chassis.
After replacing the fuse, check for dc voltage at the filter capaci34
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Fig. 3-1. Measure the low voltage of the power supply at the filter capacitor
or low-voltage fuse. Leaky silicon rectifiers may be located with the diode test
of the DMM.

tor or horizontal output transistor with the DMM. No voltage
measurement may mean an open voltage-dropping resistor or diode
(Fig. 3-1). Check each diode with the diode test of DMM. Often
the leaky silicon diode opens the fuse and ac voltage-dropping
resistor. Low-voltage measurements at the horizontal output tran
sistor may indicate a defective transistor, improper drive voltage,
or horizontal output transformer.
Don’t overlook an open on/off switch, ac cord, relay, or ther
mistor. Check the on/off switch with the low-ohm scale of the DMM.
Measure the ac voltage at the ends of the ac cord for applied voltPTC
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To degaussing
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transformer

Burned open
Fig. 3-2. A burned-open thermistor in the primary winding of the power
transformer causes a dead symptom. Measure the ac voltage across the pri
mary winding to determine if power cord, switch, or thermistor are defective.
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Fig. 3-3. C814 (800 fiF) filter capacitor was open in a J.C. Penney 685-2012A
model. When shunted with a good capacitor the low voltage was restored.

age. The continuity of the open line cord may be checked with the
low-ohm scale of the ohmmeter. Most thermistors may be tested
with the ohmmeter or by visual inspection (Fig. 3-2). The metal
terminals may come loose from the body of the thermistor.
No voltage was measured at the collector terminal of the
horizontal output transistor of a J.C. Penney 685-2012A model. Ac
power line voltage was measured at the anode connection of TR801
with no voltage at the cathode terminal. Both TR801 and TR804
tested okay (Fig. 3-3). Shunting the filter capacitor (C814) solved
the low-voltage power supply problem.
KEEPS BLOWING FUSES

Suspect an overloaded condition in the low-voltage power
supply or horizontal circuit if the fuse keeps blowing or the circuit
breaker opens after replacement. Sometimes the ac voltage drop
ping resistor will open before the fuse blows. Suspect a direct short
in the power supply such as the silicon diode rectifier and regulator
transistor. The fuse may open after a few seconds with a leaky
horizontal output transistor or damper diode. If the fuse or circuit
breaker takes sixty seconds to open, suspect a leaky tripler, boost
rectifier, yoke, flyback, or picture tube.
Determine what leaky circuit or component is overloading the
fuse or circuit breaker. Isolate the horizontal circuit with a quick
test of the horizontal output transistor and chassis ground. With
the diode-test check for a low reading of the collector terminal of
horizontal-output transistor to ground. A low-resistance measure
ment in both directions may indicate a leaky transistor or damper
diode. This same condition occurred in an RCA CTC89A chassis
with an open 3.9 fi resistor and blown 5 amp fuse (Fig. 3-4). A leaky
damper diode would keep blowing the line fuse. If a resistance
36

above .500 is found in one direction you may assume both the
damper diode transistor are normal with a diode test from the body
of the transistor to chassis ground.
Isolate what circuit the overload is in by clipping a 100-watt
bulb to the fuse or circuit breaker terminal with the fuse out of the
circuit. A bright light will indicate an overloaded condition either
in the low-voltage power supply or other circuits. Now, remove the
horizontal output transistor and notice if the light goes out or
becomes very dim. Suspect problems in the horizontal circuit if the
light remains bright. If the light is bright with the horizontal tran
sistor removed, start pulling off other circuits supplied by the lowvoltage power supply until the lamp becomes dim or goes out.
NO SOUND AND NO PICTURE

The no sound and no picture symptom may be caused by a
defective component in the low-voltage power supply or horizon
tal circuit. First, measure the low voltage at the power supply or
collector terminal of the horizontal output transistor. Remove the
horizontal output transistor with a low-voltage measurement. Notice
if the voltage increases. Normally the low voltage power supply
voltage will be higher with the transistor removed. Check the power
supply if the voltage is still low.
VERY LOW VOLTAGES

Suspect a leaky or open regulator transistor or diode with low-
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C1
.003 —P
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B+

Fig. 3-4. A leaky damper diode opened the fuse and a 3.9-ohm resistor in an
RCA CTC89A chassis. Observe correct polarity when replacing the special
damper diode.
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Fig. 3-5. The 11-volt zener diode in a J.C. Penney model 685-2046 produced
an improper low voltage source. Replace the zener diode with one having the
correct voltage and wattage ratings.

voltage output of the power supply. Regulator transistors may test
normal and break down under load. In a J.C. Penney model
685-2046 a leaky zener diode caused very low voltage at the out
put terminal (Fig. 3-5). Critical voltage measurements on the 12-volt
regulator transistor indicates a leaky regulator or diode. A quick
in-circuit diode test of the 11-volt zener diode solved the low volt
age in the power supply.
Check for burned resistors under load and pc board connec
tion with low-output voltages. After replacing a power supply board
in a Magnavox T809 = 13 chassis, the chassis operated intermit
tently. A closer inspection with the chassis fired up showed burned
and arcing areas around pin 4 of the low-voltage board (Fig. 3-6).
Resoldering of pin 14 of the power board socket repaired the lowvoltage problem. Look for burned marks or melting down of plastic
of the socket or at the rear of the socket.
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Fig. 3-6. Poor board connections of plug-in models may cause low voltage or
no voltage problems. A burned contact of pin 14 in the low-voltage circuits
caused improper low voltage.
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CHASSIS QUITE AFTER ON A FEWMINUTES

Shut down of the TV chassis may occur with improper voltages
in the low-voltage power supply. High voltage shut down may be
caused with excessive B + voltage of the low-voltage power supply.
Monitor the voltage at the dc output fuse of the collector terminal
of the horizontal-output transistor with the DMM. Suspect prob
lems the low-voltage circuits when the B + adjust will not lower
or has no effect on the output voltage.
Suspect leaky regulator transistors or zener diodes in the lowvoltage circuits. Sometimes the voltage regulator transistor may
test good, but breakdown under load. If all transistor and diodes
test normal in the low-voltage power supply, replace the large
voltage-regulator transistor. Check the zener diodes for overheating.
These diodes have a tendency to become warm and leaky.
Intermittently the high voltage would increase and the Ad
miral 4M10 chassis would shut down with increased low-voltage
(Fig. 3-7). Adjusting the B + 120 V control helped some, except
the voltage would go no lower than 127 volts. A +130 volts was
measured at the cathode terminal of D901. The voltage would in
crease as D901 became leaky. When cooled down, the raster ap
peared once again.
NO B+ ADJUSTMENT

Suspect problems in the low-voltage circuit when the B ± ad
justment does not raise or lower the low-voltage source. Because
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Fig. 3-7. High voltage shutdown may be the result of an increase in the lowvoltage power supply. D901 lets the voltage increase to 130 volts in an Ad
miral 4M10 chassis.
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a higher low voltage source increases the high voltage and may pro
duce high-voltage shut-down this control may be called high-voltage
adjust. Monitor the voltage at the collector terminal of the horizontal
output transistor when adjusting the B + source.
Check regulator and zener diodes for leaky or open conditions.
Measure each low-ohm resistor in the transistor circuits (Fig. 3-8).
If all components seem normal and the voltage cannot be adjusted,
replace the regulator transistor. These power transistors have a
tendency to break down. Poor board connections of various com
ponents may prevent voltage regulation.
DARK BARS IN RASTER

Excessive horizontal pulling or very dark bars in the raster may
be caused by dried up filter capacitors or poor regulation in the
low-voltage circuit. Sometimes the raster may look like it has age
or sync problems. Check all voltage regulator and control power
transistors for leaky conditions. Remove the voltage regulator tran
sistor when both transistors are in parallel circuit for accurate
leakage tests.
Heavy dark bars and horizontal pulling was noticed in a Sony
KV-1510 model (Fig. 3-9). D903 indicated a short between emitter
and collector terminals. With the voltage regulator transistor, Q601
was tested for leaky and open conditions with the diode test of the
DMM. Replacing D903 with a universal ECG 277 transistor solved
poor filtering in the low-voltage power circuits.
HORIZONTAL CIRCUIT TESTS

About eight percent of problems occurring in the color TV
chassis is caused by the horizontal circuits. The most common prob
lem is the no-sound no-raster symptom. Only horizontal lines may
be caused by defective components in the horizontal-oscillator or
HV circuits. Excessive high voltage may be produced in the lowvoltage power supply or regulator circuits. In the latest TV chassis
high-voltage shutdown is a very common problem. The leaky
horizontal output transformer may cause a tic-tic noise or intermit
tent raster.
NO RASTER AND NO SOUND

In many of the newer color TV chassis several different supply
voltages may develop from the horizontal output transformers.
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Fig. 3-9. Dark raster bars were produced by a leaky voltage regulator (D903)
in a Sony KV-1510 model. Sometimes the voltage regulator or error amp may
test good and break down under load.

When the horizontal and high voltage circuits are defective, these
voltage sources are also dead. Overloading any one of these volt
age sources may cause the horizontal circuits to shut down. Some
chassis may have a start-up circuit in the low-voltage power supply.
The conventional low-voltage power supply is still found in most
color TV sets.
Listen for the yoke to expand or feel the static electricity on
the picture tube screen for high voltage when turning on the TV
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Fig. 3-10. Measure the dc voltage at the collector terminal of the horizontaloutput transistor terminal for a no raster and no sound symptom. A voltage
measurement at this point will indicate if the defective component is in the
low-voltage power supply or horizontal circuits.
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chassis. Check for low voltage at the collector terminal of the
horizontal output transistor (Fig. 3-10). No voltage at the transistor
may indicate poor low-voltage circuits or a leaky output transistor.
Very low voltage at the output transistor may be caused by a leaky
transistor, defective regulator, or flyback transformer. Higher than
normal voltage at the output transistor may indicate the transistor
is open, no drive voltage, or a leaky HV regulator. High-voltage
shutdown may occur at turn-on or after a few seconds with higher
than normal voltage on the collector terminal of the output tran
sistor.
The flyback transformer only made a sound when the switch
was turned on in an RCA CTC109A chassis. A +134 volts was
measured on the collector terminal of Q412 (Fig. 3-11). The highvoltage regulator measured 178 volts on terminal A and 137 volts
on G and K. Only 120 volts should be measured at the collector
terminal. A leakage test cannot be made between the base and emit
ter terminals because the secondary winding of T401 is in the cir
cuit. Removing the base terminal from the circuit indicated Q412
was open with the diode-test of the DMM.
Suspect a leaky horizontal output transistor or poor drive volt
age with low-voltage measured at the collector terminal of the
horizontal output transistor. You may assume the low voltage power
supply is normal if the low voltage increases above normal with
the collector terminal removed from the circuit. Check for insuffi
cient drive pulse at the horizontal-driver transistor and transformer
with the scope.
The high voltage would go up to 15 kV with a sound blast when
the RCA CTC101A chassis was turned on. Higher than normal volt-

To horiz
output transformer

voltage with detective
SCR and Q412

Fig. 3-11. A leaky high-voltage regulation SCR caused the transformer to buzz
without high voltage in an RCA CTC109A chassis. Test both the SCR and the
horizontal-output transistor with higher than normal voltage at the collector
terminal.
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Fig. 3-12. A leaky diode (CR401) in the driver stage of the horizontal circuit
caused the chassis to shut down in the RCA CTC 101A chassis. The leaky
diode was located with the diode-test of the DMM.

age (148.2 V) was found on the collector terminal of the horizontal
output transistor. Both the horizontal output transistor and SCR
regulator were replaced. The results were the same. No drive volt
age and very low voltage was found at the driver transistor. Q401
was found leaky with the diode-transistor test of the DMM (Fig.
3-12).
Very low or no voltage measured at the collector terminal of
the horizontal-output transistor may be caused by a defective lowvoltage power source, open HV regulator, voltage dropping resistor,
open flyback transformer winding, or feed-through safety capaci
tor. In a Magnavox T995-02 chassis, no voltage was found at the
collector terminal (Fig. 3-13). A defective safety capacitor (C4) was
replaced with the exact value. Always replace these safety
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f

rh
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Damper
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Fig. 3-13. No voltage at the collector terminal of the horizontal-output transistor
may be caused by improper low voltage from the power supply. A defective
safety capacitor in a Magnavox T995-02 chassis was open With no voltage
measured at Q1.
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capacitors with original values and voltage or excessive high volt
age may develop.
SCR components may be found as trace and retrace switches,
low-voltage and high-voltage regulators in many TV chassis. Most
SCRs become leaky and shorted. The normal SCR may have 60
to 100 ohms measured between G and K terminals with a 3.5
megohm or higher measurement of anode to either G or K terminal
with the DMM (Fig. 3-14). A leaky SCR may have a 15-ohm
measurement between G and K. Replace the SCR with a low re
sistance reading below 1 megohm of A and K.
KEEPS BLOWING FUSES

Remove the horizontal output transistor to determine if the open
fuse or circuit breaker kick-out is caused by the horizontal circuits.
A leaky damper diode, horizontal output transistor, high voltage
capacitors, and flyback transformers may cause the fuse to blow.
The leaky tripler unit or high voltage capacitors within the flyback
transformer molded case may blow the fuse or load down the
horizontal circuits.
Excessive arcing inside the flyback component may occur,
destroying the horizontal output transistor and blowing the protec
tion fuse or fusible resistor. Bubble areas in the plastic case or
smoke from the transformer are visual signs of a defective
transformer. To prevent damage to the replaced horizontal output
transistor, use a step-up transformer and slowly increase the line
voltage. Notice any internal arcing of the transformer. If the out-
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Fig. 3-14. Critical resistance measurements with the DMM on the SCR ter
minals may determine if the SCR is open or leaky.
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Fig. 3-15. A leaky clamp diode (Y166) and three burned resistors in the sec
ondary winding of the flyback transformer caused the circuit breaker to keep
tripping in a General Electric 25MH chassis.

put transistor appears to become warm, replace the leaky flyback
transformer.
A leaky damper diode may immediately blow the B + fuse.
Check for a low-resistance measurement of collector terminal of
horizontal output transistor and chassis. Leaky diodes and burned
resistors in the secondary winding of the flyback transformer may
cause the fuse to open. A leaky damper diode with three burned
resistors in a General Electric 25MH chassis, caused the circuit
breaker to kick-out (Fig. 3-15).
Sometimes a leaky tripler unit may open the low-voltage fuse
and destroy the component. The 2.5 amp fuse, horizontal output
transistor, and voltage dropping resistor were destroyed in a
Magnavox T982 chassis. After replacing the fuse and transistor,
the power cord was connected to a step-up power line transformer.
The fuse popped once again as the line voltage was raised. All com
ponents were normal after removing the input wire to the tripler
unit (Fig. 3-16). Replacing the tripler (TV 1301) solved the fuse
blowing symptom.
ONLY HORIZONTAL LINES

Suspect a defective component in the horizontal oscillator, and
driver circuit when the horizontal hold cannot be adjusted or you
can hear the horizontal oscillator off frequency. A defective filter
capacitor in the supply source of the horizontal circuit will not let
the horizontal lines straighten up. Intermittent horizontal lines may
occur with poor high-voltage regulation. If the chassis goes out of
horizontal sync with adjustment of the brightness control, lower
the HV adjustment.
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Fig. 3-16. A leaky tripler unit may load down the horizontal output and open
the fuse or even destroy the horizontal-output transistor. The collector terminal
of Q302 measured 80 volts in a Magnavox T982 chassis.

Shunt each filter capacitor with a larger one when you have
horizontal lines symptoms. C301A was found open in a Magnavox
T987 model. The horizontal hold would not open up the horizontal
lines. Replacing the 400 /*F filter capacitor solved the horizontal
frequency problem.
Although voltages were fairly normal in a Sanyo CS19B chassis,
the horizontal frequency would drift off after a half hour of opera
tion. The horizontal picture would lock-in after several components
were sprayed with coolant. C609 and C610 have been replaced in
several chassis restoring the horizontal frequency (Fig. 3-17).
Poor high-voltage regulation may cause the horizontal freQ601
Horiz. OSC

R613
3.9 k

To driver
R615
470 fi

Replace capacitors
B+
20 -9 V

Fig. 3-17. Horizontal drifting may be caused by defective capacitors in the
horizontal-oscillator stage. After spraying coolant on C609 and C610 in a Sanyo
CS19B chassis the horizontal was restored.
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Fig. 3-18. Poor high-voltage regulation may cause excessive high voltage with
horizontal lines on the TV raster. Both CR5 and Q1 were replaced in the RCA
CTC4814 chassis for correct high-voltage adjustment.

quency to go into horizontal lines. Suspect very high voltage at the
picture tube. Sometimes just lowering the high-voltage adjust con
trol may solve the problem. If the high voltage cannot be lowered,
suspect a defective high-voltage error amp or regulator transistor.
Check for leaky or very warm zener diodes in the high-voltage
regulation circuits. The high voltage was over 34 kV in an RCA
CTC48H chassis (Fig. 3-18). CR5 and high-voltage regulator tran
sistor Q1 were replaced with a 12-volt zener diode and SK3024 tran
sistor, respectively.
HORIZONTAL PULLING

Horizontal pulling or shifting of the picture may be caused by
small electrolytic capacitors in the power supply source of the
horizontal circuits. Simply shunt each capacitor in the horizontal
oscillator and sync circuits. Horizontal pulling was solved in an Ad
miral M25 chassis by replacing C810 (10/xF) capacitor in the 19.8
5.6 k

>
D1

C81

» 19.8 V

+
10 nF

Open
Fig. 3-19. Horizontal pulling may be caused by a small filter capacitor in the
low voltage or sync circuits. Replacing C810 (10 nF) capacitor in the 19.8 volt
age source solved horizontal pulling in an Admiral M25 chassis.
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voltage supply source (Fig. 3-19). Check for a defective zener diode
when the voltage source has increased.
Pulling at the top of the raster may occur with an improper HV
adjust, small electrolytic capacitors in the horizontal oscillator cir
cuit, and defective IC components. C520 and IC520 were both re
placed in a General Electric 10AA9406 model (Fig. 3-20). The
picture would pull horizontally and shift into horizontal lines.
INTERMITTENT RASTER

The intermittent raster may be caused by any component in
the low-and high-voltage circuits. Monitor the low-voltage power
supply and high voltage at the anode of the picture tube. If both
voltages collapse when the intermittent problem occurs, suspect
a defective low-voltage power supply. With high-voltage shutdown
suspect an increase in voltage of the low-voltage source. Check the
high-voltage circuits with a normal low-voltage source.
Often, the TV technician is looking for a critical breakdown
of some component when a poor board or module socket connec
tion produces the intermittent raster. Visually inspect all large com
ponents and board jack connections. The intermittent raster of a
Sylvania E05-1 chassis was caused by a burned board connection
of the 24.5 voltage source (Fig. 3-21).
Feed-through connections and double-sided pc boards may pro
duce intermittent conditions. Just moving or pushing down on the
double sided board may let the raster return. The small feed-

Fig. 3-20. Horizontal pulling may be caused by a leaky horizontal IC or other
component in the horizontal-oscillator circuits. Replacing C520 (1 nF) and IC520
solved horizontal pulling in a General Electric 10AA9406 model.
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Fig. 3-21. The intermittent raster may be caused by any component in the lowand high-voltage circuits. The intermittent 24.5 voltage source in a Sylvania
E05-1 chassis was caused with a burned board connection.

f

through eyelets of the one-sided circuit may expand and break if
the pc board begins to warp. In a General Electric EC-A and ED-B
chassis, several tie points should be bridged with regular hookup
wire of the low-voltage power board (Fig. 3-22).
1. Connect a wire from cathode of diode Y963 to R953 and
pin 3 of socket RL-36.

Fig. 3-22. Double sided pc boards have a tendency to warp under heat and
sometimes break connections at the feed-through terminals. Several tie points
are joined together in a General Electric ECA and EC-B low-voltage power
supply board to repair the intermittent chassis.
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Fig. 3-23. With a very tough intermittent chassis it may take weeks to locate
the defective component. Such a case was found to be a poor socket pin of
SCR401 in an RCA CTC85A chassis.

2. Tie all W18A, W18B and W18C eyelets together with
hookup wire.
3. Connect a wire from the emitter terminal of Q905 (15 V)
to pin 6 of socket RL-35.
The most difficult intermittent symptoms may take days or
weeks to locate in the intermittent chassis, which may operate nor
mally for several days and just quit. Sometimes the defective com
ponent may never be located until the intermittent will continually
act up. Such was the case of an RCA CTC85A chassis (Fig. 3-23).
After several weeks of voltage monitoring, coolant application and
prodding around a defective SCR socket was located.
SCR401 had 173 volts on the anode and only 7.8 volts at the
C terminal. Both Q401 and SCR401 were replaced. The chassis may
operate for weeks, then the chassis would shut down. After shut
down the chassis would start up each time the chassis was turned
on. Finally, the wires around the SCR socket were moved, the
chassis stopped. Solder the small socket terminals to the SCR or
replace the complete socket to cure the intermittent socket problem.
HIGH VOLTAGE TOO HIGH

When the high voltage increases above the safety area, the
chassis may shut down or go into horizontal lines. Today, most TV
chassis have high-voltage safety circuits that will make the chassis
inoperative with excessive high voltage. Suspect poor high-voltage
regulation when the chassis goes into horizontal lines. Measure the
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high voltage at the anode of the picture tube. Determine if high
voltage is shutting down the chassis or some other component.
Excessive high voltage may be noted with shocks from the front
of the picture tube, arcing of tripler units, and loud cracks around
the picture tube anode terminal. Very high anode voltage may be
generated by a defective tripler, horizontal output transformer, in
creased low-voltage source, and horizontal output components.
Remove the input lead from the flyback transformer to the tripler
unit so the low-voltage source and horizontal circuit may be tested.
Use a step-up power-line transformer to isolate low voltage and
horizontal defective components with present day high-voltage shut
down circuits.
The safety bypass capacitor across the damper and horizontal
output transistor have been noted to produce excessive high-voltage
problems. The fuse was blown and the horizontal-output transistor
was leaky in a J.C. Penney YC-2 chassis (Fig. 3-24). Both com
ponents were destroyed with C702 going open producing high volt
age arc-over. These safety capacitors should be replaced with the
original capacity and voltage ratings.
A defective regulator circuit in the low-voltage power supply
may cause the low voltage to increase on the collector terminal of
the horizontal output transistor, resulting in excessive high volt
age. Poor high-voltage regulation with a leaky SCR may produce
excessive high voltage. Critical voltage measurements of these two
voltage sources may quickly locate the defective component.
HV SHUT DOWN

High voltage or chassis shut-down may occur when the chassis
is turned on or after operating for a few minutes. Chassis shut-down
may occur with a defective component in the horizontal circuit while
Honz output
1701
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Fig. 3-24. Suspect excessive high voltage with loud popping and cracking when
the chassis is first turned on. The high voltage was excessive in a J.C. Pen
ney YC-2 chassis and was caused by the open safety capacitor C702.
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HV shut down may be caused by a defective component in lowor high-voltage regulation circuits. The chassis may come on with
a blast in the sound or a tic-tic noise of the flyback transformer.
Because most present day TV chassis develop low-voltage sources
from the flyback transformer, it is rather difficult to determine what
component may shut-down the chassis. The internal arcing of a pic
ture tube may cause the chassis to shut down. Overloaded condi
tions in the video and sound circuit may cause shut down. Critical
voltage measurements and step-up isolation procedures may help
to locate the defective component.
The step-up power-line voltage transformer is a must instru
ment in troubleshooting high voltage shut-down circuits. Start with
the ac voltage around 55 volts and slowly bring up the line volt
age. Monitor the low-voltage source at the collector terminal of the
horizontal output transistor and anode terminal of the picture tube.
Closely observe the two measurements as the power line voltage
is increased. Suspect problems within the low-voltage power source
if the low voltage goes over the operating voltage at the collector
terminal before the 120 volt ac is applied. Check the high-voltage
regulation circuit for a defective component if the low-voltage
source is low and the high voltage has increased beyond the safety
limit before reaching the proper ac line voltage.
To determine if the chassis is shutting down with excessive
high voltage, the safety shutdown circuit may be disabled by remov
ing a diode or transistor terminal from the shut-down circuit. The
sound came on with a blast and then HV shut down after 38 kV
was noted on the test gig in a RCA CTC97 chassis. The collector
lead was removed from transistor Q381 (Fig. 3-25). Do not leave
the chassis on very long because excessive voltage may damage
the picture tube and other circuits. The flyback transformer began
to pop and crack. Replacing the defective horizontal-output
transformer solved the HV shut-down problem.
If a step-up transformer is not available, clip a 100-watt bulb
in place of the power-line fuse. The bulb lowers the ac voltage, in
turn reduces the low and high voltage. This method will not work
in a remote TV chassis, unless the remote ac circuit is bypassed.
Usually the chassis will not shut down with lower line voltage. You
may determine if the low-voltage circuits are above normal, caus
ing shut down. Likewise, suspect poor high-voltage regulation if
the low-voltage source is lower than normal with excessive high
voltage.
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Fig. 3-25. Temporarily removing the feedback transistor or diode from the
flyback and shutdown circuit, may determine if the high voltage shutdown is
caused by higher low-voltage or a high-voltage component.

CHASSIS SHUT DOWN

TV chassis with start-up and shut-down circuits may take a little
longer to service than standard conventional circuits. The chassis
may not start up preventing the low- or high-voltage circuits to func
tion. These circuits may shut down at once or after operating for
several minutes. Since several operating voltages are taken from
the flyback transformer, the horizontal circuit must function or the
chassis will shut down. Hence, the oscillator and driver circuits must
be supplied with an external voltage to insure that the horizontal
circuits are functioning.
To troubleshoot the horizontal circuits of the RCA CTC85 to
CTC110 chassis, use an external dc power source. Remove the
horizontal-output transistor. Apply the correct voltage at the lowvoltage source of the horizontal oscillator transistor (Fig. 3-26).
Check for correct polarity with the negative terminal clipped to the
metal chassis or common ground. Now, check the waveform of the
horizontal and driver circuits with the scope. These waveforms can
be checked to the base terminal of the horizontal-output transistor.
A defective component in the horizontal circuit may cause the
chassis shut down. Do not plug in the ac power cord of the TV
chassis.
KEEPS DESTROYING
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT TRANSISTORS

A defective flyback transformer or open damper diode may
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quickly destroy the horizontal-output transistor. An open safety ca
pacitor in the horizontal output circuit may let the high voltage in
crease, destroying the output transistor. Suspect another component
breakdown when the fuse is blown with a leaky SCR and horizon
tal output transistor.
To prevent ruining another horizontal-output transistor, insert
the step-up power transformer in the power line. First, replace all
leaky components. Now, slowly raise the power-line voltage while
monitoring the low voltage applied to the horizontal-output tran
sistor. Check the drive pulse at the base terminal with the scope.
Feel the body of the horizontal transistor. This transistor should
operate quite cool. If the transistor begins to become warm, shut
the chassis down. Replace the leaky horizontal-output transformer.
Check for a leaky horizontal-output transformer when the hor
izontal-output transistors are destroyed.
INSUFFICIENT WIDTH AND FOLDOVER

Insufficient width may be caused by an improper low voltage
applied to the horizontal circuits or too low high-voltage. A leaky
horizontal-output transistor or trace SCR may produce poor width
and horizontal foldover. Intermittent width and foldover may re
sult from poor connections of reactor and regulation transformer.
The sides were pulled in with poor horizontal linearity in an RCA
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Fig. 3-26. Apply external low voltage to the horizontal circuits in the latest RCA
chassis to determine if chassis shutdown is caused by the horizontal oscillator
and drive circuit.
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Fig. 3-27. Insufficient width and poor horizontal linearity was caused by an open
connection of T403 in an RCA CTC92 chassis.

CTC92 chassis (Fig. 3-27). The open winding of the pin cushion
transformer (T403) caused insufficient width.
The horizontal-output transistor was replaced in an RCA
CTC70P chassis having poor horizontal width. Although transistor
replacement helped some, the width was still one-inch short at the
edge of TV raster. The high-voltage control (R401) would not vary
the high voltage at the CRT (Fig. 3-28). Both the error amp (Q404)
and driver terminal (Q403) tested good. Replacing the leaky voltageregulator diode (CR406) solved the insufficient width problem. The
5.6 voltage regulator must be replaced with one having the exact
voltage rating. Reduce the high-voltage control if horizontal tear
ing is noticed at the top of the raster.
HIGH VOLTAGE CIRCUITS

The small DMM should never be used in taking voltage
measurements in the flyback or tripler circuits. Most meters will
only measure up to 1500 Vdc. Always use a high-voltage probe to
measure high voltage at the anode terminal of the CRT. However,
the DMM may be used for continuity and resistance measurements
in the high-voltage circuits.
The ohmmeter may accurately check the transformer windings
of the horizontal-output transformer. Although the DMM will never
show shorted windings, open or high resistance windings may be
located. Boost voltage diodes may be checked accurately with the
DMM, while high-voltage rectifiers cannot be tested. Most resistors
in the high-voltage circuits may be tested with the DMM.
KEEPS BLOWING FUSES

High voltage arc-over at the picture tube or other component
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may cause the fuse or circuit breaker to open. Excessive arcing
inside the horizontal output transformer or tripler unit may cause
the fuse to blow. Arcing inside the focus control may blow the fuse
or cause firing lines to appear in the raster. Isolate each compo
nent by disconnecting the input lead to the tripler and focus con
trol. Replace the arcing or overheated horizontal-output
transformer.
HIGH-VOLTAGE TRANSFORMER PROBLEMS

The high-voltage transformer may be disconnected from the
circuit by removing the tube cap of the horizontal tube in the tube
chassis. Today, the high-voltage rectifiers may be molded right in
side the horizontal output transformer component. All high volt
age parts, including voltage to the focus control are found inside
one component. If the high-voltage rectifiers become defective, the
whole transformer must be replaced.
Excessive arcing or smoke coming from the flyback
transformer indicates a defective component. Feel the sides of the
molded transformer to see if it is too warm or check the bubble
marks on the plastic body area. The high voltage would blast on
and slowly go down in a RCA CTC109A chassis. A whiff of smoke
appeared above the transformer. Replacing the leaky flyback
transformer solved the high-voltage problem.
TRIPLER PROBLEMS

The high-voltage tripler or quadrupler component builds up and
>

Q404
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Fig. 3-28. A leaky voltage regulator zener diode caused poor horizontal width
in an RCA CTC70P chassis. These zener diodes must be replaced with those
having the correct voltage and polarity.
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Fig. 3-29. Check for other defective components besides the tripler unit. C102
was found leaky in an Admiral 26M55 chassis.

rectifies the high voltage supplied from the horizontal-output
transformer. These tripler units have a tendency to break down,
arc-over and may destroy the fuse. A defective tripler component
may overload the horizontal circuits and kill the high voltage. Isolate
the tripler component by removing the input terminal from the
flyback transformer.
Inspect the tripler for heavy arcing at the bottom or sides of
the component. Remove the mounting screws and check under
neath. These units have a tendency to arc through the plastic case
to the metal chassis. A defective tripler was suspected in an Ad
miral 26 M55 chassis with the fuse constantly opening up. The
sound came up when the input lead of the tripler unit was removed.
C102 was found leaky in the bottom leg of the high-voltage wind
ing instead of a suspected leaky tripler (Fig. 3-29). The defective
tripler may cause poor focus problems.
FOCUS PROBLEMS

Suspect a poor focus connection at the picture tube socket when
the focus will change every five seconds. The picture will be in
focus, bloom, and pop out of focus. Remove the socket and disman
tle. Check for green substance and open connections at the focus
tube pin. Excessive arcing inside the picture tube socket may pro
duce fine firing lines in the raster. Firing lines in the raster may
be caused by a spark gap in or around the picture tube socket. The
focus voltage should vary from 4.3 kV to 5 kV. Measure the focus
voltage with the high-voltage probe, not the DMM.
Excessive arcing inside the focus control may cause the fuse
to open. Some controls will arc from element to outside metal shield.
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Arcing inside the ceramic focus control may arc from printed wir
ing to element terminals. Fine arcing lines on the raster may be
caused by a crack of internal printed resistance inside the focus
control. Intermittent tripping of the circuit breaker may be caused
by internal arcing of the focus control. Replace the suspected focus
control, if in doubt. Do not overlook a defective CRT when correct
focus voltage is found at the picture tube socket.
PICTURE TUBE CIRCUIT PROBLEMS

Intermittent or no raster may be caused by poor heater ter
minals or a defective heater element in the picture tube. Notice if
the tube heaters are lit. Determine if they go out when moving the
picture tube socket. Some CRT heaters are fed directly from a
power transformer or the horizontal sweep circuits. Improper
chassis or heater connections may cause the raster to go black. In
spect the heater wiring circuits from source to picture tube socket.
Check each heater terminal with the low-ohm scale of the DMM.
The intermittent raster occurred when the heater elements
went black in an RCA CTC72A chassis (Fig. 3-30). In this model
the heater voltage is connected to a sweep transformer T402. Check
for poorly soldered connections of pc board wiring around R417
and transformer pins 1 and 4.
Excessive arcing inside the neck of the picture tube may be
caused by open heaters or a crack in the neck of the tube. You may
find a fine crack around the neck of the tube inside the yoke
assembly. A shorted picture tube may cause the high voltage to
R417
1.6 n
To CRT
Heaters

Check soldered
connections

T402
1

6 4
4

142 V

Fig. 3-30. Inspect the heater wiring and connections for an intermittent raster.
The heater element went black in an RCA CTC72A chassis, creating an inter
mittent raster.
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Fig. 3-31. Chassis shutdown occurred in an RCA CTC111 chassis with a shorted
arc-over gap of SG1 in the cathode circuit of the picture tube.

shut down in the latest TV chassis. Simply remove the anode con
nection and connect the chassis once again. The intermittent
negative picture may be caused by a defective gun assembly. Tap
the end of the tube and notice if the picture clears up. Replace the
defective CRT.
Sometimes the chassis would shut down and other times the
raster was blue in a RCA CRC 111 chassis. When all voltages were
checked on the picture tube, pin 11 was only 29 volts (Fig. 3-31).
Driver transistor Q500 was first suspected until the resistance from
pin 11 to ground was measured. SGI the cathode spark-gap ele
ment was almost a dead short to ground. Remove and install a new
spark gap.
VERTICAL CIRCUITS

Insufficient vertical sweep, a horizontal white line or vertically
rolling may occur in the vertical circuit. Quick vertical tests may
be made with voltage and resistance measurements, transistor and
diode tests with the DMM, and waveforms taken with the scope.
The scope waveforms may quickly help locate where the signal
stops in vertical oscillator and amplifier circuits. In vertical feed
back circuits, the scope may be useless, so depend upon voltage,
transistor, and diode tests with the DMM.
ONLY A HORIZONTAL WHITE LINE

No vertical sweep is indicated by a white horizontal line. Leaky
or open transistors and diodes may cause no vertical sweep. Insuf
ficient or a missing voltage source from the power supply results
in a white line. A defective vertical oscillator transistor or IC cir60

cuit may cause the vertical sweep to collapse. Large open coup
ling capacitors from the vertical output circuit to the vertical yoke
assembly may produce a horizontal white line.
Use the scope to check the output waveform from the vertical
output circuits to determine if the vertical sweep circuits are
operating. With no output vertical pulse, check the separate ver
tical IC or transistor oscillator for the correct vertical waveform
(Fig. 3-32). Only a white horizontal line was found in a Sharp C1935
model. No waveform was found at terminal 7 of IC501. Low
voltages were found at pins 10 and 13 of the leaky IC.
If low or no voltage is found on any of the vertical transistors,
go directly to the power supply source. Check for open or burned
voltage dropping resistors in the vertical voltage source. Check for
leaky components in the path of the open voltage source. Sometimes
these resistors will open up when the output transistors flash over
or become intermittent. R916 (36 kft) was found open in a General
Electric YA-F chassis with no voltage applied to the vertical module
(Fig. 3-33).
Improper voltage measurements on the vertical output tran
sistor may indicate poor vertical drive, leaky or open output tran
sistors, or open bias resistors. Quick in-circuit diode-transistor tests
with the DMM may locate an open or leaky transistor. Check all
bias resistors with the low-ohm scale of the DMM. Burned or open
bias resistors may be caused by leaky output transistors. SomeQ501
Vert, drive
.63 V

CZyWr .59

® Otp,C501 ©■
R502
1.2 k

13
2.7 V

1.15 V
2 85 V

17.5 V
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22 k
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22 k
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Circled voltages with defective IC501

v
12 V

Fig. 3-32. A leaky IC501 in a Sharp C1935 model produced a white horizontal
line on the raster. No waveform was found at pin 7 of IC501.
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36 k

R917
12 k

Open
Fig. 3-33. Check the voltage source feeding the vertical circuits for proper volt
age. A burned R916 in a General Electric YA-F chassis prevented voltage from
reaching the vertical module.

times, these output transistors will break down under load. It’s best
to remove them from the circuit for accurate tests. Always, replace
both output transistors when one is found defective. Check bias
diodes and resistors while transistors are out of the circuit.
Only a horizontal while line was noticed in the raster of a J.C.
Penney 685-2010 model. Critical voltage measurements with the
DMM on the vertical output transistor indicated possible trouble.
Zero voltage on the emitter terminal of Q305 indicated an open tran
sistor or R334 (Fig. 3-34). Q305 was found open with the diodetransistor test in the circuit. After Q305 was removed all bias
resistors were checked for correct resistance. Replacing both Q305
and Q304 with an ECG 291 replacement, solved the vertical
problem.
Vert out
Q303
2SC372
vert. amp._98 v

Q305
2SC2093

Replace with ECG291
.98 V

I

.41 V
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R333 C324
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R338 •;
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Fig. 3-34. Zero voltage at the emitter terminal of Q305 in a J.C. Penney 685-2010
model, indicated Q305 was open.
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Fig. 3-35. Only a white line was noticed in an RCA CTC74AD model. Shunting
C409 with another capacitor solved the no vertical-sweep problem.

Large vertical coupling capacitors have been noted to dry up
and cause no vertical sweep. These large electrolytic coupling
capacitors are found between the vertical output stages and ver
tical yoke windings. Only a white line was found in an RCA
CTC74AD chassis (Fig. 3-35). A quick scope waveform test at
the emitter connection, indicated proper vertical sweep. No ver
tical waveform was noticed at C409. Simply shunting another ca
pacitor across C409 (3700) proved the capacitor was open.
INSUFFICIENT VERTICAL SWEEP

The raster may be only one or two inches high, indicating in
sufficient vertical sweep. Poor vertical sweep may be caused by
open or leaky vertical amp transistors or diodes. Insufficient ver
tical sweep may be the result of leaky ICs or transistors with burned
bias resistors. Increased or open collector and supply voltage
resistances may produce insufficient vertical sweep.
Often, spraying each transistor of IC component with coolant
may momentarily restore the vertical sweep. Start with vertical out
put transistor and work towards the oscillator stage. This is
especially so with the flat-type vertical output transistor. In a Philco
C2914KW model, the vertical raster was normal and within minutes
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the raster was only two inches high. Both Q300 and Q302 were
sprayed with coolant. Right away the full raster was restored. Both
transistors were replaced.
Only one inch of vertical sweep was noticed in a Panasonic
CTC701 model. Voltage and diode transistor tests, showed TR404
was open (Fig. 3-36). No voltage measurement on the emitter ter
minal indicated the vertical amp was open. TR404 was replaced
with a universal ECG-123A replacement.
Check for burned resistors or a change in resistance of critical
resistors within the collector and base circuits. Look for a change
of resistance of very high- and low-value resistors. Only two inches
of vertical sweep was found in a Sylvania E08-1 chassis. Improper
voltages were measured at terminal pins 7,11 and 12 of the IC302
(Fig. 3-37). R330, R332 and R354 with IC302 were replaced to re
turn correct vertical sweep.
INTERMITTENT VERTICAL SWEEP

Most intermittent vertical sweep problems are caused by tran
sistors, ICs, resistors, and poor board connections. Inspect the ter
minal plug connection to the pc wiring when the vertical module
is moved and the raster collapses to a horizontal line. Suspect poor
TR404
vert. amp.

TR405
vert. amp.

Cov}

-SO
3.3 V

R443
56 k

.7 V

CTTv)

R444
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C426

I33

Circled voltages with
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Fig. 3-36. Insufficient vertical sweep was caused with an open TR404 in a
Panasonic CTC701 model. TR404 was replaced with a universal ECG-123A
replacement.
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Fig. 3-37. Improper voltage was found on terminals 7, 11, and 12 of IC302 in
a Sylvania E08-1 chassis. Replacing the leaky IC302 and the burned resistors
solved the vertical-sweep problem.

socket terminals of plug-in vertical output transistors. Double-check
each mounting screw for proper tight connections. Poor component
to board connections or double sided board eyelet feed through con
nections may need a good solder job. Simply tapping the chassis
or moving individual components may turn up a defective part or
connection.
An intermittent vertical raster was found in a Sylvania E21
chassis. Q300 and Q302 were checked in the circuit with the diodetransistor test of the DMM (Fig. 3-38). These output transistors
have a tendency to break down under load. After the raster col
lapsed, both transistors were sprayed with coolant. When the cold
spray hit Q300 the raster popped full. Q300 was replaced with an
SK3083 and Q302 was replaced with an SK3054 universal
replacement.
After the RCA EC388 model was in for a half hour, the raster
collapsed down from the top to a horizontal white line (Fig. 3-39).
Q20 was running red hot. These same vertical circuits in several
RCA chassis may be caused by an open or an increase in resistance
of R117 and R116. Often, these 220 k-ohm resistors will open caus
ing the retrace switch transistor to run hot with an intermittent ver
tical sweep.
A very unusual intermittent vertical problem occurred in a RCA
CTC664YA chassis. The raster will collapse and return to full
raster, very rapidly. Actually, the vertical problem does not occur
in the vertical circuits (Fig. 3-40). A horizontal sealed hold-down
HV control changes value, creating the rapid intermittent raster.
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Fig. 3-38. Defective vertical-output transistors have a tendency to break down
under load after several minutes of operating. Q300 and Q302 were replaced
in a Sylvania E-21 chassis.

Since R107 is factory sealed, install a new 3 k-ohm wirewound
variable resistor.
ONE-HALF OF RASTER MISSING

When one-half of the raster becomes black, suspect an open
Q21
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CR103
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R120
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©
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To emitter
of Q22

Fig. 3-39. After an hour the raster collapsed in an RCA EC388 model. Check
R117 and R116 for a change in resistance.
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Fig. 3-40. The high-voltage hold-down control in an RCA CTC664YA chassis
caused an unusual intermittent vertical problem. Replace the 3 k control with
a screwdriver type control.

or leaky vertical output transistor. Go directly to each corre
sponding transistor marked top or bottom on some schematics.
Spray each transistor with coolant if the raster breaks down after
being on for a few minutes. Often the raster will snap back when
coolant is applied. Replace both vertical output transistors.
Suspect a defective component in the oscillator or drive tran
sistor if the raster pulls down a few inches from the top. Sometimes
a black bar is found at the top of the raster. C204 was replaced
in a Magnavox T981 chassis with two inches of dark screen at the
tip of the raster (Fig. 3-41). In some chassis, this 22 fiF capacitor
was found split open.
VERTICAL CRAWLING AND ROLLING

Go directly to the filter capacitors in the vertical circuit volt
age source for crawling and black bars in the raster. Often, some
M201 Vert, osc
drive
module

12

16

C203
47
Replace

-12.9 V

+

I

>f

16.5 V

Fig. 3-41. A bulging electrolytic capacitor (C204) caused the raster to pull down
from the top in a Magnavox T981 chassis.
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hum will be heard in the speaker. Shunt each capacitor with one
of the same value. Clip these large electrolytic capacitors into the
circuit with the power off. Check the capacitor lug connections for
broken wiring on the pc board.
No vertical hold with the picture continually rolling may be
caused by a broken vertical hold control. These controls stick out
the back and can be easily bumped. Check the pc board for poor
or broken connections at the control terminals. Intermittent or con
stant picture roll may be caused by a defective sync or separator
stage. Determine if the horizontal signal syncs-in. If so, check the
vertical circuits.
Suspect insufficient voltage when the picture will only roll one
way. In a RCA CTC58A1 chassis, the picture would only roll down
with a ten-inch raster (Fig. 3-42). Very low voltage was found at
pin 7 of the vertical module. R103 (27 fi) in the 15-volt power supply
had become burned, lowering the supply source to 9.8 volts.
Vertical bouncing may be caused by a leaky transistor and small
filter capacitor. Suspect the vertical output transistor for a bounc
ing raster. Spray each transistor with coolant. Sometimes the raster
will bounce and then collapse. A pulsating and rapidly collapsing
raster may be caused by a leaky vertical output transistor. Replace
both transistors if coolant and applied heat does not make them
act up.
SOUND PROBLEMS

The no sound symptom may be easy to find with voltage, re
sistance, and transistor tests with the DMM. Weak and intermit
tent sound conditions may take a little longer. Unusual sound noises
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power supply ^

26.5 V
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30 V
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------ » 15 V
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f
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Fig. 3-42. The picture would only roll down in an RCA CTC58A1 chassis, caused
by a burned R103 (27 fl) resistor in the voltage source.
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are often found by replacing or shunting suspected components.
Most distorted sound problems are found in the audio output circuit.
The intermittent or no sound problem may be signal traced with
the external audio amplifier. Go from base to collector terminal of
each sound stage. Start with the audio signal at the output terminal.
The audio signal may be traced right up to the speaker terminals.
A dead sound symptom may be an open speaker, transistor,
IC, and improper voltage source. Clip another speaker across the
suspected one. Take voltage measurements. Often improper volt
age will indicate a defective transistor or IC. Check each audio tran
sistor with the diode-transistor test of the DMM. Do not overlook
a burned or open resistor in the voltage source feeding the sound
stages.
No sound was heard in a RCA CTC110A chassis. Voltage
measurements on the IC sound processor, indicated very low volt
age (Fig. 3-43). Replacing U24 solved the no sound problem. Weak
or no sound may be caused by an open C201. D1 has been noted
to become leaky causing a no sound condition.
WEAK SOUND

Weak sound may be caused by an open or dried up electrolytic
coupling capacitor between stages or from the output stage to the
speaker. Very weak sound may be caused by an open or leaky driver
transistor. Check for open resistors or coils in the input amplifier
stages. Signal trace the weak sound in each audio stage with the
external audio amp.
Very weak sound was noticed in a Panasonic CT994 model.
At first TR201 was suspected of open conditions except the tran-

<22>
11.64 V
V24
sound processor ^
4
1
.67 V
25.3 V

C201

D1

rh

Fig. 3-43. Very low voltage was found on the sound IC U24 in an RCA CTC110A
chassis. This was caused by the leaky sound IC.
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Fig. 3-44. Improper voltages were found on TR201 of a Panasonic CT994 model.
Actually, IC201 was leaky causing the low voltage on the output transistor.

sistor tested normal in the circuit. TR201 was replaced and the
weak sound condition still remained. Actually, IC201 was defec
tive and caused the circled voltages found in Fig. 3-44.
INTERMITTENT SOUND

Suspect transistors, IC, and poor board connections for inter
mittent sound conditions. A poor speaker voice coil connection may
cause intermittent sound. Sub another speaker to eliminate the
suspected one. Push up and down on the pc board to see if the sound
will cut up and down. Sometimes by placing pressure on the top
of the sound IC, the sound will act up. Spray transistor and IC cir
cuits with coolant after the sound has cut down in volume.
Intermittent sound may be caused by transistor or IC com
ponents opening up. The sound was normal for several hours in
a Panasonic CT301 model. Critical voltage measurements on
TR201 found the collector voltage would increase when the sound
cut out (Fig. 3-45). No voltage was found at the emitter terminal,
indicating TR201 was open. Replacing TR201 with a SK3021
universal replacement solved the intermittent sound problem.
DISTORTED SOUND

Look for defective components in the sound output stage for
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distorted sound symptoms. Check the audio output transistors for
open or leaky conditions. With excessive distortion you may find
one transistor open and the other leaky with a weak distorted sound
problem. Remove each transistor from the circuit for accurate
leakage tests. Double check the emitter bias resistor for bums or
a change in resistance when a leaky audio-output transistor is found.
Some hum was noticed with a little distortion in a General Elec
tric AC-B chassis. Voltage measurement on the sound IC showed
only 0.57 V on pin 15 (Fig. 3-46). R175 was found broken. Replac
ing the 10-ohm resistor removed the hum and distortion of the
speaker. Realignment of the discriminator coil may solve the hum
and distortion symptom.
COLOR PROBLEMS

Check for a defective transistor, burned resistor or shorted
picture-tube gun assembly when the color raster is one predomi
nate color. Suspect a leaky or open color output transistor if the
color cannot be adjusted with the color screen or drive controls.
Sometimes the color may change after operating several minutes
and pop in and out. Lightly tap the end of the picture tube and watch
the raster change color. If the TV comes on with only one bright
color and shuts down, check for a leaky or shorted spark gap in
the color output circuit.
No Red

A no red symptom may be caused by a defective red color out
put circuit or picture tube. Take accurate voltage measurements

Fig. 3-45. Higher than normal voltage upon TR201 indicated the output tran
sistor was open in a Panasonic CT301 model causing intermittent sound.
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Fig. 3-46. A burned-open resistor R175 connected to pin 15 of the sound IC
in a General Electric AC-B chassis caused distorted sound.

on the red output transistor. Check the transistor in the circuit with
diode-transistor test of DMM. Rotate the red screen and drive con
trol wide open. In a Panasonic NMX-LIA model, a bad connection
was found between the red drive control (R368) and R366. (Fig.
3-47).
Suspect improper boost voltage supplying separate screen volt
age to the CRT. A burned or open voltage isolation resistor may
supply weak voltage to the screen circuits. Burned or open collec
tor load resistor in the X and Y demodulator transistor amps may
cause a weak or no color symptom. Compare all collector voltages
of drive output transistors to locate a leaky or open transistor.
Lower voltage indicates a leaky output transistor or load resistor.
Suspect a defective picture tube if the output transistor and load
Q352
R out 25C1520

0

From C1 >
== C357
[ 470 pF
R366
120 0

—i— C534
.0012

■> To CRT
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2.2 k
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<■

R drive
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Fig. 3-47. A poor connection between the drive control and R366 caused a
no-red symptom in a Panasonic NMX-LIA model.
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resistors are normal. Higher than normal voltage may indicate an
open color output transistor.
No Color

Determine if the color output circuits are operating before tear
ing into the color circuit. Check for a good black and white raster.
Collapse the service switch and notice if each color gun is func
tioning. Advance the screen and drive controls for normal red, blue,
and green color. If the color output and picture tube circuits are
normal, proceed toward the color circuits for other color symptoms.
Rotate the color killer control and adjust the fine tuning knob
for a no color symptom. Make certain the color or chroma control
is wide open with the tint control adjusted to middle range. Re
place all color modules for a on color symptom. Use the color-dot
bar generator and scope for color troubleshooting procedures.
Suspect a defective IC when only one is found in the entire color
circuits. Make sure the IC is defective before removing all soldered
connections of the IC directly soldered to the pc board. Take ac
curate voltage and resistance measurements on the suspected color
IC. Substitute a new IC when plugged into the IC socket. In the
same brand or model you may find the very same IC producing
the color problem.
Practically any transistor color stage may cause a no-color
symptom. In a Wedgefield SKC 1800 model, the no-color signal
was traced with the scope. Adequate color signal was found on the
base with no signal at the collector terminal. Both emitter and base
Q904
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1.6 V
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rh
Fig. 3-48. Q904 was found leaky between the base and emitter terminals in
a Wedgefield SKC1800 model, causing no color signal at the collector terminal.
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Fig. 3-49. A poor jack connection of the feedback pulse from the horizontaloutput transformer caused a no-color symptom in an RCA CTC81 chassis.

voltages were the same (Fig. 3-48). Q904 was found leaky between
base and emitter terminals with the DMM.
No color symptoms may be caused by poor board connections,
open coils, and burned resistors. Weak or no signal from the burst
and 3.58 MHz stages may be caused by a defective 3.58 MHz
crystal. Replace the color crystal if in doubt. Check for a missing
pulse from the flyback transformer winding to the color circuits.
In an RCA CTC81 chassis, after changing both color modules, the

Fig. 3-50. When C668 was shunted with another 10 n? capacitor the no-red
symptom was corrected in a Panasonic CT301 model.
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color was still missing (Fig. 3-49). A quick scope check indicated
no waveform entering the color circuits, but a normal pulse at the
flyback transformer. Continuity measurement from pin P2 to R14
indicated an open lead. A poor connection was found at Jack SC16.
Improper tint adjustment was noticed in a Panasonic CT301
model, with red missing from the color picture (Fig. 3-50). The
B&W raster was normal with proper adjustment of the screen con
trols. Voltage and resistance measurements were fairly accurate
throughout the color stages. All transistors tested good with the
diode-transistor test of the DMM. Shunting C668 with another 10
fiF capacitor solved the missing red in the color picture.
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Chapter 4

Fifteen Quick Hybrid
Color Tube-Chassis Checks
Although very few all-tube TV chassis are coming into the shop
for service, the hybrid chassis is still common. The hybrid TV con
sists of tubes mostly in the horizontal- and vertical-sweep circuits.
Since 80 percent of the color TV problems are found in the sweep
circuits, easily replaced tubes were in these circuits. Of course,
these same sweep problems may be found in the regular tube
chassis. All other circuits are transistorized and have fewer ser
vice problems.

THE SERIES STRING OF TUBES
In many of the hybrid chassis the heater or filaments of the
tubes are wired in series. The tubes may operate directly from the
ac power line or from a power transformer (Fig. 4-1). When
operated from the power line, two different strings of tubes may
be found in series with a large silicon diode and voltage dropping
resistor (Fig. 4-2). In some chassis the entire tubes in series will
equal the total ac power line voltage. Usually the higher heater volt
age tubes are first tied into the circuits with the lower voltage tubes
closer to ground potential. It is not unusual to see 25-, 36-, 40-, and
50-volt tubes in the heater series hookup.
Tubes with very high heater voltages generate a lot of heat and
run quite warm in operation. These tubes do not last as long as
horizontal and vertical sweep tubes in a power-transformer operated
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Fig. 4-1. The heaters or filaments of the hybrid chassis are found in series.
These tubes may operate directly from the power line on a tap of the power
transformer.

receiver. The thermal string of tubes will light up and go out pro
ducing intermittent reception. With excessive heat the heater may
go open, short against the cathode terminal or produce a thermal
intermittent operation. The thermal heater may open up after many
hours of operation, cool down and then close again to normal
operation.
One of the quick-test methods to locate a thermal tube in the
intermittent operation is to measure the ac voltage across the heater
terminals. Switch the DMM to the 200 Vac scale. When the tubes
go out start at the horizontal output tube and measure the heater
voltage across the heater pins of the tube. Check each tube until
SW1A

R336

<r

■WV

120 Vac

V8
4
40KG6A \5
V6
4
25HX5 \5
V5
4
12FQ7
5
V7
4
9JW8 \5

D304:

3.3 n
10 W
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
5

D302

1

D301

■> To low voltage
power supply

V9
/42EC4
V2
( 11LY6
V4
9AQ8
V3
' 9AQ8
V1
16A8

Fig. 4-2. Some tubes are found in series with a large silicon diode and voltage
dropping resistor. When one tube goes open, all other tube heaters are dark.
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Fig. 4-3. Measure the ac voltage across the heater terminals of each tube. The
entire power-line voltage will be measured across the heater terminals of an
open tube.

the entire power line voltage (120 Vac) is measured across them
(Fig. 4-3). You have just located the defective tube.
Another quick method to check the heater of each tube is with
the 200-ohm scale of the DMM. Pull out each tube (one at a time)
and take a resistance measurement across the heater pins (Table
4-1). The defective heater reading will be open. The tube heaters
may have a normal ohm reading and may not break down until
under load. Intermittent heater operation may be caused by a defec
tive tube socket.
POOR TUBES SOCKETS

Intermittent or dead TV symptoms may be caused by poor tube
Table 4-1. The Heaters May Be Checked Out
of the Circuit with the 200-Ohm Scale of the DMM.
Locate the Heater Pins and Measure Continuity Across Them.
Tube Type

Resistance of
Heaters

19DK3
24LQ6
25HX5
31LZ6
40KG6
42EC4

5.5 ohms
5.8 ohms
6.7 ohms
9.2 ohms
25.5 ohms
30.9 ohms

The above readings were taken with brand new tubes. The resistance
may double after operating for several years.
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sockets. The tube socket may have poor contact to the tube prongs.
Tubes with a high heater voltage may in time cause a poor con
nection between tube pins and socket. Overheated socket terminals
may melt the solder from the pc board. Sometimes the heater ter
minals on the pc wiring may become cracked, breaking the series
string of tubes.
Simply move the tube around in the socket to determine if a
poor terminal connection exists. If the tube lights up, check for a
poor tube socket. Double-check the pc wiring. Take a voltage check
across the heater pin terminals for high power-line voltage. Solder
all terminals on the tube socket. Sometimes these socket pins go
down through the hole of the pc wiring and make poor contact. With
the power plug pulled, take a resistance measurement between tube
pin and pc wiring with the 200-ohm scale of the DMM (Fig. 4-4).
Often the defective tube socket is located with tubes of high
heater voltage. Check for burned or overheated marks found on
the pc chassis. If suspected, replace the entire tube socket.
Sometimes new heater terminal pins may be removed and inserted
in the octal type tube socket. Replace the entire socket of the 10and 12-pin tube sockets.
CIRCUIT BREAKER PROBLEMS

The suspected circuit breaker may cause a lot of problems if

Fig. 4-4. Check for a poor socket connection by measuring the resistance from
the pin to the pc wiring with the low-ohm scale of DMM. Solder the socket or
connect the break with bare hookup wire.
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Fig. 4-5. You may find the circuit breaker inserted in the power line or dc power
supply. Check the circuit breaker terminal connections with the low-ohm scale
of the DMM.

not replaced. In the tube chassis the circuit breaker may be inserted
in the power line and dc supply or both (Fig. 4-5). Of course, the
purpose of the circuit breaker is to remove the applied voltage when
overloaded conditions occur. Then, the circuit breaker button may
be pushed in and reset. Sometimes the circuit breaker will
prematurely open, arc-over and will not reset properly causing in
termittent reception.
Check the circuit breaker points with the low-ohm scale of the
DMM. Replace the circuit breaker if the lugs show signs of ex
cessive arcing. Install a new circuit breaker when the resistance
is more than 1 ohm across the terminals, unless you are checking
a circuit breaker working in two different circuits (Fig. 4-6). Here
one leg of the circuit breaker opens the cathode circuit of the
horizontal tube. Replace the circuit breaker when directly shorted
power-supply diodes or leaky horizontal-output tubes are found. Of
ten the circuit breaker is pushed in with a heavy overload resulting
in damage to the circuit breaker.
Always replace the circuit breaker with one having the exact
hold and trip current. The power-line circuit breaker may be rated
in several amps while the circuit breaker in the horizontal circuits
may be rated in milliamps. The current amperage may be found

F101
120 Vac

S5401
On-otl sw

Circuit breaker
CB101

/

«/

7 amp

CR101

B + 124 V
T

31L26
V2
Horiz. output

R103
Z^ZC105A== C105B

^ 200

200

'zQl

Fig. 4-6. In some TV chassis the circuit breaker protects two different circuits.
The low-current section may be inserted in the cathode circuit of the horizontaloutput tube.
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marked on the body of the circuit breaker or check the schematic
for correct current readings. If the metal base of the old circuit
breaker was soldered to the chassis replace in the very same man
ner. Remember the metal case is the other terminal of the circuit
breaker with two separate circuits and must be grounded to the
chassis.
HORIZONTAL DRIFTING

Horizontal drifting or no control over horizontal lines may be
caused by a defective horizontal oscillator tube, defective com
ponents in the horizontal oscillator, sync and control circuits (Fig.
4-7). If the chassis is normal for a few minutes and then drifts off
horizontally into lines, suspect leaky or open capacitors in the
horizontal oscillator circuits. Shunt each electrolytic capacitor in
the horizontal oscillator circuits. Substitute small bypass capacitors
in the horizontal hold oscillator coil circuits if voltages are quite
normal.
When the horizontal lines cannot be straightened up with the
horizontal hold control, suspect a dried-up electrolytic capacitor in
the cathode circuit of the horizontal oscillator tube. Often, insuffi
cient width and low drive voltage is found with incorrect horizon6JW8
Horiz. osc.
C442

.001
470 k

18 k

=. C443
3300

%

<150
L704
Horiz. hold

100k
Shunt or replace
1.5 k

1 k

m

10

350 V

i

6.8 k

V

+ 265 V

Fig. 4-7. Horizontal drifting may be caused by a dried-up electrolytic capacitor
in the cathode circuit of the horizontal-oscillator tube. Shunt or clip another
capacitor across the suspected one to determine if the capacitor is open.
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12005 R509
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270 k

--- —--------C5069-1—
33 /xF^=f=-^
R506^
1 k

rh
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Open
Circled voltage with
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300 V

Fig. 4-8. The horizontal hold had no control in a J.C. Penney 2898 model.
Replacing C506 (3.3 /xF) in the cathode circuit solved the horizontal-frequency
problem.

tal frequency. Check for a burned resistor or a decrease in resistance
in the plate-load resistor of the horizontal-oscillator tube.
The horizontal lines will not straighten up in a J.C. Penney 2898
model with the horizontal hold control (Fig. 4-8). Only a - 4.2 volts
of drive voltage was found in the horizontal output tube grid ter
minal with an increase in plate voltage of the horizontal oscillator
tube. All resistance measurements were normal. Replacing C506
(3.3 /*F) in the cathode circuit solved the horizontal line problems.
PULSATING XMAS TREE

Excessive firing or pulsating lines across the raster resem
bling a collapsing Christmas tree effect may be caused by a change
in frequency of the horizontal oscillator circuits. Rotating the
horizontal hold control may start the process or may sometimes
cure the erratic raster. The pulsating raster may begin after the
chassis has been operating for several minutes. Sometimes the
chassis may cut in and out intermittently. Usually, rotation of con
trols or replacing the horizontal-oscillator tube will not cure the
problem.
The pulsating Xmas tree effect may occur in the RCA Hybrid
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CTC43 and CTC53 chassis (Fig. 4-9). Replace the horizontal
oscillator tube (6GH8). Check for a higher plate voltage at pin 1
of the horizontal-oscillator tube. Carefully inspect the chassis for
overheated plate load resistors, R40 and R41. These resistors may
have become warm enough to change the resistance of the resistor.
Remove one end of each resistor and check for correct resistance.
You may find both resistors have decreased in value. To prevent
a recurring Xmas tree raster, replace both resistors (220 k and 120
k) with two-watt types.
POOR DRIVE VOLTAGE

Insufficient drive voltage at the grid terminal of the horizontaloutput tube may produce insufficient width, horizontal lines and
very-low high voltage. Often the plates of the horizontal-output tube
will begin to glow red and become very hot. Replace both the
horizontal oscillator and output tube to correct possible trouble.
Check for a correct negative drive voltage at the grid of the
horizontal-output tube with the DMM.
Remove the horizontal output plate cap if the tube begins to
glow red before a couple of tests can be made. Carefully check the
drive and plate voltage of the horizontal-oscillator tube. Often, poor
drive voltage is caused by a defective component in the horizontal
oscillator circuit. Suspect a defective horizontal-output transformer
when the negative drive voltage is too high.
Horiz.Osc.
6GH8A
R28
2.2 meg.

'm

_50v

C15 ZIZ 270

Horiz. osc.

C20
.047

1

8

224 V
R40
220 k
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in resistance

.16 V
4 \

C16
.01

To horiz.
^ output

C21 zjz .1
R41
120 k

rh
TP3

'f

635 V
Boost

Fig. 4-9. A pulsating firing or Xmas tree effect may be found in the RCA CTC43
and CTC53 chassis. Replace resistor R40 (220 k) and R41 (120 k).
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215 V
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CF53

2

V 3
7
33 V

4900

RF32
22 k
RF27
3.3 k

330 0
RF23
150

IF

X

d=l CF19
.39

+ 232 V

iRF30
30 k

*
+ 300 V
Burned decreased resistance
Circled voltages
with defective RF30

Fig. 4-10. Insufficient voltage was found on the grid terminal of an Admiral
T4GK10 chassis. Replacing RF30 (30 k) solved the insufficient drive-voltage
condition.

Insufficient drive voltage was found at pin 5 of the horizontaloutput tube (36LW6) in the Admiral T4GK10 chassis (Fig. 4-10).
Only -10 volts was measured. Very high plate voltage was found
at pin 6 of the horizontal-oscillator plate terminal (246 V). The plate
load resistor RF30 showed signs of operating quite warm. Replac
ing RF30 solved poor drive-voltage problem. Besides taking ac
curate voltage measurements with the DMM the horizontal
waveform may be signal traced with the scope.
INSUFFICIENT WIDTH

Not enough raster width may occur in the horizontal oscillator,
output and high-voltage circuits. Poor drive voltage caused by defec
tive horizontal-oscillator components may cause insufficient width.
Improper voltages on the horizontal output tube may cause the
raster to pull in from the sides. A leaky horizontal output
transformer or damper component may produce insufficient width.
Improper adjustment of the HV control may cause width problems.
First, replace the horizontal oscillator, output and damper tubes.
Any weak or shorted tube in these circuits may cause insufficient
width. Leave the new tubes in the circuit if the raster is still pulled
in. Check for improper voltage on the horizontal output tube.
Measure the drive voltage at the grid terminal of the horizontal
output tube (Fig. 4-11). Improper screen voltage may be caused
by a burned screen resistor or improper supply voltage from the
low-voltage power supply.
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Improper width may be caused by defective components in the
damper and pulse regulator circuits. Determine if the high-voltage
control is functioning with a high-voltage probe attached to the an
ode connection of the picture tube. Rotate the TV control and notice
if the control varies the high-voltage reading. If not, check the highvoltage and pulse-regulator tube circuits. Improper adjustment of
the horizontal efficiency coil found in the damper circuit of some
TV chassis may cause insufficient width problems.
KEEPS DESTROYING HORIZONTAL - OUTPUT TUBES

Improper negative drive and screen voltage on the horizontal
output tube may intermittently destroy the horizontal-output tube.
The plates of the horizontal output tube may run red hot and in
some cases melt down the glass envelope. If the circuit breaker
or fuse does not open one side of the glass tube may pull inward
with excessive heat. Sometimes the horizontal-output tube may be
damaged in 2 or 3 days or may intermittently operate for a whole
week.
Most horizontal-output tubes are damaged by insufficient drive
voltage at the grid terminal. When the TV chassis is returned with
another open or burned out horizontal-output tube, monitor the grid
voltage with the DMM. Clip the meter into the circuit and
periodically check the drive voltage. If the drive voltage goes down,
proceed to the horizontal-oscillator circuits.
30KD6
V402
Horiz. output

From horiz. ^
osc-

Do not measure

C413
0^ R418
,, 100 n -32 V r~f\'
2

C438
.001

/£b420
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♦ 280 V
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Fig. 4-11. Check the drive and screen voltage of the horizontal-output tube.
A burned screen resistor or improper supply voltage may cause insufficient
width.
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R330
39 k
+ 390 V
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increased to 1.2 meg. 0
Circled voltages with burned R330

Fig. 4-12. The drive voltage would decrease to 5.5 volts after a Zenith 25CC50
chassis was on for a few minutes. R330 (39 k) had increased to 1.2 megohms.

Suspect a change in resistance of the plate load resistor of the
horizontal-oscillator tube. Poor board or tube socket connections
may cause intermittent drive voltage. After a Zenith 25CC50 chassis
was on for several hours the drive voltage would slowly go down
to - 5.5 volts (Fig. 4-12). A quick test of the plate voltage at the
horizontal oscillator showed that it had decreased to 52 volts. R330
(39 k) resistor showed signs of overheating. A quick resistance test
indicated R330 had increased to 1.2 megohms.
NO PICTURE AND NO HIGH VOLTAGE

A no raster and no high voltage symptom may be caused by
a defective horizontal-oscillator output, HV rectifier, or damper
tube. Replace all four tubes. Next measure the drive voltage at the
grid of the horizontal-output tube. Now, see if an arc can be drawn
with blade of a screwdriver on the plate cap of the horizontal out
put tube. If possible draw an arc with the screwdriver from the cap
of the high-voltage rectifier tube. Measure the high voltage at the
anode of the picture tube with a high-voltage meter. Suspect prob
lems from the horizontal-output tube to picture tube anode if the
drive voltage is normal with no high voltage. A very small arc at
the horizontal output tube may indicate improper screen grid or
plate voltage. Check the high-voltage rectifier tube circuits if heavy
arcing occurs at the cap of the high-voltage rectifier. Problems may
exist within the horizontal output transformer, with no arcing at
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the cap of the high-voltage rectifier. Always use a well insulated
plastic handle screwdriver when making arc-over tests.
The no-high voltage symptom was found in a Panasonic hy
brid model CT210 (Fig. 4-13). A -70 volt drive voltage was
measured on pin 1 of the horizontal-output tube (4066A). Very lit
tle voltage was found on the screen grid terminal 3. The screen
grid voltage supply resistor (R557) was found open. Replacing the
3.3 k 3-watt resistor restored the high-voltage. Sometimes a burned
screen-grid resistor or poor board foil connections of the screengrid circuit may cause the chassis to take several minutes before
the high-voltage comes up.
When only 10 to 15 kV high voltage is measured at the anode
connection of the picture tube, suspect insufficient drive voltage,
improper high voltage output, or defects in the regulator circuit.
In an Admiral K-19 chassis the drive voltage should be somewhere
between -70 and -100 volts (Fig. 4-14). Here only a -42 volts
was measured on grid terminal 5. The horizontal-oscillator voltages
were normal with correct waveforms. The high-voltage control had
no effect on the drive voltage. A resistance measurement between
pin 5 and chassis ground indicated an open circuit on the 20 megohm
range of the DMM. Replacing burned resistor R117 (470 k) cured
the insufficient high-voltage problem. Also check the high-voltage
winding on the horizontal-output transformer for an increase in re
sistance.
Too much high voltage may be caused by a defective highvoltage regulator circuit. Replace the voltage regulator tube. Read
just the high-voltage control. Take voltage measurements on the

40KG6A
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Horiz. output (j08V)
From horiz.
oscillator

C511 R555

HI—^
.01

100 J
R474
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To horiz. output
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T
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+ 300 V

Fig. 4-13. A no high-voltage symptom was found in a Panasonic CT210 model.
The screen resistor R557 (3.3 k) was found open causing the high-voltage
problem.
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Fig. 4-14. The high voltage was only 10.2 kV at the anode connection of the
picture tube in an Admiral K19 chassis. Low grid drive voltage was caused
by burned R117 (470 k) in the grid circuit.

terminals of the regulator tube with the DMM. Suspect an open
or burned cathode resistor of the regulator tube.
NO HIGH - VOLTAGE TRIPLER COMPONENT

The high-voltage tripler unit was included in many of the latest
hybrid TV chassis. A tripler or quadrupler component consists of
capacitors and diodes inside a plastic container that triples or in
creases the high voltage from the horizontal-output transformer.
This same type of high-voltage component is found in many of the
present day TV receivers.
A defective tripler may cause a no-raster and no high-voltage
symptom without any sound. These components have a tendency
to become leaky and load down the high-voltage winding of the
horizontal-output transformer (Fig. 4-15). You may find a tripler
unit arcing from the plastic case to the metal TV chassis. The focus
voltage for the picture tube is taken from a voltage tap of the tripler
in most TV chassis.
The suspected tripler may be isolated from the picture tube
circuit by unsoldering the “in” terminal of the tripler unit. This
will remove any loading effect on the transformer. If the chassis
is normal the sound will return. A quarter inch arc may be taken
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with the screwdriver blade at the removed transformer wire, in
dicating high voltage is present.
Remove the suspected tripler and take a 20-megohm resistance
test with the DMM. Replace the tripler when any resistance is
measured between terminals. Suspect a leaky tripler when the
plastic case is warm. Don’t try to repair arcing sections of the tripler
unit. Remove and replace the defective tripler component. Be
careful when working around these high-voltage parts. Discharge
the anode connection of the picture tube each time the TV chassis
is turned off.
NO VERTICAL SWEEP-HORIZONTAL WHITE LINE

A white horizontal line across the middle of the picture tube
indicates no vertical sweep. The vertical-sweep problem may be
caused by any defective component in the vertical circuit. First,
replace the vertical tube. Now take quick voltage measurement.
No voltage at the plate of the vertical-output tube may indicate an
open vertical-output transformer or voltage-isolation resistor. High
voltage at the output plate with no voltage at the cathode terminal
may be caused by an open cathode resistor. B + voltage found on
both terminals of the plate-feedback capacitor may indicate a leaky
capacitor. No voltage at the screen-grid terminal may produce a
white horizontal line with an open screen-grid resistor.
A horizontal white line was found in an RCA CTC43A hybrid
Remove this "In”
connector for
loading test

Horiz. output
transformer

Tripler
SQM101
DC
IN F

I
I
I
I

R117 ;
5 meg.'
vw
R116 f 15 meg.
I-----W
R119
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26.5 k V
anode of
CRT

I

I
I

■> To focus
pin on CRT

Fig. 4-15. The leaky tripler unit may load down the high-voltage winding of the
horizontal-output transformer. Remove the "in" lead from the tripler and notice
if the power comes up.
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Fig. 4-16. A no vertical sweep problem was found in an RCA CTC43A chassis.
R53, an 820-ohm cathode resistor was open and there was no voltage measured
at the cathode terminal.

chassis (Fig. 4-16). The complete vertical supply voltage was
measured at the plate (pin 6) of the vertical-output tube (13GF7).
Very little voltage was measured at the cathode terminal. A quick
resistance measurement of cathode resistor (R53) indicated the
resistor was open. Since the cathode resistor (820 ft) was burned,
both the tube and resistor were replaced. Sometimes when a tube
becomes shorted or leaky check the cathode resistor and the pri
mary winding of the vertical-output transformer for a change in
resistance.
INSUFFICIENT VERTICAL SWEEP

With a new vertical tube and both vertical height and linearity
controls wide open, suspect a burned resistor or a change in resis
tance of the cathode resistor to chassis ground for insufficient ver
tical sweep. Most of these vertical-sweep problems can be located
with voltage and resistance measurements. Shunt a known elec
trolytic capacitor across the vertical-cathode resistor. Check for a
burned or open screen-grid resistor. Suspect poor pc board con
nection of components in the vertical-output circuits.
An increase in resistance of the plate-load resistor may pro
duce the insufficient vertical raster. Check for a leaky coupling ca
pacitor between the vertical oscillator and output tube. Insufficient
vertical height in an Admiral K10 chassis was caused by the in
crease in resistance of the plate-load resistor RE-29 (1.5 meg). The
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Fig. 4-17. Insufficient vertical height was noticed in an Admiral K10 chassis
caused by an increase in resistance of the plate load resistor RE-29 (1.5 meg).
Only 35 volts was found at the plate terminal, while RE-29 had increased to
4.2 megohms.

plate voltage at pin 2 was only 35 volts with defective RE-29 in
creasing to 4.2 megohms (Fig. 4-17).
Improper vertical height was found in a Magnavox T936-17
chassis (Fig. 4-18). The raster lacked one inch at top and bottom
of the screen after VI06 was replaced and both vertical controls
were adjusted. All vertical measurements were quite normal. The
raster returned to normal when the small cathode resistor was
■> Output
V106
17JQ6
Input

aaah
-Wv-Wr

>.

+
R144
470 0

i

^0)2 nF

v
+ 140 V

50 V
Defective

rh
Fig. 4-18. Improper vertical height was found with a Magnavox T936-17 chassis.
Replacing the 2 pF cathode capacitor solved the height problem.
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Fig. 4-19. Poor vertical linearity with the picture pulled up from the bottom was
noted in a Zenith 14DC16 chassis. The full raster returned when C10 was
shunted (100 /xF).

shunted with another 2 /iF 50-volt capacitor. Carefully shunt the
small electrolytic capacitors in the convergence board when volt
age and all other vertical components seem to be normal. Don’t
overlook a change in resistance of the vertical-deflection coil for
improper vertical height.

PULLED UP FROM THE BOTTOM
Suspect a dried-up electrolytic capacitor in the cathode circuit
of the vertical-output tube or on the convergence board when the
raster is pulled up from the bottom. Shunt each capacitor with a
known value. Check the cathode resistor to chassis ground for cor
rect value. The bottom of the raster may be pulled up with a great
increase in the plate load resistor of the vertical-oscillator tube. A
leaky feedback capacitor may produce an insufficient vertical raster.
The vertical raster was pulled up from the bottom side with
poor linearity in a Zenith 14DC16 chassis. The 15 MF8 tube was
replaced. All voltages were very close (Fig. 4-19). When CIO was
shunted with another 100 /*F capacitor, the raster filled out the en
tire screen.
POOR VERTICAL LINEARITY

Improper adjustment of height and linearity controls may pro92

Fig. 4-20. Intermittent vertical roll and poor linearity was found in a Magnavox
7925-03 chassis. Replacing the .047 feedback capacitor solved the poor linearity
condition.

duce a squatty or a very long raster. First, replace the verticaloutput tube. Poor vertical linearity may be produced by burned cath
ode resistors in the vertical-output tube circuit. When the plate
load resistor of the vertical-multiplier tube increases in resistance,
expect poor height and a squatty raster. Intermittent vertical roll
Leaky

.0068
^

-15 V
10
560 k

.001

I

4

To plate of
vert, output
tube

1/2 6LU8 tube

Vert.
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rh

Fig. 4-21. Replacing the leaky feedback capacitor in a Philco 17MT80B model
solved the intermittent roll and vertical-height problem. The defective .0068
nF capacitor was located by applying several coats of coolant spray.
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and a spread in vertical linearity at the top of the screen in a
Magnavox T925-03 chassis was caused by a leaky feedback capac
itor (Fig. 4-20).
INTERMITTENT VERTICAL SWEEP

Inspect the chassis for burned resistors and poor board con
nections for intermittent vertical sweep after replacing the vertical
tubes. Tap lightly on the chassis and move the yoke assembly to
see if the raster will act up. Spray each vertical component with
coolant to locate the intermittent condition. The feedback capaci
tor in a Philco 17MT80B model was sprayed with coolant (Fig.
4-21). The picture began to roll and then collapsed. Replacing the
.0068 capacitor solved the intermittent vertical raster.
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Chapter 5

Twenty-One
Hasty B&W TV Tests
The transistorized B&W TV may be serviced like any color chassis.
Start with each symptom and isolate each problem before
troubleshooting. A snowy picture may be caused by a defective
tuner, i-f or age circuit. A no sound and no raster symptom may
occur in the low-voltage or horizontal circuit. A poor picture symp
tom with good sound may be caused by the video, high-voltage or
picture-tube circuits. Check the sound circuits with weak or
distorted sound problems and normal picture. Try to isolate the
section in which the trouble may occur, then take voltage and tran
sistor tests.
DEAD: NOTHING WORKS

Go directly to the low-voltage power supply with a no sound,
no raster, no picture symptom. Suspect either a defective ac switch
or fusible resistor with no low voltage. Check for an open fuse in
the ac circuit with the low-ohm scale of the DMM (Fig. 5-1). Re
place the fuse with one having the exact current rating. Check the
low voltage at the cathode terminal of the low-voltage diode. In
bridge-rectifier circuits measure the voltage at the first filter ca
pacitor.
A quick voltage test at the collector terminal of the horizontal
output transistor may indicate no or low B + voltage. If the horizon
tal or dc circuits are fused, check the voltage on both terminals of
the fuse (Fig. 5-2). Low voltage at the horizontal-output transistor
95

On-off sw
120 Vac
power >
line

5 amp fuse

7W
13 U

R106
--- ♦------ Wr
+ I
200 $.»

B+

200 |iF

Fig. 5-1. Check the fuse, low-ohm resistor, and silicon diode with the DMM.
Often the diode will become leaky and open up the resistor or fuse.

may indicate a defective low-voltage circuit, improper horizontaldrive voltage or a leaky output transistor. Check from the lowvoltage regulator to the low-voltage diodes with no B + voltage.
In a Goldstar VR-230 model, no B + voltage was found at the
2-amp fuse (F902). A 24-volt measurement was found at the col
lector diodes (Fig. 5-3). After inspecting the schematic, a poorly
soldered connection of a tie wire interrupted the B + voltage. The
voltage source was 18.7 volts after soldering the poor connection.
A very unusual problem was located in a J.C. Penney 1322
model with a very weak sound and no picture symptom. Only 6.7
volts dc was measured at the 18-volt source. Replacing an
overheated and smoking bridge rectifier solved the low sound and
no raster problem (Fig. 5-4).
KEEPS BLOWING FUSES

Suspect a shorted or leaky rectifier when the main ac fuse blows

Fig. 5-2. Check the horizontal or dc fuse with the low-ohm scale of the DMM.
Usually, this fuse opens with an overload in the horizontal-output circuits.
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Poor soldered connection
T2

sw

C904 CR902
.0047

m

<-

-r

/

CR904
,,

|

usuo

/
F902

±

2A

C902 CR901 CR903
.0047

+
C903 == C901
0047 /77 2200 «F

Fig. 5-3. In a Goldstar VR-230, a poorly soldered connection of a tie wire inter
rupted the B + voltage. No voltage was measured at F902.

immediately after replacement. If both the ac and horizontal fuse
are open, suspect problems in the horizontal circuits. When the ac
fuse opens after a few minutes, the leaky overload condition may
be located anywhere in the TV circuit. Excessive lightning dam
age to the low-voltage circuit may damage the fuse diodes and
regulator circuits.
A leaky halfwave rectifier (CR101) blew the fuse each time it
was replaced in an RCA KCS201R chassis (Fig. 5-5). The diode
was tested with the diode test of the DMM. Leakage was found
in both directions of the diode. Check R104 (1312) for open or burned
conditions. Sometimes with a shorted diode, both the fusible resistor
and fuse may open up.
Remove the horizontal output transistor or collector terminal
to determine if the low-voltage circuits are normal. Suspect prob
lems in the horizontal circuits if the fuse will not open and voltage
is found at the collector terminal. A shorted damper diode, leaky
horizontal-output transistor and leaky flyback transformer may
cause the fuse to keep blowing.
Check for a defective regulator circuit if the low-voltage diode
Shorted
smoking

F701
1120 Vac

004 _L_ D71;;
.004

>

I! !JD73=^= 004
D72

+

D74 _L_

18 V
2200 mF

.004

rh
Fig. 5-4. A leaky low-voltage rectifier produced weak sound and no raster in
a J.C. Penney 1322 model. D73 was smoking and running warm.
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©
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socket

1 amp

Leaky

,i04

F101 /

X

cri°/

ir

w*—r(£j ?

13 n

C116^"680 pF
C104
680 pF

-> 145 V
C105A

rfj 200

Fig. 5-5. A leaky diode (CR101) would keep blowing the fuse in an RCA KCS
201R chassis. Always, check the protection resistor and fuse after replacing
leaky diodes.

circuit appears normal. Often after lightning has come in the power
cord of a portable TV, the fuse, rectifiers and regulator circuits
may be damaged. After replacing the blown fuse in a Panasonic
TR-822 model, the raster was normal except for hum bars and hum
in the speaker (Fig. 5*6).
60 CYCLES AND HUM BARS

Suspect a defective electrolytic filter capacitor with 60 or 120
cycles in the TV raster. Often, excessive hum is heard in the
speaker. Shunt each large filter capacitor until the hum disappears.
Always clip the capacitor into the circuit with the power cord pulled
to eliminate damage to othei transistors and IC components.
Usually, very large filter capacitors are found in the B&W lowvoltage circuits. Replace the entire container of capacitors when
only one is found defective.
Inspect the terminal connections of each capacitor. Poor or broD73

F2
^ 105 V

ac

3A
1L 200 n?
R708
~P C702 TR73 10 k

S-702

R707
-w/v
12 k

R704
510 fi
C

^ To TR71

x
Leaky

Fig. 5-6. A leaky voltage regulator (TR73) produced hum bars and excessive
hum in the speaker of a Panasonic TR822 model. Check all components in
the low-voltage power supply circuit when lightning damage is suspected.
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ken foil terminal connections may cause weird pictures on the TV
raster. The width of the raster may be pulled way in with hum bars.
Sometimes, movement of the large can may cause the raster to snap
in. Connect the broken pc foil with regular hookup wire.
Suspect a leaky or shorted regulator transistor with horizontal
hum bars in the raster. First, try to readjust the B + voltage to elim
inate the bars and restore correct dc voltage. If no B + adjustment
is noted with the same hum bars, check the voltage regulator cir
cuits. Clip the DMM terminals to the horizontal-output transistor
or fuse. Slowly rotate the B+ adjustment. Most TV schematics
have the correct B+ operating voltage listed.
Excessive hum bars were found in a Quasar XP3634 PW model.
The large 220 filler capacitor was shunted without any improve
ment in the raster (Fig. 5-7). A quick in-circuit transistor test on
the diode range of the DMM revealed a 38-ohm reading between
collector and emitter terminals in both directions of TR73. The
leaky measurement was still there with the collector terminal
removed from the circuit. TR73 was replaced with a universal
ECG152 transistor.
POOR RASTER WIDTH

Low voltage applied to the horizontal-output transistor or defec
tive horizontal circuits may produce insufficient width of the TV
picture. Check the low-voltage power supply and regulator circuits
with poor width and hum in the speaker. Try to adjust the B + con<120 Vac

R711
24 n

F2

D73
M-

■>115 V

-‘-220

.4 amp

<r

R708
10 k

R704
510 0

R707
12 k
TR73
2SD389B

38 n
Leakage

rh

Fig. 5-7. When 60 or 120 cycles are found in the raster, shunt each large filter
capacitor. Then proceed to the voltage regulator circuits. A leaky AVR regulator
transistor solved the hum bar symptoms in a Quasar XP3634 pw model.
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Fig. 5-8. Locate and readjust the B+ control for greater width. This adjust
ment may also affect the vertical-height adjustment.

trol for proper width (Fig. 5-8). Sometimes the width will move out
ward and still not fill the full raster. Other times the width may
be normal and pull-in after five minutes of operation. Insufficient
width may also affect improper vertical height.
Measure the voltage at the collector terminal of the horizontaloutput transistor or fuse. Some chassis have a B + terminal for lowvoltage monitoring. Now, try to increase the voltage measurements
with the B + control. Suspect a leaky regulator transistor when the
B + voltage cannot be adjusted. If the voltage is very low, suspect
an open regulator transistor or leaky horizontal-output transistor.
Remove the horizontal-output transistor to see if the voltage will
increase.
The sides were pulled in with only 87-volts on the collector ter
minal of the horizontal-output transistor in a J.C. Penney model
685-2046A. R811 would not adjust the B+ voltage. With a quick
in-circuit test, TR801 was found open (Fig. 5-9). After replacing
TR801 insufficient width was noted. Replacing burned resistors
R802 and R803 solved the regulated 119-volt voltage source
problem.
Besides producing hum bars, a leaky low-voltage regulator tran
sistor may cause a wide horizontal dark band in the raster. Too
much low voltage may be caused by an open regulator-detector tran
sistor. In a 12-inch B&W Sony TV-123 model the B+ voltage had
100

Fig. 5-9. TR801 was found open in a J.C. Penney model 685-2046A. Replac
ing the burned resistors R802 and R803 helped restore the insufficient width
problem.

increased to 23.9 volts (Fig. 5-10). The results were horizontal
foldover with the horizontal frequency way off. Q602 was replaced
with a universal ECG297 replacement.
The raster represented a curved barrel in a Goldstar KMC
191G model. Low voltage was found to be 20.3 V on the horizon
tal output transistor (Fig. 5-11). R911 would not change the B +
voltage. TR904 checked normal in the circuit with the DMM tran
sistor test. D906 was found shorted at 7 ohms. Replacing R908 and
D906 restored the insufficient width raster.
TV WILL NOT TURN OFF

In many of the instant-on B&W TV chassis a silicon diode was
From
Bridge
Rectifier ‘>_

15.9 V

Q601
Reg. output
R602
330 U

R601
150 U
R605
33 n

12 2 V

0602
Reg Del
D605
8.59 V

rh
Circled voltages
with Q602 open

C610

RV601
11.6 V
Adjust B +

*

♦

C607
470 iiF

I

116 V
.

R603
6k

Open

Fig. 5-10. Horizontal foldover and lines may be caused by too much B+ volt
age. The voltage increased to 23.9 volts with an open Q602 regulator transistor.
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180 n <

C902 =p
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6.5 V

<2>
7.15 V

6.8 V

D906& O
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♦H

__ C905

7

m

R911
B + Adjust
1 k

6.8 V

-L

D907

R909 ST-19 V
1 k

47'F

R910
30 k

R912
1 k

Circled voltages
with leaky D906

to restore a co^t

placed across the on/off switch to provide current to the tube and
transistor circuits. The string of heater tubes may be half on with
e switch in the off position. When the switch is turned on the
pictm-e jmd sound instantly came on. Suspect a shorted diode when
the TV chassis cannot be turned off (Fig. 5-12).
nM7!Urn,tJle switc^ to the off position. With the diode test of the
, check the diode across the switch terminals. A low resistance measurement indicates a leaky diode. Replace these diodes
wi a .5 amp type unless a larger one is noted on the schematic.
on t overlook a defective switch in a TV without the instant-on
feature.
NO RASTER AND NO HIGH VOLTAGE

Improper low voltage and horizontal-drive voltage may produce
a no raster condition. A leaky damper diode and horizontal-output
transistor may load down the low-voltage power supply. The
On-off sw.
Fuse
120 Vac

/,

Silicon
rect.

M-

—------- >8 +
+

37
Silicon
diode

Leaky diode

Fig. 5-12. Suspect a leaky diode or switch when the TV chassis cannot be turned
off. Turn the switch off and check the diode with the diode test of the DMM.
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shorted flyback transformer may cause low voltage and keep knock
ing out the horizontal-output transistor. Improper drive voltage from
the horizontal oscillator and driver circuit may prevent high voltage.
First, check the low voltage at the collector terminal of the
horizontal-output transistor (Fig. 5-13). No voltage may indicate a
blown protection fuse, low-ohm dropping resistor and open
horizontal-output transformer winding, provided that correct low
voltage is applied. Low voltage on the collector terminal may in
dicate a low-voltage source or the horizontal circuit loading down
the low-voltage power supply. Very low voltage at the collector ter
minal may indicate an improper horizontal drive pulse applied to
the base terminal.
Remove the horizontal-output transistor and notice if the low
voltage is higher than normal. If so, the low voltage circuits may
be normal. Check the drive pulse at the base of the horizontal driver
stage with a scope. No drive pulse indicates problems within the
oscillator and driver circuits. This condition occurred in a Sanyo
21T66 model with a dead and no sound symptom. A leaky
horizontal-oscillator transistor was found with the transistor test
of the DMM (Fig. 5-14). Very low voltage at the collector terminal
indicated a leaky Q601. Besides a defective transistor, check for
an open oscillator coil and check the interstage drive transformer
connections.

Fig. 5-13. Check for ac voltage at the collector terminal of the horizontal-output
transistor. No voltage may indicate a blown fuse, protection resistor, or
horizontal-output transistor.
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Horiz. osc. 37.7 V^-—^
Q601
Q7 v)

Leaky transistor
circled voltage with
leaky transistor

"’0^

>

,4 V
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Q602

R609
470 n

R608 —1—
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C609
L601
.1

Horiz.
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R706
3.9 k

R608
15 0

B+

Fig. 5-14. A leaky horizontal-oscillator transistor in a Sanyo 21T66 model, P
duced a dead and no sound condition. Very low voltage at the collector
minal indicated a leaky transistor.

The horizontal-driver stage may be checked with critical volt
age and scope waveform tests. Accurately measure the voltage on
the driver transistor with the DMM. Low voltage may be caused
by a leaky driver transistor or burned voltage-dropping resistor.
No voltage may result from the open primary winding of the driver
transformer or voltage-dropping resistor. In a Sylvania model
MW4042 the collector terminal voltage equaled the supply volt
age source (Fig. 5-15). An in-circuit transistor test of Q402 with
the DMM indicated the transistor was open. Q402 was replaced
with a universal GE-40 replacement.

R424
■wv
1 k
R426

Q402
Horiz. driver
82.5 V
.43 V

820 n

------------- ^
T400

fii

■>To horiz.
output
Q404

C418=±z,0027

m

Circled voltage
with open transistor

C505 d=L .0047

m

R507
1 k
112 V

Fig. 5-15. The horizontal-driver transistor (Q402) was open in a Sylvania
MW4042 model. The collector voltage in Q402 equalled the supply voltage,
indicating the transistor was open.
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Suspect a shorted horizontal-output transformer or transistor
when the collector terminal of the horizontal-output transistor is
shorted to chassis ground. Often the horizontal fuse and low-ohm
voltage-dropping resistor may be open. Clip a 100-watt bulb across
the blown fuse or fusible resistor for a monitoring device. Check
the horizontal drive pulse at the base of the output transistor with
the scope. If the 100-watt bulb is very bright, replace the defec
tive horizontal-output transformer. A defective neon bulb across
the yoke circuits may damage the horizontal-output transistor.
A leaky damper diode may cause the fuse to blow or load down
the low-voltage power supply. Check for leaky boost diodes for a
no high-voltage symptom. In a Sony TV-112 model, only 2.46 volts
was found at the collector terminal of Q803 (Fig. 5-16). Q803, D801,
and the supply voltage source were normal. D802 tested normal
in the circuit but when one end was removed, the diode was open.
D802 was replaced with a 3-amp 1 kV silicon diode.
When the sound is good with no high voltage at the anode con
nection of the picture tube, suspect a defective high-voltage
winding of the horizontal-output transistor or high-voltage rectifier.
These stick rectifiers become warm and have a sweet smell when
leaky. Do not measure the high voltage at the CRT with the DMM
or the meter will become damaged. Replace the shorted yoke

Voltage low with
open boost diode D802

Q803
Horiz. output

Flyback
Transformer
D801
^Damper

1

R811
22 fi

D802

0±

C84
100

L802

12.2 V
Fig. 5-16. Only 2.46 volts was found at the collector terminal of Q803 in a Sony
model TV112. Replacing D812 solved the no raster symptom.
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Fig. 5-17. Insufficient width in a Panasonic TR822 model was caused by an
open voltage-regulator transistor (2SD389B). Only 78 volts was found at the
collector terminal of the horizontal-output transistor.

assembly if the high voltage comes up after disconnecting one lead
tied to the horizontal-output circuit. Arcing the high-voltage lead
to ground may destroy other transistors and the stick TV rectifier.
POOR HORIZONTAL WIDTH

Poor horizontal width may be caused by improper low voltage
and horizontal drive voltage. A leaky horizontal-output transistor
may produce insufficient width. Open or burned capacitors in the
horizontal-output circuit may cause poor width. Remove the
horizontal-output transistor or collector lead to see if the low volt
age will rise above normal. Then check the drive pulse with the
scope. Test the output transistor and diodes with the diode test of
the DMM.
Suspect improper low voltage when after a few minutes the
width pulls in. In a Panasonic TR822 model, the sides pulled in
about two inches after the chassis was fired up for five minutes.
The horizontal-output collector voltage was down to 78 volts (Fig.
5-17). When the voltage-regulator transistor was sprayed with cool
ant the raster returned to normal. Replacing the 2SD389B voltage
regulator transistor solved the intermittent width problem.
HORIZONTAL PULLING AND POOR SYNC

Horizontal picture pulling may be caused by defective elec
trolytic capacitors in the sync and age circuit. Sometimes, spray
ing coolant on the capacitors may straighten up the picture (Fig.
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AGC keying
TR403

0

■>

CR403

+
R416
3.9 k

I

R415

10
Spray coolant

V
Fig. 5-18. Sometimes spraying coolant on the age or sync transistor and ca
pacitor may correct the picture. Horizontal picture pulling may be caused by
a defective electrolytic capacitor in the age circuit.

5-18). The dned-up capacitor may be located by clipping another
one across it or temporarily tacking the capacitor in place.
Don’t overlook a leaky sync or oscillator transistor. Spray each
component with several coats of coolant before moving on to the
next one. Picture pulling may be caused by a leaky transistor in
the low-voltage power supply. Here in a Midland model 15-092 the
picture would pull horizontally with a black section appearing in
the background (Fig. 5-19). The error amp (TR902) was found leaky
R902
AA/V

33 0

TR901
2SB337

R904
330 0

±r
1

R903
100 0

' Volt. reg.
17.5 V

* 11.4 V
100 mF

R905
82 0

Leaky transistor

To TRS02
error amp
Fig. 5-19. A leaky error amp in the low-voltage power supply of a Midland model
15-092 caused horizontal pulling. Leaky TR902 was replaced with an SK3009
universal replacement.
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with the transistor test of the DMM. TR902 was replaced with an
SK3009 universal replacement.
Horizontal drifting may be caused by components in the
horizontal-oscillator stage. Check the horizontal transistor for
leakage. Suspect small capacitors in the oscillator circuits. Spray
each one with coolant after the chassis has drifted off horizontally.
Check and replace the small components to locate the defective
one (Fig. 5-20).
Suspect small electrolytic capacitors and sync transistors when
the chassis goes out of horizontal sync. If the picture goes out of
horizontal sync after operating a few minutes, spray each compo
nent with cold spray. The picture would go out of horizontal sync
after operating for five minutes in a Broadmoor 2612 model. When
C209 and C215 were sprayed with coolant the picture would re
turn (Fig. 5-21). These small electrolytic capacitors may be
soldered-in temporarily until the correct one is located.
INTERMITTENT VIDEO

Problems with no picture or brightness may occur in the video
stages. Intermittent video problems may be caused by the tran
sistors, erratic brightness or contrast controls, and poor chassis con
nections. Push on the pc board near the video component to see
Horiz.
hold
VR704

—

Sync >

R731

R735

1.8 k

CD
TH703

220 n

R728

Q706
2SC945
03 V

R730
v/v
3.3 k
723

I

7.75 V

Q

C72!
.056

220

98 V

I

R726

B+
R732
10 n

T701

R733
100 n
Check circled components

Fig. 5-20. Check the following components in the horizontal-oscillator circuit
for horizontal drifting. The picture may be normal for a few minutes and then
drift off into horizontal lines.
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if the picture returns. Spray coolant on each transistor. Critical volt
age measurements on the video transistor terminals with the DMM
may locate the defective video transistor or component. Use a small
soldering iron when replacing video transistors and IC circuits (Fig.
5-22).
An intermittent video-output transistor was suspected in an
RCA model AC012Y. With high collector voltage and no emitter
voltage the transistor was probably open (Fig. 5-23). Before Q302
was removed a resistance measurement from emitter terminal to
chassis ground indicated either R308 or R307 was open. The foil
wiring was found broken between the contrast control connection
and R308 (200 0).
NOT ENOUGH BRIGHTNESS

Poor brightness problems may occur in the video output stages,
high voltage, and picture-tube circuits. Suspect a defective picture
tube if the brightness control is wide open and slowly the brightness
creeps up after being on for awhile. Tap the end of the picture tube
for a flashing raster. Check all voltages on the CRT socket. A raster
with no picture and overscan lines may be caused in the video or
picture-tube circuits. Measure the anode high voltage with a highvoltage probe.

Fig. 5-22. When replacing small transistors and IC circuits, always use a small
soldering iron. Too much heat may damage the new replacement.
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107 V
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with broken foil wiring
Fig. 5-23. Intermittent video in an RCA model AC012Y was caused by broken
foil connections at R308 (200 0) zero volts at the emitter with original supply
voltage at the collector terminals indicated an open transistor or resistance path.

A very dark screen was noticed in a Sanyo 21T68 model. Both
brightness and contrast were wide open with not enough brightness.
At first, the picture tube was suspected (Fig. 5-24). Improper
voltages were found on terminals 6 and 7 of the picture tube socket.
Replacing open R906 solved the dark screen symptom.

4

Red

m

>
3

3

11 i

2 1-5
6
46 V -3.8 V
103 V
R904
33 k

12VBRP4
picture tube

7

103 V

R906
470 k

Boost voltage

Fig. 5-24. A very dark screen in a Sanyo 21T68 model was caused by an open
boost-voltage resistor (R906). Improper voltage was measured at terminals 6
and 7 of the picture tube.
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CANNOT TURN DOWN THE BRIGHTNESS

Suspect a defective video transistor or component when the
brightness cannot be turned down. A shorted gun in the CRT may
produce scanning lines with no control of the brightness. Quickly,
check each video transistor in the circuit with the transistor test
of the DMM. Take accurate voltage measurements on each video
transistor and within the picture-tube circuits.
An unusual brightness problem occurred in an RCA KCS201
chassis. The raster was all white with no picture and normal sound.
Low voltage at the collector terminal of Q204 indicated a leaky tran
sistor or improper voltage source (Fig. 5-25). R110 (180 ft) was
found open in the collector supply voltage. Either the transistor or
C105C was leaky. A 10-ohm measurement was found from R110
and chassis ground. Both components tested good. R110 was
shorting against a sharp bend of the metal chassis.
POOR BOOST VOLTAGE

Poor boost voltage may cause a poor sound and no raster symp
tom. In most B&W chassis the boost voltage is fed to the picturetube circuit. The boost voltage may be taken from a tap winding
of the horizontal-output transformer or horizontal output transistor.
Improper boost voltage to the CRT may be caused by a leaky silicon
rectifier or open voltage-dropping resistor.
Only a loud hum and no raster was noted in a J.C. Penney 2344
model. High voltage was measured at the CRT. Either the video

From
MAF006A
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47 n
>

Q204
Video amp

C209
55.5 V

2.4 V
1.89 V

1

To CRT
.1
R220
6.8 k
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R221
100 n

C208j_
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500 n

J_C233tRiio 1R110
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C105C
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Fig. 5-25. The bright white raster of an RCA KCS201 chassis was caused by
an open voltage-dropping resistor (R110) of the video-amp transistor. The
unusual problem occurred when R110 touched the metal chassis.
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Fig. 5-26. Poor boost voltage may be caused by defective components in the
horizontal output circuits. A shorted silicon rectifier (D46) was found in a J.C.
Penney model 2344, producing a no raster symptom.

stages or picture-tube circuit were defective. Improper boost volt
age at the CRT indicated a leaky boost rectifier (Fig. 5-26). Replac
ing D46 solved the no raster boost problem.
ONLY A WHITE HORIZONTAL LINE

A no vertical sweep symptom may be caused by defective tran
sistors and improper voltages in the vertical circuits. Open or driedup electrolytic coupling capacitors may produce only a white line
or insufficient vertical height. The intermittent vertical sweep may
be caused by the intermittent transistor or poor board connections.
Very accurate voltage measurements and transistor tests will un
cover most no-sweep problems.
In the latest directly-coupled transistor circuits, the scope may
be used to check the vertical pulse at the output circuits. The scope
is useless in vertical feedback circuits. Each transistor stage must
function in the feedback circuit. Only a white line was found in a
Goldstar KMC 191OG model (Fig. 5-27). Very little voltage was
measured at the collector terminal of the vertical amp (TR602). A
quick transistor test with the DMM indicated TR602 was open.
Troubleshooting the vertical output push-pull circuits may take
a little longer if the vertical raster is intermittent. Take critical volt
age measurements with the chassis in the intermittent verticalsweep mode. Mark these readings down. Sometimes these output
transistors may test normal but will break down under load. Re
place the suspected transistor when this condition occurs. Higher
than normal collector voltage was found on TR34 in a Panasonic
TR519 model (Fig. 5-28). A quick in-circuit test of TR34 indicated
the transistor was open. Replace both push-pull vertical-output tran113
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Fig. 5-27. An open vertical amp transistor in a Goldstar KMC 1910G caused
only a white horizontal line. TR602 was replaced with a GE-223 universal
replacement.

sistors when one is found defective.
INSUFFICIENT VERTICAL SWEEP

Insufficient vertical sweep may be caused by leaky vertical tran
sistors, a change of resistance, and an improper voltage source.
Open

Vert, output
TR34 _

1.2 V

.6 V

R344
Vert, hold

R41

8.2 P

60 V

A?

1 nCl(Tv)

+

1 fi

To yoke
490

60.6 V
TR33
Vert, output

Circled voltages
with open TR34

(T40 Q
115 V
Fig. 5-28. A quick in-circuit test of TR34 in a Panasonic TR519 indicated the
transistor was open, causing no vertical sweep. Check the emitter resistors
while the transistor is out of the circuit.
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Quickly test each transistor in the circuit. Be careful of corresponding diodes in the base and emitter circuits with leakage tests.
Critical voltage measurements may help to solve the four- or fiveinch vertical raster.
Only three inches of vertical sweep was noticed in an AOC
TL6-2A chassis. The collector voltage was quite low on Q406 (Fig.
5-29). A transistor leakage test of 18.3-ohms was found between
the collector and emitter terminals with the DMM. Since diode
CB402 was found in the base circuit, Q406 was removed and tested
for leakage out of the circuit. Q406 was replaced with a universal
ECG152 transistor.
Check the power source when low voltages are found feeding
the vertical circuits. The voltage source may be taken from the lowvoltage power supply or from the horizontal-output transformer.
Check for a leaky silicon rectifier and burned voltage-dropping
resistors with improper voltages. A burned voltage-dropping
resistor (R610) was found in an Admiral SKB1601L model (Fig.
5-30). The actual voltage feeding the vertical circuit was only 2.7
volts. Replacing the 10-ohm resistor solved the insufficient vertical
raster.
SNOWY PICTURE

A defective component from the antenna to the i-f stages may
produce a snowy picture. Most snowy pictures are caused by a
defective tuner. Insert a tuner-sub at the i-f cable to see if the
Q406
vert, output

Q405
vert, amp

Leaky

CB402

J

22.7 V
Bias
R418

2.2 k

32 V
C411
To yoke

R417

+ 1125
68 ft
32 V

Q407
vert, output

R414 > 33 k
R419 < 3.3 ft

Circled voltage
with leaky Q406

Fig. 5-29. The collector voltage was quite low in the vertical-output stage of
an AOC TL6-2A chassis, producing insufficient vertical sweep. Leaky Q406
was replaced with an ECG152 transistor replacement.
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Fig. 5-30. Check the supply voltage for insufficient vertical sweep problems.
A burned 10-ohm resistor (R610) caused insufficient sweep in the Admiral SKB
1601L model.

original tuner is defective. Measure the age voltage at the tuner
terminals. Improper age voltage may produce a snowy picture.
Most service technicians send the defective tuner in to a tuner re
pair depot.
If the picture is still snowy, use the tuner-sub in the first two
video i-f stages. Clip the output of the tuner to the base of each
i-f transistor. Notice if the snow has disappeared. The tuner-sub
was used in a Philco 21H615 chassis to locate a defective i-f tran
sistor (Fig. 5-31). The picture and sound could be seen in the col
lector terminal of TV48 but no signal at the base terminal. Voltage
measurement with the DMM indicated no voltage at the emitter
terminal. TV48 was replaced with an SK3018 replacement.
TUNER PROBLEMS

A no picture and no sound with normal raster symptom may
be caused by a defective tuner. Intermittent color and picture may

C50
L14 1 56 Y
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TR48
___
1st video i-f Cl 1.5
,1.4

R74
18 k

To 2nd video i-f

11.67 V
.86 V
0V

R81
680 fi ? C51
i-f input >

.oos|2

R80
270 0

'V
12 V

Circled voltages
with open TR48

Fig. 5-31. The tuner-sub was used to locate a defective i-f stage in a Philco
21H615 chassis. Accurate voltage measurements with the DMM proved TV48
was open.
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be the result of dirty contacts in the tuner or the tuner will not stay
on channel. The latest varactor tuners may never need cleaning.
A snowy picture may be caused by a defective rf transistor in the
tuner. With the tuner connected to an outside antenna or to a local
cable system, lightning may cause damage to the VHF tuner.
The tuner-sub will quickly determine if the suspected tuner is
defective. Simply disconnect the i-f cable and connect the tunersub (Fig. 5-32). Connect the outside antenna to the antenna terminal
of the tuner-sub. Now, tune in each channel. If the channels are
normal, either the tuner is defective or improper voltages are ap
plied to the tuner terminals.
Take critical voltage measurements on the terminals of the
tuner. Compare the B + voltage to those of the schematic. Most
solid-state tuners have a B + voltage from 10 to 20 volts dc. Check
the age terminal voltage. This voltage is always positive in the
transistorized chassis and negative in the tube chassis. Since most
transistors in the tuner are very difficult to get at, these defective
tuners are returned to a tuner service depot for repair.
POOR AGO

When operating normally, the age circuit supplies a corrected
voltage to the i-f and tuner circuits. A weak, snowy, smeared, and
pulling picture may be caused by a defective age circuit. A leaky

Fig. 5-32. A tuner-sub may be used to determine if the tuner is defective of
if the problem is in the TV chassis. Connect the tuner-sub to the i-f cable go
ing to the old tuner.
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Fig. 5-33. A very snowy picture in a K-Mart KMB2105 model was caused by
a leaky AGC transistor (25A49).

or open age transistor stage may cause a snowy or no picture on
the raster. Open or dried-up electrolytic capacitors in the age cir
cuit may cause excessive pulling of the raster. Sometimes a defec
tive age circuit may be confused with a defective tuner, video, or
sync circuit. Horizontal and vertical sync problems may be caused
by open electrolytic capacitors in the age circuit.
Quickly measure the voltage at the age terminal of the tuner
and i-f stages. Suspect age problems if the voltage is too high or
low and is the wrong polarity at the tuner. The picture was very
snowy in a K-Mart KMB2105 model. This could be a defective
tuner (Fig. 5-33). A high 6.9 volt dc was found at the age terminal
of the tuner. A quick transistor and voltage test with the DMM
indicated the age transistor was leaky.
NO SOUND

The no sound problem is rather easy to locate in the sound
stages. Erratic and intermittent sound problems may take a few
minutes longer. All sound stages may be signal traced with the out
side audio amplifier. Check each transistor in the circuit with the
transistor-diode test. Critical voltage and resistance tests with the
DMM solve most sound problems.
Output transistors, speakers and capacitors cause more sound
problems than any other components. You may find IC circuits in
the latest audio output stages. Suspect a defective IC when the audio
signal enters with no sound at the output terminals. Take accurate
voltage measurements on the terminals of the suspected IC before
removing. Before taking any voltage measurements, clip a new
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speaker across the suspected one. Most speakers in portable B&W
TV receivers are very small in size and become open with excessive
loud volume.
Just a hum with no sound was heard in the speaker of a Hitachi
1-28 model. Here IC-3 contains the complete sound circuits of the
B&W receiver (Fig. 5-34). Until critical voltage tests were made,
IC-3 was the suspected component. No voltage was found on pin
1 of the IC, with L401 open. The sound was restored by soldering
a broken coil lead of L401 in the circuit.
WEAK SOUND

Weak sound may be caused by improper discriminator coil ad
justments, small electrolytic coupling capacitors, burned emitter
resistors, and faulty speakers. A leaky transistor may produce a
weak and distorted sound. Check for correct voltage on all audio
transistors for weak sound conditions. Since transistors do not
become weak, suspect components, and improper voltages around
them.
First, carefully adjust the sound coil for maximum sound at the
speaker. Sometimes these coils will change and drift off so the
sound may be a little weak or distorted. Take critical voltage tests
on all transistors and IC circuits. Check for open and leaky tran
sistors in the circuit with the DMM. Shunt each electrolytic cou
pling and emitter-bypass capacitor for weak sound conditions.
Weak and intermittent sound was found in a Hitachi IV53
model. Sometimes jarring the cabinet or pushing up and down on
the pc board caused the sound to become weak (Fig. 5-35). When
T402
4.1 V
5.49 V 12
IC3 , >S5.49 V 11
11.2 V

+

C406
50 k vol.
control
£

C405
.022

__ C415

To audio
amp.

-i-.0047

11.2 V

Circled voltage
with open L401

Fig. 5-34. Voltage tests indicated an improper voltage source on L401 in a
Hitachi model I-28. L401 was found open, removed, repaired, and replaced.
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Fig. 5-35. Weak and intermittent sound was caused by a defective electrolytic
coupling capacitor (C413) in a Hitachi IV53 model. Tack or solder in a new
capacitor across the suspected one to locate the open capacitor.

moving C413 the sound would bounce in and out. Shunting another
1 nF capacitor across C413 solved the weak and intermittent sound
problem.
DISTORTED SOUND

Sound distortion may be caused by leaky audio output tran
sistors, ICs, and speakers. The distortion may be signal traced with
the external amp until the distorted stage is located. Critical volt
age and resistance measurements will quickly locate a defective
2SC17560
^49v) Q301
14

12
IC301

R303

5 27

150 n

Spk.

Circled voltages caused
by Q301 broke down under load
Fig. 5-36. Distorted sound was caused by a leaky audio-output transistor (Q301)
in a Midland model 15-027. These transistors may test normal but will break
down under load.
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transistor stage. In-circuit transistor tests with the DMM may locate
the leaky or open transistor. Sometimes an audio output transistor
must be replaced. A touch up of the sound coil may eliminate
tunable distortion.
The sound was mushy and distorted in a Midland 15-027 model.
Another speaker was clipped across the old one with the same
distortion. Voltage measurements were fairly normal (Fig. 5-36).
A quick transistor in-circuit test indicated Q301 was leaky. Q301
was removed and replaced with an ECG198 universal replacement.
(When removed from the circuit these transistors may test normal.)
Replace the audio output transistor if a popping noise is heard in
the speaker.
Excessive distortion may be caused by a small PM speaker.
Either the cone will drop or excessive volume may damage the cone
area. A speaker with a damaged voice coil may produce weak vol
ume and distortion. Be careful when replacing these small speakers
because the impedance may vary from 3.2 to 40 ohms. Replacing
a speaker with one having an improper impedance may produce
weak volume and some distortion.
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Chapter 6

Eleven One-Minute
Portable Radio Tests
Servicing the small portable radio may not be as difficult as it may
seem. Service the portable radio in the same manner as the larger
table model or stereo compact. Most portables operate from bat
teries or the ac power pack (Fig. 6-1). The miniature portable radio
operates from batteries. Several one minute tests with the DMM
may quickly locate the defective component.
OKAY ON AC BUT NOT BATTERIES

When the radio operates from the power line and not from selfcontained batteries, check for weak or reversed batteries and poor
battery contacts. Measure the battery voltage at the on/off switch
terminal and chassis ground (Fig. 6-2). If the voltage is low, turn
the switch off and measure the voltage on the other switch terminal.
The voltage should be equal to the total voltage of the batteries
wired in series.
Low voltage may be caused by weak or corroded batteries and
terminals. Clean off corroded battery terminals with a pocket knife.
Replace the batteries if in doubt. Check the battery polarity guide
inside the battery compartment. In many cases one or all of the
batteries may be inserted backwards. Very low voltage (with new
batteries) may be caused by a leaky transistor or electrolytic ca
pacitor inside the chassis.
No voltage measurement at the on/off switch terminals may
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Fig. 6-1. The portable radio may operate from ac and batteries or only with
batteries. Here, the top two portable radios operate from batteries or the 117
Vac power line. Most small portable radios are powered from batteries (courtesy,
Radio-Shack).

indicate a broken wire from the battery compartment. Visually, in
spect the wiring for possible breaks. Tug and move each connec
tion to check for poor soldering or loose connections. In difficult
cases, remove the batteries and take a continuity check of each wire

Fig. 6-2. Measure the battery voltage at the on/off switch and chassis ground
for possible defective batteries or connections. Turn the switch off to deter
mine if the radio is pulling down the battery voltage and take another reading.
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with the 200-ohm range of the DMM. Don’t overlook a defective
battery and ac switch in portable combinations.

OPERATES ON BATTERIES BUT NOT AC
Go directly to the ac power pack or power supply when the
radio operates from batteries and not the power line (Fig. 6-3). If
the radio circuits are normal except for the ac power supply, make
certain that the radio switch is turned to ac operation. Three quick
one-minute tests may help locate the defective component.
First, turn the radio on and measure the continuity of the pri
mary winding of the small power transformer (Fig. 6-4). No reading
indicates an open plug connection, broken power cord, or open
transformer winding. Short the power plug with a small screwdriver
blade and measure the continuity at the primary winding. A directshorted measurement indicates the power cord is normal. In the
latest portable radios, the power cord goes directly to the primary
winding of the transformer. Now, measure the resistance across
the primary winding with the 2 k-ohm scale. No reading indicates
the transformer winding is open.
Check the silicon diodes for the second test. Go directly across

Fig. 6-3. Check the ac power pack or power supply when the radio operates
from batteries and not the power line. Make sure the ac/dc switch is turned
to the ac position. Check the ac plug of the power pack to insure it is in the
proper jack.
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Fig. 6-4. Turn the radio on and measure the continuity of the small power
transformer in the power supply. No reading indicates an open cord, plug, or
power transformer winding. Take continuity reading with the DMM ohmmeter
range from the power plug to the power transformer.

each silicon diode with the diode test of the DMM. Remove one
end of each diode if leakage is noted in either direction. You may
locate the defective diode with overheated marks or burned areas
around the board area.
Measure the output voltage from the power supply or power
pack with the 20 Vdc range of the DMM. Check for a poor connec
tion or broken cable and plug when no voltage is found at the ex
ternal power pack. Disconnect the B + lead or cut the foil of the
pc board from the power supply to the on/off switch. Suspect a
defective switch contact when the dc voltage is found at the bat
tery or ac switch. If the voltage returns to normal by disconnec
ting the dc power, suspect leaky components inside the radio
chassis.

BATTERIES LAST ONLY A FEW DAYS
Suspect overloaded conditions in the radio chassis when bat
teries will only last for a day or so. Although the loudness of the
radio may be lower than normal under these conditions, it’s very
difficult to detect heavy current problems with the ear. Simply
switch the DMM to the 100 mA current range. Now, place the test
probes across the on/off switch (Fig. 6-5). Do not turn the switch
on. You are going to measure the current being pulled of the radio
by simply inserting the current meter in series with the radio and
battery circuits. The small hand-held portable radio may pull up
to 6 milliamperes of current. A larger portable radio with flashlight
batteries may draw from 6 to 18 milliamperes of current.
When excessive current is found on the switch connections,
suspect a leaky transistor or electrolytic capacitor. Quickly check
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Fig. 6-5. You can quickly determine the amount of current pulled by the por
table radio with a current measurement across the on/off switch. For small
radios set the DMM on the 20 mA current range. Do not turn the radio on.

each output transistor with the diode-transistor test. Most defec
tive audio-output transistors produce leaky conditions. Now, test
each remaining transistor.
The best method to locate a leaky electrolytic capacitor is to
TT~1

Decoupling
fc capacitors

Filter capacitors

Fig. 6-6. Low-voltage measurements in the power supply may be caused by
defective electrolytic capacitors. Low voltage may be caused by open or dried-up
filter capacitors.
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replace them. The filter capacitor may be leaky or open and cause
low-voltage measurements (Fig. 6-6). Start at the largest capacitors
and use solder-wik to remove the B + lead of the capacitor from
the pc board connection. Make sure all of the solder has been
removed from around the capacitor lead sticking through the foil
hole. Then clip a new replacement across these two terminals. With
this method, the capacitor is not entirely removed from the board,
saving a lot of service time. In the process you may find a broken
foil or poorly soldered connection of the capacitor, causing current
and low-voltage problems. When the voltage increases with a de
crease in current, you have located the defective capacitor.
DEAD CONDITION

Before tearing into the portable radio, make sure new batteries
have been installed. Check for dc voltage at the switch terminals
and common ground with the DMM. Another method is to measure
the dc voltage across the filter capacitor. Proceed to the volume
control and output section, when proper dc voltage is found on the
switch terminals.
Turn the volume wide open and place the screwdriver blade
or the probe from the DMM on the center terminal of the volume
control. Go to the speaker and audio-output stage if weak hum or
no hum can be heard at the volume control. You may assume the
amplifier circuits are defective when only weak hum can be heard
in the speaker.
Check the speaker circuits for no sound. Clip a new speaker
across the old one. If there is still no sound, clip the speaker lead
ahead of the earphone jack. Sometimes bent or dirty earphone
shorting-contacts prevent speaker operation. After locating a defec
tive earphone jack, use the DMM 200-ohm scale to check for proper
continuity (Fig. 6-7). Replace the defective jack if cleaning the con
tacts and bending the terminals back in place fail to restore nor
mal operation.
An open or leaky sound-output stage may cause a dead symp
tom. Test each transistor in the audio section with the diodetransistor test. Double check the forward bias voltage between the
emitter and base terminal of each transistors. Remove the transistor
when you are not satisfied with leaky or transistor tests in the
circuit.
After a loud hum is heard in the speaker by touching the cen
ter terminal of the volume control, proceed to the i-f and converter
stages. Check each transistor with the diode-transistor test of the
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Fig. 6-7. Check the earphone jack with the low ohm scale of the DMM for con
tinuity measurement. Broken connections and dirty earphone contacts may
prevent speaker operation.

DMM. Take voltage measurements each transistor terminal.
Usually the defective component in the portable radio is easily
located with voltage and transistor tests.
RADIO WILL NOT SHUT OFF

In most cases, the radio keeps playing with a defective on/off
switch and this often occurs in a portable radio. The main reason
may be the small working contacts of the switch terminals. These
switch terminals may be out in the open in most portable pocket
radios. Either the contacts become dirty or the switching shaft turns
inside the volume control.
A quick voltage test across the switch contacts reveals a defec
tive on/off switch. Set the DMM on the 20-volt dc range (Fig. 6-8).
Now, measure the voltage across the switch terminals with the
switch turned off. A full voltage battery measurement across the
switch terminals indicates the switch is normal. No voltage, in
dicates the switch contacts are on all the time.
Try to clean the switch terminals with a cleaning fluid when
the switch is intermittent. A silicone cleaning fluid may have enough
oil and cleaning fluid to make the switch start to operate. Replace
the defective switch when a clean-up fails to turn the switch off
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and on. The entire volume control and switch must be replaced in
these small portable radios.

CAN’T TURN DOWN THE VOLUME
Check for a defective volume control or open ground terminal
of the control when the volume cannot be turned down. If the vol
ume cuts up and down when the control is turned, suspect a worn
control. Sometimes the defective carbon cardboard inside the con
trol will not let the volume turn completely off or the control is fro
zen at the high side of the volume control.
Look for a poor ground terminal of the volume control with low
volume that cannot be turned up or down. With the low-ohm scale,
check from the volume-control ground return to a common ground
terminal of the large filter capacitor. Sometimes, if the radio is
dropped, the thin foil wiring may be broken. Clip a wire from the
ground of the control to the chassis ground to determine if the
ground return is broken.
DISTORTED SOUND

In most radio chassis, distortion is located in the audio-output
stages. Sound distortion may be caused by a combination leaky or

Fig. 6-8. The on/off switch contacts may be checked with a voltage or resis
tance test across the switch terminals. If the switch is operating properly, the
full battery voltage may be measured across the terminals with the switch off.
Open or closed switch contacts may be checked with the low-ohm scale of
the DMM.
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Fig. 6-9. Check each bias diode and resistor for correct value with the tran
sistor out of the circuit. A leaky diode or improper bias resistor may cause ex
treme distortion. Remove one end of each component for correct mea
surements.

open audio-output transistor. When one of the transistors become
shorted, the emitter-bias resistor may become burned or open up.
Also, distorted sound may be caused by a defective speaker.
Before digging into the chassis, remove one speaker lead and
connect a good one in its place. The speaker size doesn’t really mat
ter now, except to see if the speaker is defective. You may find
a defective speaker with several holes in it or the cone is dropped
down against the speaker magnet. Often, a defective speaker is
found with a distorted audio-output section. Replace the speaker
if it corrects the distorted condition.
Go directly to the audio output circuits when the speaker is nor
mal. Check each transistor with the diode-transistor in-circuit test.
You should remove the base or collector terminal of one transistor
when leakage is noted on the DMM. Remove the suspected leaky
transistor for accurate test out of the circuit. You may find one tran
sistor leaky and the other open. So, make an accurate test of each
output transistor.
While the transistor is out of the circuit, check each bias diode
or resistor for leakage and correct value (Fig. 6-9). If you don’t,
you may install a new transistor and still have distortion caused
by improper bias on the output transistors. Remove one end of the
bias diode for the high leakage test. These bias diodes are not found
in all portable radio chassis. Most of these small radios have 1/8and 1/4-watt resistors, making replacement somewhat difficult.
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One-watt resistors may be used, except the mounting holes may
have to be enlarged.
When the transistor and bias resistor appear normal in the out
put stage, proceed to the driver or first af amp circuits. Test all
the driver transistors with the DMM for leakage or open condi
tions. Take low-voltage measurements on each terminal, especially
between the base and emitter terminals. Check the emitter resistor
for a change in value. Improper voltages on the driver transistor
may cause distortion within a directly-coupled audio-output circuit.
WEAK: ONLY LOCAL STATIONS

If only local stations can be tuned in we may assume the weak
reception problem is in the front-end of the portable radio. If weak
stations were tuned in all over the broadcast band, look for the lowvolume condition in the audio or i-f section. With only local broad
cast stations, check for a broken wire on the antenna coil and check
the core of the coil to see if it’s broken.
Check all connections on the antenna coil with the 200-ohm
scale of the DMM (Fig. 6-10). Very little resistance may be
measured on any one set of windings. The primary windings may
vary from 1 to 3.5 ohms with less than 1 ohm measured on the

Fig. 6-10. Check the antenna coil windings with the ohmmeter scale of the
DMM. A broken rf winding may prevent reception of distant stations. Check
for a broken or cracked ceramic core.
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secondary winding. Inspect each ground connection in the AM con
verter base circuits. The coil wire going to the larger tuning ca
pacitor may be tom off. Suspect a dirty AM-FM switch if the AM
is switched in the base circuit of the AM converter.
Measure the small dc voltages on the converter transistor. Of
ten the oscillator circuits are found in the emitter section of the
converter transistor with the incoming rf signal at the base terminal.
It’s possible for a couple of very strong local stations to boom in
with a defective converter stage. Notice if any stations are tuned
in at the extreme ends of the broadcast band. After making the
following tests and everything appears normal, replace the con
verter transistor. Ignore a possible weak i-f stage if the FM sta
tions are normal in the AM-FM receiver.
INTERMITTENT RECEPTION

Intermittent problems with the portable radio are sometimes
caused by accidentally dropping the radio. The pc board may
become cracked in several areas or larger components may be bro
ken loose from the board. Although most components may remain
intact, the lead connections may be broken loose or develop a poor
board connection. Sometimes only a battery or speaker connection
may be torn loose.
Turn the radio on and slightly twist the radio chassis to see
if it will begin to play. Prod or move the various components with
an insulated tool. This will show up a poor connection. Try to isolate
the break or poor connection in one section of the board. Visually
inspect the bottom of the pc board for a fresh break of the foil and
board. The whole pc wiring may have to be soldered to locate the
intermittent connection. Use a small iron to solder transistor and
IC terminals in the radio chassis to prevent heat damage (Fig. 6-11).
Intermittent reception may be caused by internal broken con
nections of most any radio component. Inspect the small 1/4-watt
resistors for cracked body parts. Sometimes by moving the small
transistors around you may uncover a poor internal connection.
Spray each transistor with coolant while the radio is operating.
Check the i-f transformers and all coil terminals for broken con
nections. Clip the 200-ohm range of the DMM across the wiring
connection of each radio transformer (Fig. 6-12). Move the
transformer around, watching the reading on the DMM to see if
the reading goes open or changes in value.
Check the volume control for intermittent contacts or signals
when it is rotated. Spray the control with cleaning fluid, if it displays
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Fig. 6-11. Use the small soldering iron to replace defective ICs and transistors.
Too much heat from a large iron or soldering gun may damage these com
ponents. Make sure excess solder does not tie two component terminals to
gether.

noisy or erratic rotation. A dirty on/off switch on the back of the
volume control may produce intermittent operation. Solder all vol
ume control terminals to eliminate poor connections.
Don’t overlook the small speaker for intermittent conditions.
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Fig. 6-12. Clip the 200-ohm range of the DMM across each transformer
winding. You may have to solder small wires to each winding to clip the DMM
in place. Now, twist the board to see if the windings go open.
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The voice coil may be broken at the terminals and will cut out at
high volume. Remove one speaker lead and clip another speaker
across the two speaker wires. Sometimes a dirty shorting contact
on the earphone jack will cause the speaker to cut out.
NOISY RECEPTION

A rushing noise heard in the small speaker may be caused by
a defective mica capacitor or transistor. Try to isolate the noise
to either the front-end or rear section of the portable radio with
the volume control. Turn the volume control completely down. If
the noise is still present, most likely the noise is generated in the
audio-output stages. Likewise, when the noise quits with the vol
ume control completely down, suspect a noisy component in the
front-end of the receiver.
After the frying or rushing noise is isolated to the front or rear
section of the receiver, check each transistor in that section. In most
cases voltage and resistance measurements may not help in trying
to locate the noisy component (except with noisy mica capacitors).
Apply either coolant or heat to the suspected transistor to see if
the transistor stops making the frying noise. Spray each transistor
with about three coats of coolant before moving to the next one
(Fig. 6-13). If the noise quits or quiets down apply some side heat

Fig. 6-13. Spray each transistor or IC with solvent and notice if the frying noise
stops. Put three coats on each transistor before moving to the next one.
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Fig. 6-14. Check for a noisy mica bypass or coupling capacitor in the front end
of the radio circuit. Spray with coolant and then apply the tip of the soldering
iron to see if the suspected capacitor is noisy.

from the tip of the soldering iron, to make the noise return. Audio
output and pnp transistors seem to cause the most frying and
rushing noise.
Treat the audio output or af-IC component in radio receivers
in the same manner. Spray the entire top side of the IC with cool
ant. Since the IC has a greater surface area, spray several more
coats on the suspected component. Do not apply heat to the
suspected Ic or you may damage a good one. In difficult noisy con
ditions, replacing the suspected Ic or transistor may be the only
answer.
Sometimes a mica bypass capacitor may become noisy and the
noisy signal is then amplified by the audio stages. Isolate the noisy
conditions to the front-end by turning the volume control completely
down. Now, go a step further and isolate each stage by grounding
together the base and emitter terminals of each i-f, rf and connec
tor transistor. Be careful not to short either terminal with the col
lector element of the transistor. If the noise quits when the base
and emitter are shorted together, the noisy transistor or capacitor
may be in that stage or the preceeding one. Check each stage in
this manner until you have isolated the noisy stage.
Because most mica bypass or coupling capacitors are found in
the front-end stages, locate the bypass capacitor with the highest
voltage tied to one side and the other terminal grounded to the noisy
isolated stage (Fig. 6-14). Give the suspected noisy capacitor the
coolant and heat treatment. Replace the suspected capacitor when
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this type treatment is located. Don’t overlook a noisy diode in the
AM-FM front-end sections.
A motorboating noise may be caused by weak batteries or a
leaky power-output transistor (Fig. 6-15). Measure the voltage at
the audio-output transistor or radio switch to check for weak bat
teries. Usually, the total battery voltage will be very low when a
motorboating noise is heard in the speaker. If in doubt, install new
batteries. Sometimes the audio-output transistor will produce a
motorboating sound.
Check the audio transistors with the diode-transistor test of the
DMM for leaky or open conditions. If the transistor tests good with
normal operating voltage, short the base and emitter terminals of
the af or driver transistor together. Replace the audio-output tran
sistor when the noise is still present with the short test. You may
find germanium output transistors produce a lot more noise than
the silicon types.

.

;

Fig. 6-15. Motorboating noise may be caused by weak batteries in the por
table radio. Replace the batteries or check the voltage at the radio switch with
the DMM. Sometimes the audio-output transistor may produce a motorboating
sound.
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Fig. 6-16. Don’t overlook a leaky capacitor in the AVC line of the rf stage for
weak or poor sensitivity of the portable radio. Check with the DMM or replace
the suspected capacitor.

WEAK AM AND FM CIRCUITS

In weak AM and FM circuits, try to determine if both bands
are weak or just one of them. A dead or weak signal in both AM
and FM bands may indicate a defective stage common to both or
improper supply voltage. Measure the sync voltage to both bands.
When only one band is weak or dead, troubleshoot that particular
section.
Suspect broken or torn wires to the antenna coil when only local
stations may be heard in the AM broadcast band. Inspect the
antenna core for cracked or broken areas. Sometimes the antenna
coil may slide to one side or become loose on the core area and
cause poor station reception. Move the coil over the core area for
maximum signal with a strong station tuned in around 1040 kHz.
Check for a leaky electrolytic capacitor in the avc circuit of a radio
with a separate AM-FM stage (Fig. 6-16).
ACTUAL WEAK FM CASE HISTORY

You should be able to pick up local FM stations without the
outside antenna in local FM broadcast areas. Suspect the rf tran
sistor for a weak FM signal. Check the transistor with the diodetransistor test of the DMM. Measure and compare the voltage on
the transistor.
In a Lloyd’s B651 model only two FM stations could be tuned
in. Transistor-diode test of the rf transistor indicated an open tran137

RF-FM
2SC859
To Q2
—Defective
open

Qbv)
R4
1.2 k

Fig. 6-17. You may locate the defective transistor by making accurate tran
sistor voltage measurements on each terminal. An open or leaky rf transistor
may cause weak reception in either AM or FM operation.

sistor (Fig. 6-17). Improper forward bias voltage between emitter
and base terminals indicated very low voltage. The 25C859 rf-FM
transistor was replaced with a universal SK3122 type. Often, a cor
rect transistor and voltage test will cull out those defective tran
sistors.
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Chapter 7

■
1-

Ten Lively
Table-Model Radio Checks
Most table-model radio circuits are the same in any type of radio
and they are easily repaired. You may find both the AM and FM
band or only the AM band in —r ble model radio (Fig. 7-1). In
the old days the table model radio vrss huge compared to our pres
ent solid-state models.
Replacing and testing rubes in the rube radio solves eighty per
cent of the sendee problems. Taking accurate voltage and in-circuit
transistor checks with the pocket DMM may quickly locate the
defective component in the solid-state chassis. Here are the ten most
common trouble symptoms found in the table model radio,
regardless of either tube or a solid-state chassis. If you have not
repaired any table model radios to date, give it a try, they will be
with us for a long time to come.
DEAD CONDITION

Most table model radios are easily repaired when a dead symp
tom is found. Of course, a dead condition may exist in any section
of the radio. So w’here do we start? Because most radio problems
occur in the power supply and audio stages, the most logical place
to begin is the low-voltage source that feeds each stage the power
supply. Then proceed to the audio output and other circuits.
You may find a silicon full-wave rectifier circuit in either the
solid-state or tube radio. Usually, two silicon diodes rectify the low
ac voltage from the small power transformer. While in the ac radio
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Fig. 7-1. The table model radio may contain both the AM and FM bands. Ser
vicing the table radio is easy with the pocket DMM.

circuit a single silicon diode may provide lower dc voltage from
a large voltage-dropping resistor. A simple half-wave rectifier tube
may provide higher dc voltage for the tube circuits.
THE TUBE CHASSIS

First, let’s locate the dead condition of a radio tube chassis.
If all tubes have a glow at the top you may assume they are active,
to a point. Go directly to the filter capacitor and take a voltage
measurement (Fig. 7-2). Set the meter to the 200-volt dc scale with
the positive (red) probe on one terminal of the large filter capaci
tor. No voltage indicates a defective rectifier tube or leaky circuit.
Very low voltage may indicate a weak rectifier tube (35W4) or
overloaded circuit.
Replace the rectifier tube and take another voltage measure
ment. If the radio comes to life you have found a defective tube.
Shunt a good electrolytic capacitor across each filter capacitor when
the voltage remains low. Low voltage may be caused by a dried-up
filter capacitor. If the radio remains dead and with very low volt
age, suspect circuit overloading in the amplifier circuit.
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Although testing all tubes may solve many table radio prob
lems, sometimes a tube tester may shock the tube into conduction
or may not provide accurate in-circuit tests. A direct tube replace
ment is the best test. Voltage measurement across the heater ter
minals of each tube will quickly locate an open or intermittent
internal filament connection. Rotate the meter to the 200-volt ac
scale and measure the voltage across each heater terminal. In the
“All American 5” chassis, the heater terminals are 4 and 3. When
the entire power-line voltage (117 Vac) is measured across the tube
heaters you have located the defective tube (Fig. 7-3).
THE FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

Again the solid-state power supply may be serviced in the very
same manner. But, first start with an ohmmeter test at the ac plug.
Set the low-ohm scale at 200 and flip the radio switch on. Do not
plug the radio in. Simply measure the resistance across the ac power
plug. Any continuity reading of 25 to 600 ohms may indicate the
transformer circuit is normal (Fig. 7-4). No reading, indicates the
primary winding of the transformer is open.
Now take a low dc voltage reading across the filter capacitor
or cathode terminal of the silicon diode if continuity is found across
the power plug. A lower than normal voltage reading may indicate
a defective filter capacitor, diodes, or overloaded circuit. Check each
diode with the diode test of the DMM. Always, remove one end

i

Fig. 7-2. Check for a dc voltage at the large filter capacitor in the tube chassis.
A dc voltage from 90 to 150 volts indicates the power supply is normal. No
voltage may indicate a defective switch, power cord, or rectifier tube.
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Fig. 7-3. Measure the ac voltage across the heaters of each tube for an inter
mittent tube problem. When the entire line voltage (147 Vac) is found across
the heater terminal of any tube, the heater element is open and the tube should
be replaced.

Fig. 7-4. Check for an open power transformer in the solid-state radio chassis
with the 200-ohm scale of the DMM. No reading indicates the primary winding
of the transformer is open. A continuity reading from 25 to 600 ohms indicates
the winding is normal.
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of the diode for correct in-circuit tests.
To check for very low voltage or overloaded circuits, remove
each wire at the filter capacitor, one at a time. In power supply
printed circuits, remove the etched foil with the blade of a pocket
knife. Check the voltage after removing each wire or foil connec
tion. When the low voltage returns to normal or may appear higher,
you have located the overloaded circuit (Fig. 7-5).
THE TRANSFORMERLESS CIRCUIT

Only three quick tests are needed to service the power supply
in the transformerless radio circuits (Fig. 7-6). Take a high dc volt
age test at the cathode terminal of the silicon rectifier. No voltage
may indicate a leaky rectifier or open line-voltage dropping resistor
(R27). A very low voltage with R27 overheating may indicate a
leaky audio-output transistor.
Check R27 for an open condition with the 2-k ohmmeter range.
These line voltage dropping resistors normally run quite warm, and
when the silicon diode becomes leaky may open up. Always replace
these resistors with those having a 10-watt rating. Check for poor
solder connections where the resistor is soldered into the circuit.
The last test is made of the silicon rectifier with the diode test
of the DMM. Here, the diode may be accurately tested in the cir
cuit. Check the diode in both directions. A leaky or shorted diode
may be the result of an overloaded circuit or lightning damage from
the power line. Go directly to the audio-output transistor for

Fig. 7-5. If the power supply voltage is low, check for an overloaded circuit
or component by removing each wire or foil connection of the dc power source.
Monitor the dc power source with the 200-Vdc scale of the DMM. When the
voltage returns to normal, check for a leaky component in this circuit.
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Rg. 7-6. Rrst, check for a correct dc source of the transformerless power supply
circuit with the 200 Vdc scale of the DMM. Suspect an open line-voltage drop
ping resistor or leaky silicon diode for a no voltage condition. Very low voltage
may be caused by a leaky audio-output transistor.

overloaded circuits. If necessary, remove each voltage source to
locate the leaky component.
DEAD AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS

When you have nearly normal power-supply voltage, check the
amplifier circuits for a dead symptom. You may find transformerand directly-coupled transistors in the early solid-state audio cirAf amp
E2461 7.49 V
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____C21
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Transistors can be checked with the diode/transistor test function.

Fig. 7-7. A single high-voltage audio-output transistor may become leaky, pro
ducing a dead condition. Check the suspected transistor with the diodetransistor test of the DMM for leaky or open conditions.
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cuits. Often a single transistor drives the push-pull output circuit
(Fig. 7-7). A simple high-voltage power transistor may be found
in the ac line-voltage chassis, while only one output tube is located
in the tube circuit.
TUBE OUTPUT

Because all tube heaters are wired in series and must add up
to the power-line voltage (117 Vac), the audio-output tube may have
a heater voltage of 35 to 50 volts ac. The “All American 5” radio
has a 50C5 output tube (Fig. 7-8). Notice the plate and screen
voltages are rather high compared to the solid-stage output stages.
The dead audio-output stage may be caused by a defective tube,
output transformer, or speaker. Replace the tube and then clip an
other speaker across the voice coil terminals. If there is still no
sound, take voltage measurements on the output tube socket. Low
voltage or no plate voltage may indicate a defective primary
winding of the transformer. Now, remove the power plug and check
the resistance across the transformer winding (Fig. 7-9). Check cath
ode resistor R4 (150 12) for a burned or open condition.
TRANSISTOR OUTPUT CIRCUITS

The transistor-output circuit may be checked in the same manV4-output
50C5
126V

C9
002

C11 —l—
.002
90 V

-.1 V
•2-5

R9 > 500 k

90
6V

T1

f

Spk

m

R4
150 n >
130 V
"All American 5"
Fig. 7-8. The tube table-model radio may have a 35C5 or 50C5 audio-output
tube. Test or sub another new tube for an audio symptom. Make sure all tubes
have a light at the top of the tube before making voltage tests.
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Fig. 7-9. Sometimes, the shorted or leaky tube may open the primary winding
of the audio-output transformer or burn the cathode resistor. Take resistance
readings with the 2-k scale of the DMM with the power cord pulled.

ner as the tube chassis. Clip another good speaker across the radio’s
voice coil terminals. If the speaker is normal, proceed to the out
put transistor with voltage measurements. Remember, in the old
transistor radios, the output transistor may be a pnp type with
negative voltage applied to the collector terminals. In the npn audio
stages, a positive voltage is measured on the collector terminal.
Check each transistor in the audio stages with the diode tran
sistor test of the DMM. Check for a normal .6 V of an npn and
.3 V of a pnp transistor between the base and emitter terminals.
Remove the base terminal or transistor from the pc board when
leakage is noted on the meter. You may find a higher percentage
of leakage in the pnp audio-output transistors. After voltage and
transistor tests have not revealed the defective component, take
resistance measurements of the emitter- and base-bias resistors.
Most dead audio stages in the line-voltage table radio are caused
by an open or leaky audio-output transistor. Check the transistor
with a diode test of the DMM. Critical voltage measurements on
the transistor terminals may reveal an open or leaky transistor (Fig.
7-10). High or equivalent supply voltage on the collector terminal
indicates the transistor is open or has an open-emitter resistor. Very
low voltage on the collector terminal may indicate a leaky transistor
or audio-output transformer.
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Dead audio circuits are easily located with voltage and resis
tance measurements of the DMM. A diode-transistor test of each
transistor will indicate an open or leaky transistor. The speaker
may be checked by clipping another one into the circuit. For weak
or distorted sound problems, the audio stages may be signal traced
with another external audio amplifier, going from stage-to-stage
to locate the defective component.
DISTORTED SOUND

Often distorted sound is located in the driver, af amp, or audio
output circuits. It’s best to start at the last audio-output stage.
Distortion may be caused by a leaky or open transistor, bias
resistors, speaker, output tube, or burned cathode resistor.
First, shunt another speaker across the original and replace the
audio-output tube. If distortion is still present in the tube chassis,
check the cathode resistor (Fig. 7-11). You may test the old tube
and find it has several shorts; damaging the cathode resistor. A
shorted output tube may cause the output transformer to overheat
with shorted turns within the transformer (Tl). Accurately measure
the transformer winding and cathode resistor on the 2-k DMM scale.
Sometimes Cll (.002) may become leaky and cause R4 (150 Q) to
burn or change value, producing weak volume and distortion. Re
place any burned components. Go next to the af amp or driver-tube
stage after checking the output tube circuits. Replace the af amp
tube before voltage and resistance measurements. Check for corOnver
08
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Fig. 7-10. Critical voltage measurements on the audio-output transistor may
indicate an open or leaky transistor. Check for accurate resistance of both bias
and emitter resistors.
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Fig. 7-11. Distortion in the tube chassis may be caused by a shorted tube, open
cathode resistor, or burned winding of the audio-output transformer. Check
the transformer winding and cathode resistor with the 2-k DMM scale.

rect voltage at the plate of the audio amp. Very low plate voltage
may be caused by an increase in resistance of the plate load resistor
(R28).
DISTORTION IN TRANSISTOR OUTPUT CIRCUITS

Check each audio transistor for leakage or open conditions with
the diode-transistor test of the DMM. You may find one transistor
open and the other output transistor leaky in a push-pull solid-state
output stage. Remove each transistor for an accurate leakage test
when leakage is noted in the circuit.
Accurately check each base- and emitter-bias resistor for cor
rect resistance. Any small change of these critical resistors may
cause audio distortion. Remove one end of a bias diode in the base
circuit for leakage tests. Often a leaky bias diode may cause a small
amount of distortion in the sound. Don’t overlook a dropped speaker
cone for excessive audio distortion.
ACTUAL DISTORTION PROBLEM

The sound was weak and very distorted in an RCA RZ542G
model. The radio still was distorted with another speaker clipped
across the original. Very little hum was noted when the test probe
was touched to the center terminal of the volume control, indicating
a weak or distorted audio stage. The fusible resistor R42 (220 0)
was running quite hot.
A quick voltage measurement of the collector terminal of Q7
with only 39.7 volts indicated either the transistor output trans148

former or supply voltage was defective (Fig. 7-12). All three im
proper voltages on the transistor terminals pointed to a leaky out
put transistor. The incorrect voltage measurements are circled at
each terminal. When voltages are close to equal on all three ter
minals of the transistor, remove the transistor for leakage tests.
Q7 was found to be leaky between all three elements. Although
replacing Q7 with a new SK3021 universal replacement, helped
some, distortion was still found in the speaker. Emitter resistor R39
(180 ft) measured only 27 ohms on the 200-ohm DMM scale.
Replacement of both R39 and Q7 solved the distorted table model
radio problem.

LOW VOLUME AND WEAK SOUND
Weak sound or low volume may be found in the audio or rf
stages of the table model radio. Try to isolate the weak signal prob
lem to either section. Use the DMM for voltage tests and an exter
nal audio amp may be useful in helping to track down slightly weak
circuits.
Low volume may be caused by a leaky or open rf transistor.
When only local stations can be tuned in you may assume the audio
section is normal. Usually, when all stations can be tuned in but
Q7
output
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©
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▼
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Fig. 7-12. A quick voltage test of the audio-output transistor indicated a leaky
output transistor in an RCA RZ5452G table radio. All incorrect voltages are
circled on the schematic. Remove the transistor and make diode-transistor
leakage tests out of the circuit.
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Fig. 7-13. Touch up the trimmer capacitor on the tuning capacitor when replac
ing a broken antenna coil. This trimmer capacitor is located on the capacitor
with the most plates. Tune in a station at the center of the band and adjust
for maximum signal in the speaker.

are weak, check the audio stages. If the AM stations are normal
and you have very weak FM, suspect a defective rf transistor. Con
nect the TV or FM antennas to the FM antenna terminals. This
may not help with distant stations if the rf transistor is defective.
Check voltages on the rf-FM transistor, especially between the base
and emitter terminals. Improper voltages may indicate a leaky or
open transistor. Test the transistor with the diode-transistor scale
of the DMM. Make sure the transistor is defective, because FM
transistors are very critical in replacement. Cut the terminals of
the new transistor replacement the same length as the original.
In most table model radios you may not find a separate AM-rf
transistor. So check the antenna coil connections for broken or
poorly soldered joints. Use the 200-ohm scale of the DMM for lowresistance measurements. The AM signal may be very weak with
a broken antenna coil core. Replace the entire antenna coil assembly
instead of trying to repair the broken core. Adjustment of the trim
mer capacitor (A5) on the large variable capacitor section may im
prove volume in the center of the broadcast band (Fig. 7-13).
WEAK AUDIO STAGES

When very weak audio stages are found with some distortion
suspect a leaky audio transistor. Just plain low volume may be
caused by a small electrolytic coupling capacitor (especially with
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coupling capacitors under 10 fiF). The pocket DMM is very handy
in locating improper voltages, but not small electrolytic coupling
capacitors.
First, measure all voltages on each audio transistor (Fig. 7-14).
Check each transistor for open or leaky conditions with the diodetransistor test of the DMM. Accurately measure the resistance of
each bias and emitter resistor. After all these tests, if the audio
signal is still weak, suspect a defective coupling or emitter-bypass
capacitor.
These small capacitors may be located by shunting another ca
pacitor across them. Always, select one of higher capacitance. Tack
the capacitor leads across the suspected one on the wiring side with
the power off. Apply this method with each electrolytic capacitor
until the weak one is found. Then solder the exact replacement on
the pc board.
WEAK TUBE STAGES

Replace all audio tubes or test them in a good tube tester. Check
the plate load and cathode resistor for a change in value. When
all voltages are fairly normal and with weak audio, suspect open
coupling or bypass capacitors. Usually, these capacitors are not the
electrolytic type in the tube chassis. Clip a new capacitor across
each one and notice the increase in volume. Often, tube replace
ment and voltage measurement with the DMM may locate most
weak audio stages.
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Fig. 7-14. Measure all voltages on the audio terminals for a weak audio stage.
Check the transistor in-circuit with the DMM for open or leaky conditions. Ac
curately measure all base and emitter bias resistors for a change in resistance.
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Fig. 7-15. When one defective filter capacitor is found in a container with two
or three other capacitors, replace the whole unit. Clip a good capacitor with
adequate working voltage across each capacitor to locate a defective capacitor.

ONLY A LOUD HUM

Suspect dried-up filter capacitors when only a very loud hum
can be heard from the speaker. Often, low B + voltage will be found
with excessive hum problems. A shorted tube may cause hum in
the speaker. The loud hum may be eliminated by shunting another
electrolytic capacitor across the suspected one. Always, turn off
the power before connecting external filter capacitors.
Any one or all of the filter capacitors located in one compo
nent should be replaced in the power supply circuits (Fig. 7-15).
You may find two or more capacitors in one container of the tube
chassis. Simply clip leads to the capacitor and shunt the suspected
one. Observe correct polarity with the positive terminal to the
positive voltage source. If the hum quits, you have located the defec
tive capacitor. Often both filter capacitors must be replaced to
remove all hum from the speaker. In the tube chassis you may have
to replace the filter unit with separate capacitors.
SOLID-STATE RADIO CAPACITORS

Filter capacitors found in the tube chassis have higher voltage
with a lower capacity than in the transistor chassis. The voltage
source of a solid-state radio may vary from 4.5 to 20 volts, except
in high-voltage transistor-output stages. Larger capacitances from
100 to 1000 fiF may be found in the transistor radio.
Always clip the filter capacitor into the circuit with the power
off. You may damage small transistors by shunting electrolytic
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capacitors with the voltage applied to the circuit. Observe correct
polarity and working voltage. Always discharge the capacitor before
making tests. Do not install or test suspected capacitors with a lower
working voltage. The capacitor may become very warm and blow
up in your face.
Clip across each filter capacitor in the power supply to locate
the defective one. Don’t overlook a decoupling filter capacitor.
These small capacitors are found in the lower-voltage circuits and
may be located in several different places than the regular filter
capacitor (Fig. 7-16). Remember, an electrolytic filter capacitor may
be replaced with one of a higher capacitance and voltage, if the
exact replacement is not available.
INTERMITTENT RECEPTION

Intermittent reception in the tube chassis may be caused by
a thermal heater break inside the tube. After the radio has been
on for a half hour, the radio may stop and then start up once again.
Notice if the top of the tubes are dark. Often the thermal heater
of a tube will open up after operating and may make a connection
when the tube cools down. Usually, the 35 V and 50 V heater tubes
are most likely to cause the intermittent problem.

''

■

.

Fig. 7-16. Filter hum may be caused by a smaller decoupling electrolytic ca
pacitor. These capacitors are smaller than the original filter capacitor with less
working voltage. Shunt each one with a larger capacitor.
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Fig. 7-17. Intermittent problems in a radio tube chassis, may be caused by
the heater element opening up inside the high-voltage tubes. Start at the 50-volt
tubes and work down to the 12-volt types. Clip the DMM across each tube heater
terminal until the intermittent tube is located.

Set the DMM to a 200-Vac scale and clip the leads across the
heater terminals. Solder small connecting wires to the heater con
nection of the tube socket when the clips will not stay in place. First,
start with the 50-volt tube (Fig. 7-17). The entire power line volt
age (117 Vac) will be found across the heater terminals when the
tube is intermittent. Proceed to the next tube when the heater goes
out with no voltage registered on the meter. The tube tester may
not show the intermittent condition when the tube is tested. Now,
replace the suspected tube and let the radio play for several hours
before returning it to the cabinet.
Any tube may become internally intermittent while the radio
is in operation. Start at the output tube and tap lightly on the top
of each tube. The sound will cut up and down when you have located
the intermittent one. Cleaning the tube prongs of each tube may
solve intermittent or noisy conditions.
Suspect intermittent coupling capacitors at the grid terminals
of each audio tube. Push and pry on each capacitor and notice if
the sound goes up and down. Another capacitor may be clipped
across the suspected one to determine if the capacitor is intermit
tent. Also, check for poor tube-socket connections, especially
around the higher voltage tubes for intermittent reception within
the tube chassis. Don’t overlook a defective i-f transformer for in
termittent problems in the tube-radio chassis.
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INTERMITTENT TRANSISTOR CHASSIS

Any transistor within the solid-state chassis may become in
termittent, except most intermittent problems occur in the audio
output stages. After the radio signal cuts down or off, spray each
suspected transistor with coolant. Apply several coats on the tran
sistor before going to the next one. With very difficult intermit
tent cases, clip the leads of the DMM across the base and emitter
terminal (Fig. 7-18). You will notice a very high voltage measure
ment when the transistor goes open. Remember an npn transistor
has a forward bias of .6 V, and a pnp transistor has .3 V between
the base and emitter terminals.
A noisy or erratic spot on the volume control may produce in
termittent sound in the speaker. Often the audio cuts down right
at the beginning or where the control rests for adequate sound.
Spray tuner lube or cleaner right into the volume control terminals.
Rapidly rotate the control back and forth to coat the rough spots.
If the control is still noisy or intermittent, replace the control and
switch assembly.
An intermittent signal may be caused by improperly soldered
connections of any component. If the table radio has been dropped
or knocked off the shelf, suspect broken pc wiring around heavy
mounted components, such as transformers. Check the board for

Af amp
To
volume control

C5

-8 30 V

+ To audio
output

-3.47 V

-8.94 V
R37f 2.2 k
R38

5.6 k

+ 29 V
-8.8 V

2 Vdc

H

Forward bias .6 V with normal npn transistor

Fig. 7-18. An open transistor or one with poor internal connections may cause
the intermittent problem in the solid-state chassis. Spray the transistor with
coolant. Also, monitor the bias voltage across the base and emitter terminals
for a quick transistor test.
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poorly soldered connections. Push and pry around on the com
ponents to try and locate the intermittent connection. In some cases
you may have to solder the entire board to take care of the inter
mittent problem. Don’t overlook a defective or intermittent radio
speaker.
POPPING NOISE IN THE SPEAKER

Suspect a defective audio-output transistor when a loud pop
ping noise is heard in the speaker the first half hour of operation.
Usually, transistor in-circuit tests with the diode-function of the
DMM may not indicate a defective transistor. The collector volt
age may pop up or show a change in voltage when a popping noise
is heard.
Only the high voltage operating audio-output transistor seem
to make the popping noise. These transistors are found in the line
voltage ac radio and TV chassis. Replace the defective transistor
with a universal replacement if the original is not available. Don’t
forget to replace the small mica insulator between the transistor
and heat sink.
NO AM

In the tube chassis, replace the converter or oscillator AM tube
and take voltage measurements (Fig. 7-19). A low negative volt
age on the grid element indicates the stage is oscillating. When sta
tions on the low end of the dial seem to disappear, suspect a shorting
rotor plate of the oscillator tuning capacitor. Remove one end of
the oscillator coil and check the resistance between rotor and stator
plates. No continuity should be seen on the DMM. Rotate the tun
ing capacitor and notice if the plates touch with a continuity reading.
With the AM-FM chassis you may find the AM oscillator to
be a separate transistor or the first i-f transistor may serve as the
AM oscillator. The solid-state AM converter may contain the rf
and oscillator stage (Fig. 7-20). Correct voltage and resistance
measurements on the converter section solves most dead AM prob
lems. Replace the converter transistor when all other tests fail to
show a defect. Check the antenna coil when only weak local sta
tions are heard.
NO FM

No FM signal may be caused by a defective FM converteroscillator or rf stage. No FM rush-noise may be indicated by a defec156
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Fig. 7-19. After replacing the converter or oscillator tube for a no AM condi
tion, take accurate voltage measurements. A low negative voltage on the grid
terminal indicates the stage is oscillating. Check for an open oscillator coil or
poor board connection.

tive mixer or converter section. You may be able to hear a local
FM station with the test prod on the emitter terminal of the con
verter or mixer transistor. Replace the converter tube in the tube
chassis. Weak FM stations may be caused by an open or leaky FMrf transistor in the transistor radio. Check the rf tube in the tube
chassis.
To 1st i-l
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Fig. 7-20. You may find only one converter transistor serving as both the rf
and oscillator stage in a solid-state AM receiver. Simply replace the transistor
when voltage and resistance measurements do not indicate why the stage is
not oscillating.
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Fig. 7-21. Before removing any FM transistor, take accurate voltage and re
sistance measurements. These transistors are very difficult to remove and re
place. Try to replace with the original type transistors.

Try to isolate the defective stage with the present FM symp
toms. Check each transistor and diode with the diode-transistor test
of the DMM. Remove one terminal of the leaky transistor for ac
curate transistor tests. Take accurate voltage measurements before
removing the suspected transistor (Fig. 7-21). Most FM converter
and oscillator transistors produce a dead FM section.
ONLY A RUSHING NOISE

A loud rushing noise may be caused by a defective oscillator
or rf stage in the table radio. Suspect a defective rf stage when
only a local station can be tuned in. If only a few stations can be
tuned in at either the high or low end of the dial, go to the oscillator
or converter stage. Often the symptom is a loud rushing noise and
no stations are available.
Replace the converter and rf tube for a loud rushing noise.
Sometimes the tube may test normal, except it will not oscillate
in the circuit. Check the converter and rf transistor in the solidstate chassis with the diode in-circuit test. Accurate voltage and
resistance measurements on the oscillator transistor and other cir
cuit components locate most oscillator problems. Push around on
the chassis with an insulated plastic tool to locate poor component
to board connections.
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Chapter 8

Nine Swift
AM-FM-MPX Receiver Tests
Try to isolate which section and stage of the AM-FM-MPX chassis
the defective component may be in with a given symptom. Go
directly to the AM section with a dead AM and normal FM recep
tion (Fig. 8-1). Check the AM rf transistor or antenna coil if only
one or two local stations are heard. Likewise, check the FM
oscillator stages when only a loud rushing noise with no tunable
stations. Very weak FM reception may be caused by an open or
leaky rf-FM transistor. Determine what section the trouble occurs
in and then isolate each stage to locate the defective component.
The defective component may be located by various methods
of signal tracing. A noise generator (hand-held) may locate the
defective stage by going from base to collector of each transistor.
When the noise is no longer heard in the speaker you have located
the defective stage. Signal injection with the AM-FM-MPX signal
generator at the i-f oscillator, and rf stages may quickly turn up
the defective component. The external audio amplifier with a diode
detector probe may signal trace the AM and i-f stages. Take volt
age and resistance measurements with the DMM, after locating
the defective stage.
NO AM OR FM

When dead AM and FM reception is noted, suspect a defec
tive voltage source common to both sections. A quick voltage
measurement on any one of the rf or oscillator transistors will in159
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Fig. 8-1. Try to isolate the service symptom to either the AM or FM section.
Here, a block diagram of the AM-FM-MPX receiver may help in locating the
possible service problem.

dicate improper voltage. Sometimes, the AM voltage source may
be a separate source than the FM section. Always, obtain the cor
rect schematic for swift and accurate voltage measurements.
Suspect a dirty AM or FM function switch if both sections are
erratic or dead. Clean the switch contacts with cleaning fluid. Rotate
the switch several times to help clean the dirty contacts. Inspect
the switch terminals for broken sections or connecting wires.
Besides the audio signal, the various voltages are switched with
the AM-FM-MPX function switch assembly.
Both AM and FM stations were dead in a J.C. Penney AMFM-MPX model 1903. The phonograph section was normal except
no AM-FM or stereo-8 player audio could be heard in the speakers.
After checking the schematic a 10-volt source was fed to these dead
sections. A shorted zener diode solved the improper voltage source
problem (Fig. 8-2). R8 (330 ft) resistor was running quite warm.
Do not overlook a possibly defective voltage-regulator transistor
in the small power supply. A leaky transistor and zener diode in
a Pioneer 1000 TA model caused the dead AM-FM reception. The
small diode was running very warm. A leaky 2S367 regulator tran
sistor was replaced with a SK3444 replacement.
NO AM BUT FM NORMAL

Go directly to the front-end of the AM section with a dead AM
and normal FM symptom. Often, the i-f stages are common to both
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Fig. 8-2. A leaky zener diode in the power supply caused no AM or FM recep
tion in a J.C. Penney AM-FM-MPX model 1903. Improper voltage source to
the AM and FM sections and preamp stages of the stereo-8 player were found
with the low-voltage scale of the DMM.

sections with the first i-f FM stage serving as the AM oscillator
transistor. In receivers with a three-ganged tuning capacitor, you
may assume each AM or FM section has a separate oscillator and
rf transistor (Fig. 8-3). Locate and isolate the various transistors
on the pc board.
After cleaning the AM-FM switch, a swift voltage and tran-
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Fig. 8-3. In receivers with a three-ganged tuning capacitor you may assume
each AM and FM section has a separate oscillator and rf stage. The AM con
verter stage may be combined with the first FM i-f transistor.
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sistor test with the DMM may locate the defective transistor. A
low collector-voltage measurement may indicate a leaky transistor.
Higher than normal collector voltage may indicate the transistor
or emitter resistor is open. Some oscillator transistors may test good
except they will not oscillate. Take accurate voltage and resistance
measurements before removing the suspected transistor.
The dead AM stage may be caused by only one IC component
which includes the AM converter, i-f and AM detector stages. Take
accurate voltage measurements on all terminals of the suspected
IC. Inject the signal in and out of the IC component with the AM
signal generator. If in doubt, replace the suspected IC.
Check for poor board connections and component connections
for dead AM conditions (Fig. 8-4). Move the component around with
a plastic tool while the receiver is tuned to a local station. Flex or
push up and down the pc board for poor connections. Inspect the
board for a cracked area around the variable tuning capacitor or
transformers. Usually, board breakage occurs around heavy com
ponents mounted on the pc board.
The AM section was dead in an RCA RC-1248A receiver. A
quick voltage measurement on the IC terminals (IC101) indicated
a leaky IC (Fig. 8-5). Most voltages were quite low compared to
the schematic. Replacing IC501 solved the problem of the dead AM
section.
The FM was weak and the AM dead in a Panasonic RE-6137

Fig. 8-4. Poor board connections of components may cause dead AM or FM
conditions. Probe around the board components with a plastic tool.
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Fig. 8-5. Improper voltage measurements with the DMM on the 1C 101 terminal
of an RCA RC-1248A chassis solved the dead AM problem. Critical voltage
measurements of terminal 13 and 15 indicated a leaky IC component.

AM-FM radio. Upon checking the schematic, the i-f stages were
common with the 1st FM i-f amp serving as the AM converter stage.
Voltage measurements on all terminals of the 2SC184 transistor
were the same (Fig. 8*6). The leaky i-f and converter transistor was
replaced with a GE-20 replacement. Most universal replacement
transistors will perform well in the AM and FM stages.
NO FM BUT AM NORMAL

The FM circuits are a great deal more critical to service than
the AM section. All transistors should be replaced with transistors
2SC184
1st i-f FM
and
AM converter
-4.5 V

4
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AM
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To AM osc
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Fig. 8-6. A weak FM and No AM symptom isolated the problem to the first FM
i-f amp and AM converter transistor in a Panasonic RE-6137 model. The leaky
2SC184 transistor was replaced with a universal GE-20 replacement.
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having the same terminal lead length and mounted in the same
lace. The FM oscillator transistor may not oscillate even when
it tested good. One FM transistor may cause the FM section to ap
pear dead while the AM stations will operate at a weaker level (Fig.
8-7). Attach the outside FM antenna to determine in what stage
the trouble occurs. A loud rushing noise may be heard in the FM
band with no tunable stations. This may indicate a leaky or open
FM oscillator transistor. Weak local stations may be heard with
the FM antenna connected,indicating a defective rf AM transistor.
No FM reception may be caused by any FM transistor or improper
voltage source.
With dead FM reception, start at the rf transistor with critical
voltage measurements. Notice if the AM section is normal. Does
the speaker have a loud or low rushing noise? Carefully isolate the
stage before taking voltage and transistor-diode tests. Sometimes
with the receiver tuned to the local FM station, you may hear weak
music with the test leads on the rf FM transistor.
A dead FM symptom with normal AM reception was found in
a Soundesign 5154 model. The local FM station came in with the
DMM probe on the output terminal of the FET rf transistor (Fig.
8-8). No FM signal was noted at the base terminal. Lower than nor
mal voltages on the rf FET transistor indicated the transistor was

Fig. 8-7. Locate the FM transistor or 1C circuit on the pc board. Carefully re
place the suspected FM component with one having the exact lead length and
mounting area.
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Fig. 8-8. Check the rf FM transistor or FET for weak or no FM reception. Replac
ing a leaky FET 2SK41 transistor in a Soundesign model 5154 solved the no
FM problem.

leaky. Replacing the 2SK41 transistor, solved the no FM recep
tion problems.
In a Sharp SG1430A AM-FM-MPX receiver, the AM was nor
mal with no FM. Only a low hissing noise could be heard in the
FM band with no tunable stations. Voltages on the rf-FM transistor
were normal. Improper voltages were found on the oscillator FM
transistor (Q002). The collector and emitter voltages were very low,
indicating a leaky oscillator transistor (Fig. 8-9). A transistor test
with the DMM indicated a leakage reading between the base and
collector terminals. The transistor tested good with the collector
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Fig. 8-9. Only a low hissing FM noise may be heard with a defective oscillator
or music stage. Transistor Q002 was replaced in the oscillator stage of a Sharp
model SG1430A for no FM and normal AM reception.
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Fig. 8-10. Improper voltage source to the AM and FM stages may cause the
section to not function. A leaky IC202 in a Sharp SC210 model caused an
unusual loading-down problem with the no FM symptom.

terminal removed from the circuit. Bypass capacitor C012 (.01) had
a dead short, lowering the collector and emitter voltages.
A very unusual no FM symptom occurred in a Sharp SC210
model. At first, the voltage source to the i-f stages were very low.
Instead of 8.20 volts, the voltage source was only 3.5 volts. ZD201
was suspected of being leaky (Fig. 8-10). The positive terminal was
removed except the voltage was still low. IC202 appeared leaky
with only .58 volts on pin 14. The defective IC was loading down
the 8.2-volt source. The IC was replaced with a ECG 1243 replace
ment and FM stations popped up all over the dial.

ONLY LOCAL AM OR FM STATIONS
Suspect a defective rf transistor if only local stations can be
heard in the FM or AM band. Check for a defective i-f stage when
both AM and FM stations are very weak (Fig. 8-11). Both signals
may be weak with one IC circuit in the i-f stages. In the AM sec
tion with only one transistor converter stage, suspect a broken
antenna coil or terminal connection with only weak local stations.
Take voltage and transistor tests after isolating the defective stage.
Only one FM local station could be heard in a K-Mart model
S8145. With the test probe in the output terminal of Q101 you could
hear several FM stations (Fig. 8-12). Voltage measurements found
only 1.8 V on the output terminal of 2SK41 FET transistor. A re
sistance measurement between the output terminal and ground was
46.6 ohms. Replacing the leaky FET rf transistor solved the weak
FM reception.
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Fig. 8-11. Suspect an open or leaky rf transistor or FET when only local sta
tions may be heard upon either the AM or FM band. Check for a leaky or open
i-f transistor if both AM and FM stations appear weak.

Two local FM stations were heard in an Admiral 20A9A
chassis. The AM section was normal. The FM stereo light (D5001)
stayed on all the time. Voltages on Z301 were way off. MC-1309
was replaced because the stereo light was on all the time. The light
began to work properly and FM stations were heard all over the
band.
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Fig. 8-12. Make accurate voltage and resistance measurements on the rf FM
or AM transistor for weak reception. Replacing a leaky rf FET in a K-Mart model
S8145 solved the "only one FM station” reception.
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VERY WEAK AM OR FM RECEPTION

Suspect a broken antenna coil, poor coil connections or weak
rf transistor with very weak AM reception. Inspect the antenna
core for breakage. Check the coil winding continuity with the lowohm range of the DMM. Test the suspected rf AM transistor with
voltage and transistor tests on the DMM.
If local AM stations can be tuned in on both ends of the dial,
check the antenna coil alignment. Inspect the antenna coil for the
proper spot on the core assembly. If the antenna coil is loose on
the ferrite core, slide the coil slowly until the stations come in the
loudest around the center of the radio band. Touch up the rf trim
mer on the large tuning capacitor. Cement the coil in place.
Prod around the AM section of the pc board with a local sta
tion timed in. A plastic or wood dowell is the ideal tool. Poor board
connections or a defective component may let the stations boom
in. Sometimes, a poor internal transistor connection will act up.
Inspect the board for a broken section around the large tuning ca
pacitor.
The AM stations were very weak with normal FM reception
in a Magnavox i-f M054 AM-FM radio. Rf transistor (2SC184) was
tested with the DMM (Fig. 8-13). All voltages were fairly accurate.
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Fig. 8-13. The AM stations were very weak with normal FM reception in a
Magnavox i-f M054 radio. A resistance measurement at the base terminal of
the AM rf transistor 2SC184 located a shorted bypass electrolytic capacitor
to ground.
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Fig. 8-14. Even connecting the outside FM antenna did not **®lp the FMreception of a Sharp SK150 model. Accurate voltage measurements of Q101 mdicateo
a leaky rf FET transistor (2SK49H).

A resistance check from base to chassis ground showed a direct
short. The rf transistor was removed from the circuit and tested
okay. The base terminal was still shorted to ground. Replacing a
leaky 2 /*F capacitor from the AVC line to chassis, solved the weak
AM reception.
Very weak FM reception may be caused by a defective rf or
FET transistor, leaky FM IC, and poor antenna connections. Con
nect the FM antenna and notice if more stations can now be tuned.
Check the voltage on the rf transistor. Test the rf transistor with
the diode-transistor test of the DMM. Replace the suspected FET
transistor if in doubt about correct indications.
Only one local FM station could be heard with a Sharp SKI50
model. With the FM antenna connected, two local stations could
be heard. Improper voltages on the rf transistor (2SK49H) indicated
a defective FET transistor (Fig. 8-14). Q101 tested open in the cir
cuit with the DMM. The FM stations could be heard all over the
band by replacing Q101 with a transistor having the exact FET
part number.
INTERMITTENT AM OR FM

Try to isolate the intermittent stages before taking voltage
measurements. Check the i-f stages if both AM and FM are inter
mittent. Notice if the AM stations are very weak before the inter
mittent condition occurs. Do the FM stations fade out with only
one local station or do all stations disappear? Check for a loud
rushing noise with no stations tuned in on the FM band. Intermit169
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tent transistors may be located with coolant and heat applied to
each transistor.
Intermittent reception may be caused by poor board connec
tions. In a Sanyo DXT 5240 model, the FM station would cut up
and down by pressing on the chassis. Several components were
moved to try and locate the intermittent section. A poorly soldered
connection was found at the emitter terminal of Q04 (Fig. 8-15).
Higher than normal voltage was found at the collector terminal and
no voltage at the emitter terminal when in the intermittent con
dition.
The FM reception was erratic with no AM stations in a General
Electric C-5140 model. All voltages were checked in the common
i-f stages. Improper voltages were found on the 1st AM i-f amp
and 2nd FM i-f amp (Q4) (Fig. 8-16). The forward bias voltage be
tween emitter and base terminal was 3.86 volts. A leaky Q4 tran
sistor was replaced with a GE-21 universal replacement.
Suspect a component getting warm, intermittent transistor or
improper voltage source when the FM reception fades out after
operating for several minutes. Only a low hissing noise could be
heard in a J.C. Penney model 683-3233 after ten minutes of opera
tion. The AM band was normal with no FM reception. Replace the
FM oscillator (Q103) and D101 with original replacement parts for
FM fading in this model (Fig. 8-17). CT3, a small padding capaci-
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Fig. 8-15. Intermittent reception may be caused by poor board connections.
A poorly soldered emitter terminal of Q04 in a Sanyo model DXT 5240 caused
the intermittent FM reception.
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tor across the FM tuning capacitor has been replaced in several
chassis for erratic FM operation.
FUNNY FM NOISES

Motorboating, whistling and microphonic noises may be caused
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Fig. 8-17. The oscillator transistor Q103 was replaced in a J. C. Penney
683-3233 AM-FM-MPX receiver for FM fading. Also, suspect the Varicap diode
(D101) and CT3 padder capacitors in the same model for erratic FM reception.
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by defective transistors in the front-end of the FM receiver. Ex
cessive motorboating of the AM and a loud hum when station is
tuned in on the FM band may be caused by a decoupling or filter
capacitor. Shunt each filter capacitor by tacking the capacitor into
the circuit with the power off.
Suspect improper FM alignment when a whistling noise is
found while tuning in the FM station. This whistling noise appeared
on the low end of the FM band of a J.C. Penney 3338R model. Of
ten the whistling noise will drown out the FM hissing noise. Cor
rect adjustment of A17, found on the top side of the FM tuning
capacitor, solved the whistling noise (Fig. 8-18). A defective CT3
padder capacitor may cause excessive microphonic FM noise. Cor
rect FM stereo alignment should be made with FM test equipment
according to the manufacturer’s alignment procedures.
LOUD TUNING HUM

Tunable hum on local stations may be identified with an im
proper voltage source or poor connections of the tuning capacitor.
Check the common ground connections of the tuning capacitor (Fig.
8-19). Notice if a poorly soldered connection is found between the
rotor and chassis. Measure the resistance between the rotor and
ground with the low-scale of DMM. Clean the connection and
resolder with any type of a resistance measurement.
Loud or erratic FM and AM tuning hum may be caused by an
improper supply voltage to the front-end tuning stages. Check for
correct voltages on the rf, oscillator, and mixer transistors. A loud

Fig. 8-18. A loud whistling noise may be caused by improper adjustment
A17 in the FM antenna section of a J.C. Penney 3338R model. Adjust to
loud hissing noise on the FM band.
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Fig. 8-19. Tunable hum may be caused by poor ground connections on the
variable tuning capacitor. Measure the resistance between the rotor and chassis
ground. Check the ground for poorly soldered or broken board connections.

tuning hum was noticed on an RCA RC-2148A chassis (Fig. 8-20).
A leaky IC voltage regulator circuit applied 21.5 volts to the FM
and AM stages instead of 11.9 volts. In this chassis the FM tuning
is accomplished with a capacitance diode. Improper voltages on the
FM diode caused excessive hum on each station.
POOR STEREO RECEPTION

Very weak, noisy and garbled FM distortion may be caused
in the multiplex stereo section (Fig. 8-21). Isolate the poor stereo
reception to the FM stages. Notice if the hum and noise is found
with the AM stations. Does the stereo light stay on all the time
or tune in and out with the FM stereo station? Determine if one
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Fig. 8-20. A loud tunable hum was noticed in a RCA RC2148A chassis. A leaky
IC202 provided high tuning voltage to the FM varistor diode.
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Fig. 8-21. Check the stereo multiplex section for weak, noisy, and garbled FM
music. Notice if the stereo light comes on or stays on all the time.

IC component may be causing the entire stereo problem.
Very weak and noisy FM reception may be caused by a leaky
IC in the MPX section. Even the stereo light would stay on all the
time in an Admiral SK 121 model. Only two weak local FM sta
tions were heard with a loud frying noise. Improper voltages were
found on IC Z301 (Fig. 8-22). FM stations boomed in after the leaky
DS001
stereo indicator

R304
390 0

m

MC-1307 6
mpx
Z301
Fig. 8-22. The stereo light would stay on all the time in an Admiral SK 121
model. Only two local FM stations could be heard with a loud frying noise.
MPX IC Z301 was replaced with a GEIC-9 replacement.
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Fig. 8-23. Microphonic noises may be caused by transistors, loose connec
tions, and faulty components. A dirty VR201 control was cleaned up in a Sharp
SG1740 receiver removing the microphonic and garbled FM reception.

MPXIC Z301 was replaced with a universal GEIC-9 replacement.
When the receiver cabinet was bumped, a loud microphonic
noise with garbled FM music was heard in a Sharp SC 174U model.
Even on local FM stations the music was garbled with weak vol
ume. Sometimes the music would pop in an out with normal recep
tion. Each time VR201 was touched with a plastic probe, the
receiver would act up (Fig. 8-23). The 1 k control was cleaned with
cleaning fluid and that solved the microphonic stereo noise. Replace
these small controls if the wiper blade is loose or broken.
FM stereo MPX alignment should only be made with correct
test equipment. Carefully, follow the manufacturer’s alignment pro
cedures. Most FM alignment coils and capacitors do not get out
of alignment by themselves. Do not try to improve the FM stereo
reception by simply turning the small padder capacitor or adjusting
the cores in the MPX coil circuits. First, isolate the FM stereo prob
lem. Take accurate voltage measurements on the transistor and
IC circuits within the MPX section. Then, replace the defective
component. Take the stereo chassis to a TV technician with FM
stereo alignment equipment for accurate FM alignment.
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Chapter 9

Seventeen Quick
Stereo Amp Tests
The audio section is the heart of practically all electronic enter
tainment equipment. Often, the audio stages may become dead, con
tain a distorted channel, have a weak stereo channel, or have
objectionable frying noises. Most electronic problems occur in the
audio stages rather than any other section of the commercial enter
tainment components (Fig. 9-1).
A defective audio stage may be located by isolation techniques,
critical voltage and resistance measurements, and accurate tran
sistor tests with the DMM. The separate audio amplifier comes
in handy for locating weak or distorted stages. Excessive distor
tion may be located with the scope. Several homemade devices may
be constructed to quickly locate the noisy component. Instructions
on how to locate and service the various sound problems are found
in this chapter.
KEEPS BLOWING FUSES

The amplifier section may contain one ac and two speaker
fuses. In the larger amplifiers you may find a total of five fuses.
Check for an open fuse when the amplifier is entirely dead. The
fuse may be blown with an overloaded condition or a flash-overload
from a transistor stage. Speaker fuses may open when excessive
power is fed to them with shorted speakers or wires and internal
dc problems.
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Fig. 9-1. More electronic problems occur in the solid-state amplifier stages than
any other section of the AM-FM MPX receiver (courtesy Radio Shack).

Remember to replace all fuses with the type recommended by
the manufacturer. If the speaker fuse is too large, you may dam
age the woofer speaker. When a larger ac fuse is inserted, you may
destroy the power transformer with leaky or shorted power out
put transistors. The fuse is placed in the circuit for overall protec
tion of the amplifier.
Overloaded conditions in the power supply and audio output
stages cause most fuses to open. Leaky silicon diodes and capacitors
in the power supply cause a lot of fuse problems. Leaky and shorted
output transistors in the amplifier may cause the power fuse to blow
(Fig. 9-2). Removal of each circuit tied to the power supply with

Qwer

Fig. 9-2. Leaky and shorted audio-output transistors may cause the power fuse
to blow. When one channel is dead, check the speaker fuses.
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monitoring voltage of the DMM may solve the intermittent fuse
condition. A quick check of the audio-output transistor and power
supply may solve the blown fuse.
In a J.C. Penney’s MCS series, model 683-3207, the ac fuse
would open as power was applied. A quick diode test with the DMM
of the power supply indicated each silicon diode was normal. Often,
burned bias resistors or overheated marks on the output transistor
will indicate overloaded conditions. A quick transistor test of Q210
and Q212 showed a direct short between the emitter and collector
of each transistor. Replacing both output transistors solved the
overloaded fuse problem.
REPLACING BRIDGE RECTIFIERS

Many of the AM-FM-MPX and audio amplifier units have a
bridge rectifier component in the power transformer circuits, in
stead of separate diodes. Actually the bridge rectifier contains four
separate silicon diodes inside one sealed plastic part (Fig. 9-3). You
may find one or more leaky diodes in the bridge rectifier component.
Check any two legs of the bridge rectifier for shorted or leaky
conditions with the diode test of the DMM. A low reading may be
obtained in one direction and no measurement in the opposite direc
tion. Test each pair of terminals like any silicon diode. When a low
reading is noticed between any two legs, suspect a leaky diode.
Remove or unsolder the two leads and double-check for leakage.
The whole bridge rectifier must be replaced if even one diode
is found leaky. Before removing the rectifier component, check for
an input ac cycle marking with positive (+) and negative (-) marks
on the top of the component (Fig. 9-4). The new bridge component
= Small
sine wave

SW
B+

*

Fig. 9-3. The bridge rectifier contains four separate silicon diodes inside one
component. Check for correct polarity of each terminal lead.
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Ground

Fig. 9-4. Usually a positive and
negative terminal are marked on top
of the plastic bridge rectifier. Ac volt
age is applied to the opposite ter
minals.

Top view

must be replaced with one having the same polarity. If possible,
replace with the original part number or a universal replacement.
When the bridge rectifier is not handy or readily available, the
bridge rectifier circuit may be made up of individual 2.5-amp silicon
diodes. The selected 2.5-amp diode will take care of most power
supply requirements except in very large audio amplifiers with
3-amp diodes. Observe correct polarity and temporarily wrap the
ends together. Wind the leads close to the ends of each diode with
one long lead to solder into the pc board circuit. Double-check the
polarity of each diode. Remember the two cathode terminals (+)
of diodes go to the B + of the power supply with the two negative
terminals (-) to power supply ground. The remaining two terminals
are connected to the ac power-transformer leads.
DEAD: NO SOUND

After checking for open fuses, quickly measure the voltage on
the filter capacitor. Go directly to the power supply when no volt
age or low voltage is found. Check for leaky diodes with the diode
test of the DMM. Next, measure the ac voltage applied to the silicon
diodes. If no voltage is found at these points, suspect a defective
switch or power transformer.
Check for normal voltage on each power-output transistor.
Carefully inspect the bias resistors for burned or overheated con
ditions. Isolate the dead channel. Are both channels dead or only
one channel? Compare the voltage of all power-output transistors
with the normal channel. Now, quickly test each transistor with
the diode-transistor test of the DMM. When both output channels
are dead, suspect improper voltage from the power supply.
Suspect a leaky IC audio-output component when both chan
nels are dead. In some models, only one IC component contains
both output audio channel circuits (Fig. 9-5). Carefully measure all
voltages on the IC circuit and compare with those on the schematic.
Replace the defective audio IC that has improper voltages. Check
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and compare voltage measurements (if only one channel is dead)
with the normal channel.
BLOWN SPEAKER FUSES

A shorted or frozen speaker cone may quickly blow the speaker
fuse. Improper speaker wiring with bare or poor connections may
short out and overload the audio transistor resulting in a blown fuse.
High excessive volume or with the large amplifier turned wide open,
may not only open the speaker fuse, but damage the woofer speaker
as well. The fuse may be blown or speaker damaged when the vol
ume is accidentally turned wide open and the power switch turned
on. Shorted or leaky output transistors in directly-coupled speaker
circuits may blow the fuse or damage connected speakers.
Some speakers are fused and many are not. Expensive speaker
columns may be adequately protected with a fuse in each speaker
line. The speaker fuse should never be increased in amperage or
the old one covered with tinfoil for temporary use. When one chan
nel is dead, suspect an open speaker fuse. Most speaker fuses are
located inside the amplifier chassis.
Always check the speakers and wiring when the audio-output
transistors are shorted or blown out. An open or shorted speaker
cable may quickly damage the replaced transistor. Some sound
technicians will not guarantee the repair until they check the
speaker system. Improper wiring of several speakers may cause
the speaker fuse to blow.
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Fig. 9-5. One audio-output 1C may contain the output signal of both channels.
Carefully take voltage and resistance measurements on all terminals to deter
mine if the 1C is defective.
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Fig. 9-6. A low intermittent hum was heard in a Lloyd's model M620. The
decoupling capacitor (C87) had a broken internal connection.

A LOUD BUZZING SOUND

Several different hum or buzz sounds may be located in the
high-gain amplifier section. The arcing on/off switch may cause a
loud buzz or popping sound in the speakers when turned on. If the
buzzing sound is continuous, replace the internally arcing ac switch.
A loud popping noise may be caused by a poor or broken pc board
connection. Excessive hum in the speakers may be caused by driedup filter capacitors. If the speakers begin to hum after operating
for a few minutes, suspect burned bias resistors. A hum and pop
ping noise may be caused by a defective audio-output transistor.
Low level hum may be caused by a defective decoupling filter ca
pacitor.
A low level intermittent hum was noticed in a Lloyd’s AM-FMMPX model M620 receiver (Fig. 9-6). The low hum problem would
not occur until the receiver operated for several minutes. Sometimes
if the cabinet or chassis was bumped, the hum disappeared. While
moving components and prodding with an insulated tool on the pc
board, a defective decoupling capacitor was located (C87). Un
doubtedly, the filter capacitor had a broken internal lead, causing
the low level hum problem.
NO RIGHT CHANNEL

Either or both channels may be dead in the audio-amplifier
chassis. When one channel is dead, isolate the various components
on the pc board. In some chassis, the defective right channel com181

ponent may be mounted on the right side of the amplifier board.
Always, start at the output section and work towards the front of
the amplifier circuits.
First, check for a hum or rush test in the defective channel.
Rotate the balance control to the extreme defective right channel.
Turn the volume control up one-third rotation. Check for a low hum
in the right speaker. Notice when the volume control is rotated if
a scratching noise is heard in the speaker. Touch the middle ter
minal of the volume control with the small screwdriver blade and
listen for a loud hum in the speaker. Go directly to the output
speaker terminals and transistors when no hum is noticed.
The dead right channel may be quickly located with voltage
and resistance measurements with the DMM. The dead channel
may be located with a separate electrolytic capacitor and speaker
or with an external amplifier (Fig. 9-7). After locating the dead chan
nel on the pc board, signal trace the audio signal with the external
amplifier or with voltage and transistor tests.
Carefully inspect the transistors and bias resistors, because
most dead channel conditions are caused with output transistor and
corresponding components. Overheated bias resistors are easily
spotted with burned or open conditions. Check the pc board for
burned marks around overheated resistors and transistors (Fig. 9-8).
Notice if the heat sink or power-output transistors appear quite
warm.
When checking the output transistors for the defective chan
nel and the left channel has sound but no sound from the right chan
nel speakers, suspect a defective speaker coupling capacitor or
100
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Fig. 9-7. A small electrolytic capacitor, two test clip leads, and a speaker may
quickly locate the dead channel at the output transistor or IC. After locating
the dead channel, take voltage and resistance measurements of each transistor.
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Fig. 9-8. Overheated components on the pc board are easily noticed. Suspect
burned or open bias resistors and transistors with signs of overheated com
ponents.

earphone jack. With the capacitor-speaker clip, check on both sides
of the speaker coupling capacitor. Now check for sound going into
the earphone jack and coming out the terminal. Make sure the
sound is coming out of both channels of the earphone. Signal trace
the audio sound right to the speaker terminals.
The audio external amplifier is a handy instrument for locating
a dead, weak, or distorted stage in the audio amplifier. Start at the
speaker terminals and work towards the front of the amplifier
stages. Go from stage-to-stage and when the sound is heard, check
for a defective transistor or component. You can quickly locate a
leaky or open transistor, poor connection on the volume control,
poor pc board connections, and open coupling capacitors.
Obviously, in a J. C. Penney model 683-1762, two bias resistors
were excessively burned, indicating why the right channel was dead
(Fig. 9-9). The resistors began to smoke when the amplifier was
turned on. Q211 had a direct short. Both transistors were replaced.
The suspected bias resistors were checked while the transistors
were out of the circuit. Replacing both output transistors and emit
ter bias resistors solved the dead-smoking channel. Both transistors,
Q209 and Q211 were removed from the circuit for accurate tran
sistor tests.
All three output transistors were replaced in a dead left chan
nel of a Sylvania model 5XP415 BK (Fig. 9-10). The driver tran183
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Fig. 9-9. R221 and R223 were found burned in a J.C. Penney model 683-1762.
Both Q209 and Q211 were replaced along with the bias resistors.
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Fig. 9-10. Q1 and Q3 were found leaky in a Sylvania power output circuit model
5XP415 BK. Carefully test the correct resistance of R236 (10) and R232 (9.1
0) while the transistors are out of the circuit.
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sistor (Ql) was leaky with Q3, one of the power-output transistors.
Always, replace both power-output transistors when one is found
leaky or open. Bias resistors R236 and R232 were tested with the
transistor out of the circuit.
Be careful when installing the new power replacement tran
sistors. Make sure the piece of insulation is in place. Smear silicone
grease on both the transistor and heat sink. Do not tighten the
mounting screws too tight or you may damage the piece of insula
tion. Double-check each transistor for correct replacement and
mounting. Make sure the transistor terminals have a good clean
soldered connection. Clean out solder flux and possible overflow
of solder points between terminals (Fig. 9-11).
After installing the transistor, take a low-resistance test be
tween each terminal with the 200-ohm range of the DMM to pre
vent shortage. Make a resistance measurement of each transistor
terminal to chassis ground and compare these readings with the
normal channel on the higher resistance scale. All resistance
readings should be quite close. If there is a big difference in resis
tance measurements of corresponding terminals, you may have a
bad replacement, improper replacement, shorted soldered connec
tions, or a change in bias resistance. These resistance mea
surements may prevent damage to the new replacement transistors.

Fig. 9-11. After installing transistors or IC circuits, clean around and between
each terminal on the pc board. Check for a good soldered connection at each
terminal.
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Reoccurring transistor burnout may be caused by improper
replacements, insufficient heat sink, and excessive current. Always,
try to replace power-output transistors with the original re
placements. If not available, select a correct universal replacement.
Larger heat sinks may be installed to cool down the overheated
output transistors. You may find a larger heat sink kit provided
by the manufacturer.
Some transistors burn out due mainly to excessive idling cur
rent (a current going through the output transistors when there is
no signal to the main amplifier). The idling current must be reduced
so the transistors do not burn out. In many amplifiers the output
circuit may be adjusted with variable bias controls. Insert a cur
rent meter in series with the collector terminal of each output tran
sistor. Reduce the current 2 or 3 mills with the variable bias control
or adjust to the manufacturer’s correct bias adjustment spec
ifications.
WEAK LEFT CHANNEL

The weak channel may appear at any stage in the amplifier
section. Suspect the output transistors or power IC when distor
tion combines with a weak signal. Small electrolytic coupling and
bypass capacitors can produce a weak channel. A very weak signal
with a little distortion may be caused by a leaky or open transistor.
A change in bias and collector resistance may cause a weak signal.
The external amplifier is handy in signal tracing each stage for
a weak signal. Turn on the radio or tape section for a signal source.
Start at the first af transistor and proceed to the base terminal of
each transistor until the signal becomes weak. Compare the same
point of lost signal in the normal channel. Take voltage and tran
sistor measurements with the DMM to locate the defective com
ponent.
Very little volume was heard in the left channel of a Pioneer
model SK1500T amplifier. Voltage measurements on the driver
and output transistor (SC485) turned up the open base bias resistor
(5.6 k). Only 9.7 volts was found on the collector terminal of Q3
(Fig. 9-12). Replacement of the open 5.6 k resistor restored the weak
left channel.
The customer complained of a weak left channel and also the
left signal light was not as bright in a Soundesign 4485 model. In
this stereo unit two lights flash when music is played with the
brilliancy of the bulbs controlled by the volume of each channel.
The left bulb acted like a weak VU meter operation.
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Fig. 9-12. Low voltage was found on the collector terminal of Q3 of a Pioneer
SK 1500T model. Replacement of the open bias resistor (5.6 k) of Q1 solved
the low-volume left channel.

With the external audio amplifier the left channel was signal
traced with a stereo-8 cartridge operating. Capacitor C213 (4.7 fiF)
was found open between Qll and the volume control (Fig. 9-13).
Often, these small electrolytic capacitors cause very weak signals
in audio amplifiers when they go open or become leaky. Replace
with the same capacity observing correct polarity and working volt
age of the new replacement.
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Fig. 9-13. The left channel was weak in a Soundesign 4485 model. C213 (4.7
nF) was found open between the collector terminal and volume control.
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SLIGHTLY WEAK RIGHT CHANNEL

A channel that will not balance may have a slightly weak
signal compared to the good channel. This type of weak signal may
be rather difficult to locate. The best test method is to use a test
cartridge or cassette with a 1 kHz continuous audio signal and
scope. Go from base to base of each transistor stage and compare
the signal at these test points with the normal stage. The external
audio amp may be used to locate a slightly weak audio signal.
The slightly weak signal may be caused by small electrolytic
coupling capacitors of 1 fiF or less. Notice if the weaker signal has
a different tone than the normal channel. Several bass and treble
control capacitors have become leaky producing a lower signal.
Check for a grounded terminal of either the bass or treble controls.
When the volume cannot be turned down in the amplifier, suspect
a broken ground contact on the volume control.
The slightly weak right channel with a small amount of distor
tion was noted in a J. C. Penney’s 3270 model. The customer com
plained of poor balance with the right channel. The right channel
was signal traced with the outside audio amp. Input signals on ter
minals 4 and 5 were equal at the IC201 component (Fig. 9-14). Pin
1 of the right output terminal was slightly weak compared to pin
8 of the left channel.
Critical voltage measurements on the IC component were
greater than those of the left channel. Since the input signal was
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Fig. 9-14. A slightly weak right channel was found in a J. C. Penney 3207 model.
Improper voltage measurement with the DMM on pin 4 indicated a defective
IC201.
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normal on both channels and with improper voltage on the right
channel, IC201 was replaced. This 95285-3 IC component may be
replaced with the original or a universal RCA SK3924 or a
LM387AN.
SPEAKERS WON’T BALANCE

Although the audio sound may be adequate, a slightly weak
channel may not let the stereo channels balance. Disregard trying
to locate a defective component if the balance control is off only
one or two degrees. In some amplifiers with separate balance con
trols, simple rotate the control until both channels are balanced.
If the balance control is 5 or more degrees off, try to locate the
defective component in the weaker channel.
First, check the balance control for worn spots or erratic
behavior. Notice if the audio signal is lost at either far end of the
balance control. If so, clean up the dirty control. Replace the defec
tive control when it is erratic after clean up.
Check the speaker hookup for proper connections. Make sure
the speakers are plugged into the correct channel jacks. Improper
balance may be caused by a broken common ground connection
at the left and right speaker jack connections. The balance control
acts like a volume control instead of balancing both channels.
Improper balance or a slightly weak channel may be located
with a test cartridge or cassette with the scope as indicator. An
audio signal generator and external amp may be used to locate the
defective component. In a K-Mart SKC3420 model, the right chan
nel was weaker than the left and would not balance. A defective
coupling capacitor (C403) was located with signal tracing methods
(Fig. 9-15). Check the signal on both sides of a coupling capacitor.
Here the audio signal was slightly less at the balance control than
the left channel. A good spot to check for balanced signal is on both
sides of the balance control with the control at zero or near center
rotation.
Poor bass and slightly weaker volume was noticed in a
Soundesign model 4411. The right channel would not balance.
Replacing a leaky .022 bypass capacitor in the bass control circuit,
solved the balance problem (Fig. 9-16). The audio signal from the
stereo-8 cartridge was signal traced and when the loss of signal was
noted, this signal was compared to the right channel. Poor stereo
balance is usually caused by a slightly weakened component that
may occur in either stereo channel.
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Fig. 9-15. Improper balance was found in a K-Mart SKC3420 model. A defec
tive coupling capacitor (C403) was located by signal tracing methods.

INTERMITTENT RIGHT CHANNEL

Sometimes intermittent problems are very difficult to locate.
Transistors, IC components, coupling capacitors and loose board
connections cause most intermittent conditions. The intermittent
transistor or IC may be located with cool spray and a hot air blower.
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Fig. 9-16. When one channel will not balance, check the tone controls for com
plete operation. Replacing a .022 leaky capacitor solved the balance problem
in a Soundesign model 4411.
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Have music playing, then apply several coats of cool spray and
notice if the music cuts up or down. Now apply hot air from the
blower. Several coats of cold and hot air may make the defective
component cut up.
Intermittent audio may be caused by an erratic volume con
trol or poorly soldered connection of the control terminals (Fig.
9-17). Poor board connections or broken pc board wiring may pro
duce intermittent problems. Small parts touching one another may
cause an intermittent signal. Move small coupling capacitors and
components around on the board to turn up a defective component
or solder connection. Check for large blobs of solder on the pc wir
ing. Sometimes the component connecting wires just stick through
and may not have a good soldered bond.
In an Akai CR-80T model, the right channel was intermittent.
When the audio would cut down, a low noise could be heard. The
right channel was signal traced with the external audio amp with
normal signal into the IC output and very little at the output. The
STK-011 IC component was replaced with a universal SK3153.
An output IC was replaced in a Lloyd’s DD-9720 model with
a universal ECG812 component. After three minutes the intermit
tent sound problem had returned. With the external amp connected
to the IC input terminal and the right speaker connected, the small
components were probed with an insulated tool. When touched,
the 47 fiF capacitor connected to pin 8 and ground acted up. Replac-

Fig. 9-17. Intermittent audio may be caused by an erratic volume control. Check
the indicated components, any of which may produce intermittent reception.
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Often the meter is normal with a good continuity measurement.

ing the electrolytic bypass capacitor solved the intermittent audio
output.
NO VU METER MOVEMENT

The VU meter is a great indicator of music playing or when
recording with the cassette or stereo-8 tape deck. If the meters are
not functioning in either channel you can quickly isolate the defec
tive stage up to the take-off of the VU meters. Suspect a defective
meter when the music keeps playing with no movement of the meter
hand. The meter hand may be binding, there may be an open meter,
or no signal may be applied to the meter terminals.
Notice if the hand is stuck or rubbing against the back side of
the meter. The hand may be bent and will only go so high on the
meter movement. Check to see if the backboard of the meter is
warped. Some of these small meters with cardboard or plastic backs
may become warped, causing the meter hand to stick in one spot.
Check the meter winding with the low range of the DMM.
Often, the meter coil is good with a continuity measurement (Fig.
9-18). Replace the meter with an open winding or warped assembly.
Inspect the meter terminals and connections for loose connections.
With the external amp, check for audio signals at the high side ter
minal of the VU meter. Compare this signal with the normal chan
nel. Improper audio at the meter terminals may indicate a change
in resistance or defective coupling capacitors.
The left channel VU meter of a R. C. MacDonald 8 PSR-300
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V model, would flash up and down. The music was constant and
normal with both channels. But when the cabinet was jarred, the
meter hand would cut up and down. The bare meter wire connec
tions were too high and were shorting out against the metal piece.
The meter hand would drop to zero when shorted out. Simply
bending the meter wires down solved the problem.
The right channel VU meter was erratic in a J. C. Penney
853-2053 model. Both balance and volume was normal in both ster
eo channels. The meter pointer was binding against the meter face
plate. The meter may be repaired by removing it from the player,
taking the VU meter apart and bending the pointer out to clear the
face plate. Several of these VU meters were found to have the same
problem. Either remove and repair, or replace the meter movement.
DISTORTED LEFT CHANNEL

Distortion may come in many forms in the audio amplifier. Low
distortion may be caused by defective coupling capacitors, open
transistors, bias resistors, and diodes. Excessive distortion may be
the result of leaky or open output transistors and IC circuits. Very
weak volume with distortion may be caused by open driver and
leaky output transistors.
Use the scope or external amplifier to locate the distorted stage.
Go from the base to collector of each transistor. Check the input
and output signals of the IC circuit. Always, keep the volume low
on both amp and signal tracing instrument to locate the very lowlevel problem of distortion. Most excessive distortion problems are
found in the audio-output stages.
Replace both push-pull audio output transistors when one tran
sistor is found leaky or open. One transistor may be open and the
other leaky in excessively distorted and low volume cases. Check
the bias transistor and diodes with the transistors out of the cir
cuit. If a schematic is not handy, check with the correct bias
resistors of the normal channel.
If you have a complaint from the customer that the sound is
not clear, this may be due to crossover distortion. Crossover distor
tion is due to not enough idling current for output transistors. Check
the circuit and manual for variable current bias resistors. Readjust
the bias resistors for more current and less distortion. Always follow
the manufacturer’s adjustment procedures.
Low distortion was heard in the left speaker of a Soundesign,
4485 model. Both output transistors were replaced after Q22 was
found leaky (Fig. 9-19). Although most of the distortion was
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Fig. 9-19. Low distortion was heard in the left speaker of a Soundesign model
4485. Replacing Q22, D12, and D13 removed the distorted problem.

eliminated a very low distortion was heard with the volume cranked
up. Both emitter bias resistors were normal. The ends of each diode
was removed for testing since R359 (60 ft) was across the two
diodes. The diode test on the DMM was normal. D12 and D13 on
the 20-k scale showed a leakage of 2200 ohms and 3700 ohms,
respectively.
The right side was distorted with no volume in a Pilot, model
1500 (Fig. 9-20). Q212 was directly shorted. R220 (220 ft) was
burned with R224 (.5 ft) showing signs of overheating. Resistors
R220, R224, and R226 were replaced. Before replacing the two out
put transistors, the driver transistor (Q208) was tested for leakage.
Q208 and Q212 were leaky with Q214 testing normal. All three tran
sistors and resistors were replaced to eliminate the right channel
of distortion.
UNUSUAL DISTORTION

Unusual or low-level distortion noted after installing transistors
or IC circuits may be caused by poorly soldered connections. Check
for good soldered terminals on the pc board. Clean out between
each terminal to prevent points of solder from touching another
terminal. Make sure each contact is clean between IC terminals.
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Fig. 9-20. The right side was distorted with no volume in a Pilot model 1500.
Replacing leaky Q208 with both output transistors and R220 solved the distorted
right channel.

Low or improper voltage sources may produce some weak
distorted sounds. The volume was very low with some signs of
distortion on both channels in a Craig AM-FM-MPX stereo-8
player. The voltage measured on the output transistors was only
9.8 V (Fig. 9-21). Here, the supply voltage should be 24 volts. Ei
ther the output circuits were leaky or there were defects in the
power supply.
Because both channels were weak and distorted, the power
supply was suspected (which is common to both channels). At first,
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1000

Fig. 9-21. Accurate diode tests with the DMM indicated D3 and D4 were leaky.
The very low volume and distorted output stages resulted from a low-voltage
source (9.8 V).
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the filter capacitor was suspected and shunted with another. Diodes
D3 and D4 showed a leakage of 1.2 k-ohms. Both diodes were
removed for correct resistance tests. Replacing the leaky diodes
solved the low-volume and distorted amplifier section.
POP AND CRACKING SOUNDS

Sharp pops and cracking sounds are very disturbing in the
speakers. Suspect a defective power switch if the popping noise
appears when the switch is turned on and off. Try to clean the
switch contacts. If not, place a .22 fiF bypass capacitor across the
switch terminals (Fig. 9-22). Replace the defective switch if the
noise continues.
A worn or broken volume control may cause a cracking or
rushing noise when rotated. The volume may come on all at once.
Sometimes the noisy control may be cleaned with cleaning fluid.
All controls, including the function switch assembly, should be
cleaned and sprayed with cleaning fluid while the amp is out of the
cabinet. Replace the erratic or broken volume control, especially
when the volume cannot be turned down.
Check the audio-output transistor for a loud popping noise when
first turned on. Isolate the channel in which the popping noise oc
curs. Spray coolant on each output transistor. Often, each output
transistor must be replaced until the noisy one is located.
LOCATING NOISY COMPONENTS

Disturbing noise coming from the loudspeakers may be caused
by defective transistors, ICs, coupling and bypass capacitors, poor
board connections, and noisy resistors. A high gain hissing noise

T1

2 amp
fuse

Power
switch

«N>

its

♦
120 Vac

*

Fig. 9-22. Suspect a defective switch or try to clean the switch contacts when
a loud popping noise is heard when you turn the switch on. Bypass the switch
with a .22 nF 200 V bypass capacitor to eliminate some popping noise.
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Fig. 9-23. A probe tip, alligator clip lead, and a small 100 nf capacitor may
quickly help to locate the noisy stage. Isolate each stage by grounding out
the base signal with the capacitor and lead to chassis ground.

may be caused by a change of resistance in the base resistor. First,
isolate the noisy channel. Next, quickly locate the noisy component.
Noisy volume and tone controls are easily spotted, but transistors,
ICs, capacitors, and resistors may take a little longer to locate.
Lower the volume control to determine if the noise is ahead or
behind the control.
The noisy stage may be located with the external amp, going
from base to base of each transistor. Another method is to short
out the emitter and base terminal of each transistor. Each af and
driver transistor may be checked by this method, although it may
be a little risky in the directly-coupled audio-output stages. You
may quickly destroy a couple of output transistors. Try shorting
out the base terminal of each transistor with a small electrolytic
capacitor and clip leads to locate the noisy stage (Fig. 9-23).
To check the noisy audio output IC component, shunt the ca
pacitor to the input terminal and ground. Always discharge the ca
pacitor after each test. If the noise disappears, the noisy component
is ahead of the IC. Suspect a noisy IC when the noise continues
with the input terminal shunted. Interstage IC components may
be checked at both the output and input terminals with this method
to determine if the IC is noisy.
The left channel was noisy in a J. C. Penney model 3222.
Sometimes the frying noise was very loud and then cut down to
a low noise. The noise could still be heard with the volume control
completely off. Starting at the first pre-amp transistor after the vol
ume control, the capacitor shunt was applied between base and
ground. The noise disappeared when the base terminal was
grounded (Fig. 9-24). When another capacitor was shunted across
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Rg. 9-24. A noisy capacitor may be located with the capacitor gimmick test
clip to component and ground. If the capacitor is suspected shunt the gim
mick leads across the capacitor and the noise should disappear. Always
discharge the gimmick capacitor after each test.

C404, the noise disappeared. Replacing C404 (1 /*F-25 V) solved
the noisy left channel.
The noise would cut up and down in the left channel of a
Soundesign 4482 model. The noise was isolated only to the 8-track
tape player section. When several components were sprayed with
coolant, the noise would disappear. The noise would cease with the
capacitor shunt from the base of Q8 to ground. Replacing C51, C67,
R64
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and Q8 cured the noisy channel (Fig. 9-25). Check the components
in the audio amplifier for noisy reception (Fig. 9-26).
SPEAKERS OR AMP

Suspect defective speakers or speaker wiring after the repaired
amplifier or component has been returned to the customer and it
is brought back with the same output transistor damaged. It’s best
to have the customer bring in the speakers with the defective amp.
The speaker wiring and speakers may be checked for shorted con
nections and defective speakers. Some service technicians will not
guarantee amplifier repairs without inspecting the speakers.
The intermittent or distorted problem may be caused by the
connecting speakers. Switch the two speaker leads to determine
which channel or set of speakers are defective. The trouble is in
the amplifier if only one channel is defective after switching
speakers. Check the defective speaker when switching speakers
shows that the channel is normal. Check each speaker with the low
range of the DMM for correct impedance.
BLOWN PARTS

Why do certain components blow up (Fig. 9-27)? Sometimes,
A - Drivelransistors
B - Filter capacitors

Fig. 9-26. Check the indicated components in the audio section for noisy
reception.
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Fig. 9-27. Here, a 470 nF filter capacitor blew up in a Pioneer H-2001 model.
Notice how the tinfoil and paper are twisted.
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Fig. 9-28. Check other defective components when a blown-up capacitor is
found in the amplifier section. Here, in a J. C. Penney MCS series 3233, R522
was badly charred.
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electrolytic capacitors blow up when gas becomes built-up inside
the metal enclosure. Most capacitors will become warm and open
up when the working voltage is lower than the actual voltage found
in the circuit. Improper polarity may cause an electrolytic capaci
tor replacement to blow up in your face. Always, choose a capaci
tor with higher working voltage and observe the correct polarity.
Check for burned or defective components around the blownup component. In a J. C. Penney MCS series model 3233, a 47 pF
capacitor was blown into little pieces (Fig. 9-28). After cleaning out
all the foil and little pieces, a close inspection revealed R522 was
badly charred. C522 was replaced with a 47-jiF 50-volt capacitor.
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Chapter 10

Twenty-Two Rapid
8-Track Stereo Checks
The 8-track stereo tape player may be found in the console and
compact AM-FM MPX receivers. A separate 8-track player may
be plugged into the amplifier or combination phono player, while
several varieties of 8-track players are found in the automobiles.
Many of these units were designed to record from the radio,
phonograph and other tape players besides playing the recorded
tape (Fig. 10-1).
Servicing the 8-track player and preamplifier circuits are rapidly
made with the DMM. Critical resistance measurements of the motor
and tape heads are made with the low-ohm scale. Correct voltage
measurements can be made within seconds. The diode transistor
test of the DMM quickly determines if the small transistors and
diodes are defective.
DEAD: NOTHING WORKS

A dead 8-track player may be caused by a defective cartridge
switch, power supply, or improper voltages. Determine if the
8-track motor is rotating. Notice if all other functions of the 8-track
player/receiver are functioning. Hold the cartridge switch closed
with the eraser end of a pencil and pass the end of a screwdriver
blade across the tape head. If a thumping noise is heard in the
speakers, you may assume the amplifier circuits are normal.
Suspect a dirty or broken cartridge switch if the motor is not
rotating. Check for voltage on both sides of the cartridge switch
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Fig. 10-1. AM-FM MPX receiver with an 8-track tape player.

(Fig. 10-2). A continuity measurement across the closed switch ter
minals indicates proper contact. Clean the switch contacts with
alcohol or a piece of stiff cardboard. Move the cardboard back and
forth while holding the switch contacts together.
No voltage found at the cartridge switch may be caused by im
proper voltage switching of the AM-FM MPX chassis function
switch. Check the power supply circuits with the separate stereo
8-track player. Take resistance measurements on the primary
winding of the power transformer. Check each diode with the diode
test of the DMM. Go directly to the motor circuits if the amplifier
section is normal with no tape rotation.
DEAD: NO TAPE ROTATION

Insert a stereo cartridge and listen for the rotating motor.
Suspect the motor belt is off or very loose on the capstan flywheel
when the motor is rotating without tape rotation. Check for a fro
zen capstan or excess tape wrapped around the capstan, causing
the belt to slip inside the motor pulley. Locate the motor connec
tions and measure the applied voltage (Fig. 10-3). No voltage on
the motor terminals may be caused by an open diode or voltage
isolation resistor in series with the motor and power source.
In a J.C. Penney AM-FM-MPX 8-track stereo player receiver,
the amplifier circuits were normal without tape rotation. A quick
203

Fig. 10-2. Check the voltage at both sides of the cartridge switch. Take resis
tance continuity reading across the switch with the power off to check the switch
contacts.
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Fig. 10-3. Measure the voltage across the motor terminals. Be careful, some
motors may operate directly from the power line.
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Fig. 10*4. R205 appeared burned in a J.C. Penney 8-track player. Replacing
the 8-ohm resistor restored the normal motor rotation.

spin of the flywheel indicated the belt and flywheel assembly were
normal. No voltage was found on the motor terminals. R205 ap
peared burned and was open (Fig. 10-4). The 8-ohm resistor was
replaced and normal motor rotation was restored.
You may find a motor regulator circuit in larger stereo units.
A defective motor circuit was found in a J.C. Penney model 1761
AM-FM MPX tape deck (Fig. 10-5). The tape player would not
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Fig. 10-5. The motor in a J.C. Penney model 1761 would only rotate when the
program switch was held in. Replacement of transistor Q901 of the motor control
circuit solved the unusual motor problem.
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operate when a cartridge was inserted, except that the motor would
rotate with the program switch pushed in and held in that position.
Q901 was found leaky with the diode-transistor test of the DMM.
The transistor was replaced with a universal SK3025. Always
measure for correct voltage at the motor terminals. Check for a
defective motor control circuit or voltage isolation resistor with no
voltage at the motor terminals.
With higher or correct voltage measurement at the motor ter
minals, suspect an open motor. Be careful when measuring volt
age on the motor terminals. Most of the smaller motors are dc
operated while large field-coiled motors are ac operated. Usually,
the ac motor is found in separate tape-deck models. Measure the
resistance or continuity of the motor winding. Replace the motor
with an open winding. See Table 10-1.
CLEAN-UP TIME

Clean and lubricate the tape deck before tearing too far into
the circuits of the stereo-8 tape player. Excessive oxide packed on
the tape head may cause distortion and weak volume. No left or
right channel recording may be caused by the tape-head gap being
packed with oxide. Intermittent automatic program change may
be the result of tape oxide on the switch area. You may find foreign
objects inside the cartridge area or excessive tape wrapped around
the capstan while cleaning the tape head.
Abnormal speed problems are caused by a dirty or dry capstan
(Fig. 10-6). Remove the capstan/flywheel assembly for a good clean
up. Most flywheels are held in place by a “C” washer or set screw.
Clean off the old grease around capstan drive area with alcohol and
Table 10-1. Here Are Several Resistance Readings
of Motors Found in the Various Stereo-8 Tape Decks.
Name

Model

Resistance

Craig
Lloyds
Morse Electrophonic
Pioneer
Soundesign

3304
3G16
947
H2001
6438

1.3
13.5
32.8
25.3
14.9

ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

Here are several resistance measurements of motors found in the
various stereo-8 tape players. Although each motor may vary from
20 to 30 ohms each way, you can still receive a good continuity
check.
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Capstan-flywheel

Fig. 10-6. A dry or dirty capstan bearing may cause abnormal speed problems.
Remove the flywheel for a good clean-up and lubrication job.

a clean cloth. Inspect the drive area for rough spots or a shiny sur
face. Replace the scored capstan/flywheel after all other slow speed
problems are completed.
Clean out the bearing holes with a cleaning stick and alcohol.
Be sure and remove all the old grease packed down inside these
bearings. Before replacing the flywheel, apply light oil or grease
only at the bearing areas. Just a dab will do. Excessive lubrication
may drip or wear down into the tape area, causing erratic tape mo
tion. Rotate the flywheel by hand while wiping off the capstan drive
area with a cleaning stick or cloth.
SLOW SPEEDS

Slow speeds may be caused by a loose belt, oil on the belt or
drive area, or a dry capstan bearing (Fig. 10-7). First, clean off the
belt with alcohol and cloth. Hold the flywheel while the motor is
rotating. Replace the belt if the motor pulley rotates inside the belt
area. Select a correct size belt, but be careful not to get one too
tight as the small belt may place too much pressure on the capstan
and motor bearings. The results are slow speeds.
Clean off the motor pulley before replacing the belt. Signs of
the belt slippage on the motor pulley may be particles of rubber
left on the pulley area. Clean off the motor pulley with alcohol and
a cloth. Check where the belt rides on the flywheel area. The motor
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Fig. 10-7. Slow speeds may be caused by a loose belt, oil on the belt and drive
area, and a dry capstan bearing. Clean off all surfaces with alcohol and a cloth.

pulley may be out of line, letting the belt ride on one edge of the
drive area. Realign the motor pulley with the capstan/flywheel drive
area.
If the tape slows down after operating for awhile, suspect dry
capstan bearings, loose belt, or a defective motor. The capstan/fly
wheel assembly must be removed to get at the dry bearings. Spin
the flywheel around with the belt off. A well lubricated flywheel
should spin freely. Replace the defective motor if the tape slows
down after clean-up.
INTERMITTENT TAPE OPERATION

Intermittent tape operation may be caused by a dirty cartridge,
switch, defective motor, dry capstan bearings, or poor motor con
nections. Clip the 20 Vdc DMM leads across the motor terminals
(Fig. 10-8). Now, monitor the voltage while the tape player is in
operation. If there is a change in voltage, suspect a dirty cartridge
switch or poor wiring connections. Check for a burned resistor in
series with the motor leads.
Suspect a dry bearing or a defective motor when the intermit
tent tape operation occurs with normal voltage at the motor ter208
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Fig. 10-8. Monitor the voltage across the motor leads with the 20 Vdc scale
of the DMM. Suspect a dirty cartridge switch or poor wiring connections if a
change in voltage is noted.

minals. Tap the end belt of the motor and notice if the speed
changes. Replace the defective motor if the speed returns to nor
mal. Clean out the capstan/flywheel bearings after determining the
motor is operating at correct speed with adequate supply voltage.
TAPE MOTOR RUNS ALL THE TIME

A low rotating noise is heard with the tape player turned off.
This condition has occurred many times with a defective cartridge
switch (Fig. 10-9). Either the switch contacts are bent together or

Fig. 10-9. Check the contact of the cartridge switch when the motor runs all
the time. The two contacts may be bent together applying voltage to the motor.
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broken and touching on the body area of the switch assembly. Check
for bent contacts.
Inspect the switch blade areas. Make certain that the switch
contacts are only made when the cartridge is inserted. Bend the
thin brass or copper blades in line. Clean off the switch contacts.
If the plastic body holding the two switch blades together is bro
ken, try to repair the switch assembly. Stick the broken pieces back
together and apply a coat of five minute epoxy cement over the
body assembly. Recheck the switch contacts after repair.
RUNS TOO FAST

The tape player may rotate very fast with a defective motor,
improper riding of motor belt or with excessive tape on the capstan
drive area. First, remove the excessive tape and check the belt
before tackling the motor problem. Check the capstan area for
several rounds of tape wrapped tightly around the capstan. The
tape may be removed with a pair of longnose pliers. Clean off the
capstan with alcohol and a cleaning stick after removing the tape.
Notice if the belt is riding high on the flange area of the motor
pulley. The motor belt may be too large or the motor pulley may
be out of line with the flywheel drive area. Most motor pulleys have
a small setscrew so the pulley can be raised or lowered. After cor
rect alignment, apply a dab of cement over the small setscrew so
the screw will not become loose. Check the flywheel for correct
position on the capstan post. Sometimes the flywheel will work
downward after several years of operation.
A defective motor may speed up, operate normally, or drop
down in speed. After clean up, lightly tap the end of the motor and
notice if the speed returns to normal. The motor may not speed
up again for sometime no matter how hard the end is tapped.
Always, replace the defective motor.

WILL NOT CHANGE CHANNELS
Listen for a relay noise while pushing the channel change but
ton. Notice if the tape is rotating. On some models the flywheel
must be turning before switching channels. Listen for a frying noise
in the speakers when the manual button is pressed. Place a
screwdriver blade against the automatic switch assembly while
holding the cartridge switch with the end of a pencil. Each time
the blade contact is made, the relay should energize and change
programs.
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Fig. 10-10. Clip the 20-volt dc range of the DMM across the solenoid terminals.
Check for a dc voltage at the terminal with a clip across the manual program
switch.

Momentarily clip a test lead across the manual program switch
with the DMM on the 20-volt dc scale clipped across the solenoid
terminal (Fig. 10-10). Check for a dc voltage at the solenoid ter
minals with the clip in place. Inspect the wiring connection if there
is no voltage. If dc voltage is present, suspect a defective or open
relay. Disconnect one terminal wire of the solenoid and measure
the resistance across the winding (Fig. 10-11). Replace the solenoid
with an open or burned winding.
Suspect a dirty or worn manual program switch when a loud
frying noise is heard in the speaker. Clean the switch terminals with

Fig. 10-11. Measure the resistance across the solenoid winding to see if it is
open. Disconnect one terminal lead for accurate measurement.
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cleaning fluid. Replace them if they cannot be repaired. Suspect
a leaky diode across the solenoid winding if the fuse blows in the
player when the program or automatic switch is closed. Replace
with a regular 2.5-amp silicon diode.
INTERMITTENT PROGRAM CHANGE

Clean both manual and automatic program switches if the pro
gram change switch is intermittent. When the program jumps one
or two channels, suspect excess oxide packed on the automatic pro
gram switch. Notice if both switch contacts are in line to strike the
oncoming switching contact of the tape.
A defective channel-change mechanism may slide across a trip
ping cam on the bottom of the capstan drive assembly. Check the
tripping lever to see if it trips each time the point strikes the tripp
ing cam on the rotating capstan assembly (Fig. 10-12). If not, bend
the point outward towards the tripping assembly. Double-check the
tripping action with the manual program switch.
In older models with a plunger-type solenoid, notice if the
plunger goes completely in, changing the channel switch. The
overheated solenoid winding may prevent the plunger from seating
properly. Dry or worn levers may cause intermittent program
change. Determine if the mechanism is jammed. Move the plunger
in and out by hand.

Solenoid

Trip point

Fig. 10-12. Notice if the point of the tripping cam is striking the rotating capstan
assembly. If not, bend the point outward so when the solenoid is energized,
the lever will trip the capstan assembly.
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Fig. 10-13. Locate the head-height screw for correct head adjustment. Often,
the adjustment screw is located on the tape head assembly or at the rear of
the assembly.

STAYS ON CHANNEL 4

The program change assembly will manually switch from chan
nel to channel except on program 4. Because the last channel (4)
places the tape head at the bottom, improper head-height adjust
ment places extra pressure on the program mechanism and the pro
gram will not switch programs. Usually, this occurs after someone
has attempted to adjust cross talk without any instruments except
the screwdriver.
Rotate the program change mechanism through the entire pro
gram and notice if binding occurs with program 4. Now, adjust the
height screw so the head will rise upward from the bottom of the
tape cartridge surface. Double-check each program change with
the manual switch. Set correct tape-height adjustments of each
channel. Make sure the program changes without any problems.
Correct tape-head adjustment should be made with a test car
tridge and scope, especially with quad-8 tape players. Locate the
head-height screw (Fig. 10-13) often found on or at the rear end
of the tape head assembly. The height screw raises and lowers the
tape head while the azimuth adjustment levels the tape head. Tape213

head adjustment should only be made when two programs are heard
at once.
Connect the scope to the left-hand speaker terminals of the
player or to the left output terminal of any tape player. Insert a
test cartridge and select the correct head-height adjustment pro
gram. Start at program one and touch up for the maximum signal
of program 1.
In some test cartridges a minimum signal is noted for correct
head adjustment of quad-8 tape players. Follow the manufacturer’s
adjustment procedure. Unless someone has tried to adjust the headheight adjustment, only a small twist of the adjustment screw is
needed. Double-check each program for cross talk and proper chan
nel change.
CHANNEL LIGHT STAYS ON

Often when one or two separate program lights are out, suspect
a defective bulb. If no program lights are noted, check for voltage
on the rotating channel light switch. Clean off the switch with clean
ing spray. A worn or bent channel light switch may cause only a
few lights to come on. Check for a loose switch screw holding the
switch assembly together. Suspect a defective channel-change
switch assembly when one light stays on without switching.
An unusual program light problem occurred in a Soundesign
44698 model with two defective program bulbs. Channel light 3
would not light up and was found open. But when the program
switch rotated to channel 2, the player would quit operating. No
voltage was measured on the pilot light number 2 and something
was getting warm. One lead from pilot light 2 was cut from the
circuit. Channel light 2 was shorted internally. Replacing both lights
2 and 3 solved the program light problem.
EATS TAPES

Check for a scored or dirty capstan when the player is accused
of eating tape. A dirty or sticky substance found on the capstan
drive area will pull the tape into and wrap around the capstan. Often,
if not found within a few seconds, the cartridge is ruined. A loosely
wound defective cartridge may pull tape.
Remove the excess tape wrapped around the capstan.
Sometimes the flywheel must be pulled out for a good cleanup.
Clean off with alcohol and a cleaning stick. Check for rough marks
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on the capstan. Replace the flywheel/capstan assembly if it is scored
or quite shiny on the tape drive surface.
TAPE HEAD CHECKS

A defective tape head may cause distortion or no tape pickup
on any channel of the stereo player. Intermittent playing or re
cording may be caused by a poor cable or faulty head connection
to the amplifier. Weak and distorted music may result from excess
oxide packed on the tape head. Clean the tape head with alcohol
and a cleaning stick before tearing into the amplifier circuits.
Suspect a cable lead off or open tape head when one channel
is dead in 8-track operation. You may hear a loud noise with the
volume wide open. Measure and compare both resistance readings
of the tape head (Fig. 10-14). These measurements may be within
a few ohms of one another. Remove both tape-head connections
of the defective channel if a very low resistance reading is found.
Check for an internal leakage to ground from each tape head ter
minal to the metal area of the tape head. Replace the tape head
with open or grounded windings.
Inspect the tape head for excessive worn marks when a weak
and tinny noise is heard on a certain channel. A loss of high fre
quency may be caused by a worn tape head. Usually, the sound
of the music becomes tinny and weak compared to the normal chan
nel. A weak sound may be caused by a dirty or a grounded tape
head. A resistance tape head chart of various stereo-8 tape players
is shown in Table 10-2.

Left Head

Right

head

1

a

x

t

Fig. 10-14. Measure and compare both tape head resistance readings with
the 2-k range of the DMM. These two readings should be within a few ohms
of each other.
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Table 10-2. A Comparable Resistance Head
Chart Is Given of Various Stereo 8-Track Tape Players.
Name

Model

Ohms

Capeheart
Morse Electrophonic
Sylvania
Morse Electrophonic
Arvin
Bradford
Truetone

A-108E
TR-7100
ET203
T820
80M66-14
B0420
TEW5255A-27

515
1000
520
515
475
485
710

A comparable resistance head chart is given of the various stereo
tape players. These resistances may vary from 400 to 1000 ohms.

DEAD LEFT CHANNEL

Several pre-amp stages are found in the separate stereo-8 tape
player or in many of the compact AM-FM-MPX receivers. The pre
amp stages are mounted right on the tape player or nearby. In larger
units you may find the first two stages after the tape head are
located on the main amplifier chassis. The first two or the pre-amp
stages are discussed in the next few paragraphs.
Pass the screwdriver blade across the tape head to determine
which channel is dead. Touch the blade to the ungrounded side of
the tape head with full volume and listen for a loud hum in the
speaker. Inspect the tape head for loose or broken connections. Go
directly to the pre-amp stages when the tape head appears normal.
Quickly, take a diode-transistor test of each transistor with the
DMM. Next, accurately measure the voltage on each transistor ter
minal. Compare these measurements with the schematic or the good
pre-amp channel. Often, a defective transistor may be located with
transistor and voltage tests (Fig. 10-15). Take resistance
measurements of transistor terminals and compare with the nor
mal channel. Check for a poor ground from the pc board to the
chassis and broken or cracked boards.
The left channel was dead in a Lloyd’s B651W model of the
tape player with all other functions normal. A separate audio
amplifier was used to signal-trace with a music cartridge inserted
in the player. The signal was located on the base terminal of Qll
with no signal on the collector terminal (Fig. 10-16). A quick diodetransistor test found Qll was open. The open transistor was
replaced with a universal SK3444 replacement.
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2SC539
^ To audio
driver

R77

13.4 V

Fig. 10-16. Transistor Q11 was open in a Lloyd’s B651W model tape player.
The signal was traced in the stereo amplifier with an external amplifier and
a recorded cartridge.

INTERMITTENT RIGHT CHANNEL

Most intermittent problems in the tape player are caused by
poor contacts, connections, and cracked boards. Check the re
cord/play switch for proper seating. Spray tuner or cleaning fluid
down into the switch area. Push the switch back and forth to clean
the contacts. Inspect the bottom switch terminals for poorly
soldered connections.
While the tape player is in operation, flex the cable from tape
head to amplifier pc board. Notice if the music is intermittent or
noisy. A poor shield or the shield biting into the insulation may cause
intermittent music. Check the tape head for broken connections.
(Fig. 10-17). With an insulated tool, push around on the head con
nections. Sometimes a broken connection is found inside the tape
head. A loose mounting screw on the tape head may cause inter
mittent music.
Flex the pre-amp circuit board for possible cracked or poorly
soldered connections. With the low-ohm scale, check all common
ground terminals with the metal chassis of the receiver. Any resis
tance reading indicates a poor grounding system. Repair the
cracked wiring with regular solid hookup wire.
Spray intermittent transistors and components with cold spray.
Do this while the music is playing. Apply several coats on each com
ponent before going to the next one. Heat may be applied over each
component with a hair dryer. A soldering iron tip along side the
suspect transistor may show up a defective transistor.
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Tape

head
cables

Fig. 10-17. Check the tape head for broken connections. Flex the tape head
cable with the player operating to check for noisy conditions.

MOTORBOATING NOISES

Motorboating usually occurs in the high-gain input stages of
audio-amplifier circuits. Check for a dirty record/play switch. Notice
if the switch is not seated properly. The switch assembly may be
hung up internally or with the record/switch lever. Work cleaning
fluid and silicone oil down into the switch until the contacts seat
properly (Fig. 10-18).

Fig. 10-18. Motorboating noises may be caused by a dirty record/play switch.
Spray cleaning fluid down in the switch areas.
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Some audio-output transistors and ICs have a tendency to
motorboat. These units must be replaced because voltage and re
sistance measurements are not effective. Before removing the
power IC circuit, inspect for grounded shields over the component.
Check for a correct ground between shield, IC, and chassis with
the low-ohm scale of the DMM.
Poor capacitor filtering in the decoupling and filter supply cir
cuits may cause motorboating. Start with the decoupling electrolytic
capacitor and shunt a good known capacitor across each one. In
transistor circuits, clip the capacitor across the suspected one with
the power off. Sometimes shunting a charged up capacitor across
another one with the tape amp playing may destroy the transistor
or IC circuits.
WARBLING NOISES

A warbling sound may be produced with improper seating of
the record/play switch. Often this occurs after a recording. The
switch does not seat properly and the result is a warbling noise.
Clean the switch with spray-type cleaning tuner lube.
Excessive tape wrapped around the capstan may produce a
warbling sound. The tape is fed in an uneven manner creating the
warbling noise. Inspect the capstan for excess tape. Remove and
clean it with alcohol and a stick.
Improper seating of the cartridge against a shiny capstan drive
area may cause a warbling sound. The tape is pulled across the
tape head with uneven speeds. Check the cartridge tension spring.
Push in on the cartridge and notice the change in sound. Cut off
one or two rounds from the spring for greater tension. Apply silicone
rubber cement over each end of the spring to hold it in place.
NOISE ROTATION IN THE AMPLIFIER

Excessive noise in the amplifier circuits may be caused by a
defective tape motor. Remove the motor drive belt and notice if
the noise speeds up. If the noise stops when the motor shaft is
stopped with power applied to the motor, suspect a defective motor.
Check for a good ground between motor shell and chassis.
Check the small filter capacitor by clipping another one across
it (Fig. 10-19). Notice if the noise ceases when a large electrolytic
filter (500 /*F) or more is placed across the motor terminals. A very
noisy motor may arc internally and produce firing lines across the
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Fig. 10-19. Try to reduce the motor noise in the amplifier by shunting the small
capacitor of the motor. Replace the motor if internal arcing occurs inside the
motor.

TV screen if close by. Replace the defective motor under these
noisy conditions.
NO LEFT-CHANNEL RECORDING

No recording upon either channel may be caused by a defec
tive tape head and associated circuits. Suspect a defective mi
crophone or plugs when the unit records from the radio and not
with the microphone. Determine if the recording is on only one
channel. If the VU or recording meters are moving, you may assume
the amplifier circuits are normal.
Clean the tape head with alcohol and a cloth. A dirty tape head
may let one channel record and the other may be mushy or have
no recording. Check the tape head for worn areas. Usually, if the
tape head operates in the play mode you may assume the head is
normal. Suspect a dirty record/play switch or defective bias
oscillator circuit (Fig. 10-20).
Clean the record/play switch with cleaning fluid. Make sure
the switch assembly is pulled up in the record mode. Suspect a loose
spring or lever out of adjustment when the switch does not move
from playback mode. In some players the switch is pushed in to
record and in others the switch is pulled out to record.
In a Soundesign model 5928 the left channel was not recording,
but was normal with the right channel. The separate cassette player
would record and playback from the radio and microphone jacks.
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Fig. 10-20. A defective oscillator bias circuit may cause no recording of the
tape head. Intermittent recording may be caused by a dirty record/play switch.

No meter movement was noticed while recording on the left chan
nel. Voltage and resistance measurements on the pre-amp stage
of Q202 located an open voltage-supply resistor (Fig. 10-21).
INTERMITTENT RECORDING

Most intermittent recording problems are very difficult to
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R113
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locate. If the intermittent will stay off for some time, critical volt
age and resistance measurements can easily locate the defective
component. Before going too far, check for a good ground between
the filter capacitor, receiver, chassis, and the pre-amp recording
chassis. Less than .05-ohms should be noted from any one of these
chassis and common ground. Poor chassis grounds have accounted
for a lot of intermittent recording problems.
When in the intermittent condition notice if the previous re
cording is being erased. An intermittent bias circuit may cause in
termittent recording. Check for cross talk at this point. The erase
circuit may not remove the previous recording. It’s best to start
with a new or demagnetized cartridge when checking for intermit
tent or no-recording of the tape player. Check for a bias waveform
at the tape head connections with the scope. A dead or intermit
tent stage may be properly checked with the external amplifier.
A dirty or poorly seating record/play switch may cause inter
mittent recording in the tape player. Check for loose or dirty wiper
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Fig. 10-22. A poor ground connection caused intermittent recording in a J.C.
Penney model 3311 stereo-8 tape deck. The ac bias voltage may be monitored
with the scope.
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blades on bias adjustment controls. Slightly turn the control or push
around on the control with an insulated tool as the cartridge is re
cording. Proper bias adjustment should be made with correct test
cartridge and scope procedures.
In a J.C. Penney model 3311 stereo-8 tape deck, the player may
record for a half hour and then cut out. Cross talk was noted when
the player was not recording. A quick waveform check at the erase
head with the scope indicated no bias voltage (Fig. 10-22). While
checking the voltage on Q201, the player started to record. A poor
ground of the bias oscillator circuit caused the intermittent re
cording.
NO ERASE

Suspect a defective bias oscillator circuit when cross talk is
noted on the previous recording or the player will not record. Check
the bias voltage waveform on the erase head in the recording mode.
A dummy cartridge may be used for voltage and scope mea
surements. No waveform or an improper waveform may indicate
a defective oscillator circuit.
Test the bias transistor with the diode-transistor test of the
DMM. Take accurate voltage measurements on the oscillator tran
sistor. Measure the switched supply voltage to the bias oscillator
circuits. Make accurate resistance measurements of the oscillator
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Fig. 10-23. An open C844 (.012) bypass capacitor caused cross talk and hash
in each recording of a J.C. Penney 2500 model. Accurate voltage and resis
tance measurements were normal. Monitor the bias waveform at the erase tape
head with the scope.
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transformer and all resistors. If all voltages are normal, transistor
tests good, and resistance measurements are accurate, suspect a
small capacitor opening up in the oscillator circuits.
Intermittent erase and recording of the tape player may be quite
difficult to locate. In a J.C. Penney model 2500 the tape head would
not erase the previous recording (Fig. 10-23). Cross talk and ex
cessive noise resulted from improper erasing of the tape head. Both
transistors tested good. All voltages and resistance measurements
were normal. The erase head was monitored with the scope in the
record mode. Each capacitor was shunted with the same type ca
pacitor. When shunting electrolytic capacitors, turn off the power
before connecting them into the circuit. Small bypass capacitors
may be shunted or tacked in with the soldering iron across the
suspected one. Watch the scope monitor while subbing bypass
capacitors. When C844 (.012) was shunted, the scope showed the
correct bias waveform. Replacing C844 solved the no-bias-oscillator
erase problem.
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Chapter 11

Thirteen Speedy
Cassette-Player Tests
Servicing the cassette player is a snap with the accurate continuity
and ohmmeter tests made with the DMM. Quick recording and
playback transistor circuits are made with the diode-transistor tests.
Accurate voltage and resistance measurements of transistor cir
cuits may easily locate a defective component. The R/P and erase
heads may be checked for an open or a change of resistance. A
defective motor can quickly be located with the accurate voltage
and resistance measurements of the DMM.
The cassette player is found in large stereo cabinets, cassette
decks, auto cassette players, and various hand-held units (Fig. 11-1).
Some stereo cassette players are located in compact high-powered
portable players, you can take to the beach or just about anywhere.
The small cassette player is a versatile recorder used in business
and just for musical enjoyment. Most cassette tape players operate
in the same manner except when recording and playback problems
develop. Here are thirteen common cassette deck problems that
are quickly repaired with the small DMM.
DEAD: NO OPERATION

Besides mechanical problems, a dead cassette player may be
caused by improper voltage applied to the player. Check the bat
teries in small portable tape players. Poor battery connections may
prevent normal operation. Clean the battery contacts with a pocket
knife and cleaning fluid. Inspect the battery connections for torn
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min
Fig. 11-1. The cassette tape player may be found in a cassette tape deck, con
sole stereo, compact portable, and hand held units.

or loose wiring. Measure the battery voltage at the terminal lugs
(Fig. 11-2).
When the player does not operate from the power line, inspect
the power transformer and silicon-diode rectifiers. Check for the
correct voltage at the on/off switch. Often, the primary winding
of the power transformer opens up with an overloaded condition.
With external power units, check for a break at the ac plug or where

Fig. 11-2. For no operation, inspect the battery terminals. Take voltage measure
ment with the DMM at the battery terminal lugs.
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the female plug inserts into the body of the tape player. Remember,
this dc voltage is polarized and must be connected in the proper
manner.
Most dead conditions are caused by a dirty play switch. When
the play switch is engaged, the on/off switch supplies voltage to
the small dc motor. Take voltage measurements on both sides of
the switch. Usually, the play switch is a leaf type and when the
contacts are closed you should measure voltage on both sides of
the switch (Fig. 11-3). If not, clean up the switch contacts with clean
ing fluid. Slide a piece of cardboard between the two contact points,
hold the leaf switch together and slide the cardboard back and forth
to clean the small contacts.
NO MOTOR ROTATION

Listen for the rotating motor with the function switch in the
play position. If the motor is operating, suspect the belt is off or
may be too large when the capstan does not rotate. Measure the
dc voltage at the small motor terminals (Fig. 11-4). No voltage at
this point may indicate improper voltage or a dirty play switch.
Remove the small motor drive belt. Rotate the motor by hand.
If the motor begins to run, suspect a defective motor. The motor
may start to operate when the sides of the motor shell are tapped
with a screwdriver. Remove and replace the defective motor. Re-
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Fig. 11-3. Check the on/off switch with voltage or resistance measurements.
The same voltage may be found on each switch terminal with normal switch
contacts.
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Fig. 11-4. Check the dc voltage across the motor terminals when the motor
does not rotate. Replace the defective motor when correct voltage is found
at the terminals.

place the motor if the correct voltage is measured at the motor ter
minals.
Suspect mechanical problems if the motor and belt are rotating
without tape motion. Notice if the pressure roller is engaging the
tape and capstan drive assembly. Excessive tape wrapped around
the capstan drive shaft may prevent tape motion. Doublecheck to
see if the pause control is off. The pressure roller assembly is
disengaged when the pause lever is down (Fig. 11-5).
Replace the defective motor with an exact replacement. Deter
mine if the price of a new motor warrants the cost of repairing the
Motor SW
S12

Pause SW
S12

♦
Dc voltage
source

+
C519 _
220

0

Cassette
motor

♦
m
Fig. 11-5. The pressure roller assembly is disengaged when the pause lever
is down. In some cassette decks the pause lever consists of a switch turning
off the motor.
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smaller tape player. If a universal replacement motor is handy,
make sure the correct direction of rotation, speed, and voltage is
the same as the old one. A counter clockwise motor (CCW) will
not replace a clockwise rotation (CW) motor. Physical size is the
most important problem when installing a universal replacement
motor.
INTERMITTENT SPEED

Intermittent speed may be caused by a defective drive belt, oil
on the belt and pulleys, dry capstan bearings, or a defective motor.
Hold the capstan flywheel with the motor rotating to determine if
the belt is too large or is slipping around the motor pulley. The
motor should not rotate when the capstan is stopped. A worn or
cracked belt should be replaced. Because greater tension and power
are needed in the rewind mode, a defective belt may cause the
cassette to operate intermittently (Fig. 11-6).
Usually, a good clean-up of all pulleys with a new belt replace
ment solves most speed problems. Lubricate the capstan bearing
at both ends with a drop of light oil or phono-lube. Clean all pulleys
with alcohol and a cleaning stick. Wipe off the new belt with alcohol
and a cloth.
Intermittent speed may be caused by a dirty tape or motor

Fig. 11-6. Intermittent operation may be caused by a defective belt or oil on
the belt area. Notice if the belt is slipping at the motor pulley.
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Fig. 11-7. Suspect an open tape head when you hear a loud rush or rumbling
noise in the speaker. Check for wires torn loose at the tape head terminals.

switch. Clean the switch contacts. A defective motor may produce
intermittent speeds. If the motor is running too fast, lightly tap the
belt of the motor. The motor may return to normal speed, but
always install a new one. With the direct-flat belt motor drive
assembly, notice if the belt is riding high on the flange of the pulley
for faster speeds. Monitor the voltage at the small motor terminals
and determine if poor batteries or battery connections are produc
ing the intermittent speed. Reverse the motor terminals if the motor
is running backwards.
LOUD RUSH AND NO MUSIC

Isolate the on-sound no-music problem by rotating the volume
control wide open. If you hear a loud rush or rumbling sound,
suspect an open tape head (Fig. 11-7). Either the tape head is open
or one of the wires is torn off. Touch each wire and notice if each
channel of a stereo tape head has a loud hum. After removing the
tape deck assembly to get at the tape head, carefully examine each
wire. Because the head is moved in every play mode, the wires must
be flexible enough or they may break. Scrape off the wire insula
tion, tin the wire and solder it to the correct tape-head terminals.
Check for an open head winding if all connecting wires are in
tact (Fig. 11-8). A mono cassette head may have a resistance less
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Fig. 11-8. If all wires are intact, check the head for an open winding. Here the
resistance is less than 250 ohms.

than 2 k-ohms with each stereo winding less than 1 k-ohm. Measure
both stereo head windings and the measurement should be within
a few ohms of each other. If one stereo winding is one-third less
than the other, suspect a shorted tape head. Check the resistance
between the tape-head winding and chassis ground. Sometimes the
tape head may short internally between the winding and metal core.
Today, the cassette tape head may be replaced with available
universal replacements. Select one with a matching resistance and
physical size. The tape head is mounted in the same position as
the original. Check the height and azimuth adjustments. Only one
side of the head may be adjusted to level the tape head. Make sure
the tape head engages the cassette tape in the play mode.
NO SOUND

Break the no-sound problem down with three easy test symp
toms. Start with the click or hum test from tape head to volume
control. Check each transistor with the diode-transistor test of the
DMM. Finally, break the circuits down with critical voltage and
resistance measurements.
A click or hum noise should be heard in the speaker when the
screwdriver blade or test probe touches the high side of the tape
head with the volume wide open (Fig. 11-9). Flip the edge of the
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Fig. 11-9. Check the head with a
screwdriver blade. Flip the blade
back and forth across the tape head.
Keep the cassette volume wide
open.

screwdriver blade back and forth across the path of the tape head
and listen for a thud sound in the speaker indicating the amplifier
is normal. A low hum in the speaker without music, may indicate
the output stages are operating. Proceed to the high side of the vol
ume control with the same test. If a loud hum or click is heard at
any point, you may assume that part of the circuit is functioning.
After locating the suspected stage, test each transistor and take
accurate voltage measurements. If only one audio output or entire
audio circuit is amplified with one IC, check the input and output
signals. Take critical voltage measurements on the IC terminal.
When lower voltage or no voltage measurements are found com
pared to the schematic, suspect a defective IC, or components tied
to the IC circuits. Take resistance measurements between the IC
terminals and chassis ground to locate a defective component.

TWO ACTUAL NO SOUND PROBLEMS
In a Panasonic RQ413MS cassette player, a defective IC was
suspected of the no sound problem. Critical voltage measurements
were made on each IC terminal. Most voltages were very close ex
cept terminal 4 (Fig. 11-10). Here only 1 V was measured instead
of 4.5 volts. A resistance measurement between terminal 4 and
chassis ground was 12 ohms. One terminal of the capacitor is much
easier to remove than the IC component. The leaky component was
C6. Replacement of the 470 /xF capacitor solved the no sound
problem.
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Fig. 11-10. Make all voltage measurements on the sound IC before removing
it. Check all components tied to the IC circuit. C6 was defective in a Panasonic
RQ413MS cassette player.

The right channel was dead in a J.C. Penney model 683-1770
cassette player. Not even a slight hum was heard in the speaker.
Another speaker was clipped into the circuit without any sound.
All voltages were normal. A separate speaker with a 500 #*F ca
pacitor was clipped across the 470
of the speaker coupling ca
pacitor and the sound came up (Fig. 11-11). Don’t overlook input
and output electrolytic coupling capacitors with weak or no sound
problems.
NO SOUND: RIGHT CHANNEL

The defective sound problem may occur in either channel of

Output

O
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Output

O

16 V

Fig. 11-11. A 470 /*F coupling speaker capacitor was defective in a J.C. Pen
ney model 683-1770, causing a dead right channel.
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a stereo-cassette player. Isolate the dead channel if the right chan
nel has no sound, locate the entire right channel section from tape
head to speakers. Troubleshoot the defective channel the same as
any other audio amplifier circuit. Since the good channel is nor
mal, the other channe1 may be signal-traced with an external
amplifier and voltage measurements may be compared to the nor
mal channel.
The entire transistor channel may include a diode-transistor
and correct voltage comparison tests with the DMM. Now, com
pare these readings with the normal left channel. Troubleshooting
the stereo-cassette amplifier is easy even without the schematic
diagram. Compare the voltage reading of the IC amplifier with the
normal channel. You may find one complete IC component as the
entire amplifier for both stereo channels. Input and output signal
tests with accurate voltage measurements solve most no-sound ste
reo problems.
INTERMITTENT SOUND

Intermittent sound problems may take a little longer than sim
ple dead amplifier symptoms. The intermittent connection or com
ponent may occur any place in the audio circuits. If both channels
of a stereo amp are intermittent, suspect problems with the tape
head or power supply, which is common to both channels.
Sometimes it is best to let the intermittent sound cut up and down
or become lower to locate the intermittent component.
With the signal in the intermittent stage, spray coolant on each
transistor and IC component. Apply several coats before going to
the next transistor. When the defective component receives the
coolant, usually the signal will pop back to normal sound. Tran
sistors may appear intermittent by moving the body of the tran
sistor. Head applied along side the body of the transistor with a
special hair blower or hot air applicator may make the transistor
act up (Fig. 11-12).
Push and prod around on the pc board for possible breaks or
bad terminal connections. Inspect carbon transistors for split or bro
ken bodies with poor connections. Monitor the dc supply voltage
with the DMM for possible intermittent battery or ac source. Check
for poor intermittent ground connections of the pc board.
DISTORTED SOUND

Clean the tape head with alcohol or head cleaning fluid for signs
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Fig. 11-12. Applying heat or coolant along the side of a transistor or IC com
ponent may restore it to normal or cause it to become intermittent. Apply several
coats of coolant before going to the next transistor.

of distortion. A packed oxide tape head may cause distortion in one
channel and no sound in the other channel of a stereo tape head.
You may find that a plastic or a wood dowel may help to remove
the excess oxide. The cassette tape head gap area is very small
and only a spot of oxide may close up this area.
Most audio distortion is caused in the audio-output stages; Go
directly to the output transistors and check each transistor for open
or leaky conditions. One transistor open or leaky in a push-pull
operation may cause excessive distortion. Remove and test out of
circuit if any transistor appears not to test correctly. Measure each
bias resistor and diode for correct resistance while the output tran
sistors are out of the circuit (Fig. 11-13). Remember, these bias
resistors may be less than 1 ohm.
Shunt a known speaker across the old one for a possible
dropped cone. It’s best to remove one lead of the speaker for distor
tion tests. Most Japanese cassette players have 8-ohm speakers.
Always, replace the defective speaker with one having the exact
impedance.
Distorted sound may be caused by a leaky IC component. Take
accurate voltage measurements on each terminal of the IC. Many
of the latest cassette players have one IC for the output or the en
tire audio circuits. Check all components tied to the IC. Remove
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and replace the suspected IC after voltage and resistance
measurements are made.
WILL NOT RECORD

S

Suspect a defective tape head or amplifier circuit when the
cassette player will not play or record. If the unit will play but not
record, check the erase head and recording circuits. Suspect a defec
tive erase head or incorrect applied voltage when the previous re
cording will not erase. To determine if the erase head is function
ing, install a tape with a previous recording and switch to record
mode. Let the cassette run in record position for three minutes.
Rewind the tape and play the erased recording. If the tape has the
previous recording on it, check the erase head and circuits. Only
low noise should be heard when the tape is properly erased.
Clean the tape head with alcohol before attempting to check
the recording circuits. A small amount of oxide may pack the re
cording gap of the tape head. Check the continuity of the head with
the 2-k-ohm scale of the DMM. An internal shorted winding of the
tape head to ground may prevent the tape from recording. Notice
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Fig. 11-13. Measure each bias resistor and diode for correct resistance with
the DMM while the transistor is out of the circuit. These resistors may be under
1 ohm.
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if the tape lines up and engages the tape head in the play and re
cord mode.
A dirty record/play switch assembly may prevent recording.
The switch contacts may not seat and cause intermittent or no re
cording. Clean the switch contacts with cleaning fluid. Move the
switch back and forth to help clean the contacts. Check for loose
or no linkage between the switching lever and switch assembly.
If the player still will not record, check the voltage with the
DMM on the bias-oscillator circuits. Check the continuity of the
oscillator transformer windings (Fig. 11-14). Scope the output
waveform from oscillator circuit to the tape head winding. A sine
wave indicates the bias-oscillator circuit is operating. Check for open
ground connections in the recording circuits.
WONT ERASE

In the small early cassette players, a dc source was fed directly
to the erase head to erase a previous recording. Today an oscillator
voltage is fed to the erase head (Fig. 11-15). This same signal is
fed to each tape head in a stereo-cassette player. Scope the erase
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Fig. 11-14. Check the continuity of the oscillator transformer for open windings.
Scope the sine wave at the tape-head terminal to see if the oscillator is
operating.
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Fig. 11-15. The erase head is fed with an oscillator bias voltage in most cassette
players. Scope the erase head terminal for a sine wave.

head terminals for a sine wave. Make sure both connections at the
tape head are soldered.
Check all voltages on the oscillator transistor. Remove the
suspected transistor and test it out of the circuit. Improper supply
voltage or poor grounding in the erase circuits may prevent eras
ing of the recording. Check the erase switch circuits for possible
open conditions. Replace the erase head when a proper sine wave
is found at the head terminals. Make sure the erase head is against
the tape area.
LOUD HOWL OR WHISTLE

Suspect a dirty record-play switch contact when a loud howl
or whistle is heard. Often, this happens after a previous recording.
Flip the record/play switch several times to clear the loud whist
ling noise. Spray cleaning fluid or tuner-lube down inside the switch
area. Clean the contacts by moving the switch contacts back and
forth. Make sure the switch contacts are made and seated properly.
Sometimes an open tape head or coupling capacitor may cause
a howl in the speaker (Fig. 11-16). Check the continuity of the tape
head with the ohmmeter of the DMM. Shunt a known capacitor
across the input base capacitor and notice if the squeal has disap
peared. If the noise is still present, start shunting each decoupling
filter capacitor until the noise ceases.
FRYING NOISES

A frying or popping noise heard in the speaker may be caused
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Fig. 11-16. A howl in the speaker may be caused by an open tape head or
coupling capacitor. Check the tape head with the ohmmeter and shunt a known
capacitor across the suspected one.

by a magnetized tape head or defective amplifier circuit. Turn down
the volume control to isolate the noise at the tape head or amplifier
sections. Suspect a magnetized tape head if the noise disappears
when the volume control is lowered. Demagnetize the head with
a cassette demagnetizing tool.
Dirty or improper seating of the play-record switch may pro
duce noise in the amplifier circuit. Clean with cleaning spray or
fluid. Shunt the input coupling capacitor with a similar capacitor
for a frying noise. Go directly to the amplifier circuit when the frontend tests normal. Usually, the frying noise is present with the vol
ume control turned completely down.
Transistors and IC components will cause a frying noise in the
speaker. Isolate the noisy channel in stereo cassette players. Noisy
transistors may be checked by shorting the base and emitter ter
minals together to eliminate each stage. Spray coolant on the tran
sistor or IC component while the frying noise is present. Often, the
noise will stop after spraying coolant on the defective component.
Moving the suspect transistor or IC with a plastic tool may uncover
a noisy component. You may have to replace the suspected tran
sistor or IC to eliminate the frying noise.
In a Sony CFS-45 model, the right channel had a frying noise.
The frying noise was traced down to the IC component. Shunt a
10 nF capacitor between terminal 18 and ground to eliminate the
noise (Fig. 11-17). A 47 fiF coupling capacitor between volume
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Fig. 11 -17. Shunt a 10 nF capacitor between input terminal and ground to see
if the noise is before the sound IC. A 47 /tF capacitor was noisy in a Sony CFS-45
model.
Table 11-1. The Most Common
Mechanical Problems Found in the Cassette Player.
Trouble Symptoms

Repairs

Dead—No Rotation

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Check batteries
Check ac power supply
Test fuse
Locate on/off or motor switch
Test for dead motor
Belt off

Slow and Erratic Speed

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dry pressure roller
Dry capstan/flywheel
Worn or loose drive belt
Oil on belt
Defective motor
Excessive tape wrapped around
pressure roller

Keeps Pulling Tapes

1.
2.
3.
4.

Clean sticky capstan drive
Check for worn pressure roller
Take up reel slow or stopped (Fig. 11-18)
Defective cassette

No Fast-Forward

1.
2.
3.
4.

Check for drive pulley
Dry spindle
Improper idler wheel adjustment
Binding supply wheel (Fig. 11-19)

No Rewind

1. Check pulley and belt drive assembly
2. Check separate drive-belt

Will Not Load

1. Check area for foreign subjects
2. Broken play button lever
3. Jammed loading assembly
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Fig. 11-18. Check for a worn pressure roller or torn tape wound around the
roller bearing for "pulling of tape” problems. Don't overlook a defective cassette.

control and the IC component was open. Replacing the electrolytic
capacitor solved the noisy right channel. Always, check all com
ponents outside the IC before replacing the suspected IC circuit.
After all other tests fail, remove and replace the noisy IC com
ponent.

Fig. 11-19. Improper take-up adjustment of the take-up reel may cause poor
fast forward or erratic slow speeds. The small spider is lifted to a higher area
for more tension pressure on the take-up reel.
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MECHANICAL PROBLEMS

Besides electronic problems, check the cassette player for
mechanical defects (Figs. 11-18 and 11-19). In many cases me
chanical problems overshadow electronic troubles. You may find
both mechanical and electronic problems within the same cassette
player. Look up the mechanical symptoms in Table 11-1 and check
for possible repairs.
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Chapter 12

Twenty Swift Auto-Radio Tests
Many electronic service technicians shy away from repairing the
auto radio and tape player. Of course, if the auto receiver must be
pulled out of the car for service, it may take a little longer and re
quire working upside down at times. The same service problems
occur with the auto radio as any other radio, except the car radio
operates from the 12-volt battery. The only additional test instru
ment required is a 12 volt dc power supply.
Today, servicing the auto receiver is quite profitable since the
original price of the radio may be more than $200. You may find
the AM-FM radio combined with a cassette or stereo-8 tape player.
Sometimes, only an FM radio is found in the automobile (Fig. 12-1).
Whatever combination, the car radio is easy and fun to repair. Here
we show you how to make 20 different symptom tests with the
pocket DMM.
DEAD RADIO

Like any dead condition symptom, they are easy to locate and
may turn out to be a rather simple problem. Check the radio fuse
with the radio inside the auto. Suspect an open fuse or poor 12-volt
cable connection when 12 volts cannot be measured with the DMM
at the radio. In the latest automobiles, the radio must be pulled out
before any tests can be made.
Connect the radio to the 12-volt dc power supply or auto bat
tery for service tests. Remember, some foreign cars have a positive
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Fig. 12-1. You may find a car radio with both AM-FM reception or only AM
or FM. The latest auto radios may consist of AM-FM MPX with stereo chan
nels and a tape player (courtesy Radio-Shack).

ground. The 12-volt positive dc cable must be clipped to the chassis
ground of the auto radio. Just reverse the polarity for service tests
in all American auto radios as they operate with a negative ground.
Now connect an 8-ohm PM speaker to the speaker connection
and insert a car antenna. You may find the radio begins to play
without any service. In this case, either the antenna or speaker is
defective in the car. If the car radio is still dead, proceed with the
following tests.
Often, critical voltage measurements with the DMM may solve
most auto radio problems. Set the pocket DMM on the 200 Vdc
scale. Check the voltage on both sides of the on/off switch and
chassis ground (Fig. 12-2). No voltage at this point may indicate
broken connecting wires or burned sections of foil on the pc board.
Visually inspect the wiring and board for broken connections.
Next, place the test probe of the DMM on the center terminal
of the volume control. You should hear a loud click or hum if the
audio section is working. A low hum or no clicking noise indicates
a defective audio channel. Because the audio-output transistors
cause most auto radio problems, take voltage measurements on the
output-transistor terminal (Fig. 12-3). You may locate power IC out
put circuits in the latest car radios. So, take voltage measurements
on each terminal and compare with those on the schematic.
Suspect a leaky audio-output transistor when the metal body
is running quite warm. Although, some of these transistors appear
warm under normal conditions, they should not be too hot to touch.
With the power off, check the suspected transistor with the diode
transistor test of the DMM. In older car radios, the pnp audio out245
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Fig. 12-2. When suspecting a detective switch check the voltage on both sides
of the switch terminals with the DMM on the 200-Vdc scale. Continuity
measurements across the switch terminals with the low-ohm range may locate
an open switch.
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Fig. 12-3. Voltage measurements of the audio^jutput transistor may solve most
car radio problems. Go directly to the output transistor since these transistors
cause more problems than any other component in the auto radio.
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put transistors may have a very low reading compared to the silicon
types. If in doubt, remove the suspected transistor for correct
leakage tests.
After locating a leaky audio-output transistor, don’t overlook
a possible open emitter resistor (Fig. 12-4). These wire-round fusi
ble resistors may open up with a shorted or leaky output transistor.
Usually, they are under 1 ohm and can be checked with the 2-ohm
scale of the DMM. Replace the transistor and emitter resistor when
the resistor is found open.
Improper voltage tests on the IC audio-output terminals may
indicate a defective IC component. Locate the input terminal and
give it the click and hum test. No signal in or out indicates a defec
tive audio output IC. In some auto receivers you may find IC com
ponents driving the audio-output transistor. Often a defective IC
driver may produce only hum in the speaker. If the audio stages
appear normal, go to the radio input circuit for a dead radio con
dition.
KEEPS BLOWING FUSES

Most car radios are protected with a 3- or 5-amp fuse. In the
older radios you may find a 15-amp fuse. Check the cable wiring
up to the on/off switch for possible shorts to the chassis of the radio.
Clip the 20-amp range of the DMM across the switch terminal with

Fig. 12-4. After locating a defective output transistor check the emitter resistor
before installing the new transistor. These resistors may be less than 1 ohm.
They are either open or have increased in resistance.
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Fig. 12-5. The current pulled by the car radio may be measured by simply clip
ping the meter to the two switch terminals with the switch turned off. Start with
the 20-amp scale of the DMM.

the radio turned off and power applied (Fig. 12-5). If the reading
is over 10 amps, with even the older receivers, suspect a leaky out
put transistor or IC component.
Test the suspected transistor with the diode transistor test of
the DMM. Remove the collector lead of the transistor for accurate
leakage tests. It takes a directly-shorted transistor to keep blow
ing fuses (Fig. 12-6). Usually, the shorted IC may have signs of
overheating or blown areas in the top surface with a shorted con2N176
1.12 V
C
B
11.26 V

T2

©

1.2 n

E

\>

m

12 V

Fig. 12-6. A directly shorted output transistor may open the small line fuse.
Check the power line wiring for breaks and see if it is rubbing against the metal
sides of the radio. Also, check the audio-output transformer for burned marks
and for the correct resistance. A change in resistance may produce low vol
ume and distortion.
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dition. Don’t overlook a broken or shorted dial light assembly caus
ing the fuse to open.
WORKS ON THE BENCH BUT NOT IN THE AUTO

When removing the receiver from the auto, check the fuse,
antenna, and speakers. Locating the fuse may be somewhat of a
problem in the newer automobiles. Check the fuse with the lowohm scale of the DMM. If the radio has a rushing noise with one
or no broadcast stations, suspect a defective antenna. Hold a new
antenna out of the window and plug it into the radio to determine
if the antenna is open or shorted. Pull out the antenna male plug
and check continuity from the plug to the antenna dipole (Fig. 12-7).
If the antenna is built right into the windshield, inspect the shielded
antenna cable for broken wires right where they connect to the
windshield assembly.

/

o
o
R x 200 n
Fig. 12-7. Measure the continuity of the antenna dipole and lead-in wire at the
male plug. A broken lead-in wire may only pick up local stations. Poor antenna
connections may cause intermittent reception when the auto moves or the wind
blows.
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After replacing the fuse with no sound from the speaker,
suspect an open voice coil of the speaker. Clip the DMM to the
speaker leads with the ohmmeter set on the 200-ohm scale. You
should be able to measure the resistance of the auto speaker (7 to
9 ohms). When in doubt, temporarily clip another speaker to the
speaker cable wires to determine if the speaker is open. The
speaker should be replaced when found open or if it has a mushy
distorted sound.
NO AM

Try to isolate the service symptom of the front end of any radio
when both AM and FM reception is found. Go directly to the AM
section when FM stations appear normal with the radio. Locate
the AM-FM transistor with the schematic and take voltage mea
surements. You may find when the collector terminal is touched
with the test probe, local broadcast stations may be heard. It’s wise
to try this test with a local station to indicate a defective rf section.
When a schematic diagram is not available, you can quickly
locate the rf-AM transistor with the antenna coil (Fig. 12-8). Start
at the antenna plug and locate the antenna coil. Trace the wires
from the coil to the pc board and to the base terminal of the rf tran-
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Fig. 12-8. Locate the rf transistor by identifying the antenna input jack and
antenna coil if a schematic is not available. Trace the coil connection input
to the base terminal of the rf transistor.
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Fig. 12-9. No AM or FM may be caused by improper low voltage. Here in a
Xtal auto radio model XA 800 the zener diode (D104) became shorted leaving
R128 burned with lower voltage fed to the AM-FM circuits.

sistor. Notice if a local station can be tuned in with a screwdriver
blade or with the meter probe on the collector terminal. Now, take
voltage measurements. The terminal which brought in the radio
station should be the collector terminal. The base terminal ties to
the antenna coil. Check the emitter and base terminal with the
diode-transistor test.
A defective oscillator stage in the car radio may cause a dead
AM condition. Take voltage measurements and diode-transistor
tests of each rf or oscillator transistor. Low or no voltage at each
transistor may be caused by a leaky transistor or an improper volt
age source. Sometimes a lower voltage source is fed to the FM and
AM circuit (Fig. 12-9). Check for a leaky zener diode or burned
voltage-dropping resistor with lower than normal supply voltage.
Don’t overlook a dirty or defective AM-FM switch. Spray tunerlube or cleaning fluid down inside the switch area. Move the switch
back and forth several times to clean the switch contacts. Because
most switches are rather difficult to obtain, try to clean or repair
the switch assembly.
Check the i-f and detector circuit if the AM and FM stations
are dead with the audio section normal. You may find separate i-f
transformers and transistors in the AM section. Take voltage
measurements on the i-f transistor terminals. With low voltage or
no voltage at the transistor, trace the voltage source back to the
power supply. Suspect open i-f transformer windings and voltage
dropping resistors (Fig. 12-10).
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Fig. 12-10. Correct voltage measurements of the i-f transistor may indicate that
the i-f transformer winding is open. After voltage measurements check the i-f
coil winding with the 200-ohm scale of the DMM.

ONLY LOCAL AM STATIONS

Go directly to the AM-rf section of the radio when only local
stations may be heard. Locate the rf transistor or IC circuit and
make voltage measurements. In the latest receivers you may find
one IC circuit takes care of the rf, oscillator, mixer, and i-f stages
(Fig. 12-11). Replace the suspected IC when no signal is coming

Fig. 12-11. Suspect the IC circuit for possible weak reception or no reception
in the AM and i-f circuits. Several IC components may be found in the newer
car radios.
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out and with improper voltages. Sometimes voltage measurements
may be quite close, but replacing the defective IC is the only
solution.
Give the AM-rf transistor the screwdriver or click test with the
local station tuned in. Measure the voltage on all terminals with
the DMM. In some car radios you may find the collector terminal
at ground potential with both the emitter and base terminals fed
with a high negative voltage. Most AM and FM transistors can be
replaced with universal replacements when the original is not
available.
When the rf transistor or IC component voltage appears normal suspect a broken coil lead or tuning core down inside the tuning assembly (Fig. 12-12). Often these small cores may break off
inside and cause weak or intermittent reception. You may find the
small coil assembly wires are brought out directly to the pc board.
Check here for possible breakage or loose soldered connections (Fig.
12-13).
ACTUAL RF PROBLEM

In a Delco 90BPBT1 model, only two local stations could be

Fig. 12-12. Check the rf coils inside the tuning mechanism for weak or dead
conditions. Take a continuity test of each winding with the low-ohm scale of
the DMM.
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Fig. 12-13. In some car radios the rf, oscillator, and mixer coil connections
tie directly to the pc board. Check for a loose or poorly soldered connection.

heard. A quick check of the schematic and radio chassis indicated
the rf stage contained an IC circuit (DM-32). The voltage on pin
lo of the IC was very low (Fig. 12-14). Often replacing the suspected
IC would solve the weak problem. The radio still had only two local
stations. A resistance measurement from pin 13 to chassis ground
was 42 ohms. A trimmer capacitor (C5) was found leaky. All trim
mer capacitors should be replaced with exact replacements.
INTERMITTENT AM

First, determine if the intermittent reception contains only local
or no broadcast stations. Go to the rf-AM section when only local
stations can be heard. Proceed to the i-f transistor if both AM and
FM stations are intermittent. In a difficult intermittent problem,
monitor the voltage source feeding both the AM and FM sections.
Spray each rf or oscillator transistor with coolant after deter
mining the intermittent section. Take critical voltage measurements
on each transistor as the intermittent cuts up and down. Replace
the suspected intermittent transistor when voltage and coolant tests
point to a certain transistor. Check each transistor for poor terminal
board connections.
Visually inspect all antenna connections and broken coil leads.
Solder all coil connections. Move and prod the i-f transformer for
254

possibly poor internal connections. Often, an intermittent i-f
transformer may produce a noisy reception. Push down on top of
each rf trimmer capacitor with an insulated tool and notice if the
stations cut out with a noisy condition. Sometimes, all connections
on the rf and oscillator board may have to be soldered to eliminate
the intermittent condition.
NO FM

Measure the voltage on each rf, oscillator, and mixer FM tran
sistor for no FM reception. Test each transistor with the diode tran
sistor lead of the DMM. Check for possibly poor transistor to board
connections. Clean the AM-FM switch assembly with cleaning fluid.
When no FM or AM reception is noted, suspect improper voltage
from the low-voltage power source (Fig. 12-15).
WEAK FM

Only weak FM station problems may be traced to the rf-FM
transistor and antenna section. Test and check the rf-FM transistor
with the pocket DMM. Replace the defective rf-FM transistor with
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Fig. 12-14. In a Delco 90BPBT1 model the IC (DM-12) was suspected to be
defective when only two local stations were heard. Actually, a leaky trimmer
capacitor (C5) had a 42-ohm reading across the terminals.
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Fig. 12-15. Check the low-voltage power supply when no FM or AM reception
is found. Look for leaky zener diodes or burned resistors in the low-voltage
circuits.

an exact replacement if possible. Inspect all board and antenna con
nections. Sometimes twisting or pushing down on the FM board
section may uncover a poorly soldered connection. In some auto
radios with a local/distant switch, suspect dirty contacts or broken
switch connections (Fig. 12-16).
INTERMITTENT FM

Intermittent FM reception may be caused by intermittent FM
transistors and diodes. Sometimes with the intermittent problem,
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Fig. 12-16. When distant FM stations cannot be received, suspect dirty con
tacts of the local/distant switch. Clean the AM-FM switch with cleaning fluid
or spray.
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a microphonic howl may be heard, caused by loose internal con
nections of the FM transistor. Spray each transistor with coolant
when the intermittent condition occurs. Use an insulated tool and
probe around the transistors and board capacitors.
Check the pc board for proper ground to the metal chassis. Sol
der all ground connections. Suspect ground eyelets and small plug-in
adjusters for loose connections. Visually inspect the bottom wir
ing side of the board, especially around the transistor leads. When
replacing rf, connector, and mixer transistors in the FM section,
make certain to replace the small ferrite beads found on some tran
sistors (Fig. 12-17).

NO STATIONS BUT THE AUDIO CHECKS OUT
To determine if the audio section is normal, quickly rotate the
volume control up and down, listening for a rushing noise. If the
audio section is normal, the no station problem must occur in the
front end of the auto receiver. Try to tune in your local stations.
When no rush or frying noise is found in the car radio, suspect a
dead converter or mixer stage.
The rf, converter, and mixer stage may be all rolled into one
IC component in the newer car radios (Fig. 12-18). Take voltage

Fig. 12-17. Replace all defective FM transistors with transistors having the same
terminal length leads and replace the small ferrite beads found on some tran
sistor terminals. Mount the FM transistor in the very same spot.
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Fig. 12-18. The rf, converter, and mixer stages may be found in one IC com
ponent. Check the voltage on each terminal and compare them before install
ing a new IC circuit.

readings on each terminal with the DMM and compare with those
on the schematic. Use the click test at the input and output ter
minal of the IC. If only noise is heard at the output terminal, re
place the IC component. A noise generator may help to check the
input terminal of the IC and transistor i-f and rf circuits.
ONLY HUM IN THE SPEAKER

Check the audio output stage when only a hum can be heard
in the speaker. Suspect a leaky or shorted audio-output transistor.
Remove the collector terminal with in-circuit transistor tests. Use
the diode-transistor test of the DMM and especially check for
leakage between the emitter and collector terminals.
Feel the transistor after two minutes of operation to see if it
is too warm. A quick low-voltage test of the output transistor may
locate a leaky output transistor. If the collector voltage is higher
than normal, suspect a defective transistor (Fig. 12-19). Usually,
with single audio-output transistors the collector terminal is at
ground potential with pnp transistors. A higher voltage on the
speaker terminal may indicate a leaky output transistor. Don’t
overlook a shorted driver transistor or IC.
Besides the audio-output transistor, suspect a driver IC when
the hum has some popping noise in it. Compare the base voltage
of the output transistor with the schematic. Take voltage
measurements on the IC circuit when the audio-output voltages are
normal. Because the audio-output transistor is much easier to re
place than the IC, try this method before installing a new IC com
ponent.
ACTUAL HUM CASE HISTORY

In some audio-output circuits with improper voltages on the
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Fig. 12-19. If the collector voltage is higher than normal on the output tran
sistor suspect a defective transistor. These leaky output transistors will become
quite warm after a few minutes of operation.

transistor, suspect a defective IC or connecting component. Re
cord all voltages found on the IC and output transistor. Now,
measure the resistance to ground of all module or IC components.
Here in a Philco-Ford DCAA-18806 model, a leaky capacitor (CIO)
occurred between pin 7 and ground. Only 10-ohms was measured
between pin 7 and chassis ground (Fig. 12-20). Replacing CIO solved
the loud hum and no sound problem.
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Fig. 12-20. In a Philco-Ford DCAA model 18806 the loud hum was traced to
a leaky filter capacitor (C10) off terminal 7 of the audio module. A defective
driver module or IC and output transistor may cause a loud hum in the speaker.
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Leaky driver or af transistors may produce a loud hum with
no signal. Check each transistor with the diode-transistor test. If
all transistors appear normal, take voltage measurements on each
transistor. Improper voltages may indicate a defective transistor
under load or other circuit component. Suspect burned bias resistors
and leaky electrolytic bypass capacitors (Fig. 12-21).
NO VOLUME: WEAK SOUND

A weak sound symptom may be caused by leaky transistors
ICs, or electrolytic coupling capacitors. Most weak sound problems
are found in the audio-amplifier stages. Check for weak stations
over the entire dial area. Then, start with the audio-output stage.
Voltage and transistor tests uncover most weak sections. Very weak
stages may be checked with an external audio amplifier.
VOLUME CUTS UP AND DOWN

Intermittent sound may be caused by any stage in the auto
radio. Suspect defective transistors, poor wiring leads, and bad
board connections. When in the intermittent state, take voltage
measurements on each transistor and compare them. Very seldom
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Fig. 12-21. After checking all transistors with the diode-transistor test, check
the resistors and electrolytic capacitors for hum conditions. A shorted or leaky
decoupling capacitor may produce hum and no audio.
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Fig. 12-22. Distorted sound may be caused by a leaky or open audio-output
transistor. When one is found defective, replace both transistors.

will an in-circuit transistor test pick out the intermittent transistor.
Spray each transistor with coolant to locate the intermittent one.
In difficult intermittent symptoms, raising and lowering the 12-volt
source may make the intermittent transistor act up.
Check the “A” lead for poor connections at the fuse holder to
the on/off switch. Poor speaker connections and plugs are a good
source for intermittent reception. If the music cuts in and out at
high volume, suspect a defective speaker. Carefully push in and
out on the speaker cone to make the speaker act up. Suspect poor
board connections around transformers with high-wattage resistors.
Slowly rotate the volume control as the sound appears intermit
tent. Replace the defective control with an exact replacement.
DISTORTED SOUND

Often, distortion is found in the audio-output stages. Isolate the
channel containing distortion in a stereo auto radio. A dropped cone
of the speaker may produce a mushy distorted sound. Clip a new
test speaker in place of the suspected one. After determining that
the distortion is inside the car radio, take voltage measurements
on the output transistor.
You may find two transistors in push-pull with one stereo chan261

nel. Replace both transistors when one is found defective (Fig.
12-22). One transistor may be open with the other leaky. Sometimes
one transistor may be intermittent with the other open. Replace
the defective transistors with universal types when the original ones
are not available.
In the latest auto radio receivers you may locate two different
IC power-output circuits with stereo operation. Isolate the distorted
channel. Take voltage measurements on the distorted stage and
compare with the good IC output component. Make sure the test
speaker is connected properly in these car radios. In older receivers
one side of the speaker may be connected to ground and the out
put transistor or IC. Here the speaker output terminals are taken
from 4 and 6 of the DM84 power IC (Fig. 12-23). If the side of the
speaker is connected to ground and either terminal of the IC you
may quickly destroy it.
Besides defective transistors and IC components check for
burned or overheated bias resistors for distortion. Don’t overlook
leaky driver or af transistors in the base circuit of the audio-output
transistor. If distortion is still present after replacing the suspected
transistor and emitter resistor, suspect a burned overheated audio
output transformer. Usually, these transformers are found in singleended-output transistor circuits. Poorly soldered connections on the
pc board may cause distortion.

10 n right spk.

DM-84

R1308
fader
4

1

6

10 fi left spk.
Fig. 12-23. Be careful when connecting the test speaker to the latest car radios.
You may damage the audio-output IC.
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Fig. 12-24. Don’t overlook a leaky trimmer capacitor for producing a frying noise
in the auto radio. Release the tension of the trimmer capacitor and notice if
the frying sound disappears.

NOISY RECEPTION

Isolate the frying noise in the speaker by turning the volume
control completely down. If the noise is still present, suspect a noisy
af or audio-output transistor. In stereo channels see if the noise is
in both channels. Shunt the base and emitter terminals together
and see if the noise is still present. When a frying noise appears
in both channels, suspect a noisy IC or power-supply circuit.
In case the noise disappears with the volume control turned
down, check each transistor in the front-end of the receiver with
the base and emitter shunt technique. Start with the last i-f stage
and proceed towards the front of the receiver circuits. Go to the
next transistor when the noise disappears. After the noisy stage
has been located, suspect a transistor, i-f transformer or trimmer
capacitor.
Another method to locate the noisy stage is to remove and re
place the suspected transistor. If the noise is still active in the rf
and oscillator stages, suspect a defective trimmer capacitor (Fig.
12-24). With a local station tuned in, push up and down on the trim
mer capacitor with an insulated tool or slowly rotate the trimmer
screw. If the noise stops, replace the noisy trimmer capacitor with
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an exact replacement. Sometimes water gets down inside these
small capacitors and may produce a frying noise.
You may find the noisy condition includes weak volume. Audio
output transistors and IC power-output components are noted for
causing noise in the speakers. Shunt the input terminal of the sound
IC with a 10-jiF electrolytic capacitor to ground. If the noise quits,
the IC is normal. The noise will continue with a defective IC com
ponent. A low frying noise may be located by going from stage-tostage with an external audio amplifier tester.
ACTUAL NOISY DELCO RADIO

The sound would pop and crack in a Delco 31BPB2 model. A
test speaker was connected and the noise was still there. The noise
was only present with strong audio signal. When the volume was
lowered, the noise quit. All voltages were normal on both Q2 and
Q6 (Fig. 12-25). Either Q6 or Q2 were the noisy components.
Because the audio-output transistor was easiest to replace, a
new one was installed. The IC is more difficult to replace than the
transistor. Sure enough, Q6 was the defective component.
Sometimes with noisy conditions, the suspected IC or transistor
must be replaced because voltage and resistance measurements
may not help to locate the defective component.
A microphonic noise may be caused by a defective transistor
or IC component. A microphonic noise is produced by loose par
ticles inside the transistor. Usually, microphonic conditions occur
in high-gain circuits. Suspect the af or driver transistor when
Noisy
transistor
C41
3 fiF

6

10.7 V

Q6
output

1.35 V

^Jdspk

12.6 V

Fig. 12-25. A defective output transistor caused a popping noise in a Delco
31BPB2 model auto radio. The noise would only appear with heavy volume.
Replacing Q6 solved the noisy problem.
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microphonic noise is created with the volume control turned down.
Replace the suspected transistor for microphonic problems.
Motorboating or put-put noises may be caused by defective
audio-input and -output transistors. Locate the suspected transistor
with emitter and base short tests. Simply replace the suspected com
ponent. Motorboating may be caused by dried-up decoupling
capacitors. Shunt each electrolytic capacitor until the noise disap
pears with a larger capacitor. When motorboating is noticed on cer
tain areas of the dial, the tunable motorboating condition may be
cured with proper i-f and rf alignment.
A LOUD POPPING NOISE

Isolate the popping noise heard in the speaker to the radio
stages. You may find the popping noise may not begin for ten or
fifteen minutes or the noise stops after just a few minutes. The noise
may appear with the broadcast station and then go dead. Usually,
voltage and transistor tests may not locate the defective transistor.
The audio output transistor is the likely suspect. Replace it at once.
Proceed towards the volume control, removing and replacing each
transistor until you have located the defective one. Sometimes one
of the main filter capacitors may go open, producing a loud pop
ping noise. Shunt the suspected capacitor with a new one.
WEAK STATIONS IN THE AUTO

The car radio may operate perfectly on the service bench and
have weak reception in the automobile. Double-check the dipole
antenna. Unplug the antenna and insert a new one, holding the
antenna by the insulated ball out the window. If the stations pour
in, replace the defective antenna. The antenna may have water
down inside which may show up on the 200-k range of the DMM.
Measure the leakage resistance between dipole and metal ground.
Check the dipole and lead-in for a broken connection. Intermittent
reception in the auto may be caused by a poor or loose connection
of the lead-in cable. Radio reception may be improved by locating
a broadcast station around 1400 kHz and adjusting the antenna trim
mer for maximum reception.
MUSHY SOUND IN THE AUTO

Suspect a defective speaker if the reception appears normal
on the bench and distorted in the car. Since these speakers operate
in all kinds of weather, the speaker cone has a tendency to warp
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and drag against the magnetic pole. Speaker replacement may be
a little more difficult than removing the car radio. Besides remov
ing the radio, the air conditioner or other components may have
to be removed before reaching the speaker. Replace with the exact
size speaker.
NO DIAL LIGHTS

Always check all dial lights when the radio is pulled from the
auto. Inspect each bulb for black burned areas and replace even
if they light up. Before long, they will go out and the radio must
be pulled once again. Inspect the bulb socket and wiring if the new
bulb does not light up. Check for a defective on/off switch as some
light bulbs are switched into the circuit separately.
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Chapter 13

Fourteen Tractor
and Truck Radio Tests
Truck and tractor radios have practically the same circuits as the
AM-FM car radio except they are made to withstand excessive
vibration. The tractor radio is constructed to withstand any type
of weather—built like a battleship with a heavy-duty speaker. The
truck radio may be designed to hang from the roof with one or more
heavy-duty speakers. Both the truck and tractor radio have great
sensitivity, extra station pulling power and plenty of volume (Fig.
13-1).
The truck and tractor radio may receive AM or FM stations.
A lot of the truck radios have the added stereo-8 player for music.
Sometimes a regular car radio may be installed in a heavy duty con
tainer with a very large speaker, when mounted on the tractor. You
may find IC circuits in the AM-FM and audio sections of the latest
tractor and truck radios.
IMPORTANT “A” LEAK CHECKS

The “A” power lead from battery source to the switch ter
minals of the radio may cause a lot of problems. Usually, the pro
tection fuse is located in the “A” lead. Check the fuse with the
200-ohm scale of the DMM for open conditions. The fuse may open
with a poor “A” lead cable or fuse holder. Inspect the fuse holder
for bare places that allow the hot lead touch the metal cabinet and
short out. Replace the defective cable with a universal fuse holder
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Fig. 13-1. This Automatic tractor radio was constructed to mount on a metal
post with the antenna beside it. Notice the large heavy-duty speaker area.

assembly. When the fuse keeps blowing, check inside the radio for
overloaded circuits.
Notice if the dial light comes on when the switch is rotated.
Either the dial light is out or no voltage is applied to the radio. You
should hear a plop or hum sound in the speaker when the radio
is turned on. Measure the voltage on both terminals of the on-off
switch (Fig. 13-2). No voltage at this point indicates a poor “A”
lead or fuse connection. Check for an open speaker or output tran
sistor if voltage is found at the switch terminals and no noise.
The fuse may blow at once or the transistor may be damaged
if the polarity switch or battery polarity is changed in the transistor
radio. Sometimes the tractor radio is pulled and mounted on an
other tractor that may have a positive ground connection. Of course,
the radio does not operate. Always check the polarity switch or wir
ing when the repaired radio will not work on the tractor or inside
the truck. Most John Deere tractors and many of the larger truck
rigs have a positive ground polarity.
ANTENNA TESTS

The antenna may be mounted or bolted right to the radio case
in a tractor radio. You may find an antenna plug or lead on the truck
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Fig. 13-2. Measure the voltage at the switch terminals with the DMM. A blown
fuse or poor A-lead connection may result in a dead receiver.

radio for the antenna connection. A defective antenna or cable may
cause very weak or noisy radio reception. Turn the volume wide
open with a local station tuned in. You should be able to hear the
local station if the lead is broken. The volume should increase by
grabbing the end of the antenna dipole.
Suspect a broken antenna lead, shorted antenna or connection
broken off the antenna coupling coil. Sometimes the small coil may
be found loose down inside the radio cabinet (Fig. 13-3). Heavy
vibration of the tractor seems to shake and tear loose components
and connections. Tin and solder both leads of the coil into the cir-

Fig. 13-3. Inspect the antenna for a
broken lead-in or antenna coupling
coil. Heavy vibrations of the tractor
may tear loose antenna com
ponents. Retighten the loose
antenna mount for noisy conditions.

Inspect for
breakage
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cuit. Cement the coil in place with rubber silicone cement (found
at most hardware stores).
The antenna and lead-in may be checked with the low-ohm scale
of the DMM. Connect one test lead to the antenna dipole and other
lead to the antenna coil connection. Only a few ohms should be
noticed on the meter with correct continuity of the antenna system.
Check for a poor or shorted ground connection between the antenna
dipole and the radio case (Fig. 13-4). A normal antenna should have
infinite resistance to ground. Improper bonding of the antenna
mounting assembly with shielded cable may cause motor noise in
the truck or tractor radio. Top cab mounted radios are prone to
many different antenna problems.

Fig. 13-4. Check for a grounded antenna connection. A poor plastic or rubber
insulator may let the antenna ground against the case of the radio. The antenna
center wire may short against the male plug right where it enters the the radio
chassis.
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Fig. 13-5. A dead radio may be the result of a poor connection or loose con
nection of the line-choke coil. Usually, the coil is quite heavy and sometimes
breaks loose with excessive vibration. Resolder and hold in place with rubber
silicone cement.

DEAD AND INTERMITTENT RECEPTION

Since the tractor and truck radio have rough fields and road
abuse, intermittent problems occur most any time. A dead radio
may be caused by the line choke coil coming loose or one end may
be broken off in the power-line circuit (Fig. 13-5). Tin both leads
and solder the coil into the circuit. Cement the choke coil to other
components or the chassis with rubber silicone cement.
A defective speaker may cause a dead or intermittent condi
tion. Since these radios are operated at a high volume level, the
speaker cones may be damaged or the voice coil blown open in the
speaker. Push in and out on the speaker cone with the radio vol
ume turned up to determine if the voice coil or flexible connecting
wires are torn loose. Clip another test speaker across the speaker
terminals to see if the speaker is open. Replace the defective
speaker with a heavy-duty type or you will shortly replace it once
again. These speakers are heavy-duty types, designed to operate
at high volume levels (Fig. 13-6). After the tractor radio has rested
over the winter season, check for holes or wires eaten off of the
speaker by field mice.
Open or shorted output transistors and ICs may cause dead or
intermittent operation. Perform in-circuit transistor and voltage
tests with the DMM. Remove any suspected output transistor for
normal leakage tests. You may find one transistor open and the
other leaky in the output stages. Check for a burned or open emitterbias resistor with a defective transistor. Procedures to test and re
place the defective output transistor are found in the distorted sound
section.
SERVICING THE FRONT END

The rf, converter, and i-f stages are found in the front-end sec
tion of the AM and FM stages. Weak reception may be caused by
a defective rf transistor and other components. Only a rushing noise
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Fig. 13-6. Check the speaker for worn or torn cone areas. Replace the old
speaker with a heavy-duty speaker.

with no stations tuned in may be the result of a defective converter
stage. No sound and only a hum may be caused by a defective i-f
stage. All of these front-end circuits are common with the regular
AM-FM car radio.
First, determine if the problems are located in the front-end
or audio channels by inserting an audio signal at the volume con
trol or make a screwdriver hum test. When placing the blade of
a screwdriver or a test probe at the center terminal of the volume
control you should hear a loud hum with the volume wide open.
This indicates the no-tunable station symptom is located in the front
end of the receiver.
Try to tune in a local radio station. Leave the dial set at this
point and place the probe tip to the collector terminal of the rf tran
sistor. Check the rf transistor and components when the local sta
tions can be heard. Make in-circuit transistor tests with the DMM.
Critically, measure the voltage upon the rf transistor.
In a Ford tractor radio 1BTF model, only one local radio sta
tion could be heard. After inspecting the rf transistor section, the
rf coil (L2) had vibrated loose (Fig. 13-7). The primary winding was
open when measured with the low-ohm scale of the DMM. The
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1
coil wires were tinned and replaced. Sometimes only a wire con
nection may be found broken on the antenna or loading coil, caus
ing weak reception. Most of these coils can be taken apart and
repaired. Inspect the permeability cores for possible breakage.
All transistors in the front-end section may be checked with
the diode-transistor tests of the DMM. Signal tracing and align
ment should be made with an rf signal generator in difficult situa
tions. Critical voltage tests on converter and i-f transistors solve
most front-end problems.
In the early tractor radios you may find germanium transistors
in the front-end section (Fig. 13-8). The transistors are loosely tied
into the circuit underneath the metal chassis. Always, replace these
transistors with the same type. Do not substitute a silicon transistor
for a germanium one. See Table 13-1 for universal front-end tran
sistor replacements. Universal transistors operate well in all trac
tor and truck radios.
Check the converter and i-f stages for a no AM-FM condition.
Suspect a defective IC circuit in the later models (Fig. 13-9). Take
critical voltage measurements on each IC terminal before remov
ing and replacing. In a no AM problem, replace the AM IC.
Likewise with no FM, install a new FM IC. You may find the i-f
stages are included in the AM IC components.
Suspect a defective IC, transistor, i-f coil or poor board con
nections when the front-end section is intermittent. Pushing and
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Fig. 13-7. The rf antenna coil (L2) was shook loose in a Ford 1BTF tractor radio.
Often, the leads can be reconnected without replacing the whole coil assembly.
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Fig. 13-8. Here the rf, converter, and i-f transistors are tied into the circuit without
a pc board. If needed place spaghetti insulation over possibly exposed wires
to prevent them from shorting out.

proding against the components may cause the intermittent to act
up. Sometimes pushing sideways against the i-f transformer ter
minals will start the radio to operate. Often, internal capacitors are
at fault. Replace the entire i-f transformer. Suspect the i-f section
when both the AM and FM stations are intermittent.
Table 13-1. Universal Transistor Replacements for Germanium Transistors.
These Transistors Can Be Identified by the Numbers On the Transistor
Case. A Negative Voltage Will Be Found On the Collector Terminal.

Type

General
Electric

Rf
Converter

GE-9A
GE-9A

I-f
Af
Driver
Output

GE-9A
GE-2
GE-2
13MP
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RCA

Delco

Sylvania

SK3008
SK3008
SK3006
SK3008
SK3004
SK3004
SK3009

D5-25
D5-25

ECG-126
ECG-126

D5-25
D5-26
D5-26
D5-520

ECG-126
ECG-102
ECG-102
ECG-104

Fig. 13-9. You may find all IC circuits in the latest tractor and truck radios.
Notice the two flange-type heat sinks soldered to the power output IC.

OSCILLATIONS AND MOTORBOATING

Squealing oscillations and motorboating may be caused by
audio-output transistors, filter capacitors, and bypass capacitors.
Sometimes improper i-f and rf alignment may produce tunable
oscillations over one part of the radio band. Usually, voltage and
transistor tests with the DMM are of little help in locating the defec
tive component.
Substitute electrolytic capacitors of the same value across each
filter and decoupling capacitor (Fig. 13-10). Since the truck and trac
tor radios are under 14 volts, any low-voltage capacitor with known
capacitance will do. Clip each capacitor into the circuit and then
turn the power on. Replace the defective capacitor when the oscilla
tions or motorboating stops.
Go next to the power-output transistors, especially those in
push-pull operation. Turn the volume control way down to elimi
nate the front-end circuits. Remove and replace each output tran
sistor until the oscillation quits. You may find germanium output
transistors in the older truck and tractor radios.
Align the i-f and rf section with the rf generator, with tunable
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Fig. 13-10. To locate oscillations in the tractor or truck radio, clip a new filter
capacitor across each filter capacitor. Always turn the radio off before clip
ping the capacitor in place, recharging the capacitor each time to prevent volt
age surge damage to the transistor.

oscillations over part or at different areas of the broadcast band.
Sometimes one of the i-f transformers may be too sharply aligned,
producing a squealing in the speaker. If all other tests fail, clip a
new bypass capacitor across those found in the emitter and base
circuits of each stage.
WEAK SOUND

Isolate the weak sound condition to the audio or front-end sec
tion of the radio. Usually, if weak stations can be tuned across the
entire broadcast band, the weak sound problems are in the audio
section. When only one or two local stations can be heard, check
the rf transistor and antenna circuits. Give the volume control the
hum test with the control wide open.
A faint weak sound problem may be difficult to locate. Use an
audio signal generator and scope to check each stage. Another
method is to check each stage with the external audio amplifier.
Check the signal on the base and collector of each audio stage. Small
electrolytic coupling capacitors cause a lot of weak sound problems.
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Check the audio signal on each side of the capacitor with the ex
ternal audio amplifier (Fig. 13-11).
Suspect the driver and output transistor when a weak signal
is found with distortion. A weak signal with distortion may be found
with a leaky transistor. Very weak signals with excessive distor
tion problems may be located in the audio-output circuits. Check
each transistor with the diode and transistor test of the DMM. When
leakage is found, remove the transistor and test it out of the circuit.
DISTORTED SOUND

Check the large speaker in the truck and tractor radio for ex
cessive distortion. A tiny sound may be caused with a frozen cone
of the speaker. Excessive speaker vibration may be caused by a
loose cone on the metal framework or torn areas in the speaker.
Replace the speaker when the cone is tom in several places and
seems to crumble when touched. Check the speaker cone for
chewed out places caused by field mice. Remove one end of the
speaker and clip a test speaker in place of the suspected one.
Check the audio-output transistors for possible distortion.
Remove the output transistor and test it out of the circuit. While
the transistors are out of the circuit, check bias diodes and tran
sistors. In the older tractor radios, make sure the emitter-bias
resistors are not burned or open (Fig. 13-12). Improper adjustment

Fig. 13-11. A weak audio signal may be located with the external audio amp.
Check on both sides of those electrolytic coupling capacitors for weak con
ditions.
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Fig. 13-12. While the power output transistors are out of the circuit, check the
resistance of each bias resistor. These resistors may be less than 1 ohm. Here
the transistors are removed by removing two metal screws.

of the screwdriver bias control may produce distortion of the out
put transistor.
The power-output transistors in the early tractor or truck radios
may be of the germanium type. These transistors will have a lower
resistance reading than silicon transistors (Fig. 13-13). The npn
silicon transistors are found in the new models while the germanium
output transistors are found in older radios. Do not interchange ei
ther type and always replace the insulator between the transistor
and chassis. Check Fig. 13-14 for areas of distortion found in the
tractor radio output circuits.
Suspect a leaky power IC for excessive distortion found in the
output circuits. You may find the top part of the plastic area of the
IC has popped off. Check the input signal with the external audio
amp of the power IC. Replace the defective IC if the signal is nor
mal here and distorted at the output terminal. Make sure by tak
ing accurate voltage measurements on each IC terminal. Universal
power IC replacements will work in all output circuits of the trac
tor radio.
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INTERMITTENT SOUND

The most obvious intermittent sound component is a defective
speaker. These speakers are operated wide open in the field and
eventually the voice coil connections are broken loose. Remove the
two speaker leads. Clip the DMM lead across the speaker voice
coil (Fig. 13-15). With a normal 8-ohm voice coil you should measure
approximately 7.2 ohms. With your fingers, push up and down on
the speaker cone, notice if the speaker goes open or a rapid change
is found on the low-ohm digital ohmmeter scale. Replace the inter
mittent speaker with one of the same size.
Next, check all ground connections. Press and twist the various
components on the pc board. Since the truck and tractor radios pro
duce excessive vibration, a lot of the intermittent problems are
component-to-board connections. On difficult intermittent condi
tions you may have to solder up the entire board to locate the poor
connection.
Check for loose end capacitors or erratic coupling capacitors.
Inspect the “A” lead coil for broken connections. Often, the pilot
light will blink off and on with the poor coil connections. Improper
seating of the polarity plug or switch may produce intermittent

' Fig. 13-13. The diode transistor test of a germanium output transistor is quite
low compared to silicon types. Silicon output transistors may have a reading
from 0.650 to 0.970. A low resistance reading both ways indicates a leaky tran
sistor.
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Fig. 13-15. To check the intermittent cone of large speaker terminals, push
up and down on the cone and notice an open or a drastic change in resistance.

sound. Spray and clean the switch. Carefully inspect the interstage
transformer leads between the driver and output transistors for poor
connections or broken wire connections (Fig. 13-16). Most inter
mittent sound conditions are caused by broken or loose component
wires.

Fig. 13-16. Intermittent reception may be caused by a broken or loose interstage
transformer wires to see if a poor connection is found inside the transformer
case.
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SIGNAL TRACING AUDIO CIRCUITS

Audio circuits of the tractor and truck radio may be signal
traced with an external audio amplifier. The amplifier does not need
to have a lot of power and is used only as a signal-tracing indicator.
The phono or stereo amp may be used with a good speaker for
sound. Simply clip a 01-600 V capacitor between input of amplifier
and circuit to be traced. Regulate the volume of the external
amplifier as the sound increases while proceeding through the
suspected radio sound circuits.
Tune in a local station on the tractor radio. Rotate the volume
control halfway open. Now, clip the two chassis together with
alligator clip connections. Use the free end of the capacitor as a
signal-tracing probe (Fig. 13-17). Stay at the audio fixer detector
and proceed towards the speaker. If the signal is good at the detec
tor, go to the volume control center terminal. Proceed to the base
and collector terminals of each transistor until you have lost the
audio signal.
Suspect a defective transistor if the signal stops when the probe
is touched to the collector terminal. Take accurate voltage and incircuit transistor tests with the DMM before removing the
suspected transistor. This method of signal tracing is especially
helpful with weak audio conditions. You may easily pinpoint a driedTR3
output
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Fig. 13-17. To signal trace the radio circuits, use an external audio amp. Clip
the amplifier to the radio chassis. Use the free end of the capacitor as a signal
probe.
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Fig. 13-18. To locate excessive hum, shunt the filter and decoupling capacitors.
Start with a 500
25-volt type and clip across each filter capacitor with the
power off. Discharge the capacitor each time before clipping across the next
one.

up coupling capacitor or transistor stage when voltage mea
surements are quite normal. Always keep the volume of the signal
tracing amp low enough to distinguish a loss of audio signal.
EXCESSIVE HUM

Suspect a dried-up filter and decoupling capacitor if a loud hum
is heard in the speaker. Don’t overlook the filter capacitor in the
bench power supply. Sometimes the dc bench power supply may
contain hum after several years of use. Of course, if a battery is
used, the hum condition must exist in the radio.
Shunt and clip each large filter capacitor in the power supply
circuit. You may find one container with three or four capacitors
inside, while other chassis may have several filter capacitors strung
over the pc board. Make sure you shunt each one with a large (500
/aF) capacitor rated for 16 to 25 volts (Fig. 13-18). Always clip the
capacitor into the circuit with the power supply off, to prevent surge
voltage to other transistors.
When all electrolytic capacitors have been shunted with no
results, determine if the hum is caused by an open base circuit.
Turn the volume control completely down. If the hum stops, check
for poor base and ground connections in the front-end section. Look
for an open coupling capacitor or base connection in the audio sec
tion for pickup hum conditions.
1C CIRCUITS

Not only will you find the IC component in the audio section,
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but the AM i-f section may contain one IC with a separate FM IC
in the latest truck and tractor radios. IC circuits are found in many
power-output circuits of the tractor radio. The defective IC may
be quickly located with the DMM and external audio amplifier.
Try to isolate the given symptom to a certain section of the
radio. For instance, if the truck radio comes in with no FM recep
tion, go directly to the FM section. Usually, FM transistors are
found here, except a FM IC may be located in the newer radios.
Take accurate voltage and resistance measurements on theFM IC
before removal.
Likewise, if the radio has no AM, go directly to the AM sec
tion. Not only will the IC contain the converter stage, but also all
of the i-f circuits (Fig. 13-19). Again, carefully make voltage and
resistance measurements on the IC terminals. You may find all
voltages and resistance measurements are normal on the IC com
ponent except the AM is dead. Check all components tied to the
suspected IC. Now, go ahead and replace the possibly defective
IC component.
At first, the integrated circuit was found in the af and output
stages of car radios before being used in the front-end section. Some
radios may have IC circuits driving the audio-output transistor stage
(Fig. 13-20). Today, one IC component may include the entire audio
circuit for mono or stereo operation. Check the audio output IC for
very warm conditions or plastic areas blown apart. The power IC
may run warm under several hours of operation, but not red hot
to the touch. Underneath the pc board, check for hot areas.

REMOVING AND REPLACING THE IC
After determining the IC component is defective, carefully
remove it from the pc board. Often the power IC is soldered into
the board circuits. You must remove the excess solder around a
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Fig. 13-19. The AM-rf converter and
i-f stages may be amplified by one
large IC component. Don’t overlook
the same IC when either the AM or
FM stations are intermittent or dead.
Remember the i-f stages may be
common to both the AM and FM
circuits.
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Fig. 13-20. In older truck radios a transistor may drive the audio output IC com
ponent. While in later models the whole audio circuits may be amplified by
one large IC.

heavy heat sink to get at the IC terminals. Use a 150-watt or large
solder gun with a solder removing shield wick to pickup all of the
excess solder. Lay the solder wick down along side the IC terminals
and apply heat to the flat wick area. Slowly move the solder wick
with iron attached along side all IC terminal leads. If the iron and
wick does not pickup all the solder, apply the same method to the
other side of the terminals.
Remove all excess solder with the above method. Take the
blade of a pocket knife or small screwdriver and pick the side of
each terminal to make sure it is free. If not, apply the iron and wick
to this connection. Before removing the defective IC, make sure
which end the identification dot or “U” slot is located (Fig. 13-21).
Sometimes the pc board is marked with a “U” or terminal 1 to iden
tify the proper mounting. Pry up the old IC with a pocket knife
or screwdriver blade to remove it from the pc board.
Before inserting the new IC, clean off the terminal side with
solder wick and the soldering iron so the new IC will fit easily into
Fig. 13-21. Check the IC identifica
tion location on the pc board. Look
for a dot or U on the body of the IC.
Double-check underneath for ter
minal 1.

Top view
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the holes. Make sure all Ic terminals are in line and will fit through
the holes without excessive pressure. Often, the IC can be fitted
into the holes in the bottom wiring side, just to see if it will line
up correctly, since many components on the top side are very close
together. You may have to bend the IC terminals together with the
longnose pliers before the replacement will fit into the small holes.
Double-check the IC polarity before replacing the IC compo
nent. Make certain that the dot or “U” identification is at the cor
rect end or the IC may be ruined after voltage is applied. Use a
pencil or low-wattage iron when replacing ICs or transistors to pre
vent heat damage. Now, clean off excess solder and double-check
each separate terminal connection. Make sure excess solder does
not connect two terminals that should be separated. Always, re
place the IC heat sink before applying voltage to the radio.
NOISY RECEPTION

Like any other radio, excessive noise may develop in the frontend or audio section of the truck and tractor radio. Isolate the noise
by turning down the volume control. Determine if the noise is picked
up by the antenna or developed by the truck or tractor motor.
Remove the antenna lead to determine if the noise is fed through
the “A” power lead or the antenna.
With the volume turned completely down and no noise, you
may assume the noise is developed in the front-end section of the
radio. Suspect a trimmer capacitor arcing internally between plates,
transistors or IC components and i-f transformers (Fig. 13-22).
Isolate each stage by shorting the base and emitter terminals to
gether. If the noise ceases, proceed to the next stage. Often, spray
ing the transistor or IC with coolant may cause the noise to quit.
Twisting and moving the connecting terminals of the i-f
transformers may locate the defective transformer.
When the noise cannot be turned down by the volume control,
check the audio circuits for the noisy component. Power output tran
sistors and IC circuits produce a lot of noisy conditions. Short the
base and emitter terminals of each audio transistor to locate the
noisy stage. Shunt the input terminal of the suspected IC with a
10-jtF electrolytic capacitor to determine if the IC component is
noisy. These components may test normal, but replace them to
solve the noisy problem.
FINISHING UP

Besides checking the dial cord and light, clean off the inside
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Fig. 13-23. Brush out all dirt and dust with a large paint brush. Brush off the
front dial area and clean up with water and a cloth. Clean off the front plastic
or glass indicator dial assembly.

Fig. 13-24. Inspect the dial assembly for a frayed or broken dial cord. Here
one spring keeps this simple dial string taut. Don’t forget to chance the bumedoul dial light.
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dial area and front piece. Although the tractor radio is sealed well
from collecting dirt and dust, you may have to brush out the dirt
with a paint brush. Brush off the front dial area and wipe clean with
a wet cloth (Fig. 13-23). Clean the front plastic or glass dial assembly
while the radio is out of the cabinet.
Check the dial cord for possible worn spots and breakage. Most
tractor and truck radios have a very simple dialing arrangement
with one small tension spring (Fig. 13-25). A drop of oil on the dial
pulley may prevent binding and breakage. Cut off a couple of rounds
of the small spring for added tension. Make sure the dial pointer
is lined up squarely on a local radio station. Don’t overlook the dial
light. In most cases the dial light has burned out.
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Chapter 14

Fourteen Quick
Ways to Check the Auto
8-Track and Cassette Player
Service problems related to both the 8-track and cassette player
are quite similar except for channel changing operation. A program
on the 8-track may be changed with the press of a button, while
the cassette player plays on to the end of the tape and then may
be switched in a reverse direction. Both stereo amplifiers are quite
similar, including their transistor and IC operation, except for the
quad 8-track player, which may have four separate amplifying
stages. You may find the weak distorted intermittent and noisy
symptoms are the same in both players (Fig. 14-1).
STEREO 8-TRACK

The most common problems found in the 8-track player are
a dead condition, no tape motion, and slow speeds. A dead condi
tion may be caused by improper applied voltage, defective switch,
and faulty amplifier section. No tape motion may be caused by elec
trical or mechanical problems. Usually, slow speed symptoms are
caused by mechanical problems. The stereo 8-track electrical and
electronic problems are given below, with the mechanical problems
and solutions shown in Table 14-1.
DEAD: NO TAPE MOTION

Notice if the dial light is on or listen for the tape motor run
ning to determine if the dead condition may be caused either elec290

Fig. 14-1. Here is a standard 8-track stereo player mounted in the AM-FM MPX
car radio. The quad-8 track player has four separate amplifying circuits.

trically or mechanically. No dial light or motor rotation may indicate
power is not applied to motor and amplifier. Rapidly rotate the
volume control back and forth, listening for a rush to determine
if the amplifier is working.
Go directly to the on-off switch if all symptoms are dead with
the no motor action. Measure the voltage at both contacts of the
switch and chassis ground (Fig. 14-2). If no voltage on both ter
minals, suspect a dirty or open switch. Remove the power from
the player and take a resistance measurement across the two switch
contacts. Set the ohm-scale at 200 on the DMM. You may find the
on/off switch at the rear of several ganged controls of the combina
tion AM-FM MPX radio and tape players. Often, the whole con
trol must be replaced when there is a defective switch.
When no voltage is found at the switch terminals, suspect a
blown fuse, burned wires or pc board wiring, and poor plug con
nections. Visually inspect the wiring and plug connections. Check
the fuse with the low-ohm range of the DMM. Take a continuity
measurement from the hot lead to the switch terminals. Replace
any overheated or burned power and speaker wiring.
Check the voltage at the motor terminals when the amplifier
seems to be working with a lighted channel bulb. Often, one side
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Table 14-1. Check These Symptoms for Mechanical Tape-Player Problems.
Symptom

Slow speed or wow

Cause

Flywheel or capstan
scored

Replace

Drive belt loose
Oil on belt and flywheel

Replace
Clean with alcohol
(Fig. 14-21)
Clean
Replace
Replace
Clean with alcohol
and lubricate top
and bottom bearings

Capstan shaft dirty
Loose or worn bearing
Erratic motor
Dry capstan bearings

Speed too high

Excess tape on capstan
Motor belt riding on
flange of motor pulley
Defective motor
Motor control circuits

Background noise, no
music

Cure

Broken motor belt or
belt off
Flywheel frozen
Motor not turning

Broken tape head wire

Remove and clean
with alcohol
Clean pulley and
check for loose or
stretched belt
Replace
Check transistor
and take accurate
voltage measurement
with DMM
Replace
Clean or replace
Check voltagereplace defective
motor
Check head connections,
resolder terminals.

Erratic speed

Tape wrapped around
capstan

Won’t change channels

Defective channel switch Check with DMM
Faulty solenoid coil
Check with low-ohmmeter
range of DMM
Shorted diode
Test with DMM
Remove one end of
diode for accurate
test

Won’t change channels
automatically

Up broken on automatic
switch

Replace

Wire broken off switch

Check by shorting
switch with screwdriver
blade. Visually inspect
connections
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Remove excess tape and
clean with alcohol
Replace

Symptom

Cause

Cure

Stuck on channel 4

Improper head-height
adjustment

Head-height screw too
tight adjust and
recheck

Cartridge will not eject

Bent manual assembly

Straighten and
lubricate
Check with low-ohm
scale of DMM
Voltage check across
solenoid with DMM

Reject solenoid

Cross Talk

Head out of adjustment

Adjust head height
screw with scope
and test tape
(Fig. 14-22)

Channel 3 light out

Defective bulb

Check bulb with
low-ohm scale of
meter
Clean switch
Replace if contacts
broken

Defective channel
switch
Scraping noise

Flywheel rubbing on
support

Dry flywheel bearings

Repair flywheel
readjust on capstan
Repair with epoxy
Replace defective
capstan
Clean and lubricate

of the motor terminal is tied to ground and the other hot lead is
switched on with the cartridge switch (Fig. 14-3). No voltage at the
motor may indicate a defective cartridge switch. The cartridge
switch is activated when the 8-track cartridge is inserted into the
player.
Inspect the cartridge switch for a broken or bent switch blade
and poor connections. Sometimes the switch may be bent out of
line or become broken. Clean the switch contacts by placing a strip
of cardboard between the leaf terminals. Hold the terminals
together and move the cardboard back and forth. Replace the switch
for pitted or broken contacts. Check for a broken or loose wire at
the switch terminals.
Replace the defective motor if 12 to 14 Vdc is found at the
motor terminals. Suspect an open diode or resistor in the motor
supply lead when no voltage is found at the motor and appears in
both sides of the cartridge switch (Fig. 14-4). Rotate the motion
pulley by hand. If the motor begins to turn replace the motor
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Fig. 14-2. Measure the voltage on both sides of the on/off switch. With power
off, take continuity measurements across the switch terminals on the low-ohm
scale.

because of a dead spot. The motor may take off when tapped along
the bell area with a screwdriver, indicating intermittent operation.
Double-check the motor or motor regulation circuit for inter
mittent operation. If the player operates several minutes and then

200 ohms
Cartridge
switch

SW2
*

470 nF

+X

M

Fig. 14-3. One side of the motor terminal is wired to ground and the other lead
switched with the cartridge switch. Check for a defective cartridge switch with
the 200-ohm scale of the DMM.
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Fig. 14-4. Suspect an open diode or resistor in series with the motor when no
voltage is found at the motor terminals. Take a continuity check between the
cartridge switch and motor terminal.

stops, suspect a defective motor regulation circuit (Fig. 14-5). In
a Chrysler model 2884-633, Q1 is used as a motor switch and if
the transistor overheats or goes open, the motor may stop. Accurate
voltage measurements and a diode-transistor test with the DMM
may solve most defective motor circuits.
WILL NOT CHANGE CHANNELS

Suspect a dirty or broken automatic tape switch, push-button
switch or defective solenoid if the channels will not change in the
8-track player. Clean the automatic tape switch contacts when the
manual change button operates but the player will not change pro
grams automatically. Inspect the brass terminals for worn or broken
contacts. Check the program channel button switch for poor con
tacts or a broken connecting wire. Both switches are in parallel
series hookup with the solenoid and chassis ground (Fig. 14-6).

>
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Fig. 14-5. Suspect a defective motor when the player operates for a few minutes
and then stops. Check for a defective motor regulator circuit.
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Fig. 14-6. When the player will not automatically change channels at the end
of tape, suspect a worn or broken terminal wire or channel switch. The automatic
and manual channel switches are in a series-parallel hookup with the solenoid.

Clip the DMM, set at 20 Vdc across the solenoid terminals.
Now, push the manual program button. No voltage at the terminal
indicates a defective switch or connecting wires. The solenoid
should energize when 12 volts is found across the terminals (Fig.
14*7). Inspect the solenoid for burned marks or internally burned
wires. Check the resistance of the coil with the 200-ohm DMM
range. Replace the solenoid when voltage is found and the solenoid
will not energize the program-change mechanism.
Make certain that the solenoid changes channels on all four
channels. Sometimes the tape head may stick on channel 4 and not
change channels. This may be caused by improper adjustment of

Fig. 14-7. Measure the voltage across the solenoid winding (12 V to 14 V) when
energized. Inspect the solenoid for burned marks.
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the head-height control screw. If this adjustment is too tight, chan
nel 4 may bind and never change to channel 1. Go over the headheight alignment once more and make sure the correct programmed
music is on the right channel. Realign the tape-head changing switch
when the program light is on a different channel.
VERY WEAK RIGHT CHANNEL

Both channels or only one channel may appear weak in the
8-track amplifier system. Clean off the tape heads with alcohol and
a cleaning stick before tearing into the amplifier. Especially clean
the quad-8 heads for weak channels. The balance control may take
care of the faint weak channel. When the balance control has to
be turned completely to one side to hear the music, take voltage
measurements and perform audio signal tracing in the weak
channel.
The stereo-8 amplifier may be made of all transistors, tran
sistors and ICs, or completely of integrated circuits (Fig. 14-8).
When signal tracing with the external audio amplifier, go from base
to collector of each transistor. Signal trace the input and output
terminals of each IC circuit. Start at the tape-head terminals and
work towards the speaker. Proceed slowly through the amplifier
circuits as weak audio signals may be quite difficult to locate.
output
transistors
uad-8
tereo

Fig. 14-8. The stereo-8 amplifier may consist of transistors or integrated circuits.
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Check both sides of the small electrolytic coupling capacitor
for weak conditions. Often, electrolytic capacitors from 1 fiF to 10
liF are likely to cause weak audio signals. Shunt the coupling and
bypass capacitors for weak audio conditions. Besides transistors
and IC components, check emitter and collector load resistors for
a change in resistance.
In a quad-8 Craig model 3141, the right channel was very weak
with a little distortion. All transistors tested good. Comparing
voltage measurements with one of the normal channels, it was found
that the voltages on Qll and Q12 were not normal. The directlyconnected emitter and base voltages were 1.5 V instead of 0.59
V (Fig. 14-9). Both transistors tested normal with the diodetransistor test of the DMM. Q12 was breaking down under load
and was replaced with a universal SK3054. Undoubtedly, Q12 was
going open under load producing the erroneous 1.5 V measurement.
DEAD LEFT CHANNEL

Most dead audio channels are easy to locate with the DMM.
Accurate voltage measurements on the transistor and ICs solve
most dead channels. Often, the dead channel may be located by
comparing the same voltages with the normal channel. These
voltage measurements are especially helpful when a schematic
diagram is not available.
Suspect transistor and IC circuits for dead conditions. Visual
ly inspect the chassis for burned or cracked bias resistors. Broken
capacitor leads may produce a dead condition. Burned-off foil wir
ing supplying the amplifier section may cause a dead section. Check
transistors and IC components for overheating.
011
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R 172
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To spk
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circle voltage
when Q12 was
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Fig. 14-9. A higher than normal voltage (1.5 V) at the base and emitter ter
minals of a quad-8 Craig model 3141 player indicated a defective Q12 tran
sistor. Q12 was replaced with a universal SK3054 transistor.
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Fig. 14-10. Sometimes a defective IC may be located by just feeling the heat
sink or IC component for overheating. In a Sanyo FT1102 model, the output
IC (M51515L) was red hot.

In a Sanyo model FT1102 all channels were found dead. Only
a slight hum could be heard from the speakers. The bottom side
of the metal case was operating very warm. The body of IC-702
was red hot (Fig. 14-10). All supply voltages to the IC were quite
low. Replacing the leaky IC (M51515L) with an original replace
ment, solved the dead 8-track player problem.
DISTORTED SOUND

Go directly to the output stage for excessive distortion. Both
stereo channels may be distorted with an improper supply voltage
or a leaky IC component, including both audio channels. Leaky and
open output transistors may cause distortion. Check for burned
emitter and bias resistors. Don’t overlook a leaky bias diode in the
base circuit for a distorted stage. A tom or dropped speaker cone
may produce distortion.
Excessive distortion may be located by accurate voltage
measurements and transistor tests with the DMM. For a slightly
distorted condition, use a test cartridge and scope to locate the
defective stage (Fig. 14-11). The external audio amplifier may be
used to pinpoint a defective component or stage. Compare the
various test points with the normal stage.
Remove audio-output transistors for accurate tests with ex
cessive distortion. Sometimes a transistor under load may go open
and appear normal with diode-transistor tests. Replace the
suspected transistor after all other tests have failed. Always replace
both output transistors when only one is found defective. Check
the following component in the stereo channel for distorted symp299
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Fig. 14-11. Use a test cartridge and scope to locate distortion in the amplifier
stages. Compare these waveforms with the normal channel.

toms (Fig. 14-12). While the transistors are out of the circuit, take
correct resistance measurements of bias resistors. If in doubt,
remove one end of the resistor for accurate measurements.
NOISY LEFT CHANNEL

You may find one or both channels noisy in the 8-track tape
player. Isolate the front-end from the output stages by lowering
the volume control. Shunt the base and emitter terminals of each
audio transistor to eliminate the noise and isolate the defective
stage. The external audio amplifier may be used to isolate the noisy
component. Start at the front of the audio circuits and proceed
towards the speaker.
In the audio stages, transistors and IC components cause 99
percent of the noisy symptoms. Germanium type transistors have
been noted to generate noise in the audio input circuits. Suspect
one large audio output IC when noise is found in both channels.
Demagnetize the tape head when the noise is isolated to the frontend. Isolate the noise to the front-end by turning down the volume
control if the noise is found in both channels. Don’t overlook a
burned bias resistor creating noise in the base-output circuits.
The left channel was noisy in a Kraco KS-875 model stereo-8
player. Starting at the volume control, each stage was checked for
noise with the external audio amp. A frying noise was heard when
the collector terminal of the driver transistor (2SB56) was touched
300

(Fig. 14-13)- The audio probe indicated no noise at the base ter
minal. Replacing the driver transistor with a universal SK3004 tran
sistor, solved the noisy left channel.
Two channels were noisy in a quad-8 Sanyo FT1003 model.
In this model, one IC component (LA-4400) contains two separate
channels. Replacing one IC component solved the noise in both
channels. The noisy IC component may be found with the external
audio amp or shunting the input terminal of each IC component
with a 10
electrolytic capacitor. Several coats of coolant may
be sprayed on the suspected IC or transistor while the player is
in operation. The defective component may quit making noise with
coolant applied.
Besides electronic symptoms, many of the stereo 8-track
problems are related to mechanical breakdown. See Table 14-1 for
possible mechanical symptoms and repair solutions.
EXCESSIVE CROSS TALK

The result is cross talk when two different channels of music
can be heard at the same time. Improper alignment of the height
adjustment of the tape head may produce cross talk. The height
screw of the tape head must be adjusted so only on track can be
Q10
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>

T402

Q11

©

E
©
E

Q12

External
audio amp

v
R+

©ML
Fig. 14-13. A noisy driver transistor (2SB56) was found in the left channel of
a Kraco KS-875 model player. The noisy transistor was located with the exter
nal audio amplifier.
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Fig. 14-14. The cassette player may be found inside the AM-FM MPX car radio.
This Realistic cassette player has automatic reverse when the tape reaches
the end.

heard. The music on each track, should correspond with the music
on the cartridge.
Proper head alignment should be made with test cartridge and
scope. It’s most difficult to attempt head-height adjustment on
quad-8 stereo tape players without the scope as an indicator. Follow
the test cartridge alignment or the manufacturer’s tape-head align
ment procedure. Tape head azimuth adjustment is used to level
the head with the tape from the cartridge. Only azimuth adjust
ment is found on the tape head of the cassette player.

CASSETTE PLAYER PROBLEMS
The auto cassette player is usually tied into the AM-FM MPX
radio chassis. When the FM radio operates in stereo fashion, the
cassette player has two stereo channels of sound. The sound cir
cuits of the cassette player are quite common to the stereo 8-track
machine. The tape player may have automatic tape reverse when
the tape reaches the end of the playing time. It automatically starts
playing in the opposite direction (Fig. 14-14). Most cassette players
have manual ejection with no electronic parts.
DEAD: NO ROTATION

Remove the top cover and visually inspect the motor and
capstan-flywheel to see if it is rotating. Listen for the spinning of
the small motor pulley. Quickly rotate the volume control up and
down. Listen for a rush in the speaker. Check the voltage of the
motor terminals with the 20 Vdc range of the DMM (Fig. 14-15).
No voltage at the motor terminals may indicate a dirty or worn
cassette-radio switch.
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Fig. 14-15. Check the voltage at the motor terminals with the 20-V range of
the DMM. No voltage may indicate a defective cassette-radio switch.

Locate the cassette play switch that may be located at the rear
of the cassette or on the side. Measure the voltage on both sides
of the switch. With some cassette radio players, the on/off switch
applies power to the radio unit. Check the switch for open or broken
connections. Trace the power leads out to the power socket or fuse
lead for poor connections.
Suspect a defective motor when accurate voltage is measured
at the motor terminals (Fig. 14-16). Give the motor a spin and see
if it begins to work. If the motor runs without the small belt, check

Fig. 14-16. Suspect a defective motor when accurate voltage is found at the
motor terminals. Spin the motor pulley and see if the motor starts.
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the flywheel for dry bearings. If the motor runs all the time with
the radio on, check for a sticking microswitch. Spray the switch
with cleaning fluid before replacing. Replace these small motors
with the original replacements.
RUNS TOO FAST

Often the most common symptom for any tape player is that
the tape is running too slow. Suspect a defective motor or the belt
may be riding too high on the motor pulley when the tape is mov
ing too fast. Check the capstan to see if excess tape has wrapped
tightly around the shaft, making the tape pull through rather fast.
Suspect a defective motor after checking the above service pro
cedures.
Before removing the suspected motor, check the voltage at the
motor terminals. Most of these motors operate at 2400 rpm and
13.9 volts. The voltage in the motor terminal may vary from 12
to 14.5 volts. The motor will run slow if the voltage source drops
below 10 volts.
KEEPS REVERSING DIRECTIONS

The automatic reverse mechanism is designed to change direc
tion when one side has been completed. A defective cassette may
cause the player to reverse directions or cause improper switch ac
tion. The tape may drag by being wound too tight or having twisted
tape. If the player switches direction without playing any portion
of the tape, suspect a dirty or worn commutator switch.
First, locate the rotating commutator, usually found in the rear
of one of the reel assemblies. Clean off the ring and tongs with
alcohol and a cleaning stick. Notice if the tongs are in line with the
rings on the commutator. Take a continuity measurement with the
low-ohm scale of the DMM if the player is still changing directions.
Clip the ohmmeter at two different terminals of the three wire
like tongs (Fig. 14-17). Rotate the reel or commutator and notice
if a direct reading is found on the meter. Do the same with the other
two. If contact is made off and on, check for a broken wire to the
plastic support terminal bracket.
Check for poor switch contacts or broken terminal wires when
the tape comes to one end and stops with the automatic reverse
system. Try, manually switching the tape with the reverse button.
Carefully, inspect the end switch assembly of the carriage if the
player operates manually. Clean the dirty contacts with tuner lube
or spray cleaning fluid down into the switch area.
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Fig. 14-17. Clip the low-ohm range of the DMM across two terminals of the
commutator switch. Rotate the commutator slowly and notice the resistance
measurements of the contacts.

ONLY A RUSH ON THE LEFT SIDE

Suspect broken head wires when a loud rush is heard without
music and the cassette is rotating. Turn the volume wide open. You
may find one side is operating and the other channel has a loud
rushing noise. When the automatic tape player operates normally
and then changes direction, all you may near is a loud rush, look
for broken cable wires. These small wires seem to break off either
at the head terminals or where the adjoining lead wires connect
to the pc board. Inspect and pull on each wire going to the small
tape head. Check the resistance of each channel at the tape head
(Fig. 14-18). Compare the readings of each tape-head connection.
Now, measure the same resistance at the pc board. No reading,
will be noticed if one of the tape head wires is broken.
WARMS UP AND CUTS OUT

In a Kraco KID-585H model, the cassette player would operate
several minutes and the sound would cut out. The radio circuits
did the same thing. Since both the radio and tape circuits would
cut out, the audio-output stages were defective. A large audio IC
was found in the audio-output circuits. The power IC was running
red hot when the sound cut out. Replacing the power IC cured the
intermittent sound problems.
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Fig. 14-18. Check the resistance of each channel at the tape head. These small
connecting wires break off either at the head terminals or where the cable wires
connect to the amplifier circuits.

Often a transistor or IC circuit may cut out after operating for
several minutes. Use coolant on these components to locate the
defective one. Just feel the body of the transistor or IC for
overheating. Check for a change of resistance in the emitter and
base circuits of the overheating transistor.
i

INTERMITTENT RIGHT CHANNEL

Try to isolate the section and stage where the intermittent
problem may be located. If both the radio and tape player are in
termittent you may assume the intermittent component is in the
audio stages. Likewise, if the intermittent is only in the cassette
player, check from tape head to speaker. Notice if the intermittent
sound is in one or both audio channels.

&

—Check tape
^-1
head for loose
mounting bolts

Fig. 14-19. Inspect the tape head for loose mounting bolts. The tape head may
not rub against the tape, causing intermittent music.
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Insert a cassette and move the tape head wires as the tape is
playing. A poor cable harness or separate tape wires may be broken
and just laying on the connection. Check for a poor ground of the
shielded harness. Inspect the tape head for loose mounting bolts,
letting the head move back from the tape area (Fig. 14-19).
Intermittent components may be located with an external audio
amplifier. After locating which channel is intermittent, clip the audio
amp from base-to-base of each transistor or IC circuit. Let the music
play from the cassette and monitor each audio stage with the
amplifier until the music stops. Often transistors and IC circuits
produce most intermittent conditions.
TAPE STOPS ROTATING

>

In some of the more elaborate auto cassette players, you may
find automatic stop circuits. The circuit may consist of one or more
transistors that control the cassette tape when it has completed play
ing (Fig. 14-20), while other players use a mechanical pressure type
device to stop the tape motor from operating. These stop systems
are also used in the compact cassette players.
A rotating magnet is located on the end of the take-up reel
assembly. When rotating, the magnet keeps the switch closed at
all times. If the tape stops at the end of the cassette, the switch
opens up shutting off voltage to the small cassette motor. In this
circuit the tape indicator light will go out.
If the cassette player shuts off the motor in the middle of the
cassette, suspect mechanical problems or a defective automatic stop
circuit. Notice if the tape slows down or drags at any point.
If the cassette is wound too tight, the tape may stop and shut
off the motor since the magnet is not rotating. Since the tape counter
is rotated by a belt from the take-up reel assembly, check for a
binding counter assembly or loose drive belt. Inspect the tape
counter drive belt for slippage or broken areas.
When the tape counter assembly is tight and binding, remove
and clean it with cleaning fluid. If the counter assembly cannot be
repaired, replace it. Don’t overlook a cassette that is wound too
tight. Suspect a defective cassette when only one cassette shuts
down tape rotation.
Suspect a defective automatic stop circuit when the tape
counter and belt are normal. Check each transistor with the diodetransistor test of the DMM. Take accurate voltage measurements
of each terminal. Replace TR204 if all tests are normal. Sometimes,
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Table 14-2. Check the Indicated Symptoms
and Cures for the Most Common Mechanical Problems.
Symptoms
Slow speed

Cause
Broken or worn drive belt
Binding pressure roller

Defective motor
Insufficient tension on
take-up reel
Defective cassette
Wow and flutter

Slipping drive belt
Oil on belt of flywheel
Defective motor
Defective pin roller assembly
Defective cassette

Cassette does not
Defective components in tape
reverse automatically deck
Defective automatic reversing
mechanism
Keeps reversing
without playing any
tape

Dirty commutator

Bent tongs
High speed

Drive belt
Defective motor
Excess tape around capstan

Stop in middle of
cassette

Belt off or slipping
(from take-up reel
to tape indicator
assembly)
Sluggish tape
indicator assembly
Defective automatic
stop circuit

Scraping noise
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Capstan rubbing on
support
Dry bearing of reel
assembly________

Cure
Replace
Check for excess
tape down around
roller. Clean with
alcohol
Replace
Readjust control
or spider height
on take-up reel
Check against a
new cassette
Replace
Clean with alcohol
and cloth
Replace
Clean. Replace if worn
too badly
Check against a
new cassette
Check reverse
switches and
connectors
Replace or repair
Clean rings and
connector with
alcohol and a
cleaning stick
Repair and bend
in line
____
Check if line belt
rotating on motor
pulley
Replace
Remove excess tape
Clean with alcohol
and a cleaning stick
Clean and replace loose
belt
Clean with alcohol
and lubricate. Replace
if defective
Check transistors
with diode-transistor
test with DMM
Make accurate voltage
measurements with DMM
Check bearings and
loose support bolts
Lubrication

Fig. 14-21. Inspect the motor drive pulley and belt for oil or grease on the belt
and flywheel, causing slow or erratic speeds. Clean with alcohol and a cloth.
Check for a loose or stretched drive belt.

Fig. 14-22. Cross talk is caused by improper adjustment of the height screw.
Look for the height screw on the tape head assembly. Cross talk is when two
channels can be heard at the same time.
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these transistors break down under load, while voltage and tran
sistor tests are okay.
Many problems related to the cassette player may be
mechanical or a combination of mechanical and electronic troubles.
Check Figs. 14-21 and 14-22 for two of the most common
mechanical problems found in the auto cassette player. Table 14-2
lists the causes and cures of many mechanical problems.
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Chapter 15

Twelve Simple Phono Repairs
Most problems related to the phonograph are either electronic, elec
trical, or mechanical. The electronic troubles are found from the
phono cartridge through to the speakers. All ac components from
the power cord to the phono motor may develop electrical prob
lems. Slow speeds, arm cycling, and turntable problems may be
caused by defective mechanical components. A mechanical
troubleshooting chart is shown at the end of this chapter (Table
15-2).

DEAD: NOTHING WORKS

Most dead symptoms are easy to locate in the phono player.
Start at the ac switch and power cord. In the tube chassis you may
find a series-heater tube circuit (Fig. 15-1). If any tube filament goes
open, the amplifier is dead and you only have rotation of the turn
table. In some small phonographs with tubes, the phono motor is
in series with the tube filaments. If one tube goes out, there is no
turntable rotation or filament lights in the tubes.
Measure the ac voltage at the on-off switch (Fig. 15-2). This
switch may be located on the changer or volume control. If the
switch is open, the entire power line voltage is found across the
switch terminals. Go to the heater pins of each tube socket. When
you measure the entire ac voltage across the tube heater pins, you
have located the open tube (Fig. 15-3). Double-check the tube fila313
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Fig. 15-1. In the phono tube-chassis you may find a series heater circuit. Also,
the phono motor may be in series in the early phonograph portables.

ment with the low-ohmmeter scale of the DMM with each tube out
of the socket.
You may find the ac power cord is tied directly to the primary
winding of the small power transformer in solid-state phonographs.
Measure the ac voltage on the anode terminals of the small silicondiode rectifiers (Fig. 15-4). No ac voltage measurement may indicate
a defective cord or power transformer. Measure the resistance of
the primary winding at the power cord plug with the 200-ohm range
of the DMM (Fig. 15-5). Remove the tape from the power
transformer leads and check for an open winding. A low resistance
measurement here indicates a defective cord or plug.
DEAD: DIODE TESTS

After measuring the ac voltage at one side of the silicon diodes,
R14
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Fig. 15-2. Measure the ac voltage at the on-off switch. The same voltage will
be on both sides of the switch if normal. Measure for continuity across the
switch terminals.
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Fig. 15-3. When the entire power line voltage (120 Vac) is found across the
tube heater pins, you have located the defective tube. Measure the continuity
with the low-ohm scale across the heater pins with the tube out of the socket.
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Fig. 15-4. Measure the ac voltage on the anode terminal of the silicon diode.
No ac voltage may indicate a defective power transformer, switch or power cord.
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Fig. 15-5. Measure the primary winding of the power transformer at the male
power cord with the 200-ohm scale of the DMM. If you find an open reading,
go directly to the primary winding of the transformer.

check the dc voltage at the cathode terminals of each diode. Usually,
two silicon diodes are found in a full-wave power transformer cir
cuit. The cathode terminal of each diode is tied together at the large
electrolytic input filter capacitor (Fig. 15-6). A single silicon rec
tifier may be found in the ac half-wave filter circuit.
Low or no voltage at the cathode terminals may be caused by
a leaky diode, improper filtering, or overloaded circuits outside the
power supply. Check each diode with the diode-transistor test of
the DMM (Fig. 15-7). In the full-wave transformer circuit you may
measure leakage in the opposite direction with the secondary

Fig. 15-6. Notice the cathode terminal of each diode is tied together at the B +
side of the power supply. Visually, inspect the diodes for burned or overheated
marks.
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Fig. 15-7. Check each diode with the diode test of the DMM. Remove one end
of the diode for accurate leakage tests.

winding of the transformer. Remove one end of each diode for an
accurate leakage test.
Often, a shorted silicon diode may destroy the primary wind
ing of the power transformer. Suspect a leaky diode or heavily
overloaded circuit when the primary winding is open. The winding
may be damaged when lightning has struck the power line. A
shorted diode or output transistor may destroy the transformer. In
most cases the small on/off switch may not be in the on position
since the power cord connects directly to the primary winding.
Disconnect the overloaded circuit from the power supply by
removing each circuit wire connected to it. The overloaded circuit
may have a resistance less than 500-ohms to ground. Check the
output resistance after removing each circuit. Now measure the
resistance to ground of each removed circuit to find the leaky com
ponent. The leaky audio-output transistors usually overload the
power supply circuits. If the output resistance is still low after
removing the external circuits, suspect a leaky filter capacitor.
i

i

I

MOTOR NOT ROTATING

Suspect improper voltage, defective switch, or defective motor
when the motor is not rotating. In some models the motor and
amplifier circuits are turned on with the phono function switch.
While in other models the turntable begins to rotate when the arm
is picked up and placed on the record. A separate switch may turn
on the phono motor in low priced models.
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Fig. 15-8. Check for 120 Vac across the motor terminals with the function switch
on. You may find another winding on the motor field coil which is then rec
tified to power the audio circuits in some small phonographs.

Remove the turntable mount and check the voltage across the
phono motor (Fig. 15-8). The phono motor may operate directly
from the power line or a low voltage dc source. Start with the 200
Vac scale of the DMM. No voltage across the motor terminals may
indicate a defective switch or power cord. Trace the motor leads
back to the ac switch. Measure the voltage across the switch ter
minals. The switch is open with 120 Vac measured across the switch
terminals.
Most dc motors are marked with a positive polarity sign.
Measure the dc voltage across the motor terminals with a 200 Vac
setting. Now, remove the power cord and check the continuity of
the motor winding with the low-ohm scale. Table 15-1 gives several
phono-motor resistances measurements. These readings are only
used as a continuity test.
Table 15-1. Phono Motor Resistance Measurements.
The Motor Resistance May Vary from 35 to 350 Ohms.
Make
BSR
RCA
Truetone
Curtis-Mathes
BSR
RJ Macdonald
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Model
P232RB1
RP23404
SYR6965A
G1272L70
C123R2D6
5001

Motor Resistance
213
148

95
85.5
80
36.6

MOTOR RUNS ALL THE TIME

Sometimes in the older phono-radio combinations when the
radio was turned on the phono motor would operate. The radio
should be turned off before turning on the phono switch as the motor
may run all the time. A sticky switch or the arm lifted off the arm
rest of some models may let the motor rotate all the time. Check
to see if the packing cardboard has been removed or if it is holding
the arm in the upward position.
Make sure the pickup arm is on the arm rest before checking
for a possibly defective motor switch. Then clip the 200 Vac scale
of the DMM to the motor terminals if the motor is still operating
(Fig. 15-9). Locate the changer switch underneath the turntable.
Notice if the arm lever is tight against the switch lever. Suspect
a dirty or sticky switch when the plastic lever will not release with
pressure lifted from the switch lever.
Spray several coats of cleaning lube down inside the switch
area. Work the switch lever back and forth until the switch action
is free. Check for a bent lever or loose spring of the arm lever
assembly. With the switch lever released, notice if the motor shuts
off. If not, check the switch assembly.

Fig. 15-9. Clip the DMM across the motor terminals. Manually move the changer
switch back and forth and notice the 120 Vac applied voltage. Suspect a fro
zen motor when voltage is present without motor movement. Measure the re
sistance of the motor with the power cord removed.
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A LOUD HUM

A loud hum may be caused by a defective filter capacitor net
work in the amplifier section or pickup hum of the input switch
to the amplifier. Isolate the noise by turning down the volume con
trol. Notice if the hum is present in radio or tape operation. If the
hum disappears, look for a poor ground or loose pickup arm.
Suspect a dried-up filter capacitor with hum when the volume con
trol is turned completely down.
Shunt each large filter capacitor with a known one until the
hum disappears. Always clip the shunted capacitor into the circuit
with the power off to prevent damage to ICs or transistors in the
amplifier section (Fig. 15-10). Replace the entire capacitor can-filter
when a defective capacitor is found in that section. Check each ca
pacitor for voltage and correct capacity.
Remove the phono input cables to the amplifier to eliminate
pickup hum. A poor ground wire from turntable base to amplifier
may cause a low pickup hum. Check for a broken shield wire at
the turntable or on the RCA male plug (Fig. 15-11). Clip an alligator
shorting wire from changer to the amplifier chassis to eliminate
a poor ground. If the hum disappears, connect a new ground wire
or check each input cable for a broken shield. Inspect the chassis
for poor or loose metal shields around the high-gain input circuits
of the amplifier.
Suspect poor shielding causing hum in small phono players with
one large IC sound circuit. Sometimes a hard fiber board with tinfoil glued to the board provides some shielding. Misplacing the

Fig. 15-10. Always clip the electrolytic capacitor into the circuit with the power
off to prevent damage to transistors and IC circuits. Always observe correct
polarity.
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To phono
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To amp

Gnd
Chassis

200 n

ft
Fig. 15-11. A low hum may be caused with a broken shield wire. Clip from the
male plug to amplifier chassis and notice if the hum disappears. Check the
resistance between the two units for a good ground.

board or a loose bond between the nut and foil may cause a pickup
hum. It’s best to place larger metal washers over the foil to pro
vide better grounding.

LOUD HUM ON ONLY ONE CHANNEL
Usually, when only one channel has a loud hum the main filter
capacitors are not defective. Notice if the hum is present with the
volume control lowered. If not, pull out the phono input cables to
the amplifier. Notice which cable was removed when the hum
stopped. If the hum noise is present, suspect poor grounding within
the input stages of the amplifier section.
A broken ground lead to the pickup arm or cartridge may cause
a loud hum with the volume turned up. Inspect for possibly bro
ken leads at the phono cartridge. Check the shielded cable leads
at the input terminal going to the amplifier section. Don’t overlook
a defective cartridge. Place a record on the turntable and add
pressure with one finger on the pickup arm. Notice if the hum cuts
in and out. Replace the suspected phono cartridge.
Excessive hum or crackling noise may be caused by a shorting
switch of the input signal from the phono cartridge. In some
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changers when the arm is in the changing cycle, a switch shorts
out both input channels from the phono cartridge. Check for dirty
or broken contacts. Clean contacts with cleaning fluid. Measure
the resistance across the switch terminals with the low-ohmmeter
scale of the DMM.
INTERMITTENT LEFT CHANNEL

-

Locating the intermittent component may require a little more
skill and patience than many other troubles found in the
phonograph. Isolate the intermittent condition to one channel in
either the turntable or amplifier sections. If the intermittent music
is found in the left channel, switch the phono input lead to the right
channel. The intermittent will now be in the right channel if com
ponents within the turntable are intermittent.
Lightly press down on the cartridge with the record rotating.
Select an old phono record for this test. Notice if the music cuts
up and down. If the music is intermittent, replace the defective car
tridge. Check the needle to see if it is riding in the small groove.
If the needle is off to one side, you may not even hear any music.
Excessive dust and line around the stylus may cause weak and
distorted music.
Either a ceramic or magnetic cartridge are found in most phono
turntables. The crystal or ceramic cartridge will not measure any
resistance across the cartridge terminals. The magnetic cartridge
has a moving vane coil inside and has a low resistance across each
channel terminal. Very little voltage is developed in the magnetic
cartridge and there must be another audio-amplifier stage to pro
vide the proper signal. Check the magnetic cartridge with low-ohm
scale of the DMM for continuity (Fig. 15-12).
Broken or loose connections to the cartridge or pickup arm may
cause intermittent conditions. Inspect the phono cable and plugs
at both ends. Check for a shorted shielded cable wire with the lowohm scale of the DMM. Measure the resistance across the phono
connections under the turntable (Fig. 15-13). A low-resistance
measurement indicates a shorted or broken insulation of the phono
cable. Remove the connection to the magnetic cartridge when
measuring the resistance of a poor phono cable harness.
After determining the amplifier or speaker section is intermit
tent substitute the right speaker for the left one. Double-check the
speaker connections and jack terminals for poor contact or broken
wires. Inspect the female jack for a poor common-ground connec322

Fig. 15-12. Check the continuity of the magnetic cartridge with the low-ohm
scale of the DMM. Both left and right channels measurements should be quite
close.

tion. Go directly to the amplifier section if the intermittent sound
is heard in both speakers.
Isolate the channel with the intermittent sound problem. Intermittents are very difficult to locate unless the audio signal has
cut down or off. Check the voltage of each transistor and compare

Fig. 15-13. Measure the resistance across the phono plug of a crystal cartridge
for a possibly shorted cable. Flex the cable with the meter connected to the
male plug.
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with the known stage or schematic. Poor component-to-board con
nections may cause intermittent problems. Check for poorly
soldered connections around the volume control and pc board. Weak
and intermittent sound may be signal traced with the outside audio
amplifier. Check Fig. 15-14 for possible intermittent parts within
the record player.
DEAD RIGHT CHANNEL

Closely inspect the service repair ticket for the correct trouble
symptom. No turntable or sound from the amplifier may be caused
by the on/off switch or power cord. Check the stylus for a loud scrat
ching noise with the volume wide open. A loud noise in each chan
nel may indicate the amplifier channels are normal. Check the
turntable and motor for no rotation with hum from the amplifier.
If the unit is normal on radio and not on phono, suspect a defective
cartridge. Try to isolate each section before attempting to locate
the defective component.
A dead amplifier section may be located with voltage and audio
signal tracing methods. Isolate the dead channel in the stereo
amplifier. Quickly make accurate voltage measurements on each
transistor or IC circuit. When improper voltages are noted, check
the suspected transistor with the diode-transistor test of the DMM.
Signal trace the audio circuit with the outside audio amplifier for
very weak and distorted conditions.
In Fig. 15-15, a simple Silvertone phono, chassis 137.93131
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Fig. 15-14. Check the following components for intermittent conditions. The
intermittent may be located with the outside audio amplifier, going from the
base to collector of each transistor.
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shows the most common dead components. The crystal cartridge
(Ml) may be cracked or have broken phono leads. Use a pocket
knife or screwdriver blade with the volume wide open and listen
for a loud hum, indicating the amplifier is operating. A noisy or
worn volume control (Rl) may have a dead spot, but usually makes
noise when rotated.
A dead sound may be caused by either Ql, Q2, or Q3 going
open. Often a leaky audio transistor will let some distorted sound
through to the amplifier. Speaker coupling capacitor C3 have been
noted to open, causing a dead channel. Clip another speaker across
the terminals of SP1 to determine if the speaker is open.
Improper voltage or no voltage supply may cause a no sound
condition. A shorted silicon rectifier (XI) kills the supply voltage.
A small power transformer, or in this case the separate winding
on the turntable motor may open, removing the ac voltage applied
to the diode rectifiers. Burned or open voltage-dropping resistors
may cause a no sound condition. In this small phono amplifier the
turntable motor must rotate before any voltage is applied to the
dc power-supply circuits.
In a Phono-Sonic Arietta 738 model, the right channel was com
pletely dead (Fig. 15-16). The audio signal was signal traced to the
Replace
ECG131
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-16.1 V
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150 0
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GD170C

n
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Fig. 16-16. The right channel was dead in a Phono-Sonic 738 model. A leaky
C610 (100 nF) damaged T604 and T605.
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output stages. T604 and T605 were leaky. R619 showed signs of
operating very hot. T604 and T605 were replaced with a universal
transistor (ECG131). All bias resistors were checked for accurate
resistance. In the process C610 was found with a leakage of 3 ohms.
Undoubtedly, the leakage of C610 destroyed both output tran
sistors. Besides replacing the output transistors, C610 and R619
were replaced to restore the dead right channel.
WEAK LEFT CHANNEL

Start at the crystal cartridge and proceed through the audio
circuit to locate the component causing the weak signal. If the right
channel is normal, take a hum test of the left channel with a
screwdriver or pocket-knife blade. Switch the ungrounded left car
tridge lead to the normal right side of the cartridge. Suspect a defec
tive cartridge when the left channel music is normal.
The weak channel may be located with voltage measurements,
audio signal tracing, and hum tests. Several quick hum tests may
be made at different spots throughout the audio circuits. Start at
the phono-cartridge terminals, go next to the high side of the vol
ume control and to each base terminal of the af or driver transistors.
Compare each hum test location with the good channel.
Signal trace with an outside audio amplifier with a very weak
channel or when the channel does not balance. Often, weak audio
signals are very difficult to locate and quite time consuming. Quickly
check the signal at the base of each transistor and compare these
test points with the good channel. Double-check on both sides of
electrolytic coupling capacitors. A defective transistor or IC com
ponent may produce both weak and distorted music.
In the audio IC circuit take accurate voltage measurements on
all terminals of the Ic component. A good signal at the input ter
minal (5) and no signal at the output (7) may indicate a defective
power IC circuit in an R.J. Macdonald model 8052 (Fig. 15-17).
Check all components tied to the IC circuit. Measure the resistance
of each terminal to chassis ground and compare them to the nor
mal channel. Lower than normal resistance may indicate a leaky
electrolytic capacitor or IC component. In this model a leaky IC
(IC106) accounted for the weak and distorted left channel.
DISTORTED MUSIC

Excessive distortion with the phono amplifier may be caused
by a defective phono cartridge, stylus, amplifier, or speaker. The
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Fig. 15-17. Check the input terminal 5 and the output terminal 7 for audio signals
in a R.J. MacDonald model 8052. A leaky IC106 accounted for the weak and
distorted left channel.

speaker, cartridge, and stylus may be isolated by a quick parts
substitution. Check each amplifier stage for a distorted channel.
The excessively distorted stage may be located by signal trac
ing transistors and accurate voltage measurements. Lower than nor
mal voltage may locate a leaky or open transistor. A diode-transistor
test of each transistor may locate the defective component. In
directly coupled (dc) amplifier stages, voltage and transistor tests
may not be accurate with dc-coupled transistors. Usually, accurate
transistor tests may be made with the DMM if the base terminal
is removed from the circuit.
Check each bias resistor and directly-coupled transistor while
the other transistors are disconnected. Burned base-bias and
emitter-bias resistors must be replaced before replacing the
suspected transistors. If in doubt, remove one lead of each resistor
for making an accurate measurement. The resistance of these bias
resistors is very critical in the audio-output stages.
It’s best to replace both audio push-pull transistors when one
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is found leaky. Besides testing in the circuit, remove each transistor
for slight leakage with only a small amount of distortion in one chan
nel. Check for correct bias-voltage adjustments in audio amplifiers
with separate bias controls. Check Fig. 15-18 for the most com
mon distorted components.
NOISY CHANNEL

A frying noise in the amplifier channel may be caused by a
defective transistor, IC, or bypass capacitor. Isolate the noisy chan
nel. Lower the volume control to determine if the noise is in a com
ponent before or after the control. Concentrate on each stage until
the noisy component is located. The outside audio amplifier may
be used to go from stage-to-stage to locate the noise.
Loud popping and cracking noises may be caused by audio com
ponents all packaged in one module and soldered to the pc board.
Signal trace the noise at the input and output of each module. Re
place the defective module when noise comes out of but not into
the module component. A popping noise was heard in the phono
amplifier section of an RCA RC-1239A model. The noise was
located in the Z605 component. Replacing the entire audio module
cured the popping noise.
A scratching noise may be caused by a defective stylus. Notice
if the noise is present when the arm is lifted from the record. Check
the position of the stylus in the cartridge groove. A dull or cracked
point of the needle may cause a scratchy-distorted sound. Clean
out all dirt with a small brush. Make certain of the problem by in
stalling a new stylus.
Excessive motorboating may be caused by poorly grounded
shields in the audio stages. Often, moving the chassis with very
high volume may cause a buzzing or motorboating sound. Inspect
the ground terminal or the heat sink of the audio IC components.
Defective audio IC and output transistors may cause a motorboating
sound.
A BSR turntable in a Fisher amplifier came in with a lowmotorboating sound. When the volume was turned up, a low motor
boating sound was heard in the left channel. The input terminal
to the amplifier from the phono cartridge was shorted and the sound
disappeared. Disconnecting both leads from the left channel of the
cartridge eliminated the noise. Installing a new 6322D phono car
tridge solved the motorboating noise.
When the phono motor is turned off and on and you hear a loud
popping noise, suspect a defective capacitor across the switch ter330

120 Vac

=D

.1 nF

Micro switch

Fig. 15-19. Check for a defective capacitor across the on-off switch when a
loud popping noise is heard at shut-off. Clip another capacitor across the switch
terminals. Replace the defective switch if cleanup and capacitor replacement
does not eliminate the popping noise.

minals (Fig. 15-19). In a J.C. Penney turntable model 6402, a pop
filter capacitor is located upon the pc board (.0047 fiF). Clean up
the switch with cleaning fluid and then change the pop filter ca
pacitor if excessive noise is heard. Replace the defective switch

Fig. 15-20. Check for a worn or loose drive belt in the later models with slow
speed problems. A stretched belt may not let the turntable finish the complete
cycle.
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Table 15-2. Mechanical Problems Found in the Various Phono Changers.

Motor
Trouble
Motor does not rotate

Cause

Cure

No power to motor

Motor coil open,
shorted, or burned

Check for frozen
bearings
Motor runs too hot

Check leads to power
circuit and switch
Check ac voltage across
motor
Check motor continuity
with 200 0 scale of DMM
Inspect for burned field
coil (Replace defective
motor)
Remove motor armature
and clean bearings

Poor insulation of
the inside of motor
Shorted field coil

Replace motor

Slow rotation

Dry (no oil)

Work out bearings and
lubricate

Fast Speed

Check speed
assembly

Replace motor pulley
Replace defective motor

Replace motor

Turntable

Trouble
Slow speed

Cause
Oil or dirt on belt
Idler wheel
slippage

Slipping on turntable
surface
Turntable slow

Turntable will not
rotate

Check motor

Dry or frozen
bearings

Center turntable
bearing wobbles
Function switch
arm loose
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Cure
Clean belt and motor
pulley with alcohol
Clean with alcohol
If worn hard or cracked
replace idler wheel
Check for missing idler
wheel spring
Clean with alcohol
Resurface with liquid rosin
Clean off old grease and
lubricate bearing with
phono-lube
If motor is rotating,
check for belt off or broken.
If motor is rotating, check
idler wheel rotation
Remove turntable, clean
old bearings and grease
Wash out old grease
Lubricate with phono-lube
See if turntable rotates
freely by hand
Replace turntable
Replace missing "C" washer
holding arm lever in place

Turntable
Trouble
Erratic speed

Cause
Oil or dirt on
belt and motor
pulley
Oil and dirt on
idler wheel
Jerky music

Excessive
dirt on idler
wheel
Will not change
speeds

Loose speed lever

Jammed, won't
move
Idler wheel stays
in one spot
Plastic selector,
assembly will not
move
Pickup arm will
not move

Arm locked down
Arm frozen

Cure
Clean with alcohol
Clean with alcohol
Improper adjustment of
idler wheel on 33-1/3
and 45 rpm
Idler wheel riding on
edge of 33-1/3 speed
Remove foreign substance,
clean with alcohol

Lift up turntable
inspect speed lever arm
Check for missing "C"
washer
Inspect arm assembly
Check for dry speed lever
assembly Straighten
all levers
Check shifting of idler
wheel Lubricate ratchet
assembly Readjust idler
wheel height screw if needed
Work out and lubricate
Check tension spring

Remove keeper or pull
arm up and out of hold
position
Move arm back and forth
Check for dry bearing or
cartridge cable wires that
are too tight Make
sure arm is free

Tone arm
Sets down about
1/2-inch into the
record

Improper adjustment
of set-down screw

Reload the record and
readjust the screw
slightly before the
start of music Readjust
several times as needed

Tone arm will not
not raise high
enough

Improper adjustment
of height screw

Check for height screw
right under pivot part
of tone arm or at the
bottom of arm pivot post

Tone arm will not
reject records

Check to see if arm
rejects at the end of
playing cycle or at
the start of the
record

Look for a bent trip
pawl, usually mounted
on the cam assembly
Check for loose spring
and "C" washer
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Turntable
Trouble

Cause

Check poor alignment
of auto-lever
Stylus goes into
center of record

Cure

A dry or sluggish trip
lever should be washed
and lubricated Check
for a dry cam assembly
Replace dull stylus or
needle Check set-down
at start of record

Changer will not
cycle

Loose cam assembly and
arm lever out of place

Remove "C” washer and
reinstall arm lever
Check cam assembly for
dry or gummed up
bearings Lubricate
all sliding assemblies
after cleanup with
alcohol Remove old
hardened grease with a
wooden stick

Will not play
last record

Arm keeper
not down

The arm keeper must go clear
down to play last record
Check for bent arm keeper
Inspect shut-off lever
assembly
This is located in center of
plate assembly Clean off
or remove and clean each
piece Make sure small spring
pushes clip lever back
to position.
Lubricate arm pivot area
Make certain record keeper goes
completely down Check arm
adjustment
Notice if rubber washer is
in place at bottom of arm
keeper assembly If rubber
is split, replace it

Check for dry and
gummed up clip
lever on old
record changers
Record arm keeper
too high
On BSR turntable
with rear rubber
washer
Record arm keepe r
will not stay in
place

Check for broken
metal pin

Replace entire record arm
keeper assembly

Keep shaft bent
and binding

Remove "C” washer Remove
complete keeper assembly
Place between two boards
and straighten in vise

Tone arm skips
across record

Suspect faulty
stylus

Remove and replace stylus or
needle
Make sure turntable assembly
is level
Remove excess dust and dirt
from stylus and cartridge

Rumble noise

Check if motor is
touching mounting
board

Inspect “C" washers and rubber
motor mounts Replace
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!
Turntable

Trouble

Cause

Dirt on motor belt
Make sure turntable
is floating

Cure

Clean off motor pulley, belt
and turntable rim
Loosen turntable screws so
it will float Check for
missing springs or plastic
inserts Make sure damping
pads are in place

Howling noise

Cartridge picks
up vibration or
sound of speaker

Make sure turntable is floating
and not solid on the mounting
board Check wire leads
on cartridge Check all
ground wires between
separate turntable and
amplifier unit

Two records drop
together

Large hole in
record
The control arm
not fully down

Replace and discard
defective record
Make sure control arm is
completely down when loading
records May stay up when
removing records

No anti-skate

Check for missing
anti-skate spring

Replace
reset anti-skate adjustment
according to instructions

No muting

Check muting switch
contacts

Clean contacts Check
continuity with 200-ohm
scale of DMM
Adjust muting switch contacts,
if needed
Check switch spring tension

if cleaning and capacitor replacement does not remove the pop
ping noise.

SPEED AND MECHANICAL PROBLEMS

i

!

i

Slow speeds with the phonograph is quite a common problem
with all models. Dry turntable and motor bearing may cause slow
turntable speed. Slow turntable motion may be caused by a worn
or slick idler wheel. Check for a worn or loose drive belt in the later
models for slow speed (Fig. 15-20). Inspect the motor pulley for
black rubber marks indicating belt slippage.
An unusual speed problem occurred in a Panasonic SC-358
radio-phono model. The radio was normal in ac and battery op
eration. The speed of the phonograph was normal on battery
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Fig. 15-21. Check for a bent trip on the cam assembly when the record will
not trip at the beginning or end of the record. Remove the cam assembly and
inspect the small trip lever.

Fig. 15-22. If the idler wheel is worn or becomes hard and brittle, replace it
with a new one. Inspect the rubber tire for uneven and burned areas when
a thumping noise is heard with the turntable rotating.
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operation, except erratic speed was noticed in ac operation. The
turntable would slow down and then speed up. Besides the erratic
speed problem, a low hum could be heard in the speaker. Replac
ing the 100 nF filter capacitor solved the uneven speed problem.
Common mechanical problems are illustrated in Figs. 15-21 and
15-22. A list of mechanical problems related to all phono changers
is given in Table 15-2.
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Chapter 16

Ten Quick Speaker Tests
Speakers come in many different sizes and shapes. The small radio
may have a 1 1/2-inch to 4-inch round speaker. A 1-inch to 4-inch
speaker may be found in the personal cassette player. The com
pact entertainment center may have a 5-inch to 10-inch speaker
(Fig. 16-1). While the auto radio or cassette player may contain
several 3-inch or 6 x 9-inch PM speakers. Large 10- or 12-inch
speakers are found with several different sizes of tweeter or mid
range speakers in the high-powered speaker enclosure.
You may find several different impedance ranges in the various
speakers. The speaker impedance may be a 3.2, 4, 8, 10, 20, or
40 ohms. Some of the latest TV receivers have speaker impedances
of 32- and 45-ohms. Always, replace the defective speaker with one
having the exact size and impedance.
CHECKING SPEAKER CONTINUITY

All speakers may be checked with the 200-ohm scale of the
DMM. Simply measure the resistance across the two speaker ter
minals (Fig. 16-2). Of course, the open speaker will not indicate
on the meter. Visually inspect the speaker terminals and small con
necting wire to the voice coil. The flexible voice coil wire may be
broken off or become loose at the speaker terminal. Tin the flexi
ble wire and solder it in place. The speaker must be replaced if
the voice coil is broken inside the voice coil assembly.
The speaker continuity may be normal with the voice coil fro338
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3-inch tweeter

6-inch midrange

Fig. 16-1. Select the correct size speaker for replacement in compact enter
tainment stereo units. You may find two or more in a single enclosure.

zen against the speaker magnet. Only a tinny or raspy sound is
heard with a dropped cone. The cone may be warped and pushing
against the center magnet. Voice coil damage may result from ex
cessive volume from a powerful audio section. Too much volume
in time may damage any large speaker. Push in on the speaker cone
with your thumbs on each side of the cone area. You may quickly
determine if the cone is dragging.

ACTUAL SPEAKER RESISTANCE
The voice coil resistance may indicate the impedance of the

Fig. 16-2. Check the speaker resistance with the low-ohm scale of the DMM.
Measure the resistance across the speaker terminals.
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speaker. Remove one speaker lead for accurate tests. The resis
tance across the speaker terminals is always lower than the actual
speaker impedance. For instance, an 8-ohm speaker impedance may
only measure 7.9 ohms on the speaker terminals while a large
12-inch speaker may measure 3.9 ohms, indicating a 4-ohm speaker
(Table 16-1). Speaker resistance tests are more accurate with the
DMM than the regular VOM or VTVM.
You may find several different sizes of speakers within a
speaker cabinet. Some of these speakers have a series-parallel ar
rangement with capacitor hookup. Replace the defective speaker
with the original or equivalent impedance and physical size.
THE ERRATIC AND INTERMITTENT SPEAKER

The intermittent or erratic speaker may “pop” off and on when
music is being played. Sometimes the intermittent speaker may
operate until higher volume is applied. Most intermittent speakers
are found in tractor radios and high-powered speaker cabinets. A
defective cable may cause the speaker to become intermittent.
Check the suspected intermittent speaker with the low-ohm
scale of the DMM. Remove one speaker connection. Clip the meter
leads across the speaker terminals. Now, press lightly on both sides
of the speaker cone (Fig. 16-3). An intermittent voice coil will show
an erratic reading on the meter. Keep pressing up and down on
the cone until the speaker goes open.
When several speakers are found in the high-powered speaker
cabinet, it may be difficult to locate the defective one. Connect the
speaker enclosure to the amplifier and listen to each individual
speaker with greater volume. Often, the woofer and mid-range
speakers carry the most volume, resulting in erratic conditions. In
Table 16-1. Speaker Impedance Chart
Showing the Exact Resistance Measurement with the DMM.
The Speaker Resistance Is Slightly Less than the Required Impedance.

Speaker Impedance
3.2 ohms
4 ohms
8 ohms
10 ohms
16 ohms
20 ohms
32 ohms
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Measured Resistance
3.0 ohms
3.9 ohms
7.8 ohms
9.7 ohms
15.9 ohms
19.5 ohms
31.7 ohms

Fig. 16-3. Clip the DMM across the speaker terminals. Push up and down on
the speaker cone. Notice the rapid change on the meter with an intermittent
speaker.

difficult situations, remove the speaker cover and connect each
speaker separately to the amplifier to determine which speaker is
intermittent.
THE NOISY SPEAKER

A noisy speaker may be caused by a tom or loose cone, loose
voice coil, or vibrating particles in the speaker cabinet. The
damaged cone may be caused by holes poked into the cone or
something falling into the speaker (Fig. 16-4). A loose voice coil
assembly may result when very high volume is applied to the
speaker, tearing the voice coil from the cone area. Some of these
speakers come in with voice coils practically blown out of the
speakers. The loose cone may produce a “blatting” noise caused
by the cone loosening the cement around the outside edge of the
speaker cone.
The noisy speaker may be repaired for small holes or tears in
the cone area with speaker cement. Rubber silicone may be used
on larger speaker cones. The repaired cone has a tendency to pull
and warp, which in time may cause it to rub against the center
magnet. Repair the loose speaker cone with speaker cement around
the rim area. Place glue under the loose areas with regular speaker
cement. Always, replace a speaker with large torn areas.
You may find a loose voice coil blown partly out of the front
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Fig. 16-4. The noisy speaker may have holes in the cone or be heavily damaged.
Here the speaker cabinet fell off the ledge poking a large hole in the woofer
speaker.

of the speaker cone. Either replace the speaker or if a speaker re
coning depot is near by, take expensive speakers there to be re
stored like new for about half the price of a new speaker. Sometimes
the voice coil may drag against the magnet, causing the voice coil
wiring to rub directly on the metal magnet. Besides distortion, the
speaker may appear intermittent.
A mushy or tinny distorted sound may be caused by a frozen
voice coil. Lower the music and push on both sides of the speaker.
Notice if the music clears up when one or the other side is moved.
If it does, the voice coil is rubbing against the center pole piece.
A normal cone should not touch any part of the center magnet. The
frozen voice coil will not move in or out. Repair or replace the
distorted speaker.

CHECKING THE SPEAKER IN THE CABINET
The front of the speaker cabinet may be easily removed to ser
vice the speakers in the larger speaker cabinets. While in smaller
cabinets the front and back panels are glued together. Check the
cabinet speaker with the low-ohm range of the DMM at the speaker
plug (Fig. 16-5). No ohmmeter reading may indicate an open woofer
or a defective plug and speaker cord.
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Fig. 16-5. Measure the speaker resistance at the speaker plug. No reading
will indicate the speaker, lead, or plug is open.

Inspect the speaker cord by checking the cord continuity from
the plug to where the cord enters the speaker cabinet. Either the
cord will break where the cord enters the cabinet or right at the
small male plug. Check the plug and speaker cable. Now, insert
a pin or needle into each wire that enters the speaker cabinet. Use
the low-ohm scale and check continuity of each speaker wire (Fig.
16-6). Replace the defective cord or plug if one side is found open.
Suspect a defective speaker when the cord and plug are nor
mal. The defective speaker must be replaced inside the sealed
cabinet. Check the front panel and notice if it is recessed into the
cabinet. If the front panel is fitted to the cabinet, the panel may
be removed. Often, the front panel is glued or stapled to the sides
of the cabinet. Carefully pry the front panel loose. After replacing

Fig. 16-6. Insert a pin or needle into each wire where the cord goes into the
speaker. Short out the male plug and check for continuity across the two pins.
Repair or replace the cord if found open.
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the defective speaker, the front panel may be fastened with wood
and glue and small brads.
If the front panel is recessed into the cabinet, saw out a por
tion of the masonite back panel. Leave a 1-inch lip around the back
cover to fasten the new back panel. Remove all sawdust and par
ticles from the speaker cabinet. Replace and repair the defective
speaker. Cement a new masonite cover to the back panel. Lay books
or other heavy objects on the back panel until the cement is dry.
SPEAKER PLUGS AND CONNECTIONS

Check the male plug of the speaker cable for a break right
where the wires enter the metal plug. A continuity test may be made
with the cable wire and each part of the male plug. A slight pull
on the cable wire may indicate if both wires are broken inside the
rubber insulation (Fig. 16-7). Cut off the plug and rewire or install
a new male plug if any part is broken.
Replace the speaker wire if it is frayed or several splices have
been made. Stagger the two wire splices so if the tape unravels
they will not touch one another. Solder all wire connections. Tape
all connections with plastic tape.
Inspect the speaker sockets on the cassette or stereo chassis.
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Fig. 16-7. A slight pull on the cable wire may break it if both wires are broken
inside the insulation. Often the cord breaks where it enters the cabinet or at
the male plug.
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R526
10 n

+ 29 V
Fig. 16-8. In some dc-coupled amplifiers the speaker voice coil is connected
directly into the circuit. A leaky transistor or change in the output circuit may
apply dc voltage directly across the speaker cone. Measure the dc voltage at
the speaker jack before connecting another speaker.

Most compact stereo units employ an RCA-type jack and plug for
quick speaker removal. Sometimes these plugs are broken or tom
loose from the plastic support bracket. Check the inside plug con
nection for an enlarged area causing intermittent sound or no sound.
A loose male speaker plug may make a poor connection with a bent
outside ground connection. Bend the outside tips inward to make
a tight connection at the female plug.
SPEAKER PROTECTION WHILE SERVICING

The speaker may be protected while servicing a defective
amplifier or to prevent damage from any speaker with a small size
fuse. In some dc-coupled amplifiers, the speaker voice coil is con
nected directly into the circuit (Fig. 16-8). When the circuit is
balanced, zero voltage is applied at each speaker terminal. If the
circuit is upset with a defective component, such as a leaky output
transistor, dc voltage is applied directly to the speaker voice coil.
Then the speaker voice coil is damaged and sometimes burned open
in woofer speakers. Some speakers are fused individually in larger
amplifiers.
Insert a small l-amp fuse between the center or positive ter345
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G

—i

Male plug

Female plug
Fig. 16-9. A speaker fuse protection device may be constructed from a sepa
rate male and female socket. Connect a pigtail fuse between the ungrounded
terminal of each socket.

minal of the amplifier and speaker. In some amplifiers with pushin type wire jacks a 1-amp pigtail fuse is inserted and then clipped
to the speaker wire. Up to a 4-amp fuse may be used in the highpowered amplifiers. Only the positive or one side of each speaker
requires fuse protection. The pigtail fuse may be found wired into
the speaker socket terminal inside the amplifier. Each time the fuse
opens, the top cover or cabinet must be removed to get at the blown
speaker fuse.
A homemade speaker fuse protection device may be con
structed from a separate male and female socket (Fig. 16-9). Se
lect the proper size of pigtail fuse and slip spaghetti insulation over
each end of the fuse. Solder the end of the fuse to the inside male
and female plug. Run an insulated piece of wire to both ground con
nections. Now, plug the protection device into the amplifier plugs
with each speaker cable inserted into the fusible socket.
Another method of speaker protection may be made up with
a flexible universal fuse holder. Insert the fuse holder in one of the
speaker cable leads (Fig. 16-10). Choose the correct fuse for pro
tection or install a 2-amp fuse in speaker systems over 100 watts.
Insert a 1-amp fuse for a 50-watt system and use a 1/2-amp fuse
for amplifiers under 20-watts of power. Speaker fuse protection is
needed when servicing the amplifier connected to expensive cabinet
speakers.

Fuse holder
To amp

Solder and
Tape each end

*
5

To spk

Fig. 16-10. A universal fuse holder may be used for speaker protection. Sim
ply, insert the fuse holder into one side of the speaker cable.
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Fig. 16-11. Each speaker may be
polarized by using a flashlight bat
tery. Connect clips and leads to
each end of the battery.
+ 1 1/2 V

Flashlight
battery
"C" or "D” cell

POLARITY TESTS

In large stereo systems, all speakers should be connected so
they are in phase with one another. The cone of each speaker will
move forward and backward at the same time. When installing a
new speaker, connect the speaker wiring so all speakers are in
phase.
Notice if the terminals of each speaker have a common lug or
a color dot at one terminal of the speaker. Sometimes a color dot
or a positive (+) sign is found on one terminal. If so, connect all
colored dots and + sign terminals together. Usually, these polarity
identification signs are only found in larger speaker units.
The speaker polarity may be located with an ordinary flashlight
battery (D or C cell). Solder a lead and clip to each battery terminal.
Clip the positive terminal to one side of the speaker terminal (Fig.
16-11). Momentarily touch the other speaker terminal. Notice if
the speaker cone moves forward or backward with the battery con
nected. If the cone moves forward, mark this terminal positive (+)
with a felt tipped pen.
Mark all the speaker terminals (+) with the cone going out
ward. Then connect all the positive terminals together in the
speaker enclosure. This positive terminal should be connected to
the hot or undergrounded center terminal of both male speaker
plugs (Fig. 16-12). Check the continuity of each speaker wire for
the correct hot lead with the DMM. The ground or common speaker
lead should go to the negative or other terminal of the speakers.
Some speaker wires have a white marking on the negative or cornmon speaker cable. Other speaker cables may be marked with the
copper positive and the negative being a silver flexible wire.
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Fig. 16-12. When the speaker goes outward with the touch of the battery, mark
the positive lead with a + sign on the speaker. Polarize all speakers and con
nect all positive signs together for correct phase.

CONNECTING THE SPEAKERS

Connecting too many speakers to a small stereo amplifier may
load down the unit, causing low volume and damage to the output
transistor (Fig. 16-13). Often two speakers on each channel may
be connected to stereo units under 20 watts. A 50-watt amplifier
may handle a total of six speakers. The 100- or 150-watt amplifier
may supply adequate power for eight to ten speakers.
A 20-watt amplifier indicates that each channel has the actual
power output of 10 watts. So, be careful if you add more than one
enclosure of speakers to the small compact stereo unit. When the
speakers are connected in parallel, the impedance decreases. For
instance, if two 8-ohm impedance speakers are paralleled, the total
8 ft

8o

8o

8 ft

<r

Total of
2 ft impedance

Speakers

<Fig. 16-13. Too many speakers connected to a small amplifier may cause low
volume or damage the output transistor. Notice how low the impedance is of
four speakers added in parallel.
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Fig. 16-14. The two door speakers in an auto radio may be connected in se
ries. Here the total impedance is 8 ohms.

is 4 ohms. Measure the resistance of the two speakers in parallel
with the DMM. The total measured resistance may be close to 3.9
ohms. You can quickly determine the total speaker impedance with
the low-ohm scale.
When installing speakers in the auto radio, the two front right
speakers may be connected in a series arrangement (Fig. 16-14).
Most car radios have separate speaker connections for the front
and rear speakers. In a Sanyo auto radio model FT484R, the front
C719
Left
to amp

To amp
right

470

l
r*

VR804
Kr
VR804

¥

C819
470

+

1.
2.
3.
4.

Hot and fuse
Ground
Front sp common 0
Front left sp ©
rear left sp 0
5. NC
6. Rear left sp ©
7. Front right so
Rear right sp
8. NC
9. Rear right sp ©

§

Fig. 16-15. Notice how the front and rear speakers are connected in a Sanyo
model FT484R. Follow the manufacturer’s hookup chart in attaching speakers
to the auto radio.
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speakers are connected to a variable control and common ground,
while the rear negative terminal is connected to the control and
full power output (Fig. 16-15). Each amplifier section has a sepa
rate speaker in the quad-8 car radio.
The same speaker impedance should be used when connecting
an extra speaker to the TV receiver. Connecting extra speakers
to the older tube model did not pose any particular problems. But,
when connecting the extra speaker to the newer transistor TVs,
the speakers should match. If your present TV has a 32-ohm
speaker, parallel the same impedance speaker for use by the hard
of hearing.
A small speaker may be placed by a chair so everyone in a room
can hear the program at the same volume level. Usually, the smaller
size speaker may have a lower impedance. Try connecting the two
speakers in series, if only an 8-ohm speaker is available or if it is
the only size that can fit in the speaker box (Fig. 16-16).
In the larger stereo tuner-amplifiers you may find several
speaker systems. Often the power output of these amplifiers is a
total of 50 watts or more. Both system A and B may be switched
into the circuit at once or separately (Fig. 16-17). The speakers are
connected to each right or left channel of system A or B. You may
select a different set of speakers or have all speakers connected.
SPEAKER REPLACEMENT

The new speaker must be the same size, impedance, and
quality. In small radios or cassette players, the new speaker may
be a smaller size and still perform well. But, when installing larger

4

( 32 ft spk
To amp

( 8 ft spk
4

Fig. 16-16. Connect the 32- and 8-ohm speakers in series when connecting
an extra small speaker to the TV for the hard of hearing. If connected directly
across the other speaker, place a rheostat in series with the attached speaker.
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Fig. 16-17. Large stereo-tuner-amplifiers may have separate A and B speaker
system. These speakers may be switched in separately or all at once from the
front of the amplifier.

speakers, choose the exact size to fit in the existing hole and it
should mount on the existing speaker mounting holes. The size of
the speaker is extremely important when replacing tweeters and
mid-range speakers in a speaker cabinet (Fig. 16-18).
Always choose the same speaker impedance. Improper speaker
impedance may result in lower volume and distortion. Watch
carefully when replacing the small speaker in small TV receivers.
Many of these speakers have a very odd impedance. You may find
32-, 40-, and 53-ohm speakers in 3- or 4-inch sizes. These speakers
should be ordered directly from the manufacturer’s distributor.
Large impedance speakers may be found in console transistorized
TV receivers.
Each speaker must be able to handle the power requirement
of the amplifier. If not, the voice coil will blow or become damaged.
Even with excellently designed units, excessive volume has
damaged more than one speaker. It seems that the operator wants
to turn the amplifier wide open, resulting in speaker damage. The
total speaker wattage rating must exceed the peak power of the
amplifier.
The frequency response of most stereo speakers is quite critical.
Although the frequency response of most amplifiers is exaggerated,
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replace the defective speaker with the original or an equivalent.
Always replace a speaker with a small cone attached to the woofer
with the same type speaker. All speakers should be replaced with
a speaker of the same frequency response.
Choose a speaker with the same size magnet (Fig. 16-19). Large

Fig. 16-18. Replace all speakers with replacements of the same size in large
speaker cabinets. Replace with the original replacements if available.
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Fig. 16-19. Check the replacement speaker magnet. Replace with the same
size or magnet weight. Large ceramic magnetic speakers are found in tractor
radios and large speaker cabinets.

ceramic magnet speakers are found in tractor radios and large
speaker cabinets. Check the magnet weight in the speaker. Com
parable speakers may be selected by magnet weight, actual cost,
353
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and manufacturer’s name. You may find replacement speakers are
better constructed then those found in lower priced stereo com
ponents. So, in choosing the speaker replacement, consider size,
weight of magnet, type of speaker, cost, and correct speaker im
pedance.
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Index
A

age, 117
AM and FM reception, weak, 137,

168
AM intermittent, 254
AM-FM receiver tests, 159
amplifier circuits, 144
antenna tests, 268
audio circuits
signal tracing, 282
audio stages
weak, 150
auto ranging, 3
automobile radio tests, 244
B
bridge rectifiers, 178
brightness problems, 110
C
capacitor checks, 11
cassette player
automobile, 290
cassette player problems, 303
cassette-player tests, 226
channel light stays on, 214
chassis shut down, 54
circuit breaker problems, 79
color problems, 71, 73
continuity checks, 8
continuity tone, 3
cross talk, 302

D
damper diode, 37
damper diode tests, 23
dark bars in raster, 40
dial lights, 266
digital multimeter, 1
diode testing, 19, 314
diode-transistor tests, 10
diodes
checking fixed, 16
detection, 18
distorted music, 327
distorted sound, 235,261,277,299
distortion
unusual, 194
distortion problem, 148
DMM, 1
drive voltage problems, 83
duo-diode tests, 21

F
FM intermittent, 256
FM weak, 255
foldover, 55
frying noises, 239
fuses, 36,45,56,96,176,180, 247
H
high voltage, 51, 102
high voltage circuits, 56
horizontal circuit tests, 40
horizontal drifting, 81
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horizontal lines, 46, 113
horizontal output transistors, 54
horizontal pulling, 48, 106
horizontal white line, 60, 89
horizontal width, 106
hum, 320
excessive, 283
loud tuning, 172
hum bars, 98
HV shutdown, 52
I
IC
removing and installing an, 31
IC tests, 31
insufficient width, 84
intermittent AM, 254
intermittent FM, 256
intermittent program change, 212
intermittent raster, 49
intermittent reception, 132, 153
intermittent recording, 222
intermittent sound, 235, 279
intermittent speed, 230
intermittent tape operation, 208
intermittent transistor chassis, 155
intermittent vertical sweep, 64
L
liquid-crystal display, 1
M
mechanical problems, 243
tape deck, 310
motor not rotating, 317
motorboating noises, 219, 275
music distorted, 327
N
noisy components, 196
noisy reception, 134, 263, 286
noisy speaker, 341
O
oscillations, 275

P
phonograph changer mechanical
problems, 332
phonograph repairs, 313
polarity tests, 347
popping noise, 265
portable radio tests, 122
power supply
solid-state TV, 34
pulsating lines, 82
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R
radio tests
table-model, 139
tractor and truck, 267
radio will not shut off, 128
Radio-Shack digital multimeters, 7
raster width, 99
reception, noisy, 263, 286
recording
intermittent, 222
rectifier circuit
full-wave, 141
rectifiers
bridge, 178
resistance tests, 8
resistor
voltage-dropping, 112
rf problems, 253
S
signal tracing audio circuits, 282
snowy picture, 115
sound
distorted, 120, 129, 235, 299
intermittent, 235, 279
loud buzzing, 181
weak, 119
sound distorted, 70, 147, 261, 277
sound intermittent, 70
sound problems, 68
sound weak, 69
sounds
popping and cracking, 196
speaker
erratic, 340
intermittent, 340
noisy, 341
speaker connections, 344
speaker continuity, 338
speaker plugs, 344
speaker protection, 345
speaker resistance, 339
speaker tests, 338
speakers
connecting, 348
speakers won’t balance, 189
stereo amp tests, 176
stereo 8-track, 290
stereo 8-track tests, 202
stereo reception poor, 173
sync, 106
T
tape deck cleaning, 206
tape deck mechanical problems,
310

tape head checks, 215
tape motor runs all the time, 209
tape runs too fast, 210
tape-player problems, 292
transformer problems, 57
transformerless circuit, 143
transistor leakage tests, 27
transistor measurements, 26
transistor output circuits, 145, 148
transistors
checking in-circuit, 30
tripler component, 88
tripler problems, 57
Triplett digital multimeters, 6
tube output, 145
tube stages weak, 151
tubes
horizontal-output, 85
series string, 76
tubes sockets defective, 78
tuner problems, 116
TV tests, 95
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V
vertical circuits, 60
vertical linearity, 92
vertical sweep, 114
insufficient, 63
vertical crawling, 67
video intermittent, 108
voltage
high, 51
voltage measurements, 9
VOM, 1
VTVM, 1
VU meter movement, 192
W
warbling noises, 220
weak reception, 131
width insufficient, 55, 84
Z
zener diode tests, 18
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